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Preface 

Ask someone what the objective of a moral person should be, and very possibly you�ll hear, �To 

make the world a better place.� It is my hope this book will be of service to those with such an endeavor.  

More precisely, this book investigates how to behave in life so as to �increase beauty in the long 

run.� Here, by beauty in individuals we essentially mean a certain mixture of talent and unselfish goodness 

which as it turns out evolution should select for in humans. It has ever been my hope and concern to 

maintain a purity and carefulness in my deliberations so as to avoid shortsightedness that I am afraid leads 

all too often in works of this nature to the espousal of necessarily uninteresting moralities that are 

excessively sacrificial on the one hand or selfishly cruel on the other. 

Morality unlike success has no simple standard measures. It can�t be measured in dollars or 

numbers of children. Accordingly, it is a subject that requires a high level of exact thinking and 

understanding, which we strive for. Nevertheless, because morality is so complex, any absolutely precise 

understanding of it is admittedly too much to hope for. Thus, concerning moral matters, intuition is pretty 

much always going to be a good deal wiser than dry rational thought (unless perhaps addiction is 

involved). However, even though intuition almost always leads understanding, the former I have found 

doesn�t much like to get too far ahead of his friend. Good understanding assists intuition (and vice-versa). 

There doubtless are hearts wiser than the thoughts of this book, yet I hope these thoughts be sufficiently 

well-crafted as to be inspiring and pleasing to the hearts in question. 

This work has no fear in making bold conclusions and doesn�t hesitate to be speculative. I may 

have made a few errors. However, since I try to explain why people should behave as I say and not just 

how they should behave, it is hoped these errors will not be too invisible and incorrigible. Nevertheless, I 

feel the large majority of my conclusions are essentially correct, and what since my conclusions are, well, 

highly original, I feel that my book would be worthwhile reading even if only a few of them were correct. 

A book with nothing unusual to say is necessarily by the definition of uninteresting uninteresting, which 

would make it unworthy of being read by adults. Too often people conclude from looking at history that, 

people having believed from scarce evidence so many strange wrong notions, people must have a 

dangerous tendency to believe weird bizarre notions on insufficient evidence. It is my opinion that (at least 
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among the unaddicted) wrong beliefs come more from being too conformist than from being too weird. For 

instance, the belief in witches on broomsticks and the Salem witch trials were not a result so much of 

people believing bold new ideas, but of errors arising from excessive conformity to ancient religious 

beliefs. True, individuals can have insane tendencies which should be guarded against. But if the most 

commonplace insanity is not recognized as such, that is merely because it is so common and not because it 

is not productive of error. The insanity most commonplace and productive of error in people is fear of 

having weird ideas. 

Nowadays, the religion of the elite is science. To a good scientist, science should merely mean 

something like careful thinking and careful observation. (And as is underappreciated, the former more than 

the latter. And as is also underappreciated, quality in observation is much more important than quantity). 

But to many people science has come to mean much more than that. It basically means that everyone 

should believe only what the official science priests at prestigious universities say unless he has done a 

great many peer-reviewed experiments that have brought money to his research institution. And of course 

it means that scientists shouldn�t publish until they have milked every idea possible with the utmost 

thoroughness�not because they want to do all the milking themselves (they would never be that selfish!), 

but because they know how easy it is to be misled by the silliness that arises for instance in common 

people who foolishly allow intuition to guide their thoughts. True, if something is very complicated and 

you know someone else has thought about it much more carefully than you have or want to, it is only 

natural and reasonable to believe his opinion, at least if he is respectable and has little reason to be biased. 

But there are a whole, whole lot of things that science has had nothing to say about because no scientist has 

bothered asking. Among them, many quite simple yet important things, actually. By merely bothering to 

think carefully about the consequences of various behaviors and by often asking, �Why?� one can come to 

numerous interesting unusual conclusions about morality and biology which a reasonable person can and 

should believe merely because they make sense (at times it admittedly helps to have an understanding of 

biology, but there is much more to gained from understanding high school or college freshman biology 

than from any additional understanding of biology), especially if the conclusions make sense when taken 

together as a whole (the moral puzzle at a given level of exactness is like a crossword puzzle in that if the 
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answers to the moral puzzle on a given level have a kind of completeness to them with regard to breadth, 

then the answers of the moral puzzle fitting well together lends confidence to their validity). If something 

makes more sense than its negation, believe it, and if it makes a lot more sense, believe it strongly. 

Scientists should be given credit for tending to be more rational and precise than common people; 

if I dislike pedantic intellectual snobbishness, I also dislike the tendency toward excess respect for the 

irrational that is especially present in common people probably from their awe of addiction (which affects 

emotion). But though I love exactness, the exactness of my book arises mostly merely from my having 

been patiently thoughtful in arriving at my conclusions. My book is not exact in any pedantic sense of 

being devoid of emotional sensibility, afraid of controversial conclusions, or hesitant to consider matters 

that could be considered indecorous or insane-looking. Find the idea that all paranoid delusions tend to 

resemble, and it�s logically simpler and more sound to believe that it describes what we should most make 

a (rational) point of fearing more and not what we should most make a point of fearing less. I am unusual 

in that I am neither like the typical scientist who is too naïve to believe that disgusting stuff happens or is 

significant, nor like the typical common person who towards the disgusting is likely to be in awe, 

veneration, or excessive terror. I am sufficiently down-to-earth to see and loathe the enemy, and I trust I 

am sufficiently intellectual for it to be appropriate for me to scoff at him. 





An Overview of Evolution 

Some notions of morality are relatively easy to apply. For instance, it is not very difficult to do 

unto others as you would have them do unto you. All it takes is an understanding of your own desires. But 

not all notions are so easily interpreted into the actions of everyday life. For instance, the notion of 

morality that we shall consider in this book is that of trying to do what will create the most beauty in the 

long run, and it is not easy under such a belief to decide even seemingly simple questions as whether 

people should get married or not. If you are trying to create beauty, you need an understanding of how 

beauty comes about. And to understand how beauty comes about, you must ask how the complexity of life 

comes about, since most beauty seems to be associated with life. 

Scientists now believe that higher life evolved from more primitive life over a long period of time 

according to certain principles discovered by the 19th-century biologist Charles Darwin1 and clarified by 

more recent biologists and geneticists. It will be necessary to understand the rudimentary principles of 

evolution in order to understand what constitutes moral behavior. Do not get discouraged if you are 

unfamiliar with evolutionary principles. The difficulty lies not so much in understanding evolution as in 

                                                           
1Recently (1999), I�ve come across an interesting old family letter by I think Maria Weston Chapman (the 
19th-century abolitionist who I�m inclined to think knew personally about half the world�s most influential 
and progressive intellectuals of her time) in which she suggests that Darwin�s theory of evolution is largely 
a rehash (or even renaming) of John Hunter�s theory of development. This John Hunter was a Scottish 
anatomist and surgeon who lived one hundred years before Darwin. Today he is known principally merely 
as the teacher of Edward Jenner, the discoverer of vaccination. Apparently, Hunter neglected to publish 
much of his work (one could wonder whether his unpublished ideas were, as with Leibniz�s, mainly those 
he felt it would be socially unacceptable to admit to holding), and unfortunately, some plagiarist after 
Hunter�s death got a hold of most of his papers from his estate and after plagiarizing some of them did burn 
them all to hide his theft. I notice (from Internet) that Emerson suggested somewhere that poetically 
Hunter�s ideas suggest Darwin�s. I don�t know from the limited reference I have exactly how much Mrs. 
Chapman felt it was more than that. I presume (so don�t want to start a conspiracy theory) that Mrs. 
Chapman was referring merely to her knowledge of Hunter�s published writings and not the burned ones 
when she suggests they essentially describe evolution. I leave the whole issue to experts who might care 
more than I and who have better access to libraries. I wouldn�t be surprised if there is some truth to what 
Mrs. Chapman says, however, for I am bothered slightly by the stuffiness and pedantry of The Origin of 
the Species�on a literary level it doesn�t in my opinion read like the work of a genius (though of course 
great scientists don�t have to be great writers). 
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deriving from evolution and one�s definition of morality what constitutes moral behavior. It is there rather 

than in understanding evolution that much exact thinking is required. 

As far as scientists know, the qualities that regulate how an animal interacts with its environment 

are determined by the genes it possesses. A gene is a segment of a molecule called DNA, and is located on 

a larger structure called a chromosome. In each body cell, humans have the same twenty-three pairs of 

chromosomes. The DNA molecules are composed of subunits called nucleotides. There are four different 

kinds of nucleotides, which come in pairs, and differences in the order and type of nucleotides make for 

differences in the DNA molecule. The differences in the DNA molecules make for different genes that 

make for different qualities in the organism. 

The kind of genes possessed varies from generation to generation. This evolution occurs 

according to three qualities of genes: they vary, they can be inherited, and they can be selected. Variation 

occurs in a gene randomly through a process called mutation. The biologist Lamarck believed that this 

variation was not random, that for instance if an animal stretched his neck enough he could pass on the 

stretched neck to his offspring and thus long necks could develop as in giraffes. But scientists have 

discounted Lamarck�s theory in favor of Darwin�s, which says mutation is random. Genes can be passed 

down from generation to generation; in fact in humans a child receives twenty-three chromosomes (and all 

the genes they contain) from each parent. Finally, because of selection some genes are more likely to be 

passed on to offspring than others and thus are likely to increase in frequency from generation to 

generation in the gene pool of the species. As the gene pool changes, the species changes its characteristics 

and evolution occurs. 

Darwin described two different kinds of selection: natural selection and sexual selection. Those 

genes that are likely to improve the chance of the animal surviving are likely to be passed on more than 

those genes which are harmful or useless to the animal. Thus the �fit� genes are likely to increase in 

frequency, while the �unfit� genes are likely to decrease in frequency, all things else being equal. This 

tendency is called natural selection. But there are some characteristics, such as fancy feathers in the male 

peacock, which do not seem to improve survival, and yet which have been selected for. They are selected 
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for, it seems, merely because the female likes them and is thus more likely to mate with animals possessing 

them. Selection which occurs because of mate preference is called sexual selection. 

It is important to note that natural selection does not always favor those traits that are useful to the 

survival of the animal possessing them: tendencies that greatly improve the survival chances of the 

relatives of an animal can be selected for even if they decrease the chances of the animal surviving. Thus 

parents make sacrifices to take care of their young. But the sacrifices which an animal makes to care for its 

kin are in some sense not sacrifices at all, since the kin of an animal has many genes in common with its 

parent. The tendency for caring traits useful to the survival of the kin of an animal to be selected for is 

called kin selection. Kin selection largely explains family togetherness. 
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Altruism Selection 

It is perhaps difficult at first glance to see how unselfishness can arise in a species. The animals 

who pass on their genes are those who reproduce best and obtain the best care for their relatives. In 

humans, it could appear that no one would care unselfishly for anybody not a relative, and that men would 

resort to any stratagem to obtain sex. And indeed, one does see much selfishness in humans. Still, there are 

few who would admit that humans are always selfish. How exactly does unselfishness arise? 

One frequently seen explanation of how altruism arose in humans involves kin selection. For most 

of human history humans presumably did not travel much; thus unselfishness towards those nearby is 

selected for by kin selection, since those nearby are likely to be related. Very recently, travel and 

population growth has caused much interaction between very distantly related people, and so this type of 

altruism would appear oftentimes now to be against the interest of the person possessing it, but the 

argument goes, it would appear, that for most of society interactions were mainly between closely related 

people, and that human self-interest has been too stupid to realize that altruism is only reasonable when it is 

toward someone likely to be related. With time, I suppose the argument would go, unselfishness toward 

those unrelated will be selected for, and then people will become more selfish, basically all because of the 

death of the family in modern society. I for one think that human intuition and intelligence is way complex 

enough to admit of a simple desire not to help those who are not related, so I find this argument that 

altruism arises essentially from kin selection as described rather silly. 

Another explanation that I have also seen for altruism involves people breaking into groups, but 

doesn�t depend so much on kin selection. It takes into account that people not only compete as individuals, 

but also as groups. People have a natural tendency to form into groups. Doubtless this tendency to form 

groups has been around for a long time�chimpanzees form groups as well. Those groups in which 

cooperation and team spirit exist dominate or even eliminate those groups in which such cooperation is not 

present, and thus the necessarily cooperative members of the cooperative groups pass on their genes best 

and cooperation is selected for. This would seem to be at least partly the explanation for patriotism. But 

people can be altruistic to those not in any common group, and I don�t see how one can ascribe altruism to 

cliquishness unless one assumes what to me seems unlikely, that people�s desires are too simple to 
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distinguish a group member from a nongroup member. Some explanation of altruism higher than the herd 

instinct is required. 

A simple thought experiment reveals that abstract desires can be selected for. Here, by an abstract 

desire I mean a desire that people evolve in a certain way, or what amounts to almost the same thing, a 

desire to behave in a certain fashion that will tend to make people evolve in a certain way. Let us suppose, 

for instance, that a man arises whose sole love is violet eyes. Let us assume that his desire is to increase the 

number of violet-eyed people represented in future generations. He will want to care for violet-eyed 

people. Moreover, he will care for people who love violet eyes even if they don�t have violet eyes: indeed, 

a person who loves violet eyes will perhaps do more for violet eyes than a person with violet eyes who 

perhaps doesn�t care much for violet eyes. Thus, the man will care for himself even if he doesn�t have 

violet eyes. Clearly, the man will try to support violet eyes, but how? The simplest way for him to support 

violet eyes is by marrying someone supporting violet eyes and taking the marriage seriously. He will care 

for his wife because of violet eyes to a degree that selfish people would not. Selfish men are likely to spend 

more time in selfish activities, such as mistress chasing, that do not help the wife. A selfish man may even 

leave his wife after a few children, even if he loves her best, simply because he can use his resources to 

encourage other women to have children by him. Thus, a man who loves violet eyes will reward his 

favorite mate to a degree that a selfish man would not. Similarly, women who love violet eyes will behave 

unselfishly. A woman who loves violet eyes will be less likely to base her reproductive decisions on selfish 

considerations such as money than a selfish woman would. Because men and women who love violet eyes 

will give to each other unselfishly according as is best for violet eyes, the sum total of what they get is 

likely to be more than what selfish people get, and so they are likely to succeed more than purely selfish 

people, provided that their abstract desire doesn�t conflict with the abstract desires of others. Perhaps it 

might be argued that the skills necessary for surviving and competing with selfish people would not be 

selected for among violet-eye-loving people, and so selfish people would be more successful, but this is not 

the case. People who love violet eyes will in fact love skill in people who love violet eyes, because this 

skill is useful in furthering people who love violet eyes. A person with an abstract desire, such as love of 

violet eyes, is likely to win out in single competition with a person with selfish ones (at least if the former 
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is tolerably sensitive and understanding), a fact I call idealism selection. Isn�t it reasonable to suppose that 

a person who wants to further a quality such as violet eyes is likely to be in some degree successful? 

There are, however, many abstract desires that may arise in an individual, and different desires 

may conflict. Thus, to continue with our example, there is no reason to suppose the world will become 

violet-eyed, because people may also arise who support other eye colors such as blue or green or who hold 

it against people to care about eye color as opposed to some other abstract quality desired. Thus, although 

abstract desires would seem to be selected for in single competition with selfishness, there is a competition 

between abstract desires, and so if one seeks an understanding of what desire is likely to be selected for, 

one must ask whether there be some abstract desire that has a selective advantage over the other abstract 

desires. And to figure out whether there be some abstract desire that has an advantage over the other 

abstract desires, one must consider once again natural selection as opposed to sexual selection. A female 

who supports a certain quality will tend to mate with an individual possessing that quality (as well as with 

those supporting that quality, whether possessed of it or not). Thus, the offspring of a female who loves a 

certain quality are more likely to possess that quality than the offspring of a female who loves some other 

quality. And there are certain qualities in an individual, which because of natural selection, improve the 

chances of the individual leaving offspring. In humans, in particular, a person must be skillful in order to 

have enough wealth to support a large number of children. Thus, it would appear that a person who wishes 

to further skill will have an advantage over those who want to further other qualities such as violet eyes, 

because the children of such an individual will probably be more skillful, and thus more able to leave 

offspring. But what one must not suppose is that people will simply want to reward those who have skill. 

In furthering skill, more important than skill, I believe, is unselfishness in furthering skill. An untalented 

person who gives unselfishly is likely to do very much more for skill than a more talented selfish person. 

Thus it would appear that a certain mixture of talent and goodness would seem to be selected for (goodness 

meaning the tendency to further talent unselfishly2) by a process I shall call altruism3 selection, simply 

                                                           
2At the risk of sounding more precise than the notions are as they exist in my head, I should point out that 
�furthering talent unselfishly� is itself a derivative concept, comprising not only unselfish love of talent but 
also unselfish love of unselfish love of talent, unselfish love of unselfish love of unselfish love of talent, 
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because the desire to further skill unselfishly is the most useful abstract desire. This certain mixture of 

talent and goodness appears to me rather similar to what I feel beauty is. Perhaps I should replace �talent� 

by �intricate complexity� in my definition of beauty, because talent tends to be immediately and obviously 

practicable, and I feel I must value what is not obviously useful but may be useful somehow, sometime. 

Also, I feel that I am concerned about the possibility of extinction of our species and life in general, and so 

find particularly nice those tendencies that tend to harmony in human relations, since it is violence that 

most would seem to threaten our planet (perhaps these tendencies arose from species selection due to 

competition between species as well as from a kind of inter-species altruism selection that occurs because 

different species can interact with each other in unselfish ways). But at any rate, I consider beauty to be 

something quite close to something whose possession simple argument would suggest might well be 

selected for. What I shall consider in the most of the remainder of this book, and what I shall call morality, 

is how one may best go about furthering beauty in the long run. 

It may seem contradictory that one may seek something and be less likely to obtain it because of 

being one who seeks it, yet that is what regularly happens to selfish people because of their seeking 

reproductive success. Unselfish people reward others more than selfish people do, and unselfish people are 

careful to reward only unselfish people.4 Thus, to the degree that unselfish people can detect selfish desires 

                                                                                                                                                                             
unselfish love of unselfish love of unselfish love of unselfish love of talent, ad infinitum. Beauty turns out 
to be the certain combination of talent and goodness that makes goodness unselfish love of beauty. 
3In contradistinction to common usage, modern philosophers tend to use �altruism� only to denote 
unselfish behaviors that are sacrificial, a restriction I don�t make. They would probably prefer my saying 
�norm selection�, a phrase which I refuse to use inasmuch as �norm� suggests �normal�. I refuse to risk 
suggesting that whether something is moral has something to do with whether it is normal. 
4I am excluding rewards given as a result of team spirit. Social structures tend to place us in naturally 
competitive groups, and frequently it is expedient to be team-spirited in these groups. Thus, for instance, it 
pays to believe in working unselfishly with fellow employees even if disliked by you, or you won�t be seen 
as a team player but as a back-stabber. No tit, no tat. Similarly, it pays to be the sort to obey laws that 
aren�t extremely unreasonable or ignored, or you won�t be seen as patriotic (also it pays to obey such laws 
because they tend to reflect what people think is right, and it is foolhardy to ignore others� conceptions of 
morality�what is moral is slightly different form what is idealistic). It could be argued that the 
disenfranchised, like the Unabomber, who have no expectation from others, could reasonably be the sort to 
violate law, but maybe the reason the Unabomber came to have such an unhappy connection with society 
was precisely his excessive tendency to disobey reasonable standards of conduct and behavior. I should 
point out that morality is not a mere tit-for-tat arrangement. For example, as is very significant, marriage 
can happen for mutually selfish reasons and still be immoral (as when marriage is merely a trade of sex for 
resources).  
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in others, selfish people are rewarded less than the unselfish, and so they get less. A little thought reveals 

that two requirements are necessary in the unselfish to enable them to give as they desire. First, they must 

be sensible and intelligent enough to gauge accurately what unselfish behavior is in themselves and others, 

so that they may give unselfishly and determine what they want to love in others. Second, they must be 

sensitive enough to determine whether an individual is truly unselfish�it is to be suspected that with such 

benefits to gain, the selfish might often pretend to unselfishness in order to receive the more rewarding 

love of the unselfish while at the same time avoiding sacrifice. The first requirement is a great deal more 

than what most people believe, I suspect. It will become clear, I hope, as this work progresses that what 

moral behavior actually is differs considerably from what most people believe it to be, and is in fact quite 

complicated. An optimist myself, I believe that most people actually have unselfish feelings, only they fail 

to understand their feelings because they are too confused to handle the complexity of goodness, and so 

they often behave immorally. A degree of sensibility and understanding really is necessary, I believe, for 

goodness, and the lack of higher intellectual thought is probably the reason why many of the lower animals 

behave with less refinement than humans. But of course, I don�t mean to say that intelligence is sufficient 

for goodness; indeed, intelligence may be used for evil plots and deceptions in a selfish way. Still, along 

with sensitivity, the skill of determining what is noble and good behavior is a skill more special and 

important than other skills, as is reflected in whom people reverence: Jesus Christ, Mohammed, Buddha, 

Confucius, they were above all moral teachers and on account of their perceived wisdom have received the 

utmost admiration. 

It is an interesting question whether the sensitivity of good people is likely to be more powerful 

than the deceptions of the bad. It would seem that evil people have a great deal to gain by being deceptive 

about their level of goodness�an effective deception could cause an evil man (or woman) to obtain the 

more rewarding unselfish love without having to be willing to make sacrifice. So it might seem that 

deception would be selected for to such a degree in evil people that this deceptive ability might evolve in 

evil people faster than sensitivity can evolve in good people. Moreover, there doesn�t seem to be any 

obvious way to test the magnanimity of another�s motives�one�s own goodness one may easily lie about. 

However, there is a rather easy way to test another�s sensitivity�merely ask him to judge your own 
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motivations and thoughts, test his level of empathy, see if his poems and feelings relate to your own private 

and secret thoughts and emotions, etc. And there is every reason to believe that sensitivity almost always 

goes hand in hand with goodness. For an unselfish woman generally gives by being willing to have her 

child by the man she loves (without requiring much in return); similarly an unselfish man gives by caring 

for his wife to such a degree that she can have more of his children than a less-loved woman would likely 

have. Now if a selfish person can delude a good person by selfishly giving a false impression of a 

capability toward unselfishness, he may end up having more offspring, but those offspring will be by a 

person who was sufficiently insensitive as to be deluded as to the other�s level of goodness. Thus, since 

children tend to inherit the qualities of their parents, what a selfish person can hardly ever get by selfishly 

creating a false impression of goodness is sensitive offspring. And of course, good sensitive people, who 

value sensitivity greatly, will reward sensitivity among themselves just as they reward goodness and other 

useful attributes. So it must be supposed that sensitivity toward character will evolve much faster among 

good people than among bad. So merely by caring a great deal for this sensitivity, which is what good 

people should do anyway, and by gauging its presence, the unselfish can be pretty certain not to allow the 

selfish to trap them with delusion. Simple logic suggests that sensitivity will usually overcome deceptions 

as regards character.5 

I can well imagine that many people will be turned off by my trying to base ethics on evolutionary 

principles�it would seem to many at first a rather cold thing to do. And indeed, if one considers the most 

salient cases of attempts to use the theory of evolution to back moral beliefs, it is no surprise that the 

history conscious might feel much discomfort at my attempt. In the late nineteenth century, Social 

Darwinism tried to use evolution to support soaking the rich. Adolph Hitler used his eugenic theories to 

support militaristic German nationalism. But still, it must seem reasonable to many that evolution can tell 

us a great deal about the consequences of various behaviors on future generations, and that people should 

                                                           
5It is curious one often hears women saying such things as �I don�t like it when a man tries to put thoughts 
in my head. I like a man who will listen to my own opinions and ideas.� The tendency to judge the 
thoughts of a would-be lover and to communicate those judgments to her really strikes me as being quite 
noble, inasmuch as it allows her to judge accurately of his level of sensitivity. And of course, he can 
determine the real truth by asking, later. 
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be concerned about the future. It is possible to be interested in trying to derive what it is right from simple 

assumptions without actually believing that one should do otherwise than as intuition suggests is right or 

what one feels like doing. I am inclined to believe that what one feels like doing is more likely to be right 

that what one�s theories suggest is right (assuming addiction is not involved), and if one keeps that in mind, 

I see no reason why a person can�t think rationally about moral questions and be no colder than the next 

fellow. Morality is complicated, any simple explanation like that of the Social Darwinists or Hitler is bound 

to be wrong. Unselfishness is the most useful quality in promoting beauty; to reward the rich as Social 

Darwinism suggests is right would tend to promote selfishness and would be one of the worst things 

possible for promoting fitness�not to mention that it would likely make the world more selfish and thus 

increase hostilities, possibly leading to wars of mass or total destruction. If Hitler was truly interested in 

promoting power, he would have seen that even if Germans do tend to be superior�which I by no means 

concede�there is a great deal of power outside Germany that a truly thoughtful strategy would not have 

tried to destroy. And again he would have realized that unselfishness promotes skill more than power itself 

does, and so he would have tried to support unselfishness. And instead of letting the secret police 

determine on the slightest knowledge who was good and mete out the rewards and punishments, he would 

have let individuals themselves reward and punish naturally those they really know well, through love and 

absence of love, in a way that doesn�t too rapidly destroy diversity or establish precedents that allow 

greedy people to behave ruthlessly. But I feel I am beating a dead horse. The arguments against the 

infamous pseudo-moralities purportedly based on evolution are really so obvious, it would appear what 

you really have to wonder about as dangerous is the morality of those who from awe or fear of such 

obviously incoherent peseudo-moralities are against using evolution in moral arguments.  

So I address the relevant objectors. What is the fear gentlemen? Do you believe that Darwin and 

evolution are wrong, or do you believe that it is a truth that supports an undesired selfishness? If you 

believe evolution is false, well, you are probably ignorant or somewhat foolish�not the worst sins. But if 

you believe that evolution is the truth and that a careful consideration of this truth implies that people are 
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selfish because evolution causes that, you are probably either scum6 or very gullible. Indeed, the plausible 

reason someone would want to encourage or create the lie that selfish people must win out over good 

people is to make others believe that selfish people are more worthy than they are, and people who do that 

are typically selfishly trying to make their own selfishness appear greater than it really is. A morality based 

on evolutionary principles may be near right if more than a little thought is used in crafting it, and 

especially if it explains what many feel to be right and proper (I do believe most people are basically 

good). And a better rational moral understanding develops better moral intuition. 

There are others who perhaps think that morality is meaningless�that there be no objective 

criteria for judging the goodness of a behavior or attitude. Well, I have skirted that question in the easiest 

and only way I know how, namely by defining it. Recall I define good to be �whatever furthers beauty in 

the long run.� Granted, I have not defined beauty in the long run, but I have described an evolutionary 

process that through unselfishness would seem to select for something akin to what people seem to mean 

by beauty. Thus, if the fussbudgets are bothered, they can define beauty as being what I claim is being 

selected for. More precisely, they may define beauty as being that notion of quality defined so that an 

individual whose desire is to further aggregate beauty in the long run (a good individual) is most likely to 

succeed among those who seek to further other notions of beauty.7 But ethics isn�t mathematics folks: what 

beauty really is is likely somewhat different from what I have suggested it might be defined as. Rather than 

pretend to an exact definition of beauty, I prefer only to suggest what I mean. Somehow it seems safer. 

                                                           
6Lest I be accused of creating a false dichotomy for rhetorical purposes, I will also mention the possibility 
that those who object to moral evolutionary arguments do so because they believe that there is so much 
effective deception regarding evolution that it is impossible to accurately refute such deception. Well, that 
is viewing the creators of such deception with an even more ridiculous amount of awe, and makes me scoff 
with an even greater �hrrmmmph�. Lies can�t be refuted? �Not!  
7The reader may notice that I have not defined what �long run� is. To arbitrarily take a time period a long 
time in the future seems rather artificial. Perhaps one may get around this by letting �long run� be that time 
period which is optimal in the sense that it is most likely to lead to the success of good individuals. But if 
one is to adopt such a definition, it seems clear that one must adopt an additional requirement, such as that 
an individual�s beauty must be directly proportional to the degree to which he tends to further the 
aggregate beauty (=sum of individuals� beauty) in the long run. Otherwise one may introduce short-term 
pathological definitions of beauty. To take a silly example, if a good person defines beauty as the tendency 
to consider the number 10987540987472390382856 as much as possible, he may very easily increase the 
beauty of the world over the next year by saying that number to everybody, and thus he is almost certain to 
succeed fabulously. But it is very doubtful that he can cause people to still consider it a million years from 
now. 
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Even using another conception of beauty (perhaps undefined or simply based on intuition), most of the 

conclusions of this work will still hold, provided of course the conception is not so contrary as to make 

undesirable those consequences that I find beautiful and have designed my moral system to create. 

Just as a student can to advantage both learn calculus nearly as exactly as it is known using 

epsilon-delta arguments and a mass of functional notation and yet think more effectively intuitively using 

undefined phrases like �when x is near a, y is near b� when thinking about the results of the subject, a 

moral philosopher can define beauty using his best (somewhat sterile) definition and yet think of an 

undefined more intuitive concept when trying to decide how to make things better and more beautiful. And 

just as a calculus student if halfway clever may have an intuitive notion of nearness, infinitesimals, etc., 

that is more close to the ideal as yet undiscovered definitions than the official present definitions, a person 

of ordinary wisdom may well have an intuitive conception of beauty more correct than my dry rational one. 

Sure, I�m not saying that you should be a pedant and use my definition of beauty to robotically derive and 

test exactly the results of this book and to behave accordingly in life. Your own vaguer notions of moral 

conceptions may correspond more ideally to the ideal definitions (which for all I know may be infinitely 

complicated). I am saying, however, that it is well to have in mind a fairly exact definition of moral 

concepts (as I have tried to do in defining beauty), because, if nothing else, such an exercise, partly by 

giving us an appreciation of the difficulties involved, refines our more special intuitive understanding of 

moral fundamentals. And it is hoped that just as in math the results don�t depend heavily on the methods 

and style by which the concepts are defined, my conclusions will not depend heavily on how the 

fundamental concepts are defined (or not defined). (But of course, moral philosophy, by its nature 

concerning more complex structures than math, should have more controversial conclusions than 

mathematics�my book no exception.) 

But still, I guess the point I am trying to make is that morality (like math only probably more so�

at least on a simple level math can be done by merely memorizing facts and algorithms) is a study that 

requires understanding. What constitutes good behavior given a set of first principles is not obvious. To 

know good behavior requires derivation and (to the extent one�s first principles are relevant) an artistic 

quest to familiarize oneself with the emotions and feelings of oneself and of those one may empathize with. 
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A selfish person does not require understanding nearly so much as an unselfish one. It is not particularly 

difficult to measure success (say by wealth or number of children), and it is not particularly difficult to 

copy those who are successful. Blind conformity and emulation is a reasonable strategy among the selfish, 

and it doesn�t require much understanding. But goodness unlike success has no simple yardstick. To 

morally believe as the majority believes may well be to believe immorally. There is no easy way to tell 

what is right, and so one has to think about it and understand. 
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Marriage�Male Responsibilities 

In deciding how much to care for a wife and any offspring by her, a selfish man will only evaluate 

the benefit to himself, while an unselfish man will evaluate the benefit to himself and his wife (assuming, 

as is generally the case, that he loves his wife). Thus, it is to be supposed that good men will care for their 

wives to a degree that selfish men do not. As was mentioned earlier, because unselfish men tend to marry 

unselfish women, unselfish women are rewarded by husbands to a degree that selfish women are not, and 

in fact it would seem that the caring present in marriage is the main method by which goodness is advanced 

in woman. So clearly the caring that a man gives to his wife is very important, and so one should think 

very carefully to what extent this caring should be enjoined. What exactly should marriage entail for the 

man? 

A wife of a man will tend to have better qualities than one of his mistresses8. Even selfish men are 

careful not to waste their resources attracting women who are less talented than what they can get. Thus it 

would seem that forcing men to care for their wives exclusively would tend to increase the skill of the 

population, and so that perhaps marriage should entail extremely strict legal responsibilities. But beauty is 

more than skill, it is also goodness. And goodness is furthered in women precisely because good men care 

for their generally good wives more than bad men care for their generally bad wives. Clearly if all men 

were required to care greatly for their wives, the difference between what good women get out of marriage 

and what bad women get out of marriage would be reduced, and so one might expect that goodness would 

not be furthered by forcing men to care for their wives with strict marriage laws. Just because good people 

behave unselfishly, it doesn�t follow that people should be forced to behave unselfishly. In fact, in love 

there are strong reasons for allowing people to be selfish. 

The main benefit of marriage, I think, lies precisely in that it does allow people to be selfish�it 

allows women to be selfish. How would a woman marry for money if there were no such thing as 

marriage? 

                                                           
8 By mistress, I shall mean in this book �a woman who has sex without there being any commitment or 
responsibility of her mate to care for her or their offspring.� Yes, I know that originally the word meant 
more or less the exact opposite, and indeed the word still occasionally suggests a dominating female that 
obtains obedience, but there is no better word. 
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The traits that society values in women tend to be rather skewed, I think. Men know that caring 

for an extraordinary woman unselfishly and heroically is a very special trait, and inasmuch as marriage is 

an expression of that feeling they tend to consider marriage a great extra special sacrament without which 

all sex is evil. And indeed, there is something extra special and unselfish about men who take marriage and 

its caring duties seriously. But is marriage really an unselfish state for a woman? Is there anything heroic 

about a woman who won�t have a child with a man until he promises to care for her children? Marriage (or 

at least the caring that marriage entails) we saw tended to be unselfish on the part of the man because an 

unselfish man will be concerned how caring benefits his wife, while a selfish man will not. It could be 

argued that the caring the woman promises is unselfish, but it is very unusual for a woman not to care for 

one of her children. As far as caring goes, what the man gets in marriage is pretty much automatic, while 

what the woman gets is by no means so. If a woman has a child by a man without requiring him to care for 

the child, the (evolutionary) benefit to the man is greater than to the woman, since the man can use his 

resources for other children, while the woman can not. Thus, an unselfish woman, who wants to give to 

those she loves partly just to benefit them, is going to be less hesitant to have a child outside of marriage 

than a selfish woman, all things else equal. Also, since a woman has a wider scope of choices for mates if 

she doesn�t demand marriage of them, a woman who is loath to demand marriage will likely have a better 

mate; thus good women would also tend to be less reluctant to be mistresses than bad women would 

because they want to advance quality in people�quality over quantity in offspring would seem to be a 

general characteristic of good people.  

There are many who believe that men and women should be treated equal; and indeed, in some 

matters such as employment it is pretty clear that significant asymmetry is inappropriate. But it is a 

mistake, I think, to believe that women and men should behave symmetrically in mating. For instance, it 

doesn�t follow that since women should not mind much being mistresses, a father should not be reluctant to 

father and care for a child that the mother refuses to care for. First, it is impossible for a woman to mother a 

child without putting a good deal of effort and risk into producing it, while a man can father a child without 

putting hardly any effort into producing it. And if a woman has a child that she doesn�t want to care for, it 

is presumably because she loves some other man better than the father. And since good people give 
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disproportionately to those they love best, a good woman would be hesitant to have a child by someone 

other than the person she loves best inasmuch as that the risk and effort she takes to produce the child by 

the man she loves less is lost to the man she loves best. But this argument applies much less today than it 

did formerly inasmuch as much fewer women have difficulties in child labor than formerly, before the 

science of obstetrics had matured. Second, and I believe more important, there is a strong maternal instinct 

between mother and child that develops during pregnancy and child birth. A woman might think that she 

would be able to leave a child to the care of a father, but when it comes down to it be unable to do so. What 

must be remembered is that children develop inside their mothers, and in such a situation, where it is to 

such an advantage for the unborn baby to encourage the mother�s maternal instincts, it must be supposed 

that the baby produces all kinds of chemicals to encourage the mother to care for it.9 A woman might think 

before she is married that she might have an extra child by finding a would-be father who agrees to care for 

their offspring all by himself and that such behavior would not hurt her future husband, and yet turn out to 

be wrong because chemically she finds it impossible not to care for all her children. Even if she is able to 

leave the child, her natural maternal feelings are likely to be screwed up by the chemicals produced by that 

child during pregnancy. It is not so hard on a woman when the chemical bond between mother and child 

reflects more or less what actually should be there, and I think in standard situations, where the mother 

should care for the young, the reflection is rather accurate, because I believe young childless women have 

evolved the tendency to care less than what is reasonable for their offspring so that later after their babies 

chemically affect them, they will care about the right amount. Indeed, there are a great many young 

women, I would wager, who care so little about babies, they don�t even think the main purpose of sex is to 

produce them. Third, there is an alternative behavior of man that can be used to further an extraordinary 

woman even more than agreeing to father and care for their offspring without expecting her to care for 

them: polyandry, the practice of having several husbands, which is actually practiced in Tibet. But even 

polyandry, which I shall examine later, I am not inclined to think should happen frequently, at least not at 

                                                           
9 This hypothesis allows post-partum depression to be explained as withdrawal symptoms associated with 
the removal of these chemicals. 
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the present stage of society. Fourth, and probably most important, it is harmful that there be a boring 

symmetry as regards nonmarital sexual relationships. In a standard asymmetrical society, it often happens 

that a woman marries selfishly for resources a man who selfishly �buys� her.10 The consequence, of 

course, is that good men get more mistresses than bad men and that good women get a more proper amount 

of resources than bad women, and that goodness evolves. But suppose that women had responsibility-free 

sexual relationships to an extent equal to that of men. Then it would be much more difficult for selfish 

people to engage in mutually selfish relationships. Being a sexual lover without expecting caring from 

one�s mate for one�s offspring is definitely not selfish. Moreover, marriage would not tend to be mutually 

selfish, either; in fact, with symmetry it stands to reason that the more generally desired of the couple 

would be making a sacrifice since he or she would usually have the possibility of marrying someone 

slightly better or of having the lesser person as a casual lover entirely responsible for their offspring. The 

only way a selfish person could be selfish with a mate would be to harm that mate, and Who wants to be 

harmed selfishly? In consequence, the behavior of selfish people would not tend to advance goodness very 

well in a symmetrical society. 

So it would appear that there might be a tradeoff: that strict male marriage responsibilities are 

good in that they permit women to be selfish, and bad in that they make it more difficult for men to be 

selfish. (I wonder whether most people who haven�t thought about it much would find the exact opposite 

statement less surprising!) I do not think, though, the situation really is quite as symmetrical as it might 

                                                           
10 Women being selfish makes them want marriage more than otherwise. Men being selfish makes men 
want to spend more time chasing mistresses. Each of these behaviors also has consequences on the 
opposite sex. Namely, men being more irresponsible makes women want marriage less, and women 
demanding marriage more makes mistress chasing less rewarding, and thus makes men want to chase 
mistresses less. Thus, it�s not obvious on the face of it whether selfish people will marry more or less than 
normal. The symmetry of the situation does suggest, however, that both sexes will be somewhat selfish. In 
other words, selfish people will get married somewhat more often than unselfish people (as a result of 
women being selfish), but the men in these marriages will have squandered more of their time in mistress-
chasing, so the marriages won�t be as rewarding for selfish females. Thus, taking into consideration the 
ability of unmarried men to give their money away in inheritance to similar people, it does appear that in 
fact good women will get more resources for their children than bad women. Actually, there is a further 
consideration that also encourages selfish women and selfish men to have equal imprints on the 
commitment behavior of selfish people as a whole: The more selfish men goof off in order to chase 
mistresses, the more a selfish man can easily advance himself as a marriage candidate by not goofing off; 
thus, you�d expect a medium amount of this goofing-off in selfish males. 
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appear at first: men still have ample opportunities for being selfish in a society in which strict marriage 

responsibilities are expected of them. A man can simply choose to remain single or to spend too much time 

in remaining single: to decide that it is better to spend all one�s time and money in mistress chasing rather 

than in responsibility.11 Also, marriage can be selfish for the man if it is a possessive quid pro quo 

arrangement. Basically, a man can use his commitment of resources to obtain sure sex from his wife just as 

a man can use his money to buy a prostitute. I do not see that there is any real way that weak male marriage 

responsibilities enable women to be more selfish, so therefore strong male marriage responsibilities would 

seem to be best. 

As we have seen, it is important that people be given the opportunity to be selfish when the people 

they are going to be selfish to are likely to be selfish themselves. But what must also be ensured is that 

unselfish people have the opportunity to behave unselfishly toward those they love, and that people not be 

forced to make meaningless sacrifices. Forcing a man to care for his wife as opposed to other women really 

is not a selfish act of the wife, since it is to be presumed the man loves her nearly most, and that 

accordingly she and her children pretty much deserve all of his resources. But forcing a man to have sexual 

relations with only one woman is to force him to make (from an evolutionary standpoint) an enormous 

sacrifice, inasmuch as it greatly reduces the number of children he can have. And what is the advantage to 

the wife of forcing her husband to have sex only with her, provided she knows he will not use his resources 

or time on other women without her permission? Assuming no venereal disease is involved (which good 

men would be careful to avoid in mistresses, and which would decrease if people behaved reasonably), the 

advantage is so small, it really seems incredible that even a selfish woman would demand sexual 

exclusivity from her husband. If the wife were old and having trouble getting pregnant, there might be 

some advantage, but ordinarily (as we shall see later), it is probably immoral for the husband to have sex 

obsessively�too often�with the wife, and so really there is no sacrifice to the wife at all. Indeed, there 

                                                           
11This is fairly easy to do without stigma since wife chasing is similar in its appearance to mistress chasing, 
and of course wife chasing is perfectly innocuous. 
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might even be some benefit to the wife of allowing other women to make love to her husband, inasmuch as 

that these other women might be persuaded to help care for her and her family. 

It is pretty clear that there is a strong revulsion in our society against a man having sex outside of 

marriage (especially if he is married, but also even if he is single). And as I have stated, I think this 

revulsion is harmful. It is insightful to find the reasons why so many people have this prejudice. If I 

couldn�t find any reasons, I might be tempted to think there be something missing in my considerations, 

since I don�t think people are basically immoral and stupid. There are six factors I have found which seem 

to explain this prejudice. First, when a woman commits adultery against her husband, it really does hurt her 

husband from an evolutionary standpoint, simply because she is likely to care for her illegitimate children; 

and there are lots of people who believe that you should do unto others (especially loved ones) as you 

would have them do unto you (this philosophy tends to ignore that different people have different needs�

as well as that some people are jerks!). Second, for reasons that I have mentioned earlier, it is rather 

immoral for a woman to have a child with no intention of caring for it, and so women think the same must 

be true of men. Third, as I shall explain later, certain activities somewhat associated with sex would appear 

to be addictive to women, and so women (including wives) tend to want sex more than is reasonable. 

Moreover, a woman being addicted to this addictive abuse inside marriage, though abominable, is much 

less harmful than a woman being addicted to it outside marriage, both because the former abuse does not 

affect her choice of mate (which has already happened and of which it is very important that it be freely 

made by her own true nature) and because marriage is less rewarding to the man; consequently, it is in fact 

reasonable to suppose what is probably the case, namely that, unlike society�s repugnance of abuse outside 

marriage, society�s repugnance of abuse inside marriage has not evolved sufficiently to fairly successfully 

counteract its addictive appeal. Fourth, people tend to associate women having sex outside of marriage 

with this addictive behavior inasmuch as women who behave selfishly at least aren�t behaving in an 

unreasonably dissipated way (a very cynical view, I should say). Fifth, unscrupulous men have the selfish 

tendency to equate mistress sex with addictive abuse (inasmuch as a good woman�s natural tendency to 

accept the former under certain circumstances might cause her to accept the latter if confused), and to a 

certain extent they are successful in their delusions. Sixth, wealthy rich people, who have a 
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disproportionate influence on mores from the power they possess, do tend to publicly support strict 

monogamy from selfish considerations, since in strictly monogamous societies where all children are 

created in marriage, it is strictly resources that determines who will have the most offspring, and rich 

people have the most resources. How well a man is loved by women has a very minor role in a strictly 

monogamous society. 

To summarize, it would appear that marriage should entail strict caring responsibilities on the part 

of the male. It is proper, it would seem, that men should be forced to give to their wives to the exclusion of 

other women. And indeed, one sees this principle to some extent enshrined in the laws of our country with 

the practices of alimony and child support. Marriage and the caring it entails is basically the main unselfish 

gift the man has to offer, and the extent to which through dedication he tries to make it a comfortable state 

for his wife is largely a measure of his worth. (Oh, it is true that a woman might appreciate sex more, but in 

such situations the gift is not really likely to be very unselfish since men are extremely likely to find sex 

more or less always pleasant.) But what should not be expected, I am inclined to think, is strict sexual 

exclusivity on the part of the man. It is not right that only men should have the opportunity of being 

unselfish. I know it might sound rather radical to some, but I believe that a woman�s worth is largely her 

willingness to be a mistress�her willingness to give affection freely to whomever she loves best according 

to his needs.12 Perhaps the most frustrating evil in human society is the tendency of people to see 

themselves as either completely for or against wildness and spontaneous affection. All too often, the good 

                                                           
12Even good women should prefer marriage slightly, however. On the one hand there is the danger that a 
would-be husband would never get married, and so would employ his wealth otherwise than through his 
children, say by giving it away as inheritance�not an ideal situation, since it is not likely to result in an 
ideal distribution. On the other hand, if he does get married later, likely he will like his wife somewhat less 
than he likes the woman he would have married (or else he wouldn�t have wanted to marry the latter), and 
so his money and caring will likely go to someone less good than it would otherwise have. And of course 
his children from this marriage (likely more numerous than the children of the would-be wife as a mistress) 
would be born later and so have to deal with a slightly more evolved society�not good for them and their 
descendants. If a woman has little to offer as a mistress (by being poor or unskilled), if she is deserving (by 
being good and unselfish), or if the would-be husband has much to offer (by being rich or skilled), the 
woman should be even more amenable to preferring marriage. With an extremely rich man (e.g., 
possessing hundreds of millions of dollars) it might not even be unreasonable for a woman with only 
normal advantages to marry without her loving him at all, simply because it is so important that his money 
be used to further offspring of a good woman (but such men if selfish generally prefer to marry women 
with advantages).  
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women with their affectionate natures put themselves in the wild camp and the good men with their 

marriage holy feelings put themselves in the goody-goody camp. The result of course, is that good women 

and good men have nothing to do with one another: the good women end up having children unselfishly 

with the less scrupulous men they end up associating with, and the good men end up slaving for simply 

mercenary women. The selfish have a kind of herd instinct, I daresay, which causes them to foist their evil 

prejudices on society, and doubtless it is from this and their supplications to those they delude that the 

shortsighted prejudice of viewing wildness as either wholly good or evil has its provenance.  
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Marriage�Female Responsibilities 

As we have seen, there are strong reasons why males should have strict caring responsibilities in 

marriage, but no reason why they should be prevented from having sex with other women, provided not 

much effort was expended in obtaining it. It is tempting to say merely that women and men are equal, and 

that therefore men and women should have the same responsibilities, but women and men have different 

needs and find themselves in differing situations. So one must consider female responsibilities separately. 

The main reason, you may recall, why men should be expected to care for their wives and 

offspring is that this makes marriage a state that women might strive for on account of a selfish desire for 

resources and commitment. It is important, remember, that selfish people have the opportunity of being 

selfish when the person hurt is not likely to be unselfish. Thus, in considering the converse question of how 

much women should be required to commit resources to their husbands, one must ask how often men 

marry for money and resources as opposed to some nobler cause. Now men get something of great value to 

them in marriage, namely sex and offspring, which it is not particularly easy for them to obtain. However, 

notwithstanding a woman often appreciates her husband sexually, the fact remains that she could very 

easily obtain sex elsewhere, probably from someone who is rather desirable to her. Thus, from a selfish 

point of view, what a woman most gets out of marriage is pretty much just resources and caring, but what a 

man most gets out of marriage may well be sex and the opportunity of fatherhood. In fact, I am inclined to 

think that from a selfish point of view what a man gets most out of marriage is usually sex. Moreover, a 

man gets a woman�s resources for his offspring (which is almost as good for him as getting them for 

himself) whether he is married or not, provided the woman takes care of her child, which of course is 

typical, and which I mentioned seems proper. Thus, realistically, although I am sure one can find many 

instances where it happens (especially with very rich women), one can�t suppose that men marry for money 

and resources with anything like the frequency that women marry for these selfish reasons. For this reason, 

I believe it is proper that the requirements on women as regards commitment of time and resources should 

be much less stringent than those imposed on men. A leniency in divorce law favoring women would go a 

long way, it must be assumed, in forcing husbands to give their time and effort unselfishly for their wives, 

and as we have seen it is proper that laws imposing responsibility on the man should exist. That is not to 
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say that women should be able to selfishly divorce and mistreat their husbands with complete impunity�if 

women could easily and without shame divorce their husbands and absolve all responsibility for their 

offspring, it would be doubtful whether selfish women would ever be able to find husbands, and so they 

would not even try to do so, and marriage would tend to become useless. In summary, it would seem that 

there should be a stigma against women getting divorce, but that it should not be nearly so strong as that 

against men getting divorce (the exact amount of stigma will of course depend on who is perceived at 

fault); moreover, the laws of divorce, child support, and alimony should reflect this apportionment of 

stigma. 

A more interesting and complicated question is that of the extent women should be allowed to 

commit adultery against their husbands. There are strong arguments both for and against women being 

permitted to commit adultery. 

The first thing one notices about the question of women committing adultery is that the situation is 

very different from that of men having mistresses. When a man casually has a mistress, it pretty much 

doesn�t hurt his wife at all. When a woman commits adultery against her husband and has a child by her 

paramour, that�s one less child that her husband can have: the loss to him is enormous. So clearly one must 

analyze the question of women committing adultery separately from that of men having mistresses, which 

we saw was OK provided the mistresses were very freely and easily obtained. 

Interestingly, it is precisely because of the specialness and importance of the mistress relationship 

that wives cheating on their husbands perhaps should be discouraged. It is pretty clear that if there were no 

stigma against wives committing adultery against their husbands it really would not be in any woman�s 

interest to be a mistress. There would be no possibility of selfishness in women choosing marriage: a 

woman wouldn�t have to choose between loving sex or resources. Any woman could have both, and if a 

woman opted just for sex, that would no longer be unselfishness, but rather stupidity. Since goodness in 

men is advanced largely because good women are more likely to give unselfishly by being mistresses than 

bad women are, it is pretty clear that anything in morals which makes being a mistress unreasonable should 

be discouraged, and that therefore perhaps women should be expected to remain truthful to their husbands. 
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And there is another more subtle reason why perhaps women committing adultery could be 

viewed as immoral, namely that it is not as clear that the sensitivity of the good will triumph over the 

deceptions of the bad if people reward others in ways other than through their own mutual offspring. If a 

good man rewards his wife by caring diligently for their offspring, then if he has been tricked and she is 

really a bad woman, the loss to society will not be too great; for the offspring of the bad woman are likely 

to be insensitive inasmuch as the father was so insensitive as to be tricked, and thus the badness of the 

woman as expressed in her children is likely to be obvious, inasmuch as sensitivity and goodness tend to 

go hand in hand, as mentioned earlier. As long as people reward goodness through their children, the 

ability of the bad to deceive would perforce seem to be unable to evolve as quickly as the ability of the 

good to judge. But if a good man rewards his wife through marriage without there being any expectation of 

her having children by him, then if a man is deceived into unselfishly marrying a bad deceptive woman, 

there would be no reason at all to suppose the woman�s children would be insensitive�the woman might 

very well have her children with a sensitive (possibly bad) man through adultery. But still, one must not 

carry this argument too far; in a way (though much less certainly), it would seem that sensitivity has the 

edge in any situation. After all, if one isn�t at all certain of another�s goodness, one can compensate by 

rewarding oneself and behaving like a selfish person�behavior that isn�t selfish if one�s own likelihood to 

oneself of being good is much greater than anyone else�s. And besides, any person, no matter how 

insensitive, can adopt a scheme that will have a 50% chance of correctly judging another�s goodness: 

merely flip a coin. But there is no means by which a person not skilled in deception can deceive anywhere 

near 50% of the time.  

In fact there are arguments in favor of permitting women to commit adultery. A good woman 

would of course only commit adultery if she felt her paramour was a better person than her husband. 

Moreover, a bad woman is likely to have a bad or at best insensitive husband, but if she desires to commit 

adultery, there is not much reason why she should choose a person worse than her husband. Selfishly, she 

should choose for her lover whoever happens to be most able and successful, and there is no particular 

reason why that person should be bad. The herd instinct indeed might cause a bad woman to choose bad 

men over equally fit good ones, provided the woman identifies with badness, but badness will be just one 
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of many traits possessed by her, and there is no reason to suppose she would single out badness over other 

characteristics as a measure of affinity. In short, the tendency of a bad woman to marry a bad man would 

seem greater than her slight tendency to commit adultery by one.13 Also it would seem that the existence of 

a mere universal moral repugnance against adultery will not suffice to prevent women from committing 

adultery. Ordinarily, people from a fear of stigma are hesitant to do what society disdains because they fear 

their acts will be transparent to others. But a bad woman who commits adultery will do so precisely if she 

feels her husband is not suspicious. In other words, she will commit adultery precisely if she feels there 

won�t be any stigma associated to it from those who give to her. Thus, a moral repugnance of the good 

against adultery will not suffice to prevent bad women from committing adultery. And if bad women are 

committing adultery, it indeed seems a shame that good women shouldn�t commit adultery�they always 

seek to choose better men; in other words, it is questionable whether wives committing adultery should be 

repugnant to good people. One possibility is to make it impossible for women to cheat effectively on their 

husbands�require every baby to have its blood compared with that of the father. But still one cannot 

                                                           
13The alert reader may wonder why the same arguments shouldn�t apply to the question of proper male 
marriage responsibilities. To wit, if selfish women only have a slight tendency to prefer selfish men as 
mates to unselfish men, why is the tendency of marriage to prevent selfish women from behaving 
unselfishly so important as to justify the goodness of marriage? The point is that if marriage were weak, 
selfish women would on the contrary very much prefer selfish men as lovers, inasmuch as a selfish lover 
might be willing to be obliged to pay out a certain amount of his resources on her, while an unselfish one 
would of course almost exclusively reserve his assets for the good woman he most loves. (Notice the 
distinction between obnoxious snobbery and the sacrament of marriage. Both snobbery and marriage 
encourage rich people to mate for money; but if snobbery were abolished that wouldn�t encourage would-
be-mistresses to prefer bad men as mates. Thus, even if it didn�t encourage inhumane treatment of the poor 
and dangerous Marxist notions as to the significance of economic class, snobbery should be considered 
reprehensible.) Also, for the peace and welfare of a society it is advantageous that good people be highly 
evolved relative to bad people, and not just absolutely. And of course, strong male marriage 
responsibilities do favor good men relative to bad men since because of the responsibilities bad men end up 
getting less mistresses than good men do (though because of them both good and bad men get less bad 
mistresses than they otherwise would). 

On the other hand, even though a bad woman generally gains by committing adultery, the loss to 
bad people is greater when a bad woman can commit adultery since so much of an adulterer�s pleasure 
comes at the expense of the bad woman�s husband who is very likely bad himself. His loss in getting 
tricked into taking care of another�s child is likely much greater than his wife�s gain in having a more 
desirable mate, and his loss is entirely the male adulterer�s gain. Note finally that in adultery a woman can�t 
really get much time or money from her paramour without raising suspicions in her husband, which is how 
it should be (however it is necessary that the illicit copulations should be prolonged and [at least over a 
short period] frequent so as to counteract any copulation by the husband). 
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ignore the fact that if a wife commits adultery, the man she commits adultery with is simply likely to be 

better than her husband. 

When there is no clear answer to a question�when there are weighty reasons supporting both 

sides of an issue, the best answer is often a compromise, though it is rather difficult to prove it so in any 

particular case. My feelings are that I shouldn�t come fanatically down on either side of the women 

committing adultery issue. It seems to me that the arguments against adultery entail that women shouldn�t 

commit adultery against good men merely because they love someone else somewhat more. But if a 

woman loves someone other than her husband a great deal more than her husband, the extent to which 

society would benefit from her committing adultery is likely to be so great that it is narrow moral 

fanaticism, I think, to view her behavior as sin. To summarize, it is wrong for a wife to commit adultery 

merely because she loves someone else more than her husband, but it is not wrong for her to do so if she 

loves her lover exceedingly more than her husband.14 

It is a mistake for a society (by which I mean a group of people with more or less common laws 

and beliefs) to support a way of living that decreases excessively the rate at which it evolves. A slow-

evolving society is likely to be outdone and replaced by those societies that evolve faster than it. The only 

way a slow-evolving society can succeed is if all the other societies are slow-evolving as well, and there 

wouldn�t seem to be any nondraconian way of forcing those other societies to adopt slow-moving 

strategies. Thus the reason women should sometimes be allowed to commit adultery: society evolves more 

quickly if women have sex with the best lovers, and paramours tend to have better qualities than husbands, 

on average. Similarly, men should be allowed to have mistresses simply because otherwise there is no real 

                                                           
14As mentioned earlier, if a husband is extremely rich, it is not generally inappropriate for even good 
women to marry him for money. Accordingly, when the husband has lots and lots of money, so as to not 
preclude good women like herself marrying for this cause, the wife should behave as being more hesitant 
to commit adultery (since bad women will do so). Since a man is generally quite skilled at determining a 
woman�s readiness to commit adultery against himself, it follows it is likely unreasonable to be at all 
willing to commit adultery against him. Occasionally, however, a woman might meet a rich man who is 
such an insensitive clod as to be unable to be anything but clueless of a woman�s real general willingness 
to cheat on him, of a woman�s real views on the propriety of women committing adultery against rich 
husbands, and of a woman�s real views on prevaricating to men she marries for money. I see nothing 
wrong in such cases with the woman making out like she is absolutely devoted to him while all the while 
intending to let another man father her children, whom she of course should copulate with at every 
opportunity. 
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way for the best men to be rewarded to the extent they deserve. Now if it is essential that men be allowed 

great rewards, one must ask whether it is not also essential that women have like rewards? Shouldn�t great 

women be rewarded greatly? 

A man can be rewarded by a great many women through sex. But clearly, there is not really any 

advantage to a woman in having many sexual partners. The number of offspring that a woman can have 

depends on how many resources she has, not on how many men she can sleep with. Thus, if many men are 

to reward a woman, what they need to give are resources. Thus, what a woman needs is not many sex 

partners, but many husbands to love her, care for her, and give her things. It would seem that polyandry 

should be allowed. 

Still, there are weighty reasons why polyandry should not be too much encouraged. First, 

polyandry rewards through wealth as opposed through mutual children, and we saw from considerations of 

sensitivity that such behavior should not be encouraged. Second, polyandry is an extremely unselfish 

behavior on the part of the man, and in general it is probably a mistake to encourage people to behave 

extremely unselfishly. Why? 

There is a distinction to be made between moral behavior and idealistic behavior. How people 

should behave toward good people in this world is different from how people should behave toward good 

people in an idealistic very perfect world. It is so easy to confuse what is moral and what is idealistic, 

because they are so similar. To a large extent, how good people are treated by less good people does not 

depend on how good people deal with one another. Indeed, the selfishness that bad people possess is 

largely unconcerned with what good people do, and good people generally do most of their interacting with 

fellow good people anyway, and so it doesn�t matter much to the good what bad people think of them. But 

still, bad people have herd instincts, and inasmuch as badness is one of the attributes they identify with, 

bad people tend to favor bad people slightly over good people. Moreover, it is impossible for good people 

to avoid bad people entirely, or to have nothing to gain from them. In fact, men have a good deal to gain 

from bad women. If a man is truly blessed with the ability to succeed, it may well be in a woman�s selfish 

interest to be a mistress and have a child by him, especially if she doesn�t think she can get an even half-

way successful husband. And a bad woman is not likely to care too much whether her paramour is good or 
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bad, because selfish people tend to care predominantly about themselves, and from a selfish point of view, 

it is skill that is important to her in her lover, because she desires skill in her children. But if her would-be 

lover comes across to her as being extremely unselfish, he is likely to be so alien to her, that the herd 

instinct in her would find him repulsive to mate with. Clearly, it is in the interest of goodness that all 

women, whether good or bad, mate with good men. So in this interest, men should be slightly less unselfish 

in this world than in an idealistic world, and avoid extremely unselfish behaviors like polyandry unless the 

person benefited is relatively much superior. Interestingly, because laws foolishly tend to enforce father�s 

child-raising responsibility regardless of whether the mother is married to the father,15 this argument 

against polyandry applies less than it should: if a woman is so selfish as to find unselfishness repulsive, it is 

almost certainly too dangerous to have a child by her since she might selfishly enforce her legal rights to a 

portion of the father�s resources. Also, interestingly, women should probably behave more idealistically 

than men, since there really isn�t much that good women have to gain from bad men: to marry one is 

almost always immoral, inasmuch as it tends to cause her to have children by him, and selfish men are not 

going to agree to be a second husband. 

A somewhat interesting question is whether in cases of polyandry both husbands should have sex 

with the wife or just one. There may actually be a slight advantage in having sex with two men at once: 

                                                           
15Ironically, our laws are (rightfully) against cheap prostitution. Morally, however, expensive prostitution 
(sex in exchange for more or less the complete resources and time of the partner) is probably more immoral 
for the woman involved than cheap prostitution is, since the latter by less discouraging mates gives the 
female more freedom to mate for noble reasons such as love. Accordingly, it is difficult to understand why 
our lawmakers would prohibit women from having cheap or free sex (done generally by making child 
support mandatory of unwed fathers)�thereby forcing all sexually active women into (expensive) 
prostitution�, and even more incredible that they would claim to do this in the interest of morality. 
Actually, in a society where automatic marriage makes it illegal for a man to have children at a low price, it 
would be more honest and reasonable of the politicians to enact antiprofligacy laws, e.g. against 
solicitation of sodomy or against women having many sex partners during a short period (which would 
probably be more effective at eliminating dissipation and venereal disease than antiprostitution laws), than 
so-called antiprostitution laws, which since a more extreme prostitution is mandatory anyway, I suppose 
actually are pro-prostitution inasmuch as they give women one less option besides utter prostitution. 
Moreover, it could be argued that perhaps some of the appeal of prostitution in a society with forced 
common-law marriage comes from the anonymity of the male client making it very difficult for the 
prostitute to stake a claim on his income, and so that just by destigmatizing and legally allowing mistress 
relationships, prostitution and hence venereal disease would decrease. Of course, another possibility is to 
make marriage the default state and instead of marriages have some sort of public mistress-getting 
ceremonies, but as is very obvious, that would be profane�what the score is on who is having sex outside 
of wedlock with whom is basically nobody�s business..  
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doing so causes a kind of competition between sperm that improves the chances of her male descendants 

having virile sperm. Particularly in a society where women commit secret adultery against their husbands, 

virile sperm might be selected for inasmuch as husbands� sperm competes with paramours� sperm. (And as 

I said, I am inclined to think that at least a little such adultery should be condoned.) But it is pretty clear 

that selection for quality of sperm in this way decreases the extent to which the characteristics of the adult 

are selected for, mainly because it could mean fertilization by the less desired partner, but also for the 

mundane reason that the more things selection selects for, the less it selects for any particular thing.16 For 

this reason, I am inclined to think that usually in cases of polyandry, the wife should only have sex with 

one husband. (It may well be that addiction might make some women feel otherwise, more about that 

later.) It definitely seems to me that a society in which no women have group sex with several men is likely 

to evolve better and faster than one in which most women have such sex. But I am not really certain 

whether such a fact really implies that in all cases such group sex is immoral. Polyandry is after all an 

unselfish behavior, and perhaps it is appropriate that people with such unselfish relations to each other 

should have the extra advantage of possessing an increased probability of having extra-virile male 

descendants. I have a feeling this issue is of a little different flavor and complexity than the other issues I 

have considered. Ferns, for instance, engage in a type of reproduction in which the haploid gametophytes 

(comparable to eggs and sperms in having only half a complement of chromosomes, i.e. in being haploid 

as opposed to diploid) are so highly evolved as to actually live and function much as the familiar diploid 

sporophyte plants. And ferns have done fairly well and aren�t gross.17 Probably the answer is that the wife 

                                                           
16This latter consideration applies less if in a spermatozoan, genes governing the characteristics of diploid 
individuals fathered by the sperm are entirely different from those genes governing the behavioral 
characteristics of the spermatozoan itself; i.e., if genes never serve functions both in the spermatozoan and 
the individual produced by it. My guess is that there has been some tendency for genes to encode 
separately�to not encode for characteristics in both�, but that there are still a good many genes not 
specialized in this way. It is known, for instance, that male spermatozoa (with a Y chromosome) are quite 
different physically than female spermatozoa (with an X chromosome), though admittedly sex 
determination is such a unique consideration that it may well be a special case. 
17It is relevant that as a general rule, the more primitive the plant, the more advanced the gametophyte is 
relative to the sporophyte plant. In mosses the gametophyte actually dominates the sporophyte, while in the 
seed plants the gametophyte is so dependent on the sporophyte as to not easily be recognizable as a 
separate generation (we are familiar with the male gametophytes as pollen). 
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should have sex with the best-loved husband alone unless there are others which she loves almost as well, 

in which case she should have sex with them as well (at the same time or almost the same time, of course).  

To understand how sperm virility relates to polyandry, adultery, and similar issues, it is important 

to distinguish those aspects of sperm virility relating to their patriotic qualities from those aspects relating 

to their overall athleticism. Actually, it is probably a disadvantage in normal circumstances for a woman to 

be fertilized by athletic sperm, because there will be a competition in the ejaculations of her male children 

between spermatozoa more related to her and spermatozoa more related to her mate (the father of the 

child), and it is in her self-interest that the former win out. Also, from the same consideration of sperm 

competition occurring in ejaculates of her male children, it is probably an advantage for her to be fertilized 

by patriotic sperm. Indeed, in any given ejaculation, the more patriotic spermatozoa that more hold back 

waiting for alien sperm to kill (from another man) are going to be less likely to succeed than the 

spermatozoa that less patriotically only concern themselves with fertilization. Thus, to make athleticism an 

unimportant factor as to whether a spermatozoon is successful, the female reproductive system has 

probably evolved so as to be able to be very random in choosing athleticism of sperm. Accordingly, it is 

natural to believe that having sex with two men more selects for patriotic qualities in sperm than the 

presumably less important individual athletic qualities, and that accordingly having sex with two men 

simultaneously is indeed actually an advantage to the woman from sperm considerations. 

Besides how sperm selection in polyandry rewards individuals, there is the question of how it 

relates to a society as a whole. If from polyandry being common there is much sperm competition between 

males in a society, sperm ideally suited for such competition will be selected for. Accordingly, if the sperm 

of a male of such a society has to compete with the sperm of a male of another society which engages less 

in polyandry, as might happen (say) in a situation involving a wife committing adultery, his sperm is more 

likely to win out, an advantage for him. However, if the society gains its identity from some artificial 

means, say from political boundaries, it is doubtful whether there would be enough sex occurring between 

members of his society and members of the neighboring society for this advantage to be significant. 

Similarly, the advantage to a society in competing with a society that less engages in polyandry would be 

greatest if the boundary between the two societies were vague and if travel were difficult in and out of this 
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border region. Indeed, if on each side of the border between the two societies, there is still appreciable 

simultaneous sex occurring as a result of polyandry (as one would expect if the border between the two 

societies were not distinct and if travel from the border to the interior of the societies were difficult), the 

extra sperm competition occurring in the border region as a result of polyandry would make sperm 

competitiveness a really useful quality for offspring to have. To sum, it would appear that there are 

significant advantages to societies frequently engaging in the simultaneous sex involving polyandry when 

travel is so difficult in and out of the border region of the societies that this difficulty of travel suffices to 

create cultural identity. I suspect the polyandry that occurs in Tibet evolved in fact because the difficulty of 

travel there favors societies with much sperm-mixing polyandry (the custom there is for a wife to have sex 

with her husbands at similar times, as is necessary for sperm mixing). I also suspect a similar phenomenon 

of difficulty of travel relates quite generally to questions of gamete selection, as in plants. Ferns, for 

instance, I have noticed seem to be quite niche specific (much more than flowering plants), which makes 

ferns appear in stands possessed with something of a group identity that could favor a kind of unthinking 

default patriotism in each stand of fern that would cause much patriotic selection in the haploid generation. 

It�s not as reasonable to suppose that plants which are niche specific (an advantage in many ways) with 

difficulty of reproduction between stands would lose their tendency to evolve in the haploid generation, as 

would likely be an advantage to the species as a whole. 
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Genetic Crossover and Rearrangement 

Genetic crossover is an important phenomenon whose regulation is poorly understood. In 

crossover, part of a chromosome of the male is swapped with the corresponding genetic material of the 

chromosome of the female with which it pairs. Each of these chromosomes in the pair comes partly from 

the male and partly from the female, resulting in the genes in these pairs being more intimately tied 

together with those of the mate. This crossover allows for more mixing of genetic material, thus allowing 

good qualities that arise on genes of the same chromosome in numerous individuals to eventually unite 

together in one individual, which else would be impossible. In other words, as is recognized, crossover is 

very important in promoting ideal evolution. What is not recognized, and what I think happens, is that the 

male has some control over whether this crossover occurs, by perhaps (say) altering his spermatozoa 

during their maturation or by emitting some chemical during sex. Obviously, it would be very useful to the 

male if he could only cross over with those women who are special�so special that it would be to his 

advantage that there be an intimate long-lasting connection in future generations between his genetic 

material and the (special) genetic material of the woman he considers special. At the risk of sounding 

unromantic, much of what is called eternal love is probably just this desire to cross over. I have seen 

women, for instance, who occasion in me sexual feelings more like those I might have towards someone I 

want as a wife than as a typical mistress, but whom I don�t think I would care for as in marriage, and I 

figure that these are just women special enough to cross over with�to make love to�but not special 

enough to marry. I have also noticed that successful women in particular often say that sometimes women 

don�t want love in a relationship, but merely sex, which would be rather bizarre if by love women meant 

caring. Well, if a woman thinks herself special, quite possibly she will think so highly of herself as to 

believe that all men are below her, and yet she probably would still want sex so she can have children. But 

she would not want to cross over with what she finds inferior, so she would not want sexual love so much 

as she would merely want to get screwed. Conceivably, women as well as men might have some control in 

sex over whether this crossover occurs. Since women can be mistresses while men can�t really entice a 

woman to become a mother of his child so easily, women more easily and often mate above themselves 

than men do, which implies that it is more often in a woman�s interest to cross over than in a man�s 
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interest. Accordingly, if women instead of men controlled crossover, crossover would occur more often. I 

suspect too much crossover is worse for humanity than too little, and in fact I suspect that actually men and 

not women have most if not all of the control over whether crossover occurs.18 A man would want to 

induce crossover only if he loves his mate really well, which tends to occur (since a woman doesn�t 

generally mate below herself) only if his mate is of similar quality. If crossover were random, evolutionary 

success would be more random, and randomness is contrary to good evolution.19 

The simplest way crossover could occur is if it occurred during fertilization. However, according 

to scientists, crossover occurs during maturation of the gametes (ova or spermatozoa) of the offspring; 

more precisely, it occurs during prophase (the first phase) of the first meiotic division of the gamete. It is 

evident that there is a significant advantage to postponing this crossover thus. Without this postponement, a 

fertilization would create in the diploid offspring one set of crossed-over chromosomes, and the 

descendants of this fertilization would start from this same crossed-over set. With the postponement, 

fertilization could create a child whose gametes (ova or spermatozoa) as a group contain millions of 

crossed-over chromosomes, each gamete with different crosses. The result would be grandchildren starting 

from genetic material that has more variation in crosses. It�s like playing the lottery where you don�t get as 

much money if someone else has the same combination of numbers�it�s obviously best to try different 

combinations of numbers. So too it is best to try different crosses�a successful cross will compete less 

with others with the same cross. So because there is a significant advantage to be gained from postponing a 

generation the appearance of crossover, it is not too unreasonable to believe that notwithstanding the 

separation in time between the creation of offspring and the development of crossover in the offspring, 

                                                           
18Likely this apportionment evolved partly because it is only fitting that the best person in a relationship 
have control over sexual phenomena, and what since females can more easily be selective, that is more 
often the male. However, I suspect male control came about mostly because something I call nymphetal 
tachykalogeny (which will be discussed in the next chapter) demands crossover to be infrequent. 
19It might be suggested that randomness in selection increases diversity in a beneficial manner, which is 
useful if the relative (to the amount of diversity existing) rate of selection is too high. However, one of the 
main reasons that it is necessary for the relative rate of selection to be high is precisely to overcome 
randomness (which on its own causes evolution to go backwards). Thus, though it may be true that an 
unenlightened society could beneficially gain diversity by increasing the randomness of selection, it could 
gain even more beneficial diversity (if it wanted to) by reducing selective tendencies (say by decreasing 
differences in wealth and by rewarding marriage through subsidy or taxation policy), which it can more 
easily do if randomness is less of a factor.  
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whether such crossover tends to occur could be determined at fertilization. But one must look at the 

evidence. With respect to female offspring, the evidence is compelling. By the third month of fetal 

development, a female has no oogonia (primordial egg cells) that have not developed into a primary 

oocyte, the cell in which meiosis operates to make an ovum (along with three apparently useless polar 

bodies). Moreover, as is truly suggestive, during the fetal stage, all the primary oocytes begin meiosis but 

then halt during prophase I20�the very phase of meiosis in which crossover occurs. In other words, egg 

cells develop at extreme speed until the stage at which crossover is initiated, and then they just sit there for 

20 or 30 years, waiting to resume the rest of meiosis. It is as though there is some cost to maintaining a 

connection between the particulars of fertilization and crossover that the female minimizes by producing 

oocytes with the relevant amount of crossover as quickly as possible. Indeed, as suggests there is some 

complex costly mechanism involved, �homologous recombination [the genetic process involved in 

crossover] is quite complex and involves a multistep mechanism catalyzed by a large number of different 

proteins�.[which] in E. Coli requires about 25 enzymes for recombination.�21 It is quite reasonable to 

believe from the evidence as I do that a father has much (poorly understood) control during fertilization of 

the extent to which his daughter�s ova will be crossed over. 

Unlike females who produce primordial gametes only early in fetal development, males produce 

spermatogonia (primordial sperm cells) for most of their lives. So the evidence leads me to doubt whether 

men can influence during procreation the tendency of gametes in their male children to undergo crossover. 

In fact, reflection shows that it is probably advantageous for them not to have this control. After a little 

reflection, I realized that there is a better alternative to crossover during spermatogenesis being controlled 

by what happened during fertilization, an alternative which would also be simpler to bring about: in male 

gametes�the crossover in spermatogenesis could be controlled by the man producing the sperm rather 

than by his parent or parents. Doubtless particular chromosomes have prospered merely because the 

combination of genes on them fit well with each other. Accordingly, crossover is more likely to lead to a 

                                                           
20Audesirk, pg. 585. 
21Aktipis, pgs. 662, 665. 
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bad, disharmonious cross than to a good one. However, because crossover being relatively infrequent 

makes the same crossed-over chromosome region typically appear in many future generations, there is 

plenty of time for any possible advantage to accrue to individuals containing the chromosome. And, 

basically for the same reasons that multiple compounding of interest is such a great benefit to an 

investment, a small genetic advantage that does accrue over a great many generations can become a very 

great advantage indeed. As a simplified model, consider the case where crossover gives to the progeny a 

10% chance of a 10% disadvantage in reproducing, and a 5% chance of a 5% advantage in reproducing. 

Assuming no subsequent crossover22, there is indeed large loss in the first case: the size of the population 

containing that crossed-over chromosome 25 generations later would only be about (.90)25 = 7.2% what it 

otherwise would be. But in the second case, in absolute terms the gain is even greater: the population 

containing that chromosome 25 generations later would be about (1.05)25 = 339% what it otherwise would 

be. The expected population would be .85 x 100% + .10 x 7.2% + .05 x 339% = 102.7% of what it 

otherwise would be, a gain of 2.7%. This gain shows the basic reason why there is frequently an advantage 

to men crossing-over their genes prior to giving them to the female in fertilization�expectations of long-

term gain overwhelm expectations of short-term losses. The deficiencies of the model are that it fails to 

take into account that in the short term many chromosomes of the male besides the chromosome crossed 

over are likely to be (adversely) affected by being in the same individual as the crossed-over chromosome, 

and that in the long term, the advantages keep accruing (in a way that is continually dampened by further 

                                                           
22This is an inaccurate assumption. Current scientific opinion from careful observation is that an average 
chromosome in a human gamete contains an average of about 1.6 crosses (Ott, 1999). This high rate of 
average crossover does make long-lasting connections between two genes relatively unlikely unless the 
genes are close together on the same chromosome. However, of course, the high level of crossover does 
lead to a higher absolute variation in number of crosses, which may be presumed to at least partially 
counteract the first effect so far as the phenomena we are considering in this and the preceding paragraphs 
are concerned. I should point out, however, that so far as harmony between genes is concerned, looks can 
be deceiving. Doubtless it is much more likely that a gene will strongly evolve characteristics harmonious 
with those of some other gene when the latter gene is closely linked (by proximity on a chromosome) with 
the preceding gene. Indeed, the best allele of the former gene (a variant of a gene is called an allele) will 
tend to be together with the best harmonizing allele of the latter gene, and if the two are in close proximity 
on a chromosome, these alleles will strongly tend to stay together, giving each an enormous advantage both 
in staying alive and in further evolving. So since harmonious alleles tend to be located close together on 
the same chromosome, we may effectively mostly pretend that so far as harmonious crossovers are 
concerned, crossover is much less common than it is. 
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crossings-over); however one may assume that these effects counterbalance in a way to give the same 

result (somewhat more definitively), that it is frequently an advantage to a male to cross over some of his 

chromosomes before giving them to the female. With respect to the female, however, the short-term effects 

of having her chromosomes in an individual containing crossed-over chromosomes of her mate are just 

that: they are necessarily short-term inasmuch as because it is unlikely her chromosomes will significantly 

be crossed over with these chromosomes, in distant generations only a negligible amount of her 

chromosome material will find itself in an individual containing a crossed-over chromosome region from 

her mate. Thus, since the female cannot share the expected long-term gains, it is usually disadvantageous 

for a female to be fertilized by sperm whose chromosomes have crossed over heavily. By discouraging his 

gametes from undergoing crossover prior to fertilizing his mate, the male makes a sacrifice to give his mate 

a greater good. The gain to society (e.g., in its encouragement of idealism selection) from a male having yet 

another way to express love for a woman apparently makes a man being able to control crossover in his 

own gametes more useful than his being able to determine crossover in his male children, and so in males, 

evolution has not caused control of such crossover to be ceded to the father; indeed, that is not surprising 

since by controlling crossover of your own genes prior to fertilization, you affect the genetic makeup of all 

your descendants, while determining crossover in your male children only affects genetic makeup of the 

descendants of male children, so in some sense any effect from the former control being dominant would 

only have to be half as great as the other to give an advantage outweighing the advantage from the latter 

control being dominant. 

Finally, let us distil the important points following from our (admittedly somewhat technical) 

discussion of crossover. Crossover, by permitting greatly increased genetic mixing, is essential to efficient 

evolution. It appears probable that males control somewhat whether genetic crossover occurs both in their 

daughters� gametes and their own gametes. The more a man loves a woman, the more he is likely to cause 

crossover in his daughters� gametes and to preclude crossover in his own gametes. Thus, when a man 

shares coitus with a woman he loves, he not only copulates, but also �makes love to her,� which would 

otherwise be a rather misleading and stupid expression since in general sex (for procreation) is especially 

rewarding to men (unlike with women, it is mostly through caring, which from men can be sacrificial, 
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rather than through sex that a man indicates his love). This sexual component of love would appear to have 

two aspects: an �eternal love�, i.e., a desire to be with the female forever (or at least a very long time) as 

would occur if the daughter�s gametes crossed-over with a subsequent mixing of chromosomes from her 

parents, and also a desire (that I shall call holy23 love) to produce sperm whose chromosomes are not 

crossed over but whole as they appeared in the male�s parents. 

Because good people love beauty and because talent is an aspect of beauty, it is to be expected 

that good persons mate talented people more than bad persons do. Thus, since good people are especially 

likely to have good mates, talent is selected for better in good people than in bad people. But talent is still 

quite useful to bad people and their children, so natural selection still selects strongly for talent in bad 

people and sexual selection still selects for it somewhat (but less so than in good people). Thus, from 

commonplace consideration of evolution and mating desires, one would expect there to be a slight positive 

association between goodness and talent in people. But except for skills more important in good people 

(e.g., the ability to judge goodness), the association would not be expected to be strong. 

Ideally, of course, it would be best if talent be strongly associated with goodness, since then the 

tendency to possess greater talent would give good people a strong competitive advantage over bad people. 

As it turns out, there is a phenomenon that increases the association between traits that otherwise have a 

natural positive association�genetic linkage. I believe there is a complex genetic phenomenon that serves 

to create a strong genetic linkage between talent and goodness, as is desirable. 

There are at least two important ways irrespective of genetic linkage that traits can be associated 

with each other, one caused mostly by natural selection, the other just by sexual selection. Suppose there 

are two qualities and that the usefulness of having both these qualities exceeds the sum of the usefulness of 

having just the first quality and the usefulness of having just the second quality. In other words, the 

qualities harmonize. Then in each generation those having both of the traits will tend to prosper and 

reproduce better than you would expect from merely looking at the advantage of each trait separately. 

                                                           
23 Holy love indeed might be a good phrase to denote this desire to keep one�s chromosomes �whole�. In 
fact, according to Webster�s, holy and whole both come from the same old English word for whole. The 
expression �wholly love� though nowadays more suggestive I should think is too cutesy. 
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Since the children and (to a much lesser extent) the future descendants of an individual having two traits is 

unusually likely to also have both traits, it follows that the traits are going to be associated with each other. 

Such an effect is caused by natural selection or by the people who like one trait in a mate especially 

tending to like the other in a mate also. Alternatively, suppose people with one quality tend to especially 

want to mate people with the other quality. Then sexual selection guarantees that mating will tend to be 

between a person who possesses one quality and a person who possesses the other quality, whose children 

(and to a much less extent, future descendants) again would be expected to be unusually likely to possess 

both qualities, which would cause an association to arise between the two traits among the population as a 

whole. Notice that both phenomena are relevant in creating an association between goodness and talent. 

People who are good especially want to mate talent also. And certainly individuals who tend to like 

goodness in a mate are likely to be good and hence unusually appreciative of talent in a mate, which makes 

talent more useful to good people than to bad people. 

It is difficult mathematically to make precise how much association one would expect from the 

associating effects of the two phenomena of the immediately preceding paragraph. What is clear, however, 

is that the degree of association depends not directly on the extent to which (natural or sexual) selection 

forces association in one generation but on the extent to which it forces association in the time it typically 

takes for an allele coding for one trait to separate itself from an allele coding for the other trait. If a gene 

coding for one trait is on the same chromosome as a gene for the other trait, and more particularly if the 

genes are in the same region of the chromosome, and better yet if this region also is averse to splitting, then 

the association between the two traits is going to be greatly magnified. No longer is the selection that 

occurs in one generation relevant, as is the case with selection of individuals. Now what is relevant is the  

selection of the region of chromosome in which the two genes are located, and the relevant selection is 

roughly that which occurs in the time period that is the average time since the region between the two 

genes in an individual has come from two different ancestors, which in the case of two genes close together 

can be centuries if not millennia. Needless to say, much selection can occur in a millennium. So the genetic 

linkage between two genes that arises when two genes are close together on the same chromosome 
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magnifies very significantly associations24 between the two traits they code for. In fact, one of the ways 

geneticists determine that two genes are likely to be close together on the same chromosome is to check to 

see whether they are strongly associated with each other, i.e., whether they occur together more than one 

would expect merely from the frequency of each gene in the population, an example of what is called 

linkage disequilibrium. 

It is therefore clear that it would be advantageous, as creating a strong association between talent 

and goodness, for there to be strong genetic linkage between good genes and talent genes, but is it 

reasonable to suppose such a genetic linkage could arise? And if so, how did it arise? What is the 

mechanism by which good genes become close25 to talent genes? 

It is known that in certain regions of the chromosome crossover is less likely to occur than in 

others. In particular, in and near the centromere, the part of the chromosome where chromosome pairs are 

joined together in somatic (non-gamete) cells, crossover is known to be much rarer26 than elsewhere. If 

genes coding for goodness tend to be in or near centromeres or other centromere-like locations where 

crossover rates are reduced, then these genes will be strongly linked with all fairly nearby genes, including 

genes for talent, as is desirable. The question, then, is whether it is reasonable to suppose that genes coding 

                                                           
24 To be strictly correct, genetic linkage magnifies any natural selection for association, while association 
caused directly by sexual selection (as a result of people with one quality especially preferring people with 
the other) is only magnified by genetic linkage provided natural selection for association is present. 
25 Or become in regions of a chromosome where little crossover occurs. But geneticists typically measure 
chromosome region length by determining the frequency with which crossover occurs in the region. 
(measured in Morgans�a Morgan is the length of chromosome in which precisely one crossover is 
expected in a gamete). Using this notion of length (genetic map distance) rather than physical length, there 
is here no need for qualification. 
26 Moreover, crossover is especially reduced near the centromere in male gametes [Sullivan et al, 2001]. 
Consequently, what little crossover that occurs near the centromere is much more likely to be in female 
gametes as the result of eternal love emotion from the male than to be in male gametes as the result of 
unholy lust emotion from the male. Since a good male basically feels eternal love just for good females, 
crossover in female gametes is less likely to be between good and bad chromosomes than in male gametes, 
and is thus less likely to reduce association between pericentric alleles coding for goodness and pericentric 
alleles coding for talent, inasmuch as both sorts of alleles are especially present in good individuals. But 
there might be other things involved. For instance, quite generally the frequency of crossover is about 50% 
greater in females than in males, which I suppose is an optimistic sign that males generally love their 
mates, though it could also be a sign they frequently sacrifice in order to attract females to sex. 
Interestingly, in fruit flies, crossover only occurs in female gametes. So there�s no such thing as a holy or 
unholy male fruit fly. 
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for goodness would be positioned on the chromosomes at these locations where crossover occurs very 

infrequently, and whether talent genes are likely to be nearby. 

Unfortunately, the centromere is very poorly understood, having a complex convoluted secondary 

structure difficult to interpret and which interferes with easy analysis of the DNA-sequence of its primary 

gene structure. But recent discoveries support that close linkage could easily arise there between talent and 

goodness genes. Indeed, what is emerging from very recent work (in the 1990�s) is that notwithstanding 

the relative infrequency of crossover in the pericentric (near the centromere) region of chromosomes, the 

pericentric region is extremely conducive to other genetic rearrangements. One study of the pericentric 

region of chromosome ten, for instance, shows that �the region has undergone an unparalleled level of 

rearrangements including duplications, transpositions, inversions and deletions.�(Montefalcone, et al.) That 

is, in this region there is a strong tendency for segments of DNA to be duplicated; i.e., to replicate and 

double in size; to be transposed, i.e., to move somewhere else; to be inverted, i.e., to turn upside down; or 

to be deleted, i.e., to disappear. Moreover, the researchers of this study believe from their own research and 

those of others that �although the data is limited, this plasticity seems to be a general feature of many 

pericentric regions.� This rearranging of chromosome material in regions where crossover is infrequent is 

just what goodness-coding genes located there would need to ensure that important talent genes can move 

into close proximity, as is necessary for close talent-goodness linkage. 

It follows that it is in fact reasonable to suppose that goodness-coding genes are likely to be near 

the centromere. Indeed, genes that influence character will evolve better, more altruistic characteristics 

when located near the centromere, because crossover is rare there. Moreover, character genes that arise 

somewhat distant from the centromere can prosper better if they become closer to the centromere, and the 

high rate of rearrangement near the centromere ensures that such centralized location can be selected for. 

Similarly, though to a lesser degree than is the case with goodness-coding genes, it follows that 

talent genes probably prosper better when near the centromere, because when a superior allele of such a 

talent gene arises, it will before long become significantly more present in good people than it otherwise 
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would, whereas there is no reason to suppose its being near the centromere would decrease its frequency 

among bad people.27 

Admittedly, the aforementioned forces which might encourage centromere proximity in genes 

with an unusually strong natural tendency to evolve important talent traits would not seem to be strong. 

Clearly it would be much better if there were other means whereby the important talent genes (by which I 

here mean those talent genes which have an unusually strong tendency to evolve improvements) were 

encouraged to take a position near the centromere. Since it is in the interest of goodness-coding genes near 

the centromere to in fact encourage the talent genes to also become proximal with the centromere, it is well 

                                                           
27 A careful analysis requires investigation of the effect crossover frequency has upon beneficial alleles 
dying out before they can become established. If variations in the quality of other genes are disregarded (an 
assumption that is fairly reasonable if crossover rates are sufficiently high), the population of an allele can 
be modeled fairly well as a simple random walk. That is, the population of an uncommon allele basically 
increases or decreases by one (through a birth or death), and the probability that it next increases rather 
than decreases is mostly invariant with respect to time (amounting to the probability that someone 
containing the allele is born before someone containing the allele dies). It can be shown that if p is the 
probability that someone would give birth to someone containing the allele before someone dies containing 
the allele (so p is between zero and one and gives a measure of how �fit� the allele is), then the chance of a 
fit (p > 1/2) allele dying out because of randomness (before it can establish itself) is (1 � p)/p. This shows 
that, alas, almost all beneficial mutations die out from sheer bad luck before they can establish themselves. 
For example, if a mutation of an average gene on an average chromosome in an average individual is so 
beneficial as to cause the expected number of offspring of an individual containing the mutation to increase 
1.0% (a significant improvement), the mutation would nevertheless stand about a 99.0% chance of 
becoming extinct before it can establish itself. The phenomenon of beneficial mutations dying out by 
accident from sheer bad luck is so common and important that the phenomenon ideally shouldn�t be 
ignored. 

Unfortunately, to determine whether beneficial mutations have a better chance of establishing 
themselves when there are high crossover rates or low crossover rates nearby is complicated 
mathematically. Especially when low crossover rates ensure that any mutation will generally for many 
generations be contiguous to the same important genetic material that happens to be next to it when the 
mutation occurs, it�s just not legitimate to ignore (as the simple random walk model does) that mutations 
can happen both on more fit chromosomes and less fit chromosomes. And there is an even greater non-
mathematical difficulty; namely, one needs to be clear about what quantitatively a genetic advantage from 
a mutation is exactly. E.g., would the mutation amount to a change in (using the above notation) p that 
would be the same in any chromosome containing it? (1 � p)/p? something else? My intuition (after having 
wasted a day or so in vain attempts to construct an ideal mathematical model) is that bad luck will thwart 
more beneficial mutations when crossover rates are low, but that the effect is not particularly strong 
enough to alter my conclusions about the advantage of talent genes being near the centromere. I must admit 
that, being a mathematician by training, I�m unusually irked at not knowing this answer. Though I don�t 
think it a strong effect, it does admittedly seem logically simple and reasonable that the more luck (e.g., the 
luck of what chromosome the mutation occurs in) is involved in whether a beneficial new mutation 
survives, the less chance it will in fact survive to establish itself. If I am wrong and this effect exists 
strongly, then obviously talent genes would in fact prosper better in regions of high crossover (unless 
something additional is involved). 
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to see whether in fact evolution in goodness-coding genes has caused these goodness-coding genes to 

possess traits encouraging talent genes to become proximal with the centromere. 

Let us look at genetic inversion, the phenomenon of a segment of DNA in a gene turning upside 

down on the chromosome; indeed, this phenomenon seems the most relevant of the genetic 

rearrangements, since it is simple and since through a sequence of inversions any order of genes can be 

obtained on a chromosome. Now, when a genetic inversion occurs in an individual, that inversion is likely 

to be harmful. For example, there is a possibility that it could lead to a birth defect. Moreover, it is believed 

that once an inverted region is formed on a chromosome, that inverted region cannot, in gametes of future 

generations, share one crossover point with a normal chromosome not containing the inversion without 

causing the gamete to become unviable, i.e., dead.. To a large degree,28the inverted region willy-nilly 

either dies out as a whole (extremely likely), or takes over the world, replacing all the corresponding 

genetic material that differs in others (extremely unlikely). It is obvious, therefore, that if a genetic 

rearrangement is to succeed and become significant, it is essential that this rearrangement contains superior 

genetic material with a chance of winning out in competition with the genetic material of everyone else in 

the world. Ideally then, genetic inversions should occur only in very good and fit people, and inversions in 

such individuals should only happen on those chromosome regions which relative to the other regions of 

their chromosomes are very special and superior (in comparison with people as a whole); in such a 

situation, yes, the chance of the inversion taking over the world is still going to be small, but it�s a small 

                                                           
28 The explanations in genetics books for why viable crossover is impossible between an inverted region 
and a non-inverted region would not to my understanding apply when an even number (e.g., two) of 
crosses occur in the inverted region (as opposed to just one). So presumably there is a slight but very 
important amount of crossover that can occur with normal chromosomes in an inverted region after an 
inversion happens. It is remarkably ingenious how such crossover occurs. When during meiosis (early in 
gamete formation) one chromosome contains a region that is inverted with respect to the corresponding 
region in its homologue, the region is pinched off to make a loop in one chromosome, resulting in this 
chromosome taking near the region the shape of the upper-case Greek letter Ω, while the region is looped 
like an upside-down roller coaster in the other chromosome, resulting in this chromosome taking near the 
region the shape of the lower-case Greek letter α. These two differently looped regions become contiguous 
in such a way that corresponding genes become contiguous both in the loop and outside the loop�imagine 
turning �α� 90û clockwise and superimposing it on �Ω�. This correspondence allows genetic material to be 
exchanged in the loops, and provided an even number of crosses occur in each loop, I can�t see why the 
resulting chromosomes should not be viable. 
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chance of something extremely beneficial to gene ordering and hence the evolution of goodness, and so it 

is a chance which at times should be taken if sufficiently significant. 

True, it is bad that genetic inversions when successful do somewhat apocalyptically decrease 

diversity and hence the speed and safety of evolution. However, this evil is an ineluctable correlate of a 

greater good, namely genes becoming ordered on chromosomes as is best for humanity in the long run�

even best for avoiding apocalyptic abomination! Perhaps even more to the point in avoiding evil 

apocalyptic abomination, is not enabling evil people like Hitler, Osama bin Laden or Slobodan Milosevic 

to glorify evil apocalyptic or genocidal atrocities by encouraging people to mistake their reasonable 

willingness during sex to partake slightly in otherwise heinously evil apocalyptic pleasure as an ineluctable 

consequence of the extremely important good desire for improving gene ordering with an evil desire to kill 

lots of people for evil reasons akin to those of the evil men among the castaway mutaneers of the Batavia 

or the Bounty. I do think that genetic inversion is the closest that reasonable and good sex comes to 

homicide, and if as seems likely people know naturally and intuitively that the (not necessarily understood, 

of course) associated sexual desire for creating inversion is vaguely murderous, that�s no doubt mostly 

because it is only fitting that people should be leery about admitting (ineluctably pleasant or pleasure-

causing) sexual desires that if successful would actually cause (as an ineluctable consequence of a possibly 

greater good) a sort of limited mass killing (i.e., a slow but total29 killing of everyone else�s genes in the 

inverted region). Genetic rearrangements in general and genetic inversion in particular are important for 

good evolution. 

In fact, it has been theorized that new species arise as a result of genetic inversions and similar 

rearrangements. There are obvious differences between human and chimp chromosomes that can even be 

observed through (high quality) optical microscopes when the chromosomes are appropriately stained. 

Humans have one less chromosome than the other great apes, and it is obvious by observing banding 

patterns that the human chromosome (chromosome two) that doesn�t resemble a chimp chromosome in fact 

                                                           
29 Except (see immediately preceding footnote) to the extent genetic crossover can occur in inverted 
regions with non-inverted chromosomes, as might be possible when (doubtless very rare) a nonzero even 
number of crosses occur in the region. 
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resembles what you would get if the two non-humanlike chimp chromosomes were pasted together. 

Apparently it is not uncommon for a chromosome whose centromere is located near an end of the 

chromosome to join with a similar chromosome, a phenomenon called Robertsonian translocation, and 

scientists believe that is how human chromosome two was created in one of our ancestors. Clearly such an 

event could be quite important inasmuch as the genetic material near the centromere of the newly created 

chromosome two may be presumed to have contained about twice as much important genetic material as 

either of its progenitors had near its centromere. Robertsonian translocations may be presumed when 

successful to very effectively increase the concentration of important genetic material near centromeres, as 

we have suggested is important to evolution. The other easily observable difference is that a handful (no 

one seems to agree on how many, I guess because it is arbitrary how large a region has to be to be obvious 

under an optical microscope�nine is the number most commonly floating around the internet) of obvious 

inversions have taken place resulting in regions in the chimps� chromosomes with banding oppositely 

ordered to that of the corresponding regions of the human chromosomes. One of these inversions, if 

effective in concentrating important genetic material in a region of low crossover, could create over time 

moral traits that are much more developed. Genetic rearrangements tend to make individuals who have 

difficulty having viable offspring when mating with those individuals who do not have such 

rearrangements, and as some scientists suggest, such incompatibilities might encourage speciation, the 

creation of new species. At any rate, genetic rearrangements can alter the balance of forces driving 

evolution, creating new characteristics over time in those populations possessing such rearrangements. 

In order for character genes to encourage important genes to take up a position near the 

centromere, it is necessary that important genes be given physical characteristics different from ordinary 

genes. Otherwise, the posited mechanisms that encourage genetic rearrangement will not be able to 

recognize the important genes as demanding treatment likely to give them a more central position. The 

simplest mechanism would be for the rearrangements to tend to occur in a gamete when the person mating 

with the producer of the gamete is full of love. Such a mechanism would encourage genetic rearrangement 

in extraordinary individuals. 
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Scientists know that chromosomes contain more than DNA. Most notably, chromosomes are 

associated with numerous protein molecules (particularly molecules called histones) in a highly structured 

aggregate called chromatin. The chromatin is believed important in influencing chromosome structure and 

changes in such structure during cell division. In particular, the chromatin at places forms beads called 

nucleosomes which DNA can wrap around akin to a thread on a spool, thereby compacting its size in an 

orderly fashion, which enables the chromosome to become compact and yet untangle easily. Also there are 

various chemicals and complexes which can form bonds with DNA and the constituents of chromatin, at 

times altering their expression. It is known, for instance, that in human DNA some of the cytosine bases 

that are contained in the DNA are methylated by the addition of a methyl (CH3) group to the number-5 

carbon atom. It is believed that methylation is associated with turning off the expression of the gene, i.e., 

whether the gene has an effect, a rather drastic effect of course. Effects associated not with DNA but with 

chemicals that interact with it so strongly as to be essentially inheritable are called epigenetic effects. As 

mentioned, it is widely appreciated that epigenetic mechanisms influence gene expression. Recent 

investigations have given some evidence that epigenetic factors are more important than previous 

appreciated. Since epigenetic effects would seem to be part inheritable and part due to chemicals that can 

be introduced, some scientists think they suggest at least a limited Lamarckism, i.e., that some traits can 

arise because people find it useful to turn them on or because the environment turns them on, and then they 

get inherited. That is suggests that Lamarckism is at least slightly true has probably given epigenetics a 

dubious reputation among most, mostly orthodox-Darwinist, geneticists, (notwithstanding whether the 

Lamarckian epigeneticists are right). But the Darwinist vs. Lamarckist dichotomy is unfortunate, because 

they probably are both missing the boat. Personally, I think the really important epigenetic effects are not 

likely to be Lamarckian. Certain chemicals when introduced during sex as a result of various loving 

emotions probably have epigenetic consequences that accumulate over the millennia to profoundly effect 

how chromosomes rearrange and crossover in the species�the slow epigenetic consequences of love on 

genetic rearrangement and crossover are probably the most important consequences. 

What I imagine happens is that as a result of a love chemical secreted during sex, a well-loved 

partner tends to have his gametes� chromosomes painted with an epigenetic chemical that sticks somewhat 
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to his DNA in such a manner that this epigenetic chemical painted on his chromosomes can be passed on to 

future generations. It follows that over time, the parts of chromosomes that are often in specially well-

loved individuals will become more thickly painted with epigenetic love chemical. Why is that an 

advantage? Because it allows gene rearrangement and crossover to preferentially happen where it ideally 

should happen. For instance, crossover could be discouraged where chromosomes are thickly painted with 

love chemical. And rearrangement could occur in such a way as to encourage a central position (i.e., near 

the centromere) for thickly painted DNA. E.g., inversions not containing the centromere (paracentric 

inversions) could be encouraged to happen on an interval of DNA that is the disjoint union of a more 

thickly painted subinterval of DNA and a more thinly painted subinterval of DNA that is (undesirably) 

closer to the centromere than the former subinterval. It really seems natural that such a phenomenon might 

arise. It is well appreciated that the centromere is highly involved in the normal chromosome movements 

that occur during cell division, so it is only natural that the central part of the chromosome would tend to 

do what is best for it. Genes coding for good traits tend to be located centrally, and these genes prosper 

best when they are located centrally next to important character and talent genes, and since the central part 

of the chromosome is most involved in regulating cell division, it would be surprising if the central, 

typically moral genes near and on the centromere have not evolved a capacity to pull the important genetic 

material towards itself as is definitely in its self-interest. OK, yes, I am being speculative. The details 

almost surely are much more complicated and probably are rather different from what I am suggesting. But 

something somewhat like what I am describing I do think happens. At any rate, it�s probably not what we 

think happens that doesn�t which will hurt us but what we don�t think happens that does, and I hope I have 

given you a better idea of what probably happens that people don�t think happens. What should seem 

obvious is that there is likely much more to cell division than scientists have ever dreamed of. If nothing 

else, perhaps I will encourage people to think twice before allowing genetic engineers to graft and splice 

genes together in blatantly unnatural ways that could have disastrous unforeseen long-term epigenetic 

effects on the evolution of goodness in our species or to be blunt about it, any other species they might 

tinker with. 
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Love, then, is in one nature akin to a seal of approval. In the Orient, it is often customary for an 

owner of a well-loved painting to indicate his approval by affixing his chop, or seal, to the painting, 

resulting in that the seals can eventually over generations take up much of the space of the background. 

Just as over time seals decorate well-loved Asian paintings, epigenetic chemicals likely decorate well-loved 

chromosome regions. What�s not clear immediately is whether women or men do most of the sealing. At 

first, the obvious candidate for love-sealing chemical would seem to be (male-generated) eternal-love 

chemical, which recall encourages crossover in the gametes of daughters. However, as we shall see later in 

discussing what I shall call nymphetal philokalia, nymphetal philokalia works to the extent there is genetic 

linkage between talent genes, character genes, and genes which code for the ability to attract or fertilize 

young females. Nymphetal philokalia will turn out to be very desirable, so it is important that those genes 

which in men regulate reproductive success with young females should also be located centrally. As it 

turns out, and as shall be explained in the next chapter, female lust not only is associated with desirability 

of the male, but also with the male having especial appeal to young females, because young females 

probably are more capable of secreting female lust chemical during sex than older females. So I believe 

that female lust chemical is more likely to be important than male eternal-love chemical in its epigenetic 

effects. Thus, probably, it is the female who affects epigenetically male chromosomes more than it is the 

male who affects epigenetically female chromosomes. Presumably, female-lust chemical also immediately 

encourages genetic rearrangement in the male, inasmuch as genetic rearrangements are only likely to be 

successful when the male is special, as he is more likely to be when he is well-loved as his mate�s lust 

suggests. I don�t think, however, that female lust immediately discourages crossover in the male during 

spermatogenesis. In fact, we shall see later that female lust likely has the opposite effect of actually 

encouraging crossover in the male, as is in his immediate self-interest. It�s not that female lust discourages 

crossover quickly in such a way that good alleles immediately are less likely to have crossover breakpoints 

nearby than bad alleles. It�s that slowly over tens of thousands of years chromosomes of all individuals 

become less fragile with respect to crossing over where important genetic developments have arisen. The 

epigenetic effects of female lust are very slight in one generation but accumulate over time to something 

very important. I should also point out that it is not in a female�s self interest to encourage her mate�s 
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gametes to undergo genetic rearrangements, which I can imagine generally give rise to disharmonies and 

occasionally defects. Thus, presumably, the male can as is ideal probably preclude the female lust from 

encouraging genetic rearrangement, say (what feels most likely to me) by being full of eternal-love 

emotion. That explains why when I have really loved a girl well, there is no genetic-rearrangement-

appreciation emotion in me the way there perhaps likely would be with a typical sexy girl. I don�t know, 

though, the relation that female lust and male eternal love have to genetic rearrangement feels a good deal 

more complex, I think, than what I have imagined. Your typical sexy girl I can�t imagine to be particularly 

displeased by a genetic-rearrangement-appreciation emotion in me, even though I�m sure she should be 

very much pleased by eternal-love emotion in me if sex happened (i.e., in comparison with sex with no 

eternal-love emotion in me�no, I don�t presume to state an opinion on whether the typical sexy girl would 

be pleased by having a certain type of sex with me!). Of course, that could just be the glorification society 

gives to violent thought in consequence of the addictive effects of abuse�yeah, that probably explains it. 

At any rate, the epigenetic effect of female lust, as well as the effects of it to be mentioned in the next 

chapter, occur regardless. 
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Courtship 

As we have seen, it is important that marriage exists and proper that men be respected for the 

extent to which they honor the state. But a marriage doesn�t happen magically; clearly it happens because 

interested people have taken a definite effort to bring it about. How exactly should courtship be carried 

out? Should admirers be straightforward about their feelings or should they be ambiguous? Are there 

reasons for associating with someone one doesn�t care for or have an interest in? What about friends? Do 

they influence marriage? How does age matter? Is flirting proper? 

Our guiding principle has been that it is important for people to be allowed to be selfish towards 

those who are likely to be selfish themselves. Thus, it is important that women who want to selfishly obtain 

resources at the expense of love be able to engage in a kind of courtship that helps their schemes, and it is 

important that men who want to selfishly skirt responsibility be able to do so. Now in general, people want 

to avoid behavior that makes themselves look bad. But oftentimes (perhaps the majority of the time), if a 

good woman loves a man enough to marry him, she loves him enough to freely be his mistress. But a bad 

woman will be much less likely to be willing to be a mistress. Thus if a woman asks a man to marry him 

and he refuses, the expectation in other people�s eyes that she is a bad person is likely to increase markedly 

if she is not willing to be his mistress as well. Moreover, the more men she behaves thus to, the greater the 

stigma. So it would be very hard for women to go husband chasing if they were required to make the first 

move. Hence, since it is proper that women be allowed to selfishly seek husbands, it seems fitting that men 

should propose to women rather than vice versa, which of course is what tradition says as well. 

Symmetrically, one might suppose that mistress relationships should be started by women, but 

close analysis reveals less symmetry than one at first suspects. If a man asks a woman to be his mistress 

and she refuses, it basically shouldn�t tarnish his reputation. Even if a good man desires a woman enough 

to be his mistress, it is not at all particularly likely that he desires her as a wife. So there really shouldn�t be 

any moral stigma involved there. Is it a disadvantage to the selfish man to go first in seeking mistress 

relationships? Certainly. It might well be that the man is willing to be his would-be mistress�s wife as well, 

and if she rejects him as his mistress, well then he is basically up the creek. But his gain is his would-be 

wife�s loss: if women were expected to initiate mistress relationships then a woman might opt to be a 
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mistress when in fact she could wait for marriage�it would be more difficult for women to selfishly seek 

husbands. So from the considerations we have had so far, it wouldn�t appear that there is any particular 

reason why mistress relationships should be started by a particular sex. To determine who should tend to 

start such relationships we must consider how ambiguity relates to adultery. 

As we have seen, it is probably appropriate for a woman to commit adultery if she loves a man a 

great deal more than her husband. But is it appropriate for the wife to be open with her husband, or is it 

appropriate for her to be sneaky? Now there is a certain type of husband who doubtless would care a great 

deal less for his wife and her children if he knew that she was cheating on him and that her children quite 

possibly were not his. Thus, a wife of such could not be open with her husband about a paramour without 

inflicting serious punishment on herself. For this reason I believe it best that women not be open about any 

adultery that they commit against their husbands. Now it could be argued that women will commit adultery 

to excess�with men they love only slightly more than their husbands, which we saw was probably not 

appropriate. However, although I admit women are quite effective at hiding acts of adultery (which is a 

useful quality), I am inclined to think they are not nearly so good at hiding their character. Inasmuch as 

most of the rewards of love benefit through mutual children, sensitivity will always be an easy judge of 

character. Of course it could be argued that the tendency for a wife to commit adultery excessively is an 

exception inasmuch as that it is a quality that doesn�t benefit the wife through the children of the deluded 

husband: but it is still an aspect of character, and as such probably can be judged quite well. Also, one must 

consider that what a wife can gain by committing adultery is just a somewhat increased expectation of 

having genetically superior children�the gain to her is necessarily much less than the enormous loss to her 

husband in having fewer children. Hence one would expect (at least so long as female adultery is not too 

uncommon) that the selective pressures favoring an excessive tendency in the female to commit adultery 

would be minor compared with the selective pressure favoring an ability in males to detect such excessive 

tendencies, and so there�s really not too much cause for concern that these excessive tendencies to commit 

adultery would gain the upper hand. 

Moreover it is not only about committing adultery that wives should be ambiguous. By extension, 

wives should be ambiguous about their level of affection as well. It is fitting that people be honest, yet if 
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women were always open about their level of affection, How could men fail to realize whether their wives 

were likely to cheat on them? Accordingly, it is appropriate not only that wives be ambiguous to their 

husbands about their level of affection, but also that anyone who thinks she might be a future wife be 

ambiguous about that level as well. Suppose then that women were expected to initiate mistress 

relationships. Oftentimes what might happen is that in fact the man loves the would-be mistress more�in 

fact as a wife, and not as a mistress�and so would reject her petition in favor of marrying her. But then a 

husband who wasn�t petitioned to have sex without marriage would be suspicious as to his wife�s level of 

affection, and might care for her less or might make it difficult for her to commit adultery. So in favor of 

all women easily being able to commit adultery, it is appropriate that men initiate mistress relationships as 

well.30, 31 

A lot of people would seem to be confused about this issue of who should start mistress 

relationships�until about 1995 or so, I myself thought it proper that women start mistress relationships. 

Indeed, there is the advantage in women initiating mistress relationships that it would take less time on the 

part of the man�less trial and error�, and good men don�t want to spend much time in mistress chasing. 

But really it doesn�t take much time for a man simply to walk up to a woman and straightforwardly say 

near the start, �I�d like to screw32 you.� The reason I think there is so much disdain towards quick 

                                                           
30An exception is when the man is married. When the man is already married, the would-be mistress 
should have no delusions about marrying him. Hence an important purpose of a wedding ring on a man: it 
shows women it is OK to approach him for sex! I see no reason why a mistress relationship with a married 
man should be started by any particular sex, and so in the interests of free and easy communication it 
probably shouldn�t matter one way or the other. 
31I should also point out that simply because it is important that men should quickly and straightforwardly 
initiate marriage, it is inexpedient for women to initiate mistress relationships, since if they did, selfish men 
would tend to postpone their marriage proposals so much (in the hope the woman would consent to be a 
mistress instead) that marriage would be difficult for women to strive for. 
32By screw I mean neither more nor less than �engage in sexual activity to produce children without being 
expected to be responsible for them.� Tragically every word in our language that could straightforwardly 
denote this concept nefariously ends up being used to denote sexual abominations like sodomy. Indeed, 
�screw� from its connotations with metal fasteners of the same name does have a somewhat obnoxious 
tendency to suggest an act that causes bondage and obedience by means of the act (as abuse or sodomy 
might cause subordination). But the only other short word that could be used even has more of an abusive 
connotation (for reasons that are not clear) and is often not considered printable (it begins with an �f� of 
course). Shortness in words used here is important because a good man wants to make known in his 
queries for mistress sex his love of straightforwardness and his hesitance to spend much time (as in making 
circumlocutions) in chasing what amounts to almost a purely selfish enjoyment. But of course, there�s no 
sense overdoing it and insisting for the love of language on using words that people very definitely 
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straightforwardness of this sort probably has mainly to do with people associating quick 

straightforwardness with the heinous evil of forced sodomy and rape. It�s apples and oranges. People ought 

to distinguish. Still, though it may be idealistic for men to be straightforward about their lust, morally it 

may be wrong: the prejudice against such straightforwardness is so enormous, engaging in it might bring 

upon oneself a good many kicks and purse slaps, and what is probably even worse, a prejudice against 

oneself by one�s employers. Quite generally, a good man is loath to engage in risky behaviors for sex that 

might harm not only himself, but also his wife present or future. So perhaps in this unidealistic world it is 

not really inappropriate for a woman to give hints as to her out-of-marriage sexual willingness, especially if 

she is pretty sure the man doesn�t desire her in marriage.33 

To sum, it would appear that men should initiate relationships, and that they should express their 

feelings as straightforwardly and quickly as possible. In practice, however, it is impossible for a man to 

know exactly how he feels about a woman as soon as he meets her. It may well take a small amount of time 

for him to make up his mind. It may even often happen that a woman makes up her mind about a man 

before he makes up his mind about her. For instance, a woman might make up her mind that she would be 

willing to marry a man and yet not be willing to be his mistress, and she might make up her mind prior to 

the man expressing the nature of his affection towards her. Now if the norm be for a woman to leave her 

suitor as soon as she makes up her mind about him, then a woman who tends to leave her suitors only after 

they indicate lack of interest in marriage would tend to look bad, because people would likely think that 

men are acceptable to her only in so far as they promise her their money and resources. They would think 

                                                                                                                                                                             
consider vulgar in situations where that might make much trouble. It is enough to push the envelopes of 
propriety and politeness somewhat in the direction they should go. 
33 It is true that a female is at greater danger from those males who make passes at her. Quite generally, a 
male (whether dangerous or otherwise) tends to make passes at those females whom he thinks he has a 
chance at. And an abusive male will tend to hurt or abuse mainly just those females he thinks he has a 
chance at dominating. Thus, a particular female, even if extremely reasonable, will (undesirably) be more 
scared of a safe, nonabusive man if he makes passes at her quickly before she knows him to be innocuous. 
But what is good for a particular female is not good for females in general (or even good females in 
general). A stigma against quick passes would cause men in general to more hide their desires, which 
would cause females to actually be somewhat more afraid and at risk. Better to have an idea of what you 
need to be afraid of! Male forwardness is frightening mainly because it is uncommon. Thus a safe 
nonabusive male who refrains from making a quick pass at a female from a desire to not create a misplaced 
but reasonable fear of him in her is not behaving morally, but immorally�perhaps merely from a selfish 
desire to less scare her away from him. 
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that if love were important to her that she would reject more of her suitors prior to their admitting a lack of 

interest in marriage. But if a woman be expected to wait a length of time at least greater than the time it 

takes a typical man to decide on the nature of his romantic intentions before altogether rejecting him, then 

it would be much easier for women to engage in the usually selfish practice of rejecting men only after they 

reject marriage. And it is very important that women easily be able to mate for resources, since the 

consequence as I have explained is that unselfish men will have more mistresses than selfish men and thus 

be rewarded more: as long as marriage is rewarding and fairly easy to obtain without stigma, unselfish 

women would be more willing to be mistresses than selfish women would (since being a mistress would 

tend to entail sacrifice), and the former would of course tend to choose unselfish men as their lovers. So it 

is important, I feel, that women be more polite to suitors than mere affection would suggest. I am inclined 

to think it is usually morally incumbent on a woman to give a man a chance�at least a small portion of her 

consideration and company�unless for some reason she fears he might abuse or harm her, or unless his 

proposals are much too common to various women (as to be a time-consuming nuisance).34 Politeness is 

not weakness. Moreover a man should be hesitant to criticize a woman for �leading him on�: in truth it 

indicates a knowledge of true propriety for a woman to hide her distaste, especially at first. 

As mentioned earlier, a man should be expected to care more or less exclusively for his wife and 

their offspring. Also, given that women are to commit sneaky adultery, it is appropriate that husbands not 

have sex too obsessively�too often�with their wives. That way, a wife who commits adultery has a 

better chance of becoming pregnant by her paramour than by her husband (to make it plausible to her 

husband that a pregnancy was by her husband, a woman would have to have sex at nearby times with both 

                                                           
34Some might argue that if the man more or less indicates his desire for marriage at once, there is no reason 
for the woman to give him a certain amount of her time and company, since all that is important is that she 
wait until he indicates his opinion. However, such an etiquette would punish men unduly for being honest 
and straightforward, which would not be at all appropriate since as we have seen these tendencies should 
be encouraged. Of course, if a man indicates a desire for a woman as a mistress (rather than as a wife), she 
should for everybody�s sake feel free to stop the relationship at once if she is fairly certain she doesn�t 
want to be thus to him. Also, women with an extremely large number of admirers, such as movie stars, 
should obviously not be under the same requirements as to spending time with suitors. Still, they should 
probably give a good many men a chance. Perhaps it is partly because famous people have an inordinate 
amount of influence that there is such prejudice against women being polite to just anybody�obviously it 
is impossible for famous women to be so. 
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the husband and the paramour). Also wives should hide their feelings toward their husbands. However, it 

must be admitted that these restrictions really do have drawbacks. It may well be that in a particular matter 

a man may help a good woman not his wife to a degree larger than the degree to which his helping her 

hurts his wife. In a way it would be nice if a man could help all people according merely to the degree to 

which he believes his help would directly benefit aggregate beauty and goodness. Also, if a woman has sex 

with her husband at distantly spaced time periods she runs the risk of an increased period of undesired 

barrenness. Similarly, it really is an advantage to a couple�s mutual understanding of life and each other�s 

needs if both partners communicate openly and freely with one another. Now the purpose of marriage is to 

enable women selfishly to marry for money and resources, but maybe there are situations in which 

marriage would not reasonably be expected to fulfill those goals, and so, taking into account the drawbacks 

of the restrictions on the husband, of the restrictions on frequency of sex, and of the wife�s ambiguity, 

might be unreasonable. 

Sometimes a situation does arise where circumstances make it patently improbable that a woman 

desires a man for his resources: a woman�s relatives or friends may have proven that they are willing to 

have her suitor in a merely sexual way. Quite frequently, friends, sisters, cousins, etc., have similar feelings 

and attitudes. If a friend or relative of a woman has generously allowed the woman�s suitor to screw her 

pregnant, then it greatly increases the probability that the woman herself is actually amenable to such 

gratuitous sex as well, and so most certainly does not desire the man in a selfish way. If a man has sex 

outside of marriage with a woman�s comrade or relative, it may well be unreasonable (depending on the 

degree of friendship or affinity involved) for the man to be married to her in the standard way, even if he 

loves her greatly. 

Nevertheless, of course, if a man does not marry a loved woman merely because of the sexual 

behavior of her friends toward him, he still should be able to easily care for his elsewise wife just as much 

as if she were his wife. But if a man spends a great deal of time and resources on a woman not his wife, it 

rather stigmatizes him, since as we have seen, such behavior is in standard situations not at all appropriate. 

So I am inclined to think that there should be some kind of ritual that makes it obvious to others what the 

situation is. There should be some kind of quasi-marriage and perhaps some kind of different (more 
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ornate?) ring35 on the male to indicate to others the peculiar justification for his state of unmarried caring. 

Granted, such ritual would have an unfortunate bragging component, but that is no great disaster.36 

As we have just seen, where there are sexual relations between a friend or relative of a woman 

and a man who loves her, the relations between the woman and her admirer should be markedly different. 

It is not unreasonable, therefore, to suppose that the etiquette of courtship in possible such situations might 

be markedly different than in the standard case, where no friends or relative of the female can be involved. 

The most important requirement, perhaps, is that courtship should be constructed so that the lesser-loved 

woman (the friend or relative of the woman more loved) should not be led to believe that she will likely be 

well loved. Otherwise, it will not be as clear that the less-loved woman (and hence by extension, the similar 

better-loved woman) actually can accept the man in a definitely unselfish purely sexual way, which as I 

have just explained is the supposition that justifies the peculiar quasi-marriage state. As we have seen, one 

of the consequences of a friend or relative of a well-loved woman being a mistress to her lover is that it 

takes away the responsibility of the man to love his beloved more or less exclusively; in particular, if a man 

loves the better-loved woman sufficiently to have been his wife, then the likelihood of the man caring 

significantly for the less-loved woman rises markedly, since if he enters into a quasi-marriage state, he will 

care for women (like the less-loved woman) much more than if he were under the requirements of standard 

matrimony to someone else or if he felt like he might in the future have a wife whom he should ideally 

already be responsible to. So morally it is more or less incumbent on the man to avoid indicating to the 

less-loved woman his love of the more-loved woman until after the less-loved woman has proven her 

sexual attraction (done generally by having sex for procreation). 

                                                           
35Perhaps the crowns of laurel of the ancients arose somewhat from a feeling there should be some such 
decoration. I should think they would be too unwieldy nowadays. 
36Perhaps to compensate for this bragging component, husbands of quasi-wives should be unwilling to 
allow a mistress as ephemeral and not deferential unless she contribute a percentage (10%?) of her 
resources to the husband as a kind of tithe he may use for his quasi-wife or other favorites. Ordinarily, 
mistresses should not be expected to give of their resources if they don�t want to�for one thing, it is 
simply too discouraging of new women. However, from patriotism it is only natural that people at large 
would expect people to behave so as to discourage women from entering sexual relationships from base 
reasons of imitation. By insisting on such contributions, the man would set the discouragement at probably 
about the most proper level and therefore would hopefully to his own benefit set himself right in the eyes 
of what is rightfully a modesty-loving public. 
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To reiterate, if a man loves a woman yet thinks her friend or relative might accept a purely sexual 

relationship, it would appear reasonable that he should approach the less-loved friend or relative first with 

his desire for a mistress relationship. That way, if she accepts, it will be better evidence of her affection, 

while if she discretely rejects him, it should not hamper a marriage relationship with the better-loved 

woman. It is also interesting to consider the extent to which a man should be ambiguous about his love to 

the woman whose friend or relative he has successfully slept with. Recall that when first discussing 

marriage, we mentioned that marriage is not good in that it prevents men from being selfish, but in that it 

allows women to more easily be selfish. Ordinarily, an expectation of men that they should get married 

would not too greatly impair their capacity for selfishness since it likely might be in a man�s self-interest to 

use his wealth to essentially �buy� a wife. But in fact, in a situation where there is strong evidence that a 

man is well-loved by a woman, it is highly unlikely that a selfish man would gain by indicating his 

affection aforehand. Moreover, if the norm were for the man to at first hide his affection for a woman 

whose friend or relative he has slept with, then it would be ever so slightly easier for men to be selfish, 

since by being ambiguous a man could avoid lying about his level of affection prior to having sex with the 

woman he most desires. If a man screws around with a pair of women, and it rather seems that he should 

love one of them, then it is more to his benefit that he makes it clear that he doesn�t want to care for them 

only after they have already gotten pregnant. That way, whatever stigma he receives won�t affect as much 

what he gets. An important point to note is that by a man at first hiding his affection for a woman well-

loved, he won�t hurt her by only expressing his affection after she gets pregnant (a good man will have to 

express his affection before too much time, if for no other reason than that the caring he gives her will 

amount to an expression of that). In fact, if the man�s expression of affection (in the necessary quasi-

marriage) occurs after the future quasi-wife gets pregnant, there is actually an advantage to the quasi-wife 

in that it will be more obvious to people that she desires him sexually regardless of how much he cares for 

her. And as mentioned earlier, it is especially important to a woman that she look magnanimous. 

Ordinarily, marriage should come before sex and offspring; otherwise it would not very well serve its main 

purpose�to allow selfish women more easily to trade sex for resources. But it could be argued the quasi-

marriages that are relevant when a friend or relative is involved should possibly occur only after the 
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woman has sex to get pregnant. At first I thought it was a question of whether the slight selfish advantage a 

man has in postponing the quasi-marriage to after fertilization is greater than the expected gain in 

selfishness a woman would have by knowing beforehand whether her would-be mate cares greatly for her. 

Even though a woman�s friend or relative is willing to have a man as a casual lover it is not after all 

automatic that the woman herself is so willing. The proof is a lot less convincing of such willingness than it 

is of (say) her future if-married unlikelihood of committing adultery (which doesn�t require an inordinate 

affection). I thought it was really quite borderline, whether people should engage in pre-quasi-marital sex, 

and felt it probably depended a lot on such intangibles as the degree of closeness between the relevant 

women and basically anything that bears on the question of whether there be more external evidence of the 

woman loving the man greatly, or vice-versa. Upon closer examination, however, I have noticed that 

remarkably the type of selfishness pre-quasi-marital sex allows man is unusually unlikely to be a 

selfishness that hurts a bad woman in that it only comes into play to avoid a stigma that exists because the 

public respects the woman slighted, and generally the public is fairly right in dishing out such stigma; i.e., 

the woman slighted is likely to be better than the man and maybe even to be good, and so there is not really 

an advantage in her being slighted. Also, it is doubtful to me whether a good woman has more to gain by 

being definitely seen as unselfish (as might happen if she accepted pre-quasi-marital sex, and which could 

perhaps attract other men to her as in polyandry) or by her husband not being seen as flagrantly 

suffocatingly good (as might occur if having gotten his love pregnant, he for little possible selfish reason 

decides to enter quasi-marriage with her, which could be smarmy and distasteful to the herd instincts of 

more selfish women, thereby discouraging possibly-resource-giving mistresses37). Accordingly, like pre-

marital sex, I basically38 don�t think pre-quasi-marital sex is right. 

                                                           
37 Of course, I am for the sake of argument presupposing that the pre-quasi-marital sex be viewed as good 
by public. 
38Lately I have been thinking there might be another special case in which it is OK for a man to dispense 
caring on females without having first committed more or less exclusively to such caring. If several 
females are willing to sell themselves as a group to a bad man at a total price less than the price of a single 
female, that is strongly suggestive of the male being more fit than the females. Accordingly, it is beneficial 
to goodness in its competition against badness for bad males to waste caring on such a group of females. I 
think I prefer the male after sex dispensing as much caring as he feels like to the male before sex agreeing 
to commit a partial amount. Exactly why is complicated, however�I suppose requiring a careful analysis 
of how females subtly prostitute themselves and how bad men even without promising caring can more 
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Another variable that might come into play in possible quasi-marriage situations involves the 

degree of affection of the man towards the mistress who is the friend or relative of the would-be quasi-

wife. Perhaps the would-be quasi-wife will reject her suitor, in which case if the man really likes the 

mistress a great deal, perhaps she should be allowed like a wife to spend much time with him. If the man 

doesn�t love the mistress enough to be his wife if his favorite (her friend or relative) rejects him, then there 

is no problem: the man asks the mistress to merely copulate, and that is what he does to her if his offer of 

quasi-marriage is rejected by her associate. However, if he does love the quasi-wife sufficiently, then he 

might want to in some sense marry her if rejected by the would-be quasi-wife. Now generally it is rather 

unfortunate for a man to marry a woman only after she becomes his mistress, since if such were done 

generally, it would be much more difficult for women to selfishly strive for marriage, which as we have 

seen is important. One possibility is to ask the better-loved woman for marriage before approaching the 

prime mistress�the associate of the better-loved woman. But as we saw, it is necessary for the mistress to 

be kept in the dark about the man�s better love of her associate�else the mistress would tend to view being 

a mistress as really being only half a mistress since mistresses tend to be more that to men with quasi-

wives. And it would be rather difficult for a man to hide his love for a woman from her close associate if 

the former already consorted so much with the man as to know how she feels about marrying him. In this 

interest of keeping the would-be mistress in the dark, I believe it is better for the man first to attempt 

secretly to screw the less-loved woman (keeping his love for the better-loved woman a secret from her), 

and then later to approach the better-loved woman as if nothing had happened. If the man has not 

                                                                                                                                                                             
easily make females think they will be cared for when they actually will be cared for, among other things. I 
don�t feel like going into it would be easy for me. Hmm, maybe that�s the point. Bad males perhaps have 
(wastefully in a good way) evolved to play better the let�s-see-if-I-can-make-you-think-I�ll-care-for-you-
even-if-I-won�t game, a game that�s pretty much useless to a good person, as the author likes to think 
himself, which could explain my indifference toward the details of the playing (caring-wise) several 
women at once phenomenon. Suffice it for me to say that if two females came on to a good male at once, 
he probably would care somewhat for them even without marriage or quasi-marriage merely to the extent 
that he liked them�a very simple phenomenon. Accordingly, if my feelings are right, if two close females 
sexually want a man they are fairly sure doesn�t want to marry either, they might just consider making an 
early move and coming on to him as a pair, and the man shouldn�t be so concerned about committing to 
caring or not caring for them, or about caring for them otherwise than as he sees is directly natural. Good 
people behaving thus would make it easier for bad females to without stigma sell themselves in groups 
cheaply, as is desirable. But again, I haven�t analyzed the details of everything carefully, so I am less 
confident about what the truth is here than elsewhere. 
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succeeded in obtaining the associate of his love as a mistress, then fine, he tries in the normal way to marry 

the better-loved woman. If the man has succeeded, and yet he wouldn�t marry the mistress if rejected by 

her most-loved associate, then fine, he asks the latter if she wants to be a quasi-wife. Finally, if the man has 

succeeded, and would want to spend much time with the mistress if rejected by his best love, then he 

should ask his would-be quasi-wife if she would like to marry him. If she says yes, he should say 

something like, �That�s nice, but because____[her friend or relative] has slept with me, a quasi-marriage 

would be more proper, I think.� The point is that if a man has what appears to be a likely proposal of 

marriage rejected by the would-be quasi-wife, then it is doubtful that her associate really would desire him 

for selfish reasons, since if she did the former woman (who is like her) would also probably desire him for 

such, and hence would probably want to marry him inasmuch as marriage tends to be extra-beneficial to 

women; thus, the advantage of making it easy for a woman to be selfishly bought by men with whom her 

friends do not desire matrimony being so small, it doesn�t matter much if in these possible quasi-marriage 

situations the mistress enters into a kind of default marriage after being a mistress.39 Finally, I should 

mention that the better-loved woman being clueless about a suitor�s sexual activity toward an associate 

feels less important and more easily brought about than the less-loved woman being clueless about her 

mate�s higher love for the better-loved woman; hence, the desirability of the man approaching the less-

loved woman first still would seem to hold. 

There is a great deal of randomness involved in meeting others. In particular, the age at which one 

meets a would-be mate is largely a matter of fate. Oftentimes, mutually interested people meet much prior 

to the ideal age at which mating would be desired, especially if money and economic security are lacking. 

How should people behave in such situations? One possibility is to postpone courtship�to spend the extra 

time in figuring the proper way to approach the matter. As this work tries to make clear, courtship ritual is 

                                                           
39Notice it is essential, therefore, that the better-loved woman be kept in the dark about the conquest of her 
associate. This necessity for a separation during courtship of the two female associates is admittedly a 
drawback�idealistically there should be much harmony between a quasi-wife and a prime mistress, which 
separation would presumably hamper. The best solution I know of is that there should only be a certain 
time of year during which women get very close to their female friends, and during which (while they are 
together) they are not to really be courted by men who consider quasi-marriage as quite possibly relevant. 
Perhaps the Christmas season could be made to fulfill this role, since it already is widely considered a time 
for family and friends. 
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very important, and it really is a tragedy to make mistakes, especially (from the man�s viewpoint) in 

dealing with marriage, which a man may well only ask one woman for. Moreover, the real tragedy of such 

a mistake is probably more its effect on one�s capacity for understanding than its more obviously 

detrimental direct effects. Errors beget errors, as the saying goes.40 But still, if one loves another greatly, 

one likely wants very much to be with that person even if mating is presently unreasonable. It�s really a 

stretch, I think, to say relationships should be postponed greatly when mating shouldn�t be imminent. Let 

us examine the possibilities for appropriate behavior from a man�s point of view, since, as explained, he 

should tend to make the first move. 

If a man feels he probably wants to marry a girl eventually and it is too soon to have children with 

her, I�m not much inclined to think immediate marriage serves much purpose. All such early marriages do 

is limit the possibilities of both the man and (more importantly) the woman�it could happen that later one 

or both of the pair meets someone preferable. Just because it is important for a man near the start of a 

relationship to indicate any desire for marriage, it doesn�t follow that it is necessary for him to seek to enter 

the matrimonial state at once. Still, there probably should be a slight stigma against men who break 

romantic relationships about which they have professed seriousness; otherwise, men might lie too much 

just to enable them to hang around women more, which would tend to make marriage a state difficult for 

women to strive for. Also, in such situations I see no point in either the man or the woman excluding 

relationships with other members of the opposite sex.  

If a man meets a girl that he wants as a mistress, but he sort of feels she is too young for it, the 

situation appears rather different from marriage, and it could be argued that forcing the issue is appropriate 

if she appears willing. If a man wants a woman as a mistress (but not as his wife) and if the woman is 

willing to be a mistress, that is a strong suggestion that the man is better than the woman, and so should not 

                                                           
40Darwin gives an example in The Origin of Species (which he ascribes to P. Huber) of a caterpillar that 
makes a hammock in six stages. If the caterpillar is interrupted in the sixth stage and placed in a hammock 
completed to the third stage, he can finish the hammock. If he is interrupted in the third stage and placed in 
a hammock completed up to the sixth stage, so that much of his work was already done for it, �far from 
deriving any benefit from this, it was much embarrassed, and in order to complete its hammock, seemed 
forced to start from the third stage, where it had left off, and thus tried to complete the already finished 
work.� Similarly, humans would be well to carefully avoid skipping or incorrectly performing the various 
stages of courtship, lest their instincts toward later stages be harmfully influenced. 
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undertake behavior that might decrease greatly his chances of mating with her. His behavior should be 

perhaps not unlike that of the pushy salesman towards one he thinks is leaning towards a purchase: �Yeah, 

and today I can give you a special offer. Buy in the next 30 minutes and I�ll give you 10% off.� It may well 

be that the man figures the woman, being likely less good than himself, might not judge so wisely if free to 

wait and possibly change her mind. The man could tell his would-be mistress that he will be even more 

curt than is normal in such relationships, or otherwise be less kind, if she postpones having sex with him. 

Still, it seems a shame for a man to make a girl suffer unduly by having children too early just because he 

(no matter how justly) does not trust her. There is another possibility, namely for the woman to enter a state 

where she gravely promises to be a future (for procreation) mistress when desired by the man in the future. 

The would-be mistress could agree to be completely deferential in sex, at least until she has a child by the 

man. That way he would not feel compelled to mate with her before it is reasonable. Yes, I suppose I am 

saying that perhaps a woman should be allowed to be a �sex slave� to a man.41 But it is important to point 

out that although a promised mistress should be free to assist her lover in nonsexual ways, what I am not 

saying is that she should generally be deferential in nonsexual matters, basically because of the general 

afore-mentioned arguments against rewarding otherwise than through mutual children. Also, I am 

definitely not saying that she should be required to perform certain abominations42 that some foolishly 

identify with sex and which are in fact unfortunately associated with domination�a harmful domination 

stemming from an addiction that is not usually freely entered into by a woman�s true self. A man being 

                                                           
41Though it�s difficult to say, I suppose I mean by �sex slave� merely a woman who from her own sense of 
propriety agrees to be deferential to a man as regards sexual matters. I say this because I am sufficiently 
familiar with popular media to know the phrase conjures up images of black leather, cat o� nine-tails, 
spiked undergarments, whips, etc., none of which have ever had any relevance in my thoughts toward sex. 

Later on, after I define the concepts, we shall see that because of spermogenic philonymphetism, 
good men will be less likely to want to postpone procreation, and because of nymphetal philokalia, girls 
will less want to postpone sex for procreation when it is with a good man. Consequently, sex slavery being 
mainly to enable sex to be postponed without the male risking not getting it, bad men may well more often 
try to avail themselves of this sex slavery. This predilection of just bad men and their girlfriends toward 
sex slavery may explain at least partly why sex slavery is not generally viewed in a good light. Actually, 
however, the condoning of sex slavery by a society is an encouragement to bad men mating later than good 
men, and hence to all-important tachykalogeny (to be defined later). 
42I am referring to nefarious addictions like oral and rectal sodomy. 
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able to postpone sex without reducing significantly his chance of obtaining it allows him to procreate at the 

age most ideal to him and his partner, which on the face of it seems desirable. 

But there is a much less radical alternative to sex slavery that is probably better, an alternative that 

involves a pledge of faith which a female is only likely to break for the sake of a morally good male. As we 

shall see later when discussing nymphetal philokalia, females tend to want to postpone sex more when the 

male is morally bad than when he is morally good. And if a female could pledge her sexual desire only 

once, such a pledge would indeed discourage her from having relationships with men she would prefer to 

have sex with later at an older age because if, as is likely, a man she likely might want to have sex with has 

met her when she still is rather young, that man from fear of her again changing her mind needs must force 

himself (using pushy sales tactics) on her lest she again change her mind. And females don�t like having 

sex earlier than ideal or being punished as a result of not being willing to have sex immediately. Therefore, 

a female being able to pledge her faith only once would discourage her from breaking such a pledge mainly 

just if the man on account of whom she is breaking the pledge is a bad man, clearly an ideal situation. 

Indeed, if a pledged woman meets another bad man whom she prefers sexually, she is from not being able 

to pledge herself again likely to be forced to either be mistreated by him or to have sex earlier than she 

wants�a discouragement; while if she meets a good man whom she prefers, likely she would as to be 

explained later not want to postpone sex anyway, and so the awkwardness of postponing sex would be 

irrelevant and would not discourage her from changing her mind. In practice, (willingly) losing virginity to 

a man is probably what constitutes this pledge-of-faith. Indeed, it strikes me that unlike bad men, good men 

usually43 don�t care much about whether a female has lost her virginity, and of course virginity is the sort 

                                                           
43 Except in the rare case that postponement of sex is desired, which could happen, for instance, if the girl 
and her family are so dirt poor that the girl is better off devoting herself to accumulating money and 
money-making skills. 

As a practical matter, however, it may well often be too dangerous to have sex merely to gain 
control by destroying virginity. Sex for destruction of virginity may be confused by others with abuse in 
that they share similarities (e.g., both being for control). In fact, as we shall see later, another important 
significance of virginity is that women have a natural tendency to be ashamed of its unnecessary 
destruction, which shame protects them from abuse And since bad males more tend to want to postpone 
sex, bad males might somewhat more want to have sex to destroy virginity, which also probably produces a 
stigma against sex for destroying virginity. Accordingly, it probably isn�t a very good idea to have sex with 
a girl for destruction of her virginity if (say) her parents don�t think it is a good idea or if the society has a 
very inclusive conservative definition of sexual deviancy (as say among certain people in the Bible Belt)�
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of thing that only gets eliminated once. Another advantage of sex for destruction of virginity as a pledge of 

faith is that if a girl is old enough for sex, her sexual activity (and promises of future sexual activity) 

should necessarily be allowed to be her own private business unless one dubiously believes women should 

be able to keep score on a man�s sexual prowess. So loss of virginity has the advantage that it is not 

something visible to people in general. 

There are special cases where it might not be too unreasonable for a mistress to be subordinate in 

nonsexual matters (excluding abominations involving addiction). Mistresses sometimes have a good deal 

more to offer a man than sex and are sufficiently in love to be willing to give it, and in such cases a degree 

of servitude would seem appropriate, depending on circumstances. The argument that except with regard to 

sexual matters mistresses shouldn�t be slavelike because nonsexual giving is a reward not given through 

mutual children is not valid with quite the same force as similar arguments apply with regard to polyandry 

and female adultery. Any nonsexual giving a mistress gives to her lover does indeed hurt her herself, but 

then it hurts her lover somewhat as well inasmuch as the children of the mistress are his children also. 

Consequently, if a man deludes a mistress into sacrificing herself completely as opposed to only sexually, 

his gain would not be so enormous (in particular not nearly so great as the gain a favorite mate of a good 

man would have by his mistresses behaving as under his control), and so it is questionable whether the 

tendency of selfish men to be able to delude women into nonsexual servitude would have that much 

tendency to evolve. One advantage of mistresses being able to become nonsexually subordinate to their 

lovers is that a bad man (who would typically have bad mates) would more tend to use any advantages 

from obedient mistresses for his own benefit as opposed for a woman who might more deserve it. An 

unselfish man would of course generally divide advantages gained from nonsexual servants in a fairly just 

manner, and in consequence his favorite mates (who would tend to be most worthy) would get more�

                                                                                                                                                                             
the risk of getting clobbered by excessively righteous friends or relatives of the girl that mistakenly view 
your behavior as abuse is simply too great. Since injury damages both yourself and your wife, while 
controlling a mistress benefits mainly yourself, it is not only expedient in dangerous situations to avoid sex 
for destroying virginity, but moral as well. 

Also, a female being sexually experienced admittedly makes a man more leery about venereal 
disease. But that is not a very idealistically important consideration since it may be presumed that before 
long science will triumph over venereal disease. I.e., in the more advanced world of future generations, 
venereal disease, being nonexistent, will no longer be relevant to moral considerations. 
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more even than the extra that the selfish master gets by using his control selfishly. Unlike a good man, a 

selfish man might for instance excessively use his servant for attracting new mistresses as opposed to 

caring for his favorite mates, such as wives and quasi-wives (or even the mistress servant herself), as well 

as for his offspring by these favorite mates. As regards ordinary mistresses of men with quasi-wives, these 

consequences of their nonsexual servitude are certainly a most admirable feature inasmuch as they cause 

the usually good quasi-wives of unselfish men to get much more than the usually bad quasi-wives of 

selfish men. If a man has an ordinary wife, an almost opposite phenomenon seems however somewhat 

more appropriate. The man could be forced to use any nonsexual advantages arising from mistress 

nonsexual slavery exclusively for the wife and their offspring, and so make marriage a state that much 

more advantageous for selfish women to strive for, and in consequence make bad women even more 

hesitant to be mistresses, which would cause bad men to get even fewer mistresses than what they 

otherwise would get. The same sort of arguments previously given when discussing the advantages of strict 

male marriage responsibilities would seem to apply here, and so it would appear that mistresses of 

unmarried men or of men married to ordinary wives should only be allowed to be nonsexually slavelike in 

those matters beneficial to the present or future wife and her offspring.44 It is important to note, however, 

that it is not desirable that a mistress be directly subordinate to the wife or quasi-wife, but only indirectly, 

through the husband. The reason is that the disadvantages of mistress nonsexual slavery in being a 

phenomenon not rewarding through mutual offspring would apply full force (instead of only partly) if the 

capacity to use this slavery selfishly were in the wife�s hands instead of the mistress�s lover�s. The exact 

same argument implies that a mistress should become deferential not on account of her love for his wife or 

quasi-wife, but on account of her love for the man alone�unlike the man, his better-loved woman loses 

nothing from having one of his mistresses make sacrifices. In fact, the danger of the mistress nonsexually 

giving to the husband from love of the wife is probably the main reason why a mistress who wants to give 

                                                           
44I�m rather uncertain of the extent to which such mistresses should be allowed to help voluntarily the 
husband in matters such as attracting mistresses that solely benefit him. I suspect that they should be 
allowed at least to put slightly more effort into attracting mistresses than the minimal amount it would 
typically be proper for a man to use in attracting mistresses for himself, because I suspect that typically 
women are better at attracting other women than men are. I can�t see why they should be required to assist. 
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nonsexually to a man should cede such control to the man, thereby becoming deferential. Indeed, the 

mistress needs to be acquainted with the wife if she is to favor her much, but once she is acquainted with 

her, there is always the danger that any gift she decides to give the wife is given from love of the wife, a 

dangerous thing to give from; hence, it is better for the mistress to cede to the husband control of the 

amount of such giving than for she herself to control it, as one might expect by extrapolating from the 

consideration that generally people should be free and hence in control of themselves. Also, it follows that 

if a woman is very close to a man�s wife or quasi-wife, she should be very hesitant to become subservient 

to him at all in nonsexual matters that might benefit his more beloved mate. In particular, if a mistress is 

actually a prime mistress in that she turns a marriage into a quasi-marriage, it may well be best that she 

avoid making any sacrifices at all for her friend or relative, the quasi-wife. If it is not only expected that a 

prime mistress be slavish to her lover in those matters such as attracting mistresses which are directly 

amusing to him (as we have seen mistresses to men with quasi-wives should be expected to be thus 

slavish), but it is also expected that she not make or be asked to make unaccustomed sacrifices for anyone 

else, there will also be the added benefit that there will be much greater proof that she (and hence the 

probably similar quasi-wife close to her) really does love her lover extremely unselfishly and sacrificially, 

which recall is the justification for the propriety of a quasi-marriage as opposed to an ordinary marriage. 

The willingly entered servitude of a prime mistress to a man in nonsexual matters is certainly a suggestion 

of a desire to sacrifice for his pleasure, and the more she knows that her sacrifices must be exclusively for 

his pleasure, the greater the proof.45 What is more, a restriction on a prime mistress as regards caring for 

her lover�s quasi-wife is not actually very unjust as regards purely questions of who deserves most. Her 

lover by merely requiring few sacrifices of her can at least give her a reward equal to what she can give his 

quasi-wife, and it stands to reason that she (the prime mistress) is not much below the quasi-wife inasmuch 

as she has been necessarily very close with her. Finally, it mustn�t be forgot that in every case where 

mistresses are forced to give in nonsexual ways, the arguments against giving otherwise than through 

                                                           
45Of course, the prime mistress can�t know about her future servitude until after she knows she would be a 
prime mistress, or else a request for such servitude would be a premature dead giveaway that her mate 
loves her associate. 
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mutual children do still apply at least partly, in consequence of which men probably should be discouraged 

from overdoing it and asking of mistresses extreme sacrifice (which also could harm by discouraging 

future women from being willing to make sacrifices). 

There wouldn�t appear to be any moral reason why a mistress to an unmarried man who wants to 

give him caring or resources should sacrifice to the man control over her resources or caring. If there is no 

wife, obviously there is no danger that the woman if left to her own control would care or give resources 

for the wrong, dangerous reason of how she feels for his (nonexistent) wife. Since good men can and 

should get bad women to be mistresses to themselves, neither is there any point in making nonprime 

mistresses be subordinate from the consideration that such subordination discourages mainly selfish 

women, whom good men don�t want to discourage, after all. Indeed, the advantage of prime mistresses 

being subordinate to their lovers that such subordination mainly hampers bad men from obtaining prime 

mistresses does not apply to ordinary mistresses being subordinate, since good men often can and should 

have mistress relationships with selfish women whom should not be discouraged, while they don�t and 

shouldn�t have bad women as prime mistresses, but rather good women for whom being forced to be 

unselfish is of no consequence. Accordingly, there is no moral reason why a woman should defer control 

over her caring and resource giving to an unmarried man. However, if a man thinks a woman wants him so 

extraordinarily and desperately that he can make her promise to obey his requests for resources and caring 

without much putting into jeopardy her desire to have sex with him, I suppose the moral thing for him to 

do would be to try to do so (and it would not be immoral for her to promise such obedience, thereby 

obeying his request), since such caring and resources would of course benefit his future wife as well as 

himself. However, slavery being generally an ignoble institution often entered into for unfortunate reasons, 

society would probably do well to take such superfluous promises at less than face value and make it easy 

for women to back out of these situations, for instance by considering such contracts nonbinding. Also, it 

would be well for men to realize that feelings toward questions regarding deference are likely to be 

influenced by feelings toward the various addictions which often so unfortunately bring such deference 

about. Not only is it unusually difficult to find your own true opinions concerning deference in 

relationships, also you have to avoid being prejudiced or damaged by the unusually large number on the 
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one hand of dissolute women who could view possessiveness as symbolic of an addiction they are right to 

demand the feeding of and on the other hand of white-tornado women in clean mode who could view your 

expectations of their deference as proof you are scum worthy of the In-sink-erator. 

Typically in marriage, the partners should not have control over each other. However, in quasi-

marriage, it may actually be that the wife should have the power to limit the amount of time the husband 

spends on activities which are selfish for him and that it should be less impossible for her to abandon him 

and their offspring. Granted, this would have the unfortunate effect of encouraging bad men in quasi-

marriage to more care for the likely bad quasi-wife, but that is not so terrible since men who don�t care 

about caring for the quasi-wife could have opted to make her a mistress anyway, and likely would have 

done so. More importantly, by the quasi-wife having a certain control over the man, bad men would be 

discouraged from entering quasi-marriage, which would prevent them from dispensing caring in ways 

likely to be most beneficial to bad people as a whole. Unfortunately, giving too many powers to the quasi-

wife could give her so much leverage over her husband as to essentially wrest control from him of those 

mistresses that have chosen to be subordinate to him, and that would be unfortunate. So perhaps whatever 

special powers are given to quasi-wives should decrease as the quasi-marriage continues (and there should 

be a period early in the quasi-marriage in which ordinary mistresses are not deferential in nonsexual 

matters). Another solution may be to give the prime mistress (who might be supposed as rather impartial) a 

kind of veto power over the demands of the quasi-wife against her husband. 

There is another reason besides excessive youth a woman might want to postpone a while having 

sex with a man, that might arise in quasi-marriage situations, and might again indicate the wisdom of a 

woman being able to sexually submit to a man. Because of sperm selection, there would appear to be an 

advantage in a man having sex with two women simultaneously rather than at different times. If a man has 

sex back-and-forth with two women, then his sperm doubtless gets mixed-up between the two women and 

thus encounters two different environments that both destroy sperm in a selectively useful way. The 

situation is akin to track-and-field in that neither the marathon nor the high jump nor the 100 meter dash in 

themselves constitutes the best test of overall athleticism. The best test of overall athleticism is the 

decathlon. So too probably with sperm. To give an illustrative example that may or may not have much 
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consonance with reality, it may be that the insides of one woman tends to kill off the sperm lacking 

endurance, while the insides of another woman tends to kill off the slower sperm. Having sex with just one 

may mean fertilization by sperm that is quick but without endurance or by sperm that has endurance yet is 

slow. But encountering both environments probably means fertilization by a sperm that is at once quick 

and possessing endurance�clearly an advantage. 

Another probably more important consequence of having sex with two women simultaneously is 

that it selects for sperm that are suited for the sudden see-saw-like changes of environment that occur in 

simultaneous sex. The sperm that succeed in these see-saw conditions are those for which success in these 

conditions has been most often selected in ancestors. In other words, having sex simultaneously with 

several women selects for the ancestors of the male who had sex with several women simultaneously. 

Since only successful men tend to have sex with several women simultaneously, it follows that having sex 

with women simultaneously rather than at separate times is more likely to mean fertilization by sperm that 

are likely to have superior genetic qualities leading to successful qualities in the offspring. As mentioned 

earlier, it is probably a disadvantage to a woman to be fertilized by potent sperm (since there is a 

competition between the spermatozoa produced by her male children), but this see-saw effect (unlike the 

decathlon effect) is very beneficial to the women engaging in the sex, since it tends to produce more 

successful children at no cost. I suspect, in fact, that the disadvantage of a woman being fertilized by potent 

sperm is so great that women have evolved so that in ordinary circumstances sperm selection is a random 

affair that makes sperm athleticism rather unimportant.46 Accordingly, the decathlon effect is probably 

significantly less important than the see-saw effect, resulting in that bisexual back-and-forth sex is 

something of marked benefit to women (as opposed to sharing a mate at different times). Curiously, the 

advantage to the man of this see-saw effect is probably somewhat less, inasmuch as the see-saw effect 

                                                           
46Perhaps female orgasm largely is responsible for making sperm success random. If so, one would expect 
that when a female gains from sperm success not being random, she would get more pleasure from not 
having orgasm. Thus, if a female is having sex with a man simultaneously with other girls, if she feels 
nymphetal philokalia, or (less certainly) if she is committing adultery against a husband, she would 
presumably get more sexual pleasure not having orgasm. If my theory is correct, the common notion that 
women can�t experience intense pleasure without orgasm is idiotic since when a woman doesn�t find 
orgasm pleasant, her sex act is necessarily one that she is likely to find unusually pleasant sexually. 
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favors sperm whose genetic qualities are probably already fairly well-represented and thus probably not in 

much danger of being extinguished; still, the success of a man�s ancestors may follow pretty closely the 

worth of those ancestors, which leads me to believe that the see-saw effect is nevertheless of great (selfish) 

benefit to a man�it certainly would seem fun.47 

Teasing before causing someone else loss is considered cruel; similarly, teasing before giving 

something pleasant (like sex) is often considered as making the gift more fun to the recipient. Strictly 

speaking, a gain or loss is just a gain or loss, and it is not clear that teasing should be relevant at all. 

However, in simultaneous sex between a man and two women, the important thing is precisely that the 

sperm are teased with as many fertilizations as possible by being switched between the insides of one 

woman�perhaps when fertilization is imminent�and the insides of the other woman. For the male, sex 

with several woman at once tends to be very fun of course, and so it is not surprising that teasing is 

something that pleasing women might do to someone loved, and hence it is not surprising that teasing 

before giving sex or (by extension) other pleasant gifts is considered as enhancing the fun the recipient 

experiences. On the other hand, in any given ejaculation, almost all sperm die without reproducing�a 

                                                           
47Because simultaneous sex is of such benefit to the women involved (as compared with having sex with 
the man separately), it would be an aid to altruism selection if some discouragement to simultaneous sex 
existed which mainly is discouraging when bad people are involved. In order for two mistresses to be 
allowed to have simultaneous sex with a man, they should be required to be deferential to him when he 
wants something mainly for his sexual pleasure; e.g., they should be willing to satisfy his desires in having 
sex and attracting mistresses (but not when abominations are involved!). The point is that a good mistress 
naturally desires anyway to make sacrifices for her sex partner�s sexual pleasure, and so such deference is 
much less likely to be repulsive to her than to a bad mistress. Notice that unlike a (unreasonable) 
requirement of all mistresses being deferential, this more limited requirement of deference isn�t merely 
discouraging bad women from being mistresses (good) while encouraging them to care more for their 
likely more fit but quite possibly bad male sex partner (bad)�two effects that would largely cancel out 
producing no advantage. That bad women would be more deferential would be compensated for not only 
by bad women being discouraged from being mistresses, but also by their being discouraged from having 
sex separately rather than simultaneously (since such sex would not require their deference to the man). 
This latter discouragement of simultaneous sex is especially ideal since it hurts mainly the necessarily bad 
women involved, which is preferable to hurting the man since he may be not bad. As we shall see later, 
however, a better more subtle approach to meting out deference to a man as a result of these lesbian 
relationships also takes into account the ages of the females involved, which of the females was most 
active in first sharing knowledge of her sexual desire for the male, and the preference of the male as to 
whom he desires to control. In fact the lesbian situation is so complex, it�s probably not something that 
females can without disadvantage be absolutely reflexively unfeeling and black-and-white and logical 
about, least of all using the theories of one man (i.e., me) who, being male, a fortiori doesn�t have to worry 
about what being a lesbian should imply of himself. 
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situation suggestive of genocide in that only one or two of millions reproduce before getting slaughtered. 

Since sperm in an ejaculation reproduce in a way that would be incredibly unsharing, cruel, and selfish if 

men were to reproduce in the same way, it is only natural that sexual thoughts about sperm could cause 

really cruel feelings. Since how sperm are treated matters in simultaneous sex much more than in ordinary 

sex (the effect on sperm is the whole point of simultaneous sex) and since the decathlon effect is good 

basically from its being mass-murderous (to unfit sperm), it is not surprising therefore that by sperm being 

confused with people, feelings like teasing associated with simultaneous sex may often be associated with 

cruelty. 

Indeed, much of the cruelty that people use towards other people may actually be misinterpreted 

subconscious feelings about killing off sperm�people sometimes dangerously confuse people with sperm, 

and sperm by nature as it should be is treated cruelly. This would explain what otherwise certainly seems 

bizarre, namely child abuse and that the cruelest wars are frequently among closely related peoples (as in 

Yugoslavia). The desire of a man to treat his sperm cruelly is after all a desire to treat cruelly that which is 

closely related to himself. The foreskin may well be useful mainly as an aid in the mixing-up of sperm 

during simultaneous sex, making the decathlon and see-saw effects more consequential. As mentioned 

later, I am inclined to think the Second World War and the holocaust were predominately the result of 

prosodomy mania. Very wrongly, lesbianism and simultaneous sex are often viewed as similar to sodomy. 

Consequently, perhaps there was also a kind of explosion of the sperm-related ideas associated with 

simultaneous sex, which of course concern mass killing of weak sperm. Just perhaps, some people sensed 

that circumcision (and hence Judaism) is associated with weak sperm, and from a kind of confusion 

between people and sperm mistook sperm-killing desires for people-killing ones. It�s very complicated, but 

I think there is a moderate advantage to humanity as a whole in the existence of the decathlon and see-saw 

effects. (I suspect the advantage arises from the effects rewarding through mutual children in a way that 

does not involve money and hence which can allow money to be less important. The see-saw effect could 

tend to lead to harmful decreased diversity, but I don�t think it will if the society is made slightly more 

egalitarian.) Clearly, however, sperm selection is pretty minor compared to natural and sexual selection in 

adult, diploid individuals. In particular, if circumcision gives a moderate to significant advantage in 
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cleanliness (say by preventing venereal disease) or health, it might very well be reasonable (especially 

considering the rarity of simultaneous sex). Indifference to sperm competition also prevents the dangerous 

metaphors that can occur if people confuse feelings about sperm with feelings about people, and of course 

reduces a mental bother that becomes more necessary if your competitors are engaging in effective 

simultaneous sex. Accordingly, circumcision may be beneficial in societies having a poor understanding of 

lesbianism, as promoting peace. Perhaps it is no accident that Shalom (meaning �peace�) is the shibboleth 

of Judaism. At any rate, it is clearly ridiculous to detest a people for their indifference toward sperm 

competition or their belief in circumcision, though I am inclined to think circumcision foolish in 

enlightened societies. Note finally that the argument against sperm competition between males�namely 

that the better-loved man might often lose out to the worse loved, which generally would make for less 

beneficial selection in the adult individual�does not apply here to this type of bisexual sperm selection; 

each woman is fertilized by the one favorite mate selected as best.48 

Physical intimacy between females is quite special and underappreciated. The word most 

associated with this phenomenon is lesbianism. But that is a loaded word that suggests not only intimacy 

between females but also (unsanitary at best) disgusting pelvis-licking and an inherent complete lack of 

sexual desires for males. It�s pretty clear what is going on: male homosexual interests warping diction to 

make (special) physical intimacy between females reminiscent of (evil and disgusting) male 

homosexuality. Very well, rather than give in to that sort of thing, I shall use lesbianism in this book to 

broadly mean �physical intimacy between (generally more-or-less nude) females�. In fact, it�s precisely 

because lesbianism usually concerns sexual feelings toward men that it is special. Probably good females 

don�t share men with quite the frequency that bad females do. A good female, who often cares about the 

                                                           
48It should be noted also that, in fact, although the decathlon effect does create a direct association between 
fit sperm and fit males (because fit males more tend to participate in the decathlon effect), there is also an 
inverse association arising from sperm selection being especially dependent on short spacing between the 
generations of ancestors, while long spacing between ancestors is characteristic of male ancestors being 
especially above average. Indeed, with respect to good males, we shall see that the most desired ones tend 
to be those who mate young females, and that young females and, more particularly, good young females, 
tend to prefer good mates who are much older. Similarly, with respect to bad males, we shall see that the 
most desirable ones (to bad females) tend to mate late (to similarly-aged females) because such men tend to 
have the best deceiving abilities. Thus it is not clear whether a male with fit sperm is going to on average 
be more fit in his normal diploid characteristics than an individual with weak sperm. 
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needs of others, is more likely to be swayed by the consideration that the more females a man has got the 

less he needs others. Similarly, when good females share a man it is less likely that such sex is a 

(unimpressive) result of one female copying the other. If good women share a man, that is more suggestive 

of his extreme fitness than if bad women share him. Thus, because it is good men that typically attract good 

females, the see-saw effect is stronger and more pleasurable to the females sharing a man when the man is 

good. True, the mere act of several women sharing a man is not suggestive of good females or a good 

male, but females lusting strongly for lesbian intimacy suggests their wanting sex with a good, special man. 

In short, physical intimacy between females is special. There are basically three types of lesbianism. First, 

there is during sex females putting their vaginas close together so that semen- and vagina-mucous49 

transfer can more easily occur via vagina-vagina dripping or via movements of the semen- and vagina-

mucous-covered penis they are having sex with from one female to another. Second, there is females more-

or-less practicing such behavior with some particular male in mind. Third, there is female practicing it 

without some particular male in mind. Since all three of these lesbian phenomena are associated (in 

actuality or fantasy) with special spermatozoa effects most effective when a good man is involved or more 

likely to be involved, it follows that lesbianism is special.50 Since good men from being more often 

                                                           
49 More will be said later about the significance of vagina mucous in lesbianism. 
50 Not that there couldn�t be a few cases where women practice lesbianism merely from a genetic 
incapacity to sexually desire males. E.g., there are sex-chromosome abnormalities that sometimes make 
people have characteristics of both sexes, and depending upon how sex is defined, one could imagine such 
a situation occurring (quite innocuously, of course). But really, without extraordinary evidence to the 
contrary, it would be foolish to suppose that such would happen frequently. Natural selection certainly 
would strongly select against females inherently lacking a desire to reproduce. How is a female supposed 
to know whether she is a lesbian in the strict sense anyway? It�s not as though by nature females tend to 
want to have sex with scads of males the way males want to have sex with scads of females. As if females 
were born sluts! Presumably, it is very infrequent for a female to find a male that she wants as a sex partner 
or even to find one that she seriously considers as a possible sex partner. Particularly with a good female, it 
might be more often that she is attracted to another female. Granted, sexual attraction to a male would 
typically be much stronger when it happens, but isn�t it very simple and logical to suppose that the 
overwhelming majority of females who consider themselves lesbians in the strict sense are merely females 
who have found a female they desire intimacy with but who have not found (yet) a male they desire 
intimacy with? How is anyone to tell the difference anyway? 

I also conjecture (to be somewhat further discussed later) that there is another kind of female-
female intimacy, which typically involves an older female and a younger female, that encourages the 
younger female to become more fertile. I don�t think I�ll include such intimacy in what I call lesbianism 
even though it externally resembles it. To do so might encourage mothers to think such feelings are a result 
of wanting to commit adultery with their daughters� mates, typically an obnoxious thing to do, especially in 
front of your husband�s child as would happen if the mother and daughter have sex simultaneously. 
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unselfish are more often holy, good sperm more often develop in a holy environment, and so presumably 

holy chemicals select somewhat for the good sperm lesbians want. Thus lesbians also will be especially 

attracted to holy feeling in a man they are mating with. 

Because the phenomenon of several women having sex with a man simultaneously is significant, 

the phenomenon of women being intimate with each other is significant. Indeed, it�s kind of difficult to 

imagine several females simultaneously having sex with a man without their taking an interest in each 

other�s intimate sexual feelings. The question arises, therefore, how exactly females should approach 

intimate friendships with other females. We have studied how courtship operates between sexes, but How 

should a female approach another female whom she wants to be sexually intimate with? Not being female, 

I am perhaps presumptuous even to attempt the topic. Friendships between females being something males 

are not involved with, males can�t be supposed to have evolved as perspicacious insight into these matters 

as into other matters they have more need to understand. However, how and to what extent females should 

share knowledge of their sexual or romantic desires for particular men is a very important aspect of 

morality which if not discussed would leave an awkward hole in my book. For instance, if everybody�s sex 

life were an open book, morally indifferent women would not be above evaluating men merely by counting 

their sexual conquests, which for instance would cause greatly decreased natural selection for ability in 

sexual selection, thereby having an obnoxious effect on society as a whole. Consequently, I will discuss 

how and when women should convey to other women intimate knowledge of which particular men they 

want sexually. Of course, women can be intimate with other women without particular men being in mind, 

but I won�t have anything to say about that beyond what I pointed out earlier, namely that because intimacy 

when particular men are in mind is of such importance that it must be dealt with especially, it is essential 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Actually, though such confusion presumably does happen, I think that what with lesbianism having the bad 
associations it has nowadays, the confusion that more typically happens is that any sexual desire the mother 
has to use physical intimacy to encourage her daughter�s fertility and to reassure her about the pleasure and 
goodness of an impending sex act (with some male she wants her daughter to have sex with), she confuses 
with a desire to screw-up her daughter so she will obey her commands not only to sit idly by as she 
watches her mother commit adultery against her dad but also to share in the sex. Naturally, not many 
women can look at wanting to screw-up their daughters as evidence of anything but a result of the would-
be paramour nefariously seducing her (the mother), which I suppose explains somewhat why not many 
women are intimate with their daughters, and why they very rarely take an active role in encouraging their 
daughters to have early sex. 
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that intimacy entered into in a general sense be very separate from intimacy involving particular males. 

Thus, as pointed out, it is probably important that women sharing with one another a generalized sexual 

intimacy not do so at times when particular men are too close to the imagination lest intimate feelings 

toward particular men be inadvertently revealed in a less than ideal way. Besides, there�s no danger or big 

deal about women frolicking with one another in intimate or nude ways provided it is done in a general 

way basically sharing just of knowledge concerning the mechanics or timing of sex or whatever, so I think 

I�ll just leave to females the discovering of whatever moral considerations apply to the females initiating 

such a situation. However, hoping that allowances will be made for my being an alien in the female sphere, 

I nevertheless shall attempt to describe how females should go about sharing with one another intimate 

feelings toward particular men; however, before I do that, I need to further elucidate the relation between 

conformity and morality. 

Morality requires understanding more than success does. As mentioned, the latter can be obtained 

merely by copying successful people, but morality is so complex it is not at all trivial even to judge who is 

most moral and hence is most worthy of emulation. Accordingly, making it easier for women to choose the 

men who have gotten the most females will help bad women more than good women, who if left to their 

own understanding fare better. 

On the other hand, at first glance one might argue that bad women being more imitative implies 

that it would be mainly the good woman who would take the initiative in deciding on their own what sort 

of man a woman should be sexually attracted to. If indeed a good woman is usually a man�s first sex 

partner (because a bad woman more wants to wait until a man has had other sex partners before becoming 

one herself), then since a good woman generally chooses a good man as her sex partner, a good man will 

have an easier time getting the first sex partner, which of course is what a man has to do before he can 

easily appear stud-like to imitative women. Imitation perhaps would not be such a bad thing among women 

if the women imitated are mainly good, which probably is somewhat the case since good women are more 

likely to take the initiative in the making their own sexual decisions (without imitation). 

In reality, however, bad women are not totally conformist in mate preference. On the one hand, if 

a woman chooses a mate merely by imitation, she reduces greatly her chance of getting the resources of a 
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man. Trying to get a popular man in marriage is certainly no easy task, especially if he is wanted merely 

because he tends to have mistresses. Even more relevant, to get a popular guy in marriage requires some 

sort of skill, and the sort of skill that conformist women are most likely to have is that of appearing 

popular. A person attracted to popularity is likely to have had ancestors attracted to popularity and hence 

ancestors who gained by appearing popular. Most people conformist by nature are not entirely passively 

indifferent to what they conform to. Natural conformists have a kind of cunning they use to try to make 

themselves appear more popular than others. Typically what happens, it seems to me, is that the conformist 

popularity-loving females do not choose their boyfriends only with an eye to the popularity of the latter, 

but also with an eye toward what those boyfriends can do toward increasing their own popularity. There is 

a kind of unwritten compact between conformist females and conformist males. The conformist girl clique 

will make it seem like they shower the conformist males with sexual attention, in exchange for the latter�s 

praise as well as for their vicious intimidation of those fellow males who publicly don�t pretend to a similar 

preference in females. True, the conformist-popular clique of girls can increase their popularity somewhat 

by spreading nasty rumors about other girls (both to discourage togetherness in those girls not in their 

clique and to make other girls seem to males frigid or sluttish).51 But opinions about girls tend to be more 

credible when coming from the more disinterested males, so by preferring males with a vicious alacrity to 

join with her in the same sort of sordid popularity-manipulation games, she can warp the appearances of 

males� preferences in a way that is highly beneficial to her and her clique. Bad naturally conformist girls do 

have a kind of manipulative initiative that helps direct their mate choice. 

                                                           
51 Of course, the simplest way to make a girl seem sluttish is by actually trying to make her so, say by 
telling males she wants the wrong kinds of things done to her or by otherwise encouraging addictions in 
her. Manipulative reputation-dragging activities go on I suspect all the time among females. In particular, 
though females have an important role to play in protecting one another from male abuse, I by no means 
believe that somehow because females have less to gain from sexual relationships with females, they are 
somehow more to be trusted as counselors of other females than males are. All nonrelated females tend to 
have a self-interest in making another female look bad inasmuch as they all tend to be her competitors (for 
men); so there is much selfish cause for them to give bad advice. With males, however, it is only the 
deceptive ones that have a selfish advantage in lying. To the male whom she naturally would want, his 
selfish gain of course is merely for her to see the truth that he is whom she naturally would want. So 
presumably there is always going to be some male who wants her to see truth (so if she merely keeps her 
eyes open to all possibilities, all she has to do is determine which male or males are the honest ones). 
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There simply is not sufficient correlation between goodness and initiative in girls for it to be a 

good thing simply to make it easy for females to choose mates by imitation. The aforementioned 

disadvantages of conformity are just too great. However, it must be admitted that good females do tend to 

possess more initiative than bad ones in choosing mates, and that if there were only some way to further 

ensure that the imitated females were good, imitation would be desirable because the good females (who 

naturally prefer good men) would alone tend to stick their neck out to be imitated. What is desirable is not 

to consider imitative mating reprehensible, but to put the right restrictions on imitation. Therefore, let us 

examine the conditions under which imitation (in mating) should be considered morally acceptable. 

It is quite undesirable for females to share their mate preference with males. First, the more males 

know whom other females are thinking of sleeping with, the more violent thuggish males can know which 

males are competition and hence which should be intimidated or beat-up. Girls being insufficiently private 

to males causes excess violence among males, which of course is undesirable. Second, through imitation, 

bad males will gain more than good males by knowing which males are successful maters. Indeed, rather 

than being sui generis as good males tend to be, bad males tend to try to imitate or appear like those males 

they know to be successful, which they can�t do very well if they don�t know which males are successful. 

Basically, it is undesirable for a female to share with males knowledge of whom she is sleeping with or 

thinking of sleeping with. 

What is desired is to restrict imitation by demanding willing sacrifices of females willing to be 

imitated which only good females would be expected to be willing to make. Such a restriction would 

ensure that mainly good females are imitated. In other words, if an attracting female goes about sharing 

with another female that she is a mistress to a man or about to become such, that really shouldn�t be 

considered proper unless the former female accepts that she must be extremely deferential to the man. But 

it does seem pointless that a girl should needlessly become deferential in an attempt at attraction which 

fails. I.e., the sharing female shouldn�t become deferential unless the girl she is sharing her mate preference 

with really wants to share in having sex with the man. Actually, it�s not just the deference that is 

undesirable if the female to be attracted is not attractable. Ideally, etiquette should be such that the female 

to be attracted only can learn of the other female�s sexual willingness if she herself (the female being 
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attracted) would share such willingness if she knew of the other female�s desire. For there to exist a general 

conception among females of what sort of male is frequently sexually desired is undesirable. Indeed, a 

male appearing like some successful bad male will likely be bad, while a male appearing like some 

successful good male may very well be bad, good males being as they are such unique individuals, and bad 

males tending as they do to imitate success whether in good or bad individuals (which success is not 

always hidden among males even in a nonpaparazzi culture). And of course women thinking for 

themselves in mating choices whenever not absolutely undesirable encourages natural selection for all-

important sexual selection.  

There are ways of constructing etiquette so that a female can share her desire for sex with another 

female only if the latter would share in the sex once she knows about it. Let me give some examples I have 

thought-up (perhaps females, having better instincts about girl-girl relationships could think of some more 

workable possibilities). For instance, a female could buy a diary which if closed and operable without a 

key is not closable without the same key. After she and some female have been thinking about some male, 

if the former wants to get the latter to share sex with him, then she can write in the diary her sexual desire 

for the man and close but not lock the diary. On the other hand, if she doesn�t want to share her desire for 

the man (because she is unwilling to become deferential to him), or if she doesn�t sexually desire him, then 

she can simply leave the diary locked. If the other female tries to open the diary, and it opens, then she too 

has to have sex with the guy, because there is no way of closing the diary, so the other female will know 

about it and make a scene if she refuses to comply with what are her moral obligations to share sex (for 

pregnancy). Under such a strong obligation, if she doesn�t want the man sexually she would not risk 

opening the diary, so she wouldn�t be able to learn whether the other woman really wants to have sex with 

the guy or not, which of course in the interest of privacy and rumor-killing is what is desired. A more 

picturesque approach that I have thought of is for the attracting female to (say) take a shower with the 

shower door open but the bathroom door closed. Then, if the other female dares to test the waters, she can 

try opening the bathroom door (preferably a spring-loaded door). If she sees the other female naked in the 

shower (because the shower door is open), then she knows the other wants to share the man so much that 
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she is willing to be controlled by him just so that she may possibly entice another female into sex. They can 

shower together and practice how they are going to have sex with the guy they both must want.52  

On most questions I have tried to state definite opinions. Still, in courtship and life there are a 

great many more variables that come into play than what I can write about. That is why, I suggest, it is 

more important to understand the reasoning behind my judgments than actually to have my judgments 

memorized�just as learning proofs is more important to a serious mathematicians than learning theorems. 

One variable that makes a difference, and which is important enough to talk about, is age.  

If all else were equal, it would appear that evolution would proceed at a rate inversely 

proportional to the time period between successive generations of the species. The shorter the time between 

successive generations, the more mutation and selection that can occur in any given time period. But of 

course, all is not equal. Fast evolution also depends on the good judgment of the individuals that mate. And 

oftentimes youngsters do not have enough knowledge and wisdom to choose mates effectively; what is 

more, they haven�t been sufficiently tried that their worth is easily detectable. Basically, in deciding when 

people should marry, one must balance the loss of evolutionary speed caused by there being too much 

space between generations with the loss of evolutionary speed and diversity occasioned by people making 

less reasonable mating decisions. 

One should be careful, however, about making the assumption that there is one age right for all 

mating. For instance, for evolution to proceed best, a woman should basically choose a mate simply 

                                                           
52 The reader may observe that this process as described renders one of the doors superfluous. At the risk 
of my coming across as rather persnickety, I must say it feels much better with two doors. Ideally the 
female in the shower should be able to determine under any circumstance whether the outer (bathroom) 
door has been breached (which of course is only possible if she leaves the outer door open), but if the 
female in the shower has the inner (shower) door locked, she should not be able to tell whether the inner 
(shower) door has been tested. Perhaps it has something to do with quasi-marriage that I haven�t figured 
out yet. (You�ll notice I haven�t talked about what should happen if the man might want to marry or quasi-
marry one of them). Also, if two girlfriends or two females related to each other are trying this sort of 
thing, it is somewhat preferable that the girl in the shower be the one the guy most likely likes less. It�s 
important somehow that if the guy might want to marry one of them, then the female he is most likely to 
want as wife or quasi-wife should be the one opening the doors rather than the one in the shower. It kind of 
seems funner (for the male anyway) in this case for both doors to be shut but not locked and for the better-
liked woman to open both (preferably spring-loaded) doors. 
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according to his need and worth while thus being pretty much oblivious to his age. But when is it right for 

a woman to have a child? It depends on the type of relationship involved. 

In modern society there are significant monetary disadvantages to having a child too early. 

Children must be taken care of, after all, and it helps to be prepared with education and experience before 

having to work for that cause�one is more efficient that way. Thus, there is an advantage to a woman�s 

offspring (and hence the woman) in not having been born too early to their mother. But obviously, people 

whose tendency is to have children late may in the long run be less successful because the long space 

between generations might make for too slow an evolutionary process. The question of when women 

should have children is very complicated, but it appears to me largely to be a quantity vs. quality question. 

If a woman waits a while before having children, the economic benefit to herself is likely to enable her to 

have more children. On the other hand, if a woman has her children early, her children (and indeed all her 

descendants) will have the advantage of competing in a slightly less evolved society�a useful quality to 

have. This advantage might not amount to much to any single generation, but the advantage is there in each 

succeeding generation as well, and so can accrue to be something significant. As mentioned earlier (but not 

really explained), it is unselfish to choose quality over quantity. From one point of view, this is obvious, 

since quality is very nearly what beauty is defined as. On a more subtle level, the unselfishness of choosing 

quality arises from its effect on future in-laws. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that two people are 

equally �successful� in that they have equal numbers of descendants in the long run. Suppose the first 

person had higher quality children, while the second had more children. In producing the same number of 

descendants in the long run, the first person�s descendants are going to consume fewer mates (and their 

resources) than the descendants of the latter person. From an unselfish standpoint then, the first person�s 

behavior is better since his descendants� would-be mates (who are likely of similar mind to himself) are 

free to use their resources to further other probably good people. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that 

in fact an unselfish woman would tend to have her children somewhat earlier than is in her selfish interest. 

There is of course a great deal of prejudice in certain quarters against unwed teenage mothers. 

Actually, it is quite unselfish to be an unwed teenage mother. Granted, teenage women are less 

knowledgeable than their adult counterparts, which sometimes results in their making poor choices for 
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mates, but then they have had less time to be corrupted, which I am sorry to say is also a consideration. All 

too frequently people mistake the process of exchanging teenage prejudices for adult prejudices as growing 

up. Quite generally, people tend to support those qualities that they themselves possess, presumably to 

make themselves look good. Youth possess strength, physical fitness, and good health. Among other 

things, physical fitness is useful for violence. A youth who above all possesses physical fitness will be 

attractive to those who view physical fighting ability as important, and so it is not to be wondered at that 

youth tend to like violence more than is reasonable�to not do so would make their peculiar quality seem 

less important. What adults possess is money. Because adults tend to have money, the more they can 

convince society as a whole that money is important, the more people will respect them. Accordingly, any 

behavior that might entail monetary sacrifice adults tend to be prejudiced against. In particular, adults are 

prejudiced against early mothering and producing children out of wedlock�both activities that entail 

monetary sacrifice. If it were really wrong for teenage women to be parents, why would so many have 

evolved the tendency to become such? 

Now quite naturally an ideal state of affairs is that the best people make the least sacrifices. Thus 

it would seem to follow that the best women should have their children somewhat later than the less 

worthy. The most natural way of bringing such a state of affairs about would seem to be for women to be 

willing to be mistresses early in life, but not to be willing to marry early in life (unless she and her mate 

have so many resources to employ that it is necessary so as to be able to have the large number of children 

they want and can afford). That way, a man could give his favorite mate (his wife) the advantage of not 

having children too early, while not giving the same to his mistresses, who would tend to be less worthy. 

Some might argue that the descendants of better women are more likely to be good than the descendants of 

worse women, and so also deserve advantages, but most of any such advantages in quality (such as living 

in a slightly more evolved society) to the descendants of a woman would accrue in distant future 

generations who would only be very slightly related to the ancestral woman, and indeed (partially because 

of a randomness in mating) would only possess a very slight tendency to reflect the goodness of the 

original woman. But there is more to early mating than appears. If society and morals should be such that 

girls in comparison with women especially tend to be mistresses rather than wives, that�s probably just 
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because ideally the sort of man a girl should have sex with would tend to be the sort of man who would be 

so desirable to females that marriage with him would be difficult to obtain amid the (competitive) flock of 

females surrounding him. Girls mate early from pleasure rather than unselfishness. 

Actually, it is not reasonable to suppose that good females are unselfish enough about early 

mating to mate early on account of unselfishness. Altruism selection works largely because a consequence 

of the altruistic unselfishly advancing beauty is that the altruistic tend to mate (unselfishly) with those who 

are talented, what since talent is a component of beauty as recall I have defined it. And it is an advantage to 

mate with talented people. But there is not really any selfish advantage to mating with people who like to 

mate early. The result (as I shall make clearer later) is that basically there is scarcely any reason to believe 

a girl would be willing to mate early from altruism. Girls might mate early from patriotism. And girls might 

mate early because society has from (patriotic) laws made it easy for them to do so. But I don�t think even 

very good girls mate early from altruism selection, at least not to a less than insignificant degree. If the 

mates of a good man tend to mate with him when they are at an unselfishly early age (as would be ideal), it 

is because something complicated is going on that tends to cause sex with him to be to young females 

especially rewarding and sexually pleasant. 

What people fail to understand, and what must be never forgotten is that there is a materially 

overwhelming consideration regarding spermatozoa that forces young-teen and preteen girls (nymphettes) 

to find in males goodness and virtue disproportionately sexually pleasant, relative to what older women 

find sexually pleasant. Therefore, to discourage nymphettes from presently fulfilling their procreative 

desires is to encourage evil by discouraging reproduction by good men. For consider what sort of a man a 

young teenager would find attractive enough to jump into bed with at such an early age. Not just any man, 

of course, but only one she felt quite an extraordinary love for. A girl young and consequently naïve is to a 

bad man who gets her likely gotten merely because her greater vulnerabilities have made her his kind of 

prey. Indeed, there is no reason to suppose a bad man who gets nymphettes is particularly skilled even in 

so far as mating skills are concerned�likely as not his victims are young merely from their many 

susceptibilities (particularly to addictions) making them more easily duped. �Sure, you got her, a man of 

sense might say, but how would you do with a lady of more maturity and less ignorance?� Never be it said 
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of a virtuous man, however, that his obtaining affection from a nymphette is on account of his beguiling 

her. Deceit is not part of his regimen, more especially toward those females who from unselfish behaviors 

we may conclude without too much risk of confusion to be unselfish. And surely if a young teenager freely 

has sex with a man, that, from the monetary sacrifice it typically entails, is likely to be unselfish on her part 

if anything could be considered so. If a virtuous man entices a nymphette into sex, it must be his worth and 

abilities that were the attraction. Since presumably the sort of spermatozoa that prospers in the insides of 

nymphettes is the sort whose ancestral spermatozoa was suited to fertilizing ancestral nymphettes, sex with 

a nymphette selects for male ancestors also so favored as to have engaged in such pleasures, which only in 

virtuous men selects for more worthy, fit ancestors. Consequently, and because it is pleasant to have extra-

fit, extra-skilled children, a nymphette tends to find sex with a good man unusually pleasurable, and to 

want to let his sperm swim inside herself as soon as possible, while the little bodies of herself and her 

friends from being at their most vulnerable still have the extreme fear of sexuality that�as girls take much 

erotic satisfaction in considering�a girl her age can ignore in herself only if she expects extremely 

rewarding and delightful sex that with a good, upright man must match not only his worth, but also, as she 

lovingly muses, her expectation of its pleasure: a pleasure inside her comprising all the relevant intense 

sexual pleasures received by the millions of precociously sexual little girls who from extreme lusts have 

from time immemorial unhesitatingly rewarded through sex the same pieces of the little accumulation of 

genetic material that she knows can triumph to produce greatly rewarding sexual fulfillment inside her if 

she can only copulate while its success is still likely, while she is still just an innocent little girl with insides 

like the insides of little girls from ages past, an innocent little girl perhaps too young to understand love 

who wants the sex because the desperate sexual pleasures she experiences while lusting for it makes her 

plaintive to the point of tears to let the man have sex with her now, while she is still in a way she fears 

might not be altogether quite as pleasurable next time and consequently not quite so propitious a starting 

place for real sex, the expectation of pleasure from which is so great she dare not reduce it by any not 

insubstantial fraction (as would happen if she puts off sex with him until she is not insubstantially older).  

OK, The tendency for nymphettes because of sperm selection to find goodness in men unusually 

sexually pleasant is such an important yet unrecognized phenomenon, I must name it. A tendency to find 
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goodness in the opposite sex unusually sexually pleasant shall be called philokalia.53 Philokalia that arises 

in nymphettes because of sperm selection as described shall be called nymphetal philokalia. 

Just because so long as nymphetal philokalia exists, it is important for people to recognize its 

existence to ensure nymphettes won�t be overly discouraged from having sex with the good men they tend 

to find pleasant, it doesn�t follow that in fact the existence of nymphetal philokalia is desirable. For 

instance, a society could use economic policies to create a smaller variation in female breeding age, which 

eventually over time would make nymphetal philokalia a mostly irrelevant phenomenon as all sperm 

evolves to be successful in females of about the same age. To see indeed whether nymphetal philokalia is a 

phenomenon beneficial in the evolution of goodness and beauty (as I believe it is), we must look more 

closely at the benefits of females desiring to mate good males early, and how altruism selection relates to 

selection of early mating in various situations. 

Close examination is necessary to determine for sure whether willingness in good people to 

engage in sex at a young age could be selected for by altruism selection. To determine whether altruism 

selection indeed could select for this early mating, or even indeed whether early mating in good people is 

beneficial to good people as a whole, we must first be clearer about whom such early mating benefits�

good people or people in general? The advantages to others in a girl mating early are mainly in distant 

generations. Since goodness tends to mate goodness�to mate true�, this is not so much a negative 

consideration as regards those qualities of a good girl and her lover which must be intimately connected 

with goodness. However, after an appreciable number of new generations appear, typical genes coding for 

ability (rather than goodness) will (because of randomness in mating and genetic crossover) almost as often 

as not be in bad rather than good descendants. After a great many generations pass, there is in fact scarcely 

any reason to believe that the descendants inheriting such a skill-coding gene from a good ancestor will be 

better (morally) than average. Here we see the great advantage of genes appearing on a fairly small number 

                                                           
53Philokalia is an actual Greek word�literally φιλοκαλια �which is generally translated �good taste�, 
and which is derived from phileo, �I love�, and kalos, �beautiful, honorable, fine�. I spent the greater part 
of a day looking in vain for some English word that means �love of goodness�, and if the word were 
sufficiently obscure that I could without confusion give it an especial meaning, so much the better. It 
would appear that for some reason English doesn�t really have a word for �love of goodness�. It figures 
Greece being historically a land of philosophers would have the right word. 
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of chromosomes. Good people have chromosomes than tend to code for goodness, and what since the 

genes coding for their abilities must necessarily appear on their chromosomes also, there is indeed reason 

to believe that skill-related qualities in a good person will in fact be intimately associated with their 

goodness, so long as the chromosomes remain intact. Provided we may assume there is a fairly long-lasting 

intimate connection between genes coding for goodness and ability, a genetic advantage appearing in a 

good person will largely benefit just good people and will be significant. 

It follows from the preceding considerations that if chromosomes always maintained their identity, 

never crossing over during sex to make new chromosomes that consist partly of one chromosome and 

partly of another, it would be useful in competition with nonidealistic maters for idealistic maters to mate 

earlier than is in their selfish interest, since then their unselfishness would benefit good people as a whole. I 

can�t prove it, but I suspect that because crossover is sufficiently uncommon and because the advantages of 

early mating don�t mainly accrue over too lengthy a span,54 in fact it would be a very good thing if 

altruistic individuals would indeed tend to mate earlier than their counterparts. It is tempting to assume that 

altruism selection could select for early mating in good people as it selects for other qualities it is useful for 

good people as a whole to possess; however, I am not inclined to think it would to a sufficient degree. 

Indeed, if idealistically it were best on average for good people to have sex at age y, and if good people on 

average had sex at age x, then if x = y, as it ideally should, there would be no tendency for altruism 

selection to change x, whereas obviously there would be a significant tendency for selfishness in mating-

age habits to increase x, simply because selfishness is generally an advantage unless counteracted by 

altruism selection. Moreover, as an act of selfishness by otherwise good people, mating late punishes 

                                                           
54A guess is that half the advantage to the descendants of an ancestor from the latter having mated early 
(thereby tending to make the former more evolved relative to the generations they live in) generally 
accrues before about 25 generations. Unfortunately, I can�t seem to get in my head intuition of a 
mathematical model that predicts this, but it is obvious that the advantage dampens over time or else early 
mating would be a benefit that because it keeps accruing generation after generation would produce an 
expectation of an enormous gain (over the very long term as measured by number of descendants). Early 
mating would not appear that consequential. Actually, however, it suffices for the argument merely to 
suppose that within about 25 generations or so (intuitively about comparable to the time it takes in good 
people for the original ancestral chromosomes to have crossed over so much in descendants as to have 
mostly lost their original identities) significant advantages from early mating have accrued to descendants, 
which seems clear. 
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distant generations that would include (because much randomness and crossover occur over such a large 

time and because the tendency to mate early is too specialized55 a quality to be expected to mate very truly) 

many mating-early good people, which would make mating late an unusually rewarding quality for mating-

late-otherwise-good people to possess as a whole. So one would expect the average mating age of good 

people mating at an ideal age to increase markedly and undesirably if only altruism selection be involved. 

Therefore, although altruism selection probably can select a small, negligible amount for an earlier, more 

ideal mating age in good people, it probably can�t select for it nearly as much as would be ideal. 

One consideration encouraging early mating is patriotism. Societies with earlier mating evolve 

faster and better, and so the competition between societies selects and has selected for early mating as an 

act of patriotism. Still, one can�t help look awry at the separation of societies this sort of competition 

requires, so often leading to strife and even wars. Also, just because it would be best if good people mated 

at the ideal age, it doesn�t mean that bad people should mate earlier than is in their individual selfish 

interest. Personally, I would prefer evolution to move slowly in bad people, so good people would evolve 

relatively faster, making for a safer more efficient world. If something besides patriotism could encourage 

relatively early mating mainly in good people, its benefit to humanity could scarcely be underestimated. 

And of course there is just such a phenomenon, encouraging women to mate with good men earlier: 

nymphetal philokalia! 

The tendency for nymphetal philokalia to encourage faster evolution in good people is so 

significant I must give the phenomenon a name. Quick evolution of good people caused by there being less 

spacing between generations of good people shall be called tachykalogeny. The relatively insignificant 

tachykalogeny that could occur on account of altruism selection I shall call altruistic tachykalogeny. The 

much more important tachykalogeny that occurs on account of nymphetal philokalia I shall call nymphetal 

tachykalogeny. 

                                                           
55One can see, for instance, in using insensitivity as a gauge of deception, that quizzing sensitivity toward 
your own feelings about mating age would be rather ineffective (as quizzing sensitivity toward your own 
character and moral beliefs is not), since whether one tends to mate early is an almost one word yes-or-no 
question that one can simply guess and be right half the time (while one could spend more pages than I am 
doing here in writing about one�s own moral beliefs as a whole, which is too complex to merely guess).  
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The importance of nymphetal tachykalogeny can scarcely be underestimated; it�s just the sort of 

thing that could matter in deciding the ultimate fate of humanity�whether goodness will suffice to prevent 

evil from destroying humanity or even life. Youth are wonderful not only from being more innocent (from 

having less time to be corrupted), but also because they are more philokalic, taking more sexual pleasure in 

goodness; as a result their cohort can be unusually expressive and supportive of idealism. Peers cause 

idealism in youth in a way they do not in older people. Despite their ignorance and increased susceptibility 

to addiction, it would be a good thing if youth were given more rights in society. Instead of making 

teenagers economically dependent on their family and charging them to go to school, Why not give them 

some economic independence by giving them a small subsidy56 and by paying them a small salary to go to 

school? Nymphetal tachykalogeny just isn�t something that can happen very well if nymphettes can�t have 

enough money to support a child.57 Granted, if precocious sex were not sacrificial, it would not be 

unselfish (as it needs to be), and nymphetal tachykalogeny would therefore be hindered. However, to a 

certain extent, even if there were no economic sacrifice involved (and there probably should be some 

economic sacrifice involved), sexual precocity is necessarily sacrificial on the part of the nymphette merely 

because her ignorance makes her less able to be certain of the fitness of the man she is dealing with. 

Youngsters need to have more economic independence and rights so they can have sex a good deal more 

easily. 

Recall that in its effectiveness altruistic tachykalogeny is limited on account of mating early being 

too specialized and immediately unrewarding a quality to mate true via altruism. Thus, from the preceding 

considerations there is little reason to suppose that a man, good or otherwise, would desire to mate a girl 

early except in so far as to do so is a practical matter because he thinks the girl might appreciate him more 

when young. However, there is something besides altruism that in males can cause to breed true the 

                                                           
56I will have more to say later about how society should distribute subsidies in lieu of welfare. 
57Since, if all else were equal, evolution tends to occur at a rate inversely proportional to the space between 
generations, roughly what a society needs to do to encourage nymphetal tachykalogeny is to encourage an 
increased variation in the reciprocals of parenting ages. Since it can be shown that an infinitesimal change 
dA in parenting age results in a change in its reciprocal equal to �1/A2 dA, encouraging more births in 
young teenagers is much more effective than encouraging more births in old women at producing this 
increased variation. 
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tendency to find youth especially sexy in females. If a spermatozoan succeeds in fertilizing a female, likely 

that spermatozoan is well suited at fertilizing females of her own particular age. It follows in particular that 

if a gene is well suited in sperm at fertilizing young girls, those genes together with it on any successfully 

fertilizing spermatozoan will likely show a similar fitness at fertilizing nymphettes. In consequence, genes 

coding for spermatozoa fit at fertilizing young girls will because of sperm selection possess an increased 

tendency to breed true�to appear in individuals with other similarly coding genes. Since (as is obvious 

after a little thought about evolution) a man with sperm fit at fertilizing young girls may be presumed to 

likely find young girls unusually sexy, the tendency to especially want sex with girls when they are still 

young also would breed fairly true. I shall call philonymphetism a tendency of a male to be especially 

attracted to youth in females; we have shown that philonymphetism should breed true because of sperm 

selection. 

There is a competition between philonymphetic males and males not finding youth particularly 

sexy in females. Since mating early is mainly a benefit toward distant generations, philonymphetism is not 

particularly selfish. Thus, philonymphetism would not particularly be expected to arise merely because it 

be useful (selfishly). However, to an extent breeding true causes the herd of philonymphetic men to have a 

genetic identity, which allows the competition between the philonymphetic herd and the 

nonphilonymphetic herd to select for philonymphetism. Philonymphetism arising thus in males from sperm 

selection I shall call spermogenic philonymphetism. It�s not so much that men find youth sexy in girls 

because youth is pleasant, it�s that men find nymphettes unusually sexy because something akin to a 

mindless patriotism drives them to it. 

I suppose the word that best expresses the emotion that man is longing for when from 

spermogenic philonymphetism he desires sex with girls immediately while they are still little girls is �fun�. 

This word, however, also probably connotes what drives nymphettes into philokalia. And philokalia is an 

entirely different emotion from philonymphetism, the former being a pleasure while the second is as I said 

more a kind of thoughtless patriotic feeling, and the former being directed at young girls good or bad, 

while the latter is merely directed at males who are good. It�s tempting to suppose that �male fun� is much 

less refined than �female fun�, the latter being directed just at good individuals, thereby causing 
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tachykalogeny. However, because women quite generally have an advantage in making which 

spermatozoan succeeds in a copulation as random as possible (because, recall, of sperm competition in 

male descendants), if a girl is not experiencing philokalia, it is to be doubted whether she would allow 

meaningful sperm competition to occur. It follows that the sperm selection that drives spermogenic 

philonymphetism is more effective in good, philokalia-inducing men than in bad men.58 Therefore there 

exists an important spermogenic philonymphetic tachykalogeny; spermogenic philonymphetism being more 

pronounced in good men will occasion their wanting to mate girls earlier while they are still young, thereby 

helping evolution of good individuals to go faster. Though there is probably still a fair amount of 

spermogenic philonymphetism in bad men (because, e.g., occasionally a young girl thinks a bad man good 

and hence is falsely philokalic), whatever preference bad men appear to have toward young girls mostly 

arises from ordinary patriotism, from the young females being more easily duped targets, or from pushy 

salesmanship. 

It may seem just too ironic that disgusting child predators share something, namely a predilection 

to find young girls sexy, with good men, but there you go, and really it shouldn�t be surprising. The most 

harmful of evils often resemble important goods in various particulars; if they didn�t, I mean they would be 

                                                           
58It goes the other way too. I.e., because of spermogenic philonymphetism, a good woman mating a good 
man will want to mate him earlier because she cares unselfishly about those likely-good descendants of 
them who are related to her good (sexual) lover. 

Notice, however, that after a half-dozen or so generations those descendants possessing significant 
genetic material from her lover will be markedly different from those possessing significant material from 
her herself, and apparently only a benevolence toward the former would likely evolve, since, as explained, 
desiring to mate early tends to breed very true only from males. It would therefore appear women are bad 
toward their more related distant descendants. Fortunately, however, it wouldn�t seem to matter since 
nymphetal philokalia makes them behave good anyway. 

Also, if a good man is remarkable fit and able, he likely will feel a kind of dignity that causes him 
to be less sexually attracted to youth in females than if he were a good man possessing a more merely 
ordinary level of fitness. After all, it is a sacrifice to force your child to be born to a very young mother 
inexperienced at life. It is beneficial to a group in competition with other groups that the most fit members 
of the group make fewer sacrifices than the less fit members. Thus to be strictly accurate, it is probably not 
so much philonymphetism that is selected for by sperm competition as philonymphetism contingent on not 
being an extraordinary individual worthy of possessing an unusual degree of dignity. Still, however, males 
extraordinarily skilled in goodness are the very ones most likely to produce (because of their capacity to 
produce nymphetal philokalia) an impatience for sex in the girls they attract. Thus, practically speaking, 
these extraordinary men may not be able to wait as often as more ordinary men. It would be inexpedient to 
postpone the sex too long lest this excessively reduce the pleasure the female gets from it through 
nymphetal philokalia. By not being willing to humor girls somewhat, one risks not attracting so many�
certainly not desirable. 
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so obviously evil society would have stopped them long ago. There are important benefits to society in 

allowing young girls to have sex. 

I am inclined to think, in fact, that the proper legal age of consent by girls for sex should be more 

like twelve than the more standard sixteen or eighteen. However, it must be admitted that young teenagers 

tend to be especially vulnerable to the effects of abuse, since their feelings are likely to be uncertain and 

since they aren�t going to be as physically strong. Obviously, if parents don�t approve, it should be illegal 

to have sex with girls too young to be expected to be imminently fertile, inasmuch as the purpose could 

only be abuse or destruction of virginity. It may be in fact that girls are infertile until a relatively advanced 

age (compared with other mammals) simply because it would be quite bizarre for a young girl with 

immature intellect and emotion to feel so certain about a mate as to desire a child at a ridiculously early 

age�a much more probable cause of such sex would be some sort of abuse or control by the man wanting 

the sex�, and so infertility and a lack of susceptibility to sexual emotion is a kind of protection against 

rape. Probably the proper solution is that parents should have a veto power over sexual relationships by 

daughters younger than (say) fifteen years of age.  

Still, I�m naturally hesitant to suggest that parents should control the mating of their children. 

Nay, even with young teenagers I don�t think it should be considered proper for a parent to veto a 

relationship unless he or she suspects some sort of abuse, addiction, or terror is causing her daughter to 

behave as she is. The point is that if parents controlled their children�s mating rather than their children 

themselves controlling it, one must suppose that proper courtship would evolve much slower, merely 

because parents are half-different genetically from their children, and so all else being equal, one would 

expect natural selection of courtship tendencies to work about half as fast if controlled by parents. In 

particular, since evolution of goodness depends more or less exclusively on sexual selection, and since 

sexual selection depends exclusively on courtship tendencies, societies in which courtship is controlled by 

parents might be supposed to evolve goodness especially slowly. Of course, it may be that the 

disadvantages of a young teenager being ignorant and vulnerable should make her hesitant to engage in a 

particular relationship without her parents approval. Fine! I am not saying that teenagers should be hesitant 

to ask their parents� advice, I�m just saying that when it comes down to it, they should be able to make 
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their own sexual decisions. A family has nothing to gain selfishly by a teenage daughter being sexually 

under her own control�to be sure, she is on average going to be less wise than her elders and thus likely to 

goof more. And a family does gain selfishly by the teenage daughters� mating decisions being under 

control of the probably wiser parents. But it�s not as though there�s much reason to suppose that if 

teenagers controlled their own sexual decisions teenagers would be unjustly indifferent to their parents�

evolution would select for it, if nothing else. However, there is every reason to suppose that if society 

tolerated parents� controlling their daughters� sexuality, this tendency toward control would evolve quite 

quickly since the disadvantages of such control lie exclusively in its limiting the speed at which proper 

courtship would be selected for. Again, it�s essentially a quality vs. quantity argument�the advantage of 

children being able to make their own mating decisions is that it would cause an increased selection for 

good courtship qualities that would tend to produce grandchildren with better courtship qualities. Choosing 

quality over quantity in descendants is normally sacrificial, and it�s not going to be much selected for by 

altruism selection since the benefits of such a choice are not so much to particular loved ones as to 

extremely distant relatives in future generations that are but little related to the individual making the 

choice.59 What sexuality and sexual freedom in teenagers there is exists because from perfectly reasonable 

and desirable patriotic instincts people frown on priggish excessively nonrebellious girls as well as 

controlling parents. I just can�t help thinking it ironic that our leaders spend so much time deriding teenage 

sexuality and disobedience of parents since largely it happens to be because of patriotism and the herd 

instinct that these qualities exist and that the candidates are in office. Maybe they�re just out of touch.60 

Notwithstanding the disadvantages of parents controlling their children�s mating, because sexual 

selection itself can select for an ability in sexual selection, it may not be too disastrous to give the parents a 

good deal of say about what their daughters should or should not be allowed to do with the opposite sex. In 

                                                           
59This remark holds with especial force as regards the quality of being in a slightly less evolved society (as 
occurs when a woman has her children early), since other advantages in genetic quality would I am 
inclined to think be expected from randomness to dissipate after a lengthy period of time allows for much 
evolution to occur. 
60In fairness, I have noticed that candidates frequently like to have lots of pretty young girls around them at 
their campaign stops. Guess their instincts are better than their reason. 
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fact, if the daughter is sufficiently young (resulting in a large parent age/daughter age ratio), for society 

not to require parental approval of sexual activity by the daughter would probably not encourage increased 

evolution of courtship tendencies since any gains caused by an increased natural selection of courtship 

tendencies in the female daughter would be counteracted by a decreased sexual selection for courtship 

tendencies in the daughter�s mate. So I say let the parents or parent have leeway in deciding when the 

daughter is mature enough to decide to engage in sex or the various courtship activities short of sex. I 

envision an interesting process fun for both parents and children. Starting with late elementary school, 

various standardized pieces of jewelry, clothing or other ornaments on the female could indicate the degree 

of sexual freedom the parents (or just mother, I am not sure) cause the girl to possess. So, for instance, a 

particular bracelet or charm might mean, say, that it is OK for the girl to talk tete-a-tete with males in 

public without parental permission. Another might mean that it is OK for a sexually-capable-aged male 

unknown to the parents to be with her without any people around if she approves. These could culminate in 

a middle school ring or some other piece or ornamentation typically issued during the middle school years 

that would mean that it is OK for a male to have sex with her if she wants it and her parents don�t consider 

him immoral. There could be a whole science that would develop all sorts of insignias, really making it sort 

of like a game or the system of merit badges that girl scouts and brownies get. Similarly in high school 

years. A bracelet or some such thing might mean it is OK for a man unknown to the parents to kiss her in 

private if she approves. A necklace or foot bracelet (say) might mean that she can now promise to have sex 

with someone in the future when she becomes adult. And finally, when the parents decide the girl can 

function sexually completely on her own with fully adult sexual freedom, they can instruct that something 

like a high school ring be issued her to denote that (hopefully at about age 15 or 16 on average). There 

should still be limits on the edges, however. If a girl is so small that she can�t have sex without being 

injured, there wouldn�t seem to be much point of allowing her to have sex. In fact, even if the girl has 

sufficient size, except perhaps in the special situation that fertile-aged females are having sex 

simultaneously (to be discussed in next paragraph), a male should probably be prohibited from having sex 

with an elementary-school-age girl (in this country corresponding roughly to girls who haven�t reached 

June 15 of the year of their 11th birthday) unless the parents not only consider him not reprobate but also 
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think so highly of him that they are glad their daughter wants to have (forthwith) sex with him�and as we 

shall see later, they should be required to want their daughter to have forthwith sex so much that they are 

willing to be required to give their daughter a large dowry. Indeed, even if both an elementary-school-age 

girl wants sex and the parents merely have no reason to find her would-be mate reprobate, still it is very 

likely the daughter is attracted because she is deceived, probably because some abuse has screwed her 

up�that�s just too young an age for strong legitimate sexual feelings to be otherwise than quite unusual. 

Similarly, on the other edge, girls past high school age (in the US corresponding roughly to girls who 

haven�t reached May 15 of the year of their 18th birthday) should have fully adult sexual freedom; if a 

daughter�s ability to engage in sexual selection is of such little worth as for it to be expedient for her to 

lack the right to judge a mate after high school, likely she and her parents are just the sort of people for 

whom sexual selection of courtship tendencies would be negligible compared with natural selection of the 

same; and it is important that those not able to engage well in sexual selection should be encouraged (by 

precluding them from controlling the mating of their daughters) to behave so as to promote (necessarily 

though natural selection) the evolution in their offspring of a more refined ability to engage in such sexual 

selection, since proper sexual selection is especially useful in good people, and could if it becomes present 

in bad people encourage them to give up their bad, selfish ways from goodness becoming more expedient. 

However, otherwise than these outer limits to the age of sexual freedom, parents should probably have 

control. That way, parents could give their daughters an individually tailored amount of sexual freedom 

and responsibility, hopefully corresponding fairly well to the level of maturity and sense that the daughter 

possesses, and perhaps even encouraging more maturity and sense. Granted, because a male engaging in 

sexual selection would have some difficulty in gauging a teenage girl�s real future adult feelings about 

parental control of mating, there may from the lack of an evolutionary force to the contrary be inevitably a 

somewhat obnoxious tendency for parents to control excessively their children�s mating. Hopefully, 

however, society will make the process of giving responsibility to children a very open process with much 

publicity of the parental decisions and much public interaction among and between children and adults, so 

that these tendencies may be better understood, causing sexual selection by males to select if not perfectly 

for proper parental control, yet approximately so. Also, inducements could be given to the parents to make 
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the age of responsibility low. There could be a rule that allows a father to have sex with his daughter�s 

friends only if his daughter has full sexual responsibility. By also formalizing girl-girl friendships (as girls 

do with friendship bracelets, etc.), which would be necessary to define these friends, and by making the 

right to hold sleepovers, etc., a mostly inalienable right of girls, which would encourage the enticement of 

fathers by increasing the acquaintances and hence sexual potentialities that the father has with these 

girlfriends, society would encourage fathers to give sexual freedom to their daughters, such freedom 

meaning his daughters� sexy friends being allowed to have sex with him if the parents of these friends have 

made them of age.61 Similarly, a single mother could be encouraged to give sexual freedom to her daughter 

by only allowing her to have a sexual relationship with her daughter�s male friend if the mother first meets 

him while the daughter has full sexual responsibility or if the daughter has had such responsibility for a 

year or two. Such inducements are probably beneficial since, unfortunately, there doesn�t seem to be much 

choice between either parents giving their child freedom and responsibility or society giving her them.62 

Society could, however, make the edges not entirely arbitrary; e.g., if the parents have been convicted of 

drug, sodomy or alcohol offenses, the child could be prohibited from having sexual activity before late 

middle school even with parental approval, because the parents� judgment likely is delinquent. Similarly, a 

parent of a teenager with drinking or drug offenses or who has engaged in voluntary sodomy could be 

allowed to have veto power over her child�s sexual decisions until well past the typical age of high school 

graduation�the exact amount of postponement depending on the severity of the addiction. 

                                                           
61An advantage of such a procedure is that if the girl is screwed-up, so too probably are her avowed 
girlfriends. Accordingly, if a good man rightly doesn�t want his daughter messing around (because she is 
screwed-up), he is not likely going to lose much by not being allowed to have sex with her friend, who 
probably would prefer some disgusting person, or who would allow him only to be an addition to her many 
other sexual partners whom she would still be having sex and sodomy with (some of whom might have 
given her venereal disease, too).  
62Fixed ages for sexual responsibilities would seem to be more appropriate in species in which sexual 
selection being less refined makes natural selection much more selective of courtship tendencies than 
sexual selection is. I shouldn�t be surprised if in humans� past there has been a good deal of lost lore and 
intuition concerning the proper ages for this and that sexual matter, and the proper (more or less innate) 
algorithmic procedures for determining these ages. The tree shrew I saw at the zoo looked kind of like he 
spent perhaps most of his time thinking wisely about these things; perhaps knowledge of such matters in 
our ancestors peaked several tens of millions of years ago, when we looked more like tree shrews than 
humans, but has continued to evolve in tree shrews. 
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There are legitimate reasons that girls in elementary school who are tall enough to have sex 

without injury might should be allowed to have sex. After all, girls are frequently fertile in elementary 

school, and even if they are not, their bodies doubtless select very well during sex with good men for 

sperm that a woman would very much want to be fertilized by. In other words, if a good man loves a 

woman very well, say a wife, he naturally would (assuming it were legal) jump at the opportunity of his 

having sex with a very young girl at the same time he has sex with her, since by copulating correctly from 

one female to the other, the man can cause the woman to have a likelihood of being fertilized by a 

spermatozoan that has capacitated and prospered in the sexual insides of the little girl, which would 

increase the fun (pleasure) that the well-loved woman would experience, which of course is just great. And 

such an advantage would only accrue to the sex partner of good men, since nymphetal philokalia is not 

relevant when the male is bad. Indeed, in bad men, success in attracting nymphettes is associated more 

with a capacity to deceive about ability, prowess, and usefulness in society, etc. than any actual generally 

useful abilities. (Deception is useful particularly in attracting young girls because young girls are easier to 

deceive.) And a general ability rather than deception is what a young girl wants in her lover and children, 

because deception doesn�t generally work so well in dealing with adult women and so is of very limited 

utility. If it were just that a nymphette�s children tend to reflect the tendencies of the father, that in itself 

might not suffice to make bad men less pleasantly attractive to young girls than good men are. After all, 

you would think there might be some advantage bad men have in attracting young girls from bad men�s 

above average deceptive ability.63 But the whole point of nymphetal philokalia is that it is so much more 

than that. Because of sperm selection by her young body, a nymphette�s children tend to reflect the 

tendencies of those particular ancestors of the father who were particularly good at attracting nymphettes. 

And with a bad father, those ancestors are going to be the ones who get by with deception as opposed to 

                                                           
63Even if there were no such thing as nymphetal philokalia, such an advantage would not obviously be 
possessed by bad men, however. Indeed, every time a deceptive person is deceptive he hurts other bad 
people in the sense that how wary a girl is going to be will naturally depend on how common deception is. 
Because bad men are not unselfish toward other bad men, they are doubtless more deceptive as a whole 
than it is in their best interest to be. My guess in fact is that were there no such thing as nymphetal 
philokalia bad people as a whole would be about equally skilled as good people in attracting nymphettes 
(the deceptive bad men would be at an advantage with respect to good men, while the poorly deceptive bad 
men would be at a disadvantage). 
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more general ability. And an ability to deceive the easily deceivable is because of its limited usefulness 

what girls least want to see in their children. A spermatozoan from a bad male especially suited to 

fertilizing young girls tends to evolve thus because it codes for individuals with characteristics that have no 

appeal to adult females. In other words, the spermatozoan is likely to code for stupidity, weakness, 

inefficiency, etc., along with the (pathetic) ability to deceive just young girls. Since it is easier to deceive 

when you�ve got a few useful characteristics like intelligence to start from, it may actually be that even in 

seducing young girls, males coded for by these spermatozoa would be at a disadvantage, and that their 

increased tendency (relative to other bad males) to seduce young girls arises from that being the only sort 

of female they try for from considerations of expediency. Theirs are not the sort of spermatozoa females 

want to be fertilized by. The reason nymphetal philokalia works is that moral character is so much easier to 

judge than ability, prowess, usefulness in society, etc., that young girls are generally able to decide who is 

good notwithstanding they generally are not able to decide who is likely deceptive and manipulative 

regarding these issues of ability and power except in so far as suggested by their impression of the male�s 

overall moral goodness (good people are rarely deceptive, while with bad people it is a dice throw who�s 

effectively deceptive and who�s not). It may actually be that nymphettes have such a distaste of situations 

where they could be deceived and such a preference for good men that, notwithstanding that if in a 

situation admitting of deception they would be more easily deceived, they are less often deceived about 

their mates than older women are!64 However, it must be admitted that there is some age so young that 

                                                           
64Notice that if such a statement is not true that in no way implies that nymphetal philokalia doesn�t work. 
Even if bad deceptive men have a slight advantage in dealing with nymphettes over good men it by no 
means follows that bad men who are not effectively deceptive are not at a serious disadvantage. The 
correct saying should be that there is honor among some thieves, namely those who aren�t very good at 
lying (as well, perhaps, as those with more team-player instincts). The bad men who are not especially 
deceptive would naturally be more appealing to young girls than the more deceptive if the girls had some 
way of telling who they were. But of course there is no way of judging deceptive ability directly, since 
deception that can be judged is a fortiori not deceptive, at least not in any very useful way. So bad men 
who aren�t much at lying definitely fare very poorly indeed at attracting young girls, which certainly makes 
bad men as a whole fare more poorly than good men. Actually, however, I do believe that young girls are 
less often deceived than older women. Especially would young girls be deceived less if society did more to 
encourage relationships between males and females of differing ages (more about that later). 

Notice also that women being more often deceived does not contradict the statement made a few 
sentences earlier that �deception doesn�t generally work so well in older women, and so is of limited 
usefulness.� Indeed, the only reason that old women may well be deceived more often is that women who 
have sex with bad men tend to not have sex at a young age, the whole point of nymphetal tachykalogeny. 
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girls that age frequently are unable to distinguish good men from bad men. Probably girls ten and eleven 

years old are so young that they excessively are unable even to judge goodness in men. And obviously for 

nymphetal philokalia to work, it is necessary for the girl to be able to judge who is good and who is not. 

Indeed, if the girl is so young as to have no way of telling who is good and who isn�t, sex with good men 

being very rewarding nevertheless can�t be an encouragement to her to have such sex.65 

The obvious way to allow a very young girl to have sex is to insist that her sexual activity be 

approved beforehand by her parents. After all, parents would be old enough to be expected to judge 

goodness well. However, nymphetal philokalia works because in order for a very young girl to desire 

immediate copulation with a man she must possess an extraordinary affection, an extraordinary affection 

which if toward a good man is very suggestive of an extraordinary fitness in him. Consequently, good men 

who sexually attract very young girls tend to be extraordinary, and thus the unique sexual insides of very 

young girls do during coitus with a good man select for sperm that tends to produce extraordinarily fit 

offspring, thereby driving nymphetal philokalia. Howsoever that be, a large part of the reason nymphetal 

affection is extraordinary is that the girl is so young, she can very easily gain greatly in judging mate-

fitness just by waiting a while. But parents gain less in judgment over time. By further evaluating for 

approval an otherwise imminent sexual act of the daughters, what wiser less ignorant parents gain from 

improved judgment is less than what the daughters would gain from improved judgment. Therefore, 

parents having veto power over their very young daughters� copulating makes such a daughter�s act of 

forthwith copulation much less extraordinary and suggestive of inordinate desirability of the male; this 

absence of the extraordinary is a bad thing from the point of view of nymphetal philokalia. Something 

                                                                                                                                                                             
In other words, what is meant by �deception doesn�t work so well in older women� is that a smaller 
fraction of older women who deal with deception (in making a sexual decision) are deceived than is the 
case with younger women who deal with it (but younger women less often deal with it because they 
eschew bad men so vehemently).  
65Though it is true that if very young girls had sexual freedom, the very young girls who judge character 
well would get more from sex than the other very young girls (thus selecting for girls who can judge 
character well, a good thing), it is also true that there would be more selection in bad men for men who can 
deceive regarding character (thus selecting for character deceivers in bad men, a bad thing). These and 
similar good and bad consequences would seem to pretty much cancel each other out, leaving as the overall 
effect of giving sexual freedom to very young girls the (slightly bad) one of making sexual selection a 
somewhat more irrelevant phenomenon by allowing it to take place at an age at which it is little better than 
a dice throw. 
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more than parental approval is needed to make sexual activity of very young girls appropriate�the 

approval must by its nature imply an extraordinary approval. 

Even when presented with a good man, a very young girl will have a great uncertainty as to his 

level of talent and overall fitness. Speaking of myself, I am to this day at age 33 still quite uncertain as to 

how success-prone my nature is. At least it�s certainly a great guess to me what my future levels of success 

will be using the standard pedestrian measures like money and progeny. Perhaps such uncertainty in my 

case stems partly from my uniqueness, but doubtless it is the same with many. But it is more than just that 

good men can�t easily indicate accurately their overall level of sexual desirability. If a desirable girl is 

thinking about having sex with me, it�s not like I�d be too anxious to tell her I think she�s being foolish 

even if I really did suspect it (do no infer that I am implying that has ever happened). Though I am not 

going to lie about the particulars of what I am, I certainly don�t see what is wrong about being an advocate 

for my sexual interests. After all, if a girl doesn�t have sex with me, she might have sex with a bad 

person�certainly a most bad phenomenon! Granted, if she is a very wise person she wouldn�t do that, but 

then if she is that wise, then if I am not an appropriate sex partner she will be wise enough to see that also, 

and if not I should think myself having have been presumptuous in my original judgment of her wisdom. 

So I needn�t feel guilty about presenting myself so as to look my best. And as it is with me, so I think it is 

with good men in general�it is not inappropriate for them to be advocates for their sexual interests, much 

the same way it is not inappropriate for lawyers to plead the innocence of clients known to the lawyer to be 

guilty or for politicians to pretend that their proposals are ideal even when what they really are are the best 

proposals politically viable.66 It�s really incumbent upon a girl to make a reasonable decision about a 

                                                           
66One of the nice distinctions the abolitionists were fond of making (a distinction largely forgotten 
nowadays) is the distinction between a reformer and a politician. The way I see it, a reformer (which is 
what Garrison considered himself and what I consider myself) should argue with precise honesty what he 
believes. A politician on the other hand should argue the politically expedient answer that will do the most 
good, which since the truth is often politically inexpedient may not be exactly the truth. I for one would 
never go into politics because I am better at finding the truth than influencing people. But there is nothing 
wrong with adopting a political attitude; indeed, I would argue that once you decide to take a political 
attitude about matters, you shouldn�t try to be publicly honest in the reformer sense. You will do more for 
your cause if you argue like you believe it. Probably also you could argue that there should be a separation 
between clerical attitudes and political or reformist ones. What a good clergyman really supports is not true 
morality as a good reformer would, nor anything terribly controversial as a politician would, but the truest 
morality that is sufficiently conservative and full of tradition that a typical person who feels unsure of 
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mate�s fitness before having sex with him, even if he is good. Unless a male is so good as to create a 

nymphetal philokalia of enormous intensity (a level of goodness not frequently met), the sacrifice that the 

girl makes in good judgment by deciding for early sex is together with other associated sacrifices (e.g., the 

sacrifice early parenting causes to education and career options) sufficient to make early sex a sacrifice on 

her part. Were it not also for ordinary patriotism and a desire to satisfy her beloved�s spermogenic-

philonymphetism longings, rarely would a very young girl in love with even a good man want imminent 

copulation. It really is because a girl must judge her prospective mate�s abilities that much of the sacrifice 

of early mating arises, a sacrifice that is necessary, recall, for all-important nymphetal philokalia to work. 

How exactly the etiquette of nymphetal sex can be arranged so as to allow parental control without 

abrogating sacrifices necessary for nymphetal philokalia to work properly is a matter I shall come to 

shortly. Before I do that, however, I really feel I must correct any impression I may have just given that 

good men are mostly dishonest in spheres they are not dishonest in. After all, honesty is very associated 

with goodness and is in fact in some sense necessary for nymphetal philokalia to work properly�it�s 

because bad men lie about the particulars of what they are more than good men do that good men possess 

less of the deceptive qualities that nymphettes dislike in their lovers and very much hate to be represented 

in any sperm that fertilizes them. Were it otherwise, girls would feel nymphetal longings for bad men as 

well as good. 

Mostly good men are honest. With respect to whether he prefers marriage or just sex with a 

particular female, a good man should be very honest and forthright to her; indeed, either way for her it is 

sex with the same good man, and if she is worthy of being his wife that is not as suggestive of her 

superiority in judgment as his being unworthy of having any sex with her.. Similarly, when it comes to 

                                                                                                                                                                             
himself will believe it. There is nothing wrong with organized religion�it is perhaps the most useful 
institution for improving (weirdness-fearing) screwed-up people and drug addicts, for instance. And the 
very fact that there is such a history of thought and effort in organized religion can make it somewhat 
interesting to normal people as well. Of course, it is OK for a religious person to push political and 
reformist issues if his constituency would naturally believe them. E.g., Martin Luther King could be a great 
civil rights leader and preacher because his mostly black audience naturally supported both activities. But 
Channing was a sorry abolitionist who might have done more harm than good to abolitionism (e.g., by 
making the Garrisonians look less respectable than himself), merely because he was forever waffling in 
order to avoid creating controversy in his not very abolitionist congregation.  
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describing the particulars of his nature, moral viewpoints, and position in life and society, a man should 

avoid dishonesty. Indeed, such dishonesty with a good woman would be a disservice to her if it confuses, 

and any delusions that they cause in her would not be unusual but almost expected (good people are so 

concerned about judging all-relevant character as opposed to other matters, their judgment of other matters 

is not nearly so evolved), and would not suggest an unseen moral inferiority in her part in the same way an 

inability for her to judge overall character and sexual desirability would. And because good men don�t 

deceive good women about such particular matters, and because good women tend to be the most 

commonly interested in good men, having the most to do with them, the ability to deceive women in 

particulars is in good men most of the time necessarily not selected for by (unwitting) sexual selection. 

Accordingly, good men haven�t evolved to thus deceive women well. When it comes to particulars, good 

men are pretty ineffective at deceiving, and so it is expedient for them to be honest about such matters with 

bad women as well as good, which is what good men are mostly. Now that I hopefully have corrected any 

impression I may have given than good men are nefariously dishonest, we may return to the matter at hand, 

which recall is that of how to make parental approval of very young daughters� copulating entail the right 

sort of sacrifice as to make such a copulation extra-special and suggestive of an extraordinary beauty in the 

copulating male. 

There is a subtle distinction in courtship between how good males should behave toward women 

and how they should behave toward girls, which in a way actually does make good men more-or-less 

completely honest when dealing with young girls. It will be seen that the argument for the existence of 

nymphetal philokalia depends on the greater honesty of the good males eliciting it. True, since good males 

quite generally aren�t very good at deceiving, good males who aren�t extremely honest to young females 

will still end up being significantly less deceptive to young females than bad males would, but still, the 

more honest the good males are, the better for nymphetal philokalia and tachykalogeny. If a good male 

thinks a female should not want sex with him, then regardless of his age, he will tend to want sex with her 

anyway. But why he wants the sex depends upon her age. If the female is old, he tends regardless to want 

to have sex with her because he doesn�t trust her sufficiently. If she be good enough to be too worthy of 

having sex with, she is good enough to decide as well or better than he whether to have sex with him. If 
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she were to ask him whether he thought she should have sex with him, then even though he doesn�t believe 

it, he would plead his case and say, �Yes�. (Though he would still be rather honest with her inasmuch as he 

would remind her that even the most honest men are not likely to be honest when asked such a question.) 

But with young girls, his wanting to have sex with them regardless comes from the high respect he places 

in the sacred importance of young females being able to make their own sexual decisions without being 

prejudiced by others. Just as a girl should have freedom to not have sex with a man even if he thinks she 

should have it, so too should she have the less well appreciated freedom to have sex with a man even if he 

thinks she shouldn�t have it.67 It�s actually because a good man believes very much in trusting young 

females that he tends to want sex with her regardless. So a man should not risk prejudicing a girl one way 

or the other by telling her whether he thinks she should (with respect to morality or her own self-interest) 

have sex with him. If a girl (as opposed to a woman) asks a man whether he thinks she should have sex 

with him, he should simply refuse to answer. Instead he should remind her how important it is for her to be 

free to make that decision herself without being prejudiced by his own viewpoint. If a man thinks there is a 

good chance of getting rewarding sex from a girl (without there being much danger) and doesn�t feel like 

he wants to marry her, he should indicate his desire merely by indicating to her that he wants 

(responsibility-free) sex with her, and should in no way indicate to her whether he feels that she in fact 

should have such. A curious point is that if a good man indicates to a girl that he wants to have 

(responsibility-free) sex with her, what that actually means is one of two opposites; i.e., that either the man 

thinks her too unworthy to be a wife or too worthy to be a wife (and of course from the pragmatics of the 

situation, his bothering to flirt with her means that he thinks she is more likely than most girls to actually 

want to have sex with him or that he finds her so sexy that he wants the sex more). 

The simplest way to make sex more sacrificial is to do so directly. Demand that when a very 

young girl has sex with a man only after parental approval, she must become obedient to him. There are 

two further nice consequences on nymphetal philokalia from requiring this particular sacrifice by the 

                                                           
67 Of course, if it is for the man�s own sake he doesn�t want the sex (e.g., because the girl is dangerous), 
that is a different matter. I am only talking about the case in which the man rejects sex with a girl because 
he feels he is not worthy of having it. 
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female. First, good girls will be less hesitant to be obedient to their mates than bad girls would. Typically, 

much of the control by the man over his sex partners would be used mainly to force them to befriend and 

influence pretty girls he thinks he can copulate with, which I suppose could be likened to forcing a dog to 

retrieve thrown objects. But by no means would good girls liken attracting girls to some meaningless 

exercise in the retrieval of sticks. On the contrary, good girls, wanting to please their beloved, often want 

him to experience the very real pleasure of impregnating almost as many girls as possible and so they not 

infrequently love to play that kind of fetch for him even if not commanded to do so. Bad girls and their 

parents being more hesitant than good girls and their parents for the girls to become obedient would 

discourage bad girls from having early sex in a way it wouldn�t with respect to good girls, thereby causing 

tachykalogeny, an advantage. Second, this very early sex activity (which as we have seen might on account 

of a requirement of obedience occur more exclusively in good girls) would be more rewarding to the male 

if the sex activity also means he can use the girl to attract other girls to him. Thus, by making early sex 

more rewarding, spermatozoa suited to fertilizing young girls�which presumably evolved thus because 

they code for diploid characteristics attractive especially to young girls�would be even more particularly 

desirable as likely coding for what would become an extremely rewarding capacity to attract young girls to 

coitus. Girls lusting more for these spermatozoa suited to fertilizing their young bodies would magnify 

nymphetal philokalia beneficially.68 

                                                           
68There is some truth to the objection that sperm of bad men suited to fertilizing young girls would become 
more desirable if fertilizing young girls implied gaining control over them, certainly a bad consequence of 
insisting on such control. However, it is clear that it will always be an extremely rare phenomenon for a 
very young daughter and parents to want the daughter to have forthwith sex entailing slavery with a man, 
bad or otherwise. In particular, the fraction of sexual relationships between bad men and young girls 
entailing slavish control by the man will be small. Therefore, it will still hold that girls will not experience 
the analogue of nymphetal philokalia for bad men. In particular, girls will still try to make sperm success 
during fertilization by bad men a random matter, which they can do by having (randomizing) orgasm with 
bad men in a way they would not want to do with good men. Thus, very young girls whether controlled or 
otherwise will be orgasmic when having sex with bad men, making almost all sperm of bad men equally 
suited to fertilizing young girls. Consequently, even that the sperm of bad men suited to fertilizing young 
girls will be slightly less undesirable won�t translate into a (bad) slight but nonnegligible decrease in 
undesirability of bad men to young girls, since orgasm prevents the selection for sperm thus suited (not 
only by the girl having orgasm but by the man�s ancestral young mothers often having had same). This is a 
good place to point out why it would be bad if ordinary relationships between young girls and men implied 
the subservience of the former. If the subservience of the girl was typical, sperm suited to fertilizing young 
girls would be rewarding to young girls with bad mates as well as with good, which would cause young 
girls to be nonorgasmic with bad men as well as good, and which would change nymphetal philokalia into 
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Just because there are theoretical considerations for demanding subservience of very young girls 

as a consequence of their deciding for sex, it doesn�t mean, however, that we should not look to see 

whether there are any concrete easy-to-get-at considerations that in an enthusiastic abstraction we might 

overlook. If the advantages of allowing slavery as a consequence of choosing for sex are subtle abstract 

ones, one can scarcely say the same thing about the disadvantages of allowing sex as a consequence of 

slavery. Sure, to an adult it seems apples and oranges to compare slavery as a consequence of freely-

chosen sex with sex as a consequence of not-freely-chosen slavery, but to the young, easily-addicted, less-

wise mind, they may both of them be, well, just fruit. And as we shall see later, nefarious abuse is probably 

much more harmful and evil at controlling young victims than is commonly realized. By approving of 

slavery of nymphettes as a consequence of their sex acts, society may give, by association, sex as a 

consequence of forced-slavery an undeserved regard in the minds of young girls. The concrete 

disadvantage of allowing slavery is real just like the abstract advantages. There is no reason for black-and-

whiteness here. Whether the advantages outweigh the disadvantages clearly depends on the society. In a 

society where abuse, violence, and sodomy are more common problems for young girls, the disadvantages 

of slavery would outweigh the advantages. On the other hand, if abuse is not a sufficient problem, the 

advantages of causing young nymphettes to become subservient probably outweighs the disadvantages. It 

is very close, I think, whether abuse is a sufficient problem in today�s society that any subservience of 

young nymphettes should be considered appropriate. Consequently, I hardly care one way or the other 

which way society chooses presently. My best guess, however, is that probably such subservience should 

be considered proper. It does seem to me that eventually, after society evolves to the point that young girls 

have freedom from abuse and violence, such subservience quite definitely would be appropriate. And there 

is also the consideration that if something is idealistic and society doesn�t recognize it as such a girl might 

become disrespectful. Giving a child a short leash and no sexual freedom may keep her out of trouble, but 

then again, if she�s idealistic enough, it may cause her to run away and have no respect for the parent at all. 

Empirically, for instance, one could argue (probably correctly) that girls secluded by parents from males 

                                                                                                                                                                             
an undesirable generally directed mere nymphomania. Thus, it is only very young girls who perhaps should 
become subservient on account of age. 
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against their will eventually behave worse than girls given more sexual freedom. (That certainly was the 

impression I got in college right from the get-go.) I can say the same thing about subservience. Yes, 

freedom to be subservient is not something as fundamentally important to young girls as their freedom to 

have sex, no not by a long shot. But still, nowadays you often see really perfectly clean-looking girls 

enjoying their ankle bracelets and the delicate light chains they wear around their waists, all of which make 

statements whose interpretations I should think can only be indicative of a certain natural predilection to 

be, from the same (in them mostly innate) theoretical considerations I have described, unusually 

subservient in pleasing a male that their young bodies should decide to have sex with. What will young 

girls make of their deferential tendencies if the only such tendency society recognizes is the tendency of 

girls when young to be unusually susceptible to the violence and addiction of abuse from evil men? To 

outlaw oranges and apples if apples be bad may discourage eating of fruit, but if girls know intuitively that 

oranges are good, mightn�t they decide society is an idiot about fruit and eat both69? Granted the tendency 

for girls to want to be subservient under certain conditions is probably a good deal less intuitive and 

important to them than more important matters such as their sexual freedom. Thus, probably, even though 

trying to take away from teenagers important rights like that of the right to have sex actually increases their 

susceptibility to abuse by increasing their alienation from parents, you would still get a slight decrease of 

abuse of youth by not giving young girls the right to be slaves, i.e., by simply outlawing all slavery even if 

it is willingly entered into. Nevertheless, taking away the meaning of subservience in young girls will 

cause some alienation that will counteract somewhat (but not probably entirely) whatever anti-abuse 

advantages that would be gained by simply outlawing enslavement of young nymphettes. Like I said, it is a 

close call, but my best guess is that even in today�s society the advantages (which relate to improved 

tachykalogeny) slightly outweigh the disadvantages, and a young (say, younger than 12) nymphette should 

(except in matters of abomination) be subservient to a man with whom she agrees (with the necessary 

parental approval) to have sexual coitus and no marriage. Similarly, 13-year-old girls (but not, I should 

                                                           
69Needless to say, don�t infer that I think apples�the actual fruit you can buy at the grocery store or pick 
off a tree�are bad. I like apples. It�s just an analogy. 
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think, older ones) who have sex only after parental approval (because the parents haven�t given the girl the 

right to have unapproved sex) likely should also have subservience as a consequence of agreeing to 

become a mistress�such a policy would have the added benefit of encouraging parents to not control their 

daughters excessively. Subservience probably has its place, but as it turns out there is an even more 

important and beneficial requirement that additionally can be imposed on nymphetal relationships requiring 

parental approval�a dowry requirement. Before discussing the effect of dowry requirements, let us look 

more closely at how much sacrifice should be required of nymphettes and then determine the 

characteristics of appropriate sacrifice demands. 

The reason to consider the relation between sacrifice and nymphetal sex is that by making 

nymphetal relationships somewhat more sacrificial for the female, nymphetal philokalia can become 

significantly more effective. It is important that the extra sacrifices imposed on nymphettes be correct. In 

particular, the sum total of the imposed sacrifices made by nymphettes to their sex-partners should not be 

excessive. Indeed, if the sacrifices are too many, an ability to attract young girls would be such a useful 

ability that bad men as well as good who have that ability would be very desirable to young girls. In other 

words, nymphetal philokalia would be overshadowed by a useless nymphetal nymphomania directed at all 

men, good or bad. As long as the majority of young girls copulating with bad men have sex in orgasmic 

sperm-success-randomizing ways we can be pretty sure that the sacrifices imposed on nymphettes are not 

excessive70�i.e., not sufficient as to make them prefer from bad men fit spermatozoa that are unusually 

                                                           
70It would appear that in some sense the bad arising from a certain fraction of sexual encounters between 
young girls and bad men being nonorgasmic is proportional more with the square of the fraction than the 
fraction itself (which square will be as relatively much smaller than the original fraction as the original 
fraction is small). That is because in the long run the tendency for sex with young girls to select for sperm 
suited to fertilizing young girls will be proportional to this fraction. Consequently, nonorgasmic sex with a 
bad man will because his ancestral nymphettes likely had so much randomizing sex be selective for sperm 
suited to fertilizing young girls only to an extent roughly proportional to that fraction. Thus it�s not just that 
only a fraction of times will young girls having sex with bad men be still enough to select for sperm with 
young-girl fertilizing characteristics, it�s also that the extent to which these young-girl fertilizing 
characteristics in a spermatozoon correlates with actual ancestral young-girl seductions will be roughly 
proportional to the same fraction. Another way of looking at it is that in the ejaculations of bad men there 
will be less difference between spermatozoa well-suited to fertilizing young girls and other spermatozoa 
than is the case in the ejaculations of good men, so even if a young girl wanted to select for the young-girl 
seducing spermatozoa of a bad man�s ejaculate it would be difficult for her body to do it. 
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suited to fertilizing young girls as opposed to fertilizing older females.71 There is only a limited amount of 

sacrifice that should be imposed on nymphettes. What remains to be determined is which of the possible 

sacrifices that can be imposed are most advantageous and should be demanded, and which of them are less 

advantageous, and thus, in the interest of not requiring too much sacrifice, should not be imposed. 

Since tachykalogeny works by mates of good men mating at a younger age than mates of bad 

men, any extra sacrifice imposed on nymphettes on account of their precocious sexual activity should be 

more of a discouragement of such activity in bad girls than in good ones. That, recall, is an advantage of 

requiring deference as an extra sacrifice very young nymphettes must make. Good girls with (typically) 

good mates want to help their mates anyway, and so don�t mind too much becoming deferential to them; of 

course, on the other hand, the same can�t be said of bad girls with respect to their (often) bad mates. But I 

haven�t indicated exactly what matters young girls should be deferential in. To answer that question, we 

must investigate the effect conformity has upon nymphetal philokalia. 

It is not too difficult to see that given a certain level of teen (and preteen) pregnancy, if 

impregnating at least one nymphette tends to imply impregnating other nymphettes, nymphetal philokalia 

will work better. In fact, the advantage to nymphetal philokalia of making attracting nymphettes a more 

double-or-nothing enterprise is more than what you get by other methods of making sex with nymphettes 

more rewarding to the male. One nymphette leading to other nymphettes not only increases directly the 

reward given to men who are loved sexually by nymphettes (as other methods do), it also increases the 

correlation between having the sort of sperm that is effective at fertilizing nymphettes and having the sort 

of abilities that attract nymphettes into sexual intercourse. It�s not just that by making attracting nymphettes 

a more desirable ability, a girl selecting (via precocious sex) for spermatozoa in a good man suited to 

fertilizing nymphettes will have offspring with an ability that is more useful. It�s also that the offspring will 

be more likely to have the ability. So, it�s not just that a girl would long (say) twice as much for offspring 

with the characteristics likely to be gained by letting a good man impregnate her when she is very young. 

                                                           
71Remember that all things equal, females gain by being fertilized by weak sperm. (In ejaculates of male 
sons, there is competition between spermatozoa more related to the father and spermatozoa more related to 
the mother.) Thus, sex with young girls would have to be especially rewarding for young girls to want sex 
with bad men to be nonrandomizing. 
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It�s also that she would likely have offspring with (say) twice the degree of these desirable characteristics 

present. So where other methods of making nymphetal sex twice as rewarding for the male might give a 

doubling of nymphetal philokalia, making nymphetal sex twice as rewarding by making impregnation of 

teens more double-or-nothing could result in a two-times-two equals four-fold increase in nymphetal 

philokalia. Then young girls would really be desperate to become nymphettes to good men, resulting in a 

significant entirely desirable boon to nymphetal tachykalogeny. The especially nice feature of making 

nymphetal sex more double-or-nothing is that this extra boon to nymphetal philokalia resulting from an 

increased correlation in spermatozoa between ability to fertilize nymphettes in sperm competition and 

ability to code for (diploid) individuals having the sort of characteristics girls want in children does not in 

any way make bad men more desirable to nymphettes as sex partners. That is most unlike what happens by 

directly making nymphetal sex more rewarding for the male, which recall if carried to excess (by, say, 

society excessively requiring nymphettes to be extra-sacrificial to the male) can lead to an undesirable 

generally directed nymphomania among young girls. Indeed, it is of no detriment to society that a 

spermatozoan that succeeds in a copulation between a bad man and a young girl is more likely to code for 

an individual having unusual (for bad men) nymphette-seducing abilities. In bad men those are likely to be 

merely pathetic deceptive abilities72 that are effective with young girls only because they don�t work on 

older females�girls won�t want offspring with those abilities and so they won�t in any way find pleasant 

the prospect of being fertilized by spermatozoa coding for them to a more exclusive degree. So by making 

nymphetal sex more double-or-nothing about half of what you get is for nothing (in more ways than 

one73), which makes such a method of increasing nymphetal philokalia most desirable. 

                                                           
72In particular, bad males who are child seducers will have a very difficult time making money, as will 
those with such ancestors (like nymphomaniac girls with ancestral mothers possessing similar 
characteristics). So child molesters and the victims they succeed in dominating will tend to be too 
incompetent to support their offspring at all successfully. That probably explains what seems (from 
television) to be the case, namely that child molesters are typically quite indifferent to the sex of their 
victims, perhaps even preferring males. Because of their intellectual deficiencies, what child molesters may 
want or even need more than sex is money and class standing, which they can better get by dominating 
males. 
73I have made a pun. The male gets the extra nymphette and society gets the extra boon to nymphetal 
philokalia�all for nothing. Somehow I am reminded of Shakespeare. 
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Now that we have discussed the advantages of nymphetal sex being more double-or-nothing, we 

can finally determine what sort of deference should be required of the very young nymphettes whose 

subservience was recall probably appropriate. Sex being the most generally appropriate (because it 

involves rewarding through mutual children) way for a female to reward a male, the most obvious 

requirement should be that of agreeing to forevermore have sex with the male when desired by him. Since 

sex with girls so young as to likely be infertile is for good males useful mainly in attracting other fertile 

females, for whom the vicarious nymphetal philokalia obtained by sharing the man with the very little girl 

is typically alluring, the very young nymphette should in particular be deferential in sex when other 

females74 are sharing the sex act, behaving to the fertile females during sex as the man would have her 

behave. Those two requirements are the most important ones, and so in that sense, one would not be too far 

off saying that very young nymphettes should be deferential simply in sex: basically, they should be sex 

slaves75. It is very important to understand, however, that she should not be deferential with regard to 

                                                           
74To encourage just nymphetal sex being more double-or-nothing, there perhaps should be something of a 
moral stigma against a man letting a much older female (say, past her mid-twenties) share sex with a 
nymphette unless such a female is a wife or is very close or well-liked with respect to the man or his wife. 
75 It�s tempting to suppose that by using the term �sex slave� I am intentionally casting things in an 
unfavorable light as if a lack of confidence were causing me to prefer ridicule to popularity for my ideas if 
people as a whole don�t agree with them. Actually, of course, I have sufficient self-confidence that I don�t 
care much about the opinions of others concerning a matter such as nymphetal philokalia that I as the 
discoverer of same do almost certainly have much more insight into than a typical common person does. 
No, the real reason has to do with truth. Yeah, strictly logically, I suppose the sort of responsibilities 
mistress nymphettes should possess are in some sense more akin to what you�ll hear some conservatives 
(but not me) think wives should be obliged to possess toward husbands than to what slaves possess; i.e,. 
you�ll hear that wives should be subservient to their husbands (because that is Bible, supposedly). Indeed, I 
don�t envision whips, etc., enforcing a nymphette�s obedience, but rather her own sense of obligation, 
public stigma, and maybe a moderate separation fee (payable to her former lover) that could be levied by a 
judge to the extent he believes she was not forced or misled into sex�akin to the economic penalty a wife 
might suffer if she divorces a caring decent husband for reasons that to a judge appear frivolous and 
screwed-up. Indeed, the public should encourage a girl to leave a nymphetal relationship when they think 
she is in it for screwed-up reasons, just as they should encourage abused wives to divorce. For the sake of 
honesty, though, it is verbally better to cast a darkened light on a nymphette�s responsibilities. Indeed, 
when a man makes love to a mistress nymphette, then on account of his holiness and extra-concern for 
purity of thought, he will tend to look as though he loves her very much. For instance, even if he doesn�t 
love her much, his desire to be sexually very loving will cause him not to want to consider during sexual 
intercourse (and immediately before) his lack of love and caring; indeed, to think about how one doesn�t 
love someone doubtless inexorably decreases holiness and sexual lovingness. I remember from a song 
you�d hear everywhere in the eighties the phrase, �Tell me lies, tell me sweet little lies.� Well, that 
definitely illogical phrase won�t be as applicable to nymphetal relationships as a whole if when a man still 
distant from bed talks about a girl, he does so with a brusque manner so extra-suggestive of unlovingness 
that this discourse of his will counteract the special lovingness of the sex he wants to give her so that at the 
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abominations like oral and rectal sodomy that are often foolishly identified with sex (why these activities 

are abominations will be discussed in next chapter). The next reasonable requirement would be a deference 

while young in befriending and attracting other young76 females as the male sees fit. The reason such a 

requirement is advantageous is that it makes nymphetal sex more double-or-nothing, as is desirable. 

Whether the aforementioned requirements are sufficient is probably mostly a question of degree that 

admits nothing like proof one way or the other. My intuition is that after a very young nymphette grows up 

(i.e., reaches the age of 21 or so), she should still be required to be somewhat deferential, but rather than 

being absolutely deferential in sexual matters, she should be moderately deferential in all matters (the male 

probably shouldn�t be allowed to overdo it). Such a requirement really wouldn�t be that much more of a 

requirement, since if a good male knows he can get something monetarily from her later on to spend on his 

wife or other favorite females, then even if she is not a favorite, he is likely when she is young to 

encourage her education, which of course it is likely in her self-interest to obtain. On the other hand, when 

the girl is young, there should be no requirements as regards monetary matters. Indeed, since there isn�t 

really any respectable way for a typical young female to make much money, good males would have no 

reason to command young girls to make money. On the other hand, what is easy for good or well-off 

people to forget as being too bizarre is that bad men if possessed with monetary control over girls tend to 

prostitute them, forcing them to have sex with other men for pay, an obnoxious phenomenon that society 

can do without. No girl is so worthless that she should be a prostitute-slave. Never requiring girls to be 

deferential in earning money is desirable since it protects them from poisonous prostitution and similarly 

compromising employments. Again, the important requirement is that if a girl freely has (parental-

                                                                                                                                                                             
very moment he is about to first have sex with her, the girl possesses an overall picture of his lovingness 
that more accurately reflects the overall extent to which he likes her (caring for her very kindly in sexual 
ways but basically not in non-sexual ones). 
76It might seem that if the female is desired in marriage by the male, he perhaps should be allowed to 
demand her attempted attraction even if she is not particularly young. Such would not I should think be a 
very effective modus operandi, however. If a girl is likely forced to attract an older women beloved by the 
man, that would, I should think, be much less attractive of the beloved woman than if the girl likely attracts 
of her own free will simply out of kindness to the man she is having sex with�at least such would be the 
case with good would-be wives, and would-be wives of good men tend to be good more than even would-
be mistresses of good men tend. 
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approved) sex with a man at a very young age, she should become deferential to his nonabominable sexual 

demands, especially until she grows-up. 

A large dowry requirement is a straightforward way of making nymphetal sex more double-or-

nothing in situations in which the parents have a say in approving the sexual relationship. Such a 

requirement would have the extra benefit that generally only more unselfish parents would approve giving 

such a large dowry. After all, it is more in the selfish interest of parents to use their money to have 

additional children themselves than to bestow it on a daughter so she can have kids right away. Indeed, 

children of your children are only about half as much related to you as your children are. The monetary 

requirement should in fact be more than what a daughter needs to support herself and a child. It should be 

what she needs to support herself and two children77. Since the girls who require parental approval of sex-

partners will tend to be very young, the additional child that she will be able to have will also tend to be 

conceived while she is still a young teen (assuming that nymphetal philokalia was a significant factor in her 

lust for her previous impregnation). So in fact, extra-large dowry requirements do as desired make 

nymphetal sex more double-or-nothing. Parents naturally prefer not being forced to give extra-large 

dowries. Thus, there is the added benefit that parents would have an incentive to give their daughters early 

sexual freedom, which is ideally what most girls should have (because, recall, girls having sexual freedom 

from parents makes for better natural selection of sexual selection). 

One rather peculiar effect of large dowry requirements is the effect they have on younger siblings. 

By receiving a large dowry, a nymphette hurts her siblings somewhat; in particular, her getting a dowry 

hurts her younger male siblings. Indeed, the younger the child, the longer his need for ample monetary 

support will likely be. And the laws should be such that a young sister should be able to force her older 

sister to share her dowry just by enticing her mate into mating with her�which generally shouldn�t be too 

                                                           
77To be more precise, what I am proposing is that a dowry claim on parents� income should be imposed 
that should be the same fraction of total income as three family members would be to the total number of 
family members if there were two more family members. Thus in a two-parent family with (say) three 
children, the nymphette should receive as a dowry payment stream an amount equal to 3/(5+2) = 3/7 of 
family income (1/7 to support herself and 2/7 to support her children). Whenever the nymphette or one of 
her children reaches the age at which people usually graduate from college (about 22), the dowry 
requirement should be reduced by 1/3 the original amount until it disappears. 
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difficult.78So younger sisters won�t be hurt like younger brothers would. I wouldn�t be surprised if much 

of the viciousness older sisters have toward younger brothers has something to do with these dowry 

feelings. Nymphetal sperm selection is in itself a phenomenon that involves killing (killing of sperm), so 

were it not that it is only directed toward the magnanimous mostly benevolent men that can evoke 

philokalia, it could even lead to downright viciousness. Since having nonrandomizing sex at an early age is 

on the whole in the ordinary sense patriotic (because people tend to have children later than is in the 

interest of the fast evolution of their society), in societies where patriotism is more appreciated than 

goodness, sex at a young age could be more associated intuitively with aggressive sometimes malevolent 

patriotism than with generally kind-hearted and special nymphetal philokalia. In hyper-patriotic goodness-

scoffing societies you would expect there to be a really sadistic element in young girls (and boys thinking 

of having sex with them). That perhaps helps explain the disturbing image so often mentioned of the little 

kids giggling playfully on the merry-go-round right next to the Warsaw ghetto while the Jews were being 

killed there en masse. Even among less-good individuals, deluded evil can be more harmful than 

undeluded evil, as was the case of the adherents of Nazism being too stupid to appreciate the distinction 

between spermatozoa and human beings and too stupid to distinguish lesbianism from rapacious forcible-

                                                           
78My intuition is that there is something beneficial about allowing younger sisters of young nymphettes to 
share in the sex without further parental approval even if they are extremely young. A cursory 
consideration of the relevant variables makes me think that such a possibility would affect the parents in a 
desirable way when they are making their decision whether the (older) daughter should be allowed to be a 
nymphette. Also, there is something keen about a nymphette being especially likely to experience the 
extra-pleasure (from lesbianism) of obtaining sperm that capacitated in a (say) seven-year old girl (who 
would be too young to have children) only if the former is half-like a girl (i.e., the younger sister) that 
loved her mate so much as to want sex (which probably should also entail a kind of slave-like deference�
unless he wants marriage, of course) with him at that extraordinary age. It�s very complicated, probably, 
and it�s less clear what should happen with young sisters of nymphettes who first had sex at a slightly older 
age not requiring parental approval. I.e., a sister of such a nymphette perhaps should be allowed to have 
sex at an extraordinarily young age without being forced to receive a huge dowry�maybe she should 
share the dowry with her sister as the sisters� sex partner sees fit. And parental approval demands could be 
reduced, or perhaps parental veto of the young sister�s sexual activity made to imply that future 
nonvetoable sexual activity (activity when the daughter has reached age of majority, i.e., about age 18) on 
the part of the younger daughter with the same man would force the parents to give their daughters� mate a 
kind of (not insubstantial) fee for having probably wronged him. I say probably wronged him because 
there would be lots of time for a very young girl to be influenced by her parents and to change her mind 
about sex before she turned 18�enough time that if she had wanted sex for screwed-up reasons you would 
think she would have changed her mind. All these sibling situations are too particular for it to be worth 
analyzing in this general book the ethics precisely.  
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sodomy controlling rubbish. At any rate, educating young girls to know that certain nymphetal feelings 

have to do more with sperm-hurting than people-hurting and more with the theory of the ethics of dowry 

distributions than with sibling hatred could be expected to lead to a beneficial improvement in the morals 

of young girls, especially toward younger male siblings. 

It is a difficult question whether there should be an age limit below which a girl should be 

prohibited from having sex with a male, notwithstanding the parents approve the sex. (It�s peculiar that my 

opinion about whether there should be an age limit and if so what the age limit should be tends to vary 

greatly depending on my mood and what sort of people I am considering or listening to.) Parents having 

control over their kids is one thing, but society having such control is another, less desirable thing 

altogether. It is important that families be free. Certainly it would seem that the average harm done young 

girls in the name of freedom by allowing their parents to permit them to have sex with men would not be 

anywhere near, say, the harm done girls and public schools by giving their parents tax breaks for home 

schooling their kids in a way the precludes social interaction or for sending their kids to bizarre private 

schools, a right that many (but not me) believe parents should have. But it is probably true that a fair 

number of sexual relationships involving very young girls will be obnoxious even if approved by parents. 

Sexual activity is desired for a reason, and if, because the girl is too young to be fertile, sex with her can�t 

be desired for reproductive reasons, a reasonable assumption is that access to her body is wanted by the 

male from a sordid desire to gain control over it through physical or sexual abuse. These kinds of sordid 

controlling desires are (as I shall explain in the next chapter in a way that I daresay won�t give the reader 

much doubt but I believe them so) more evil and less subtle than commonly believed. 

But there are very good reasons for allowing very young girls (girls too young to be fertile) to 

have sex (with parental approval). They�re just subtle, difficult to understand reasons, which makes them 

harder to get at. Suppose a good man loves a woman. Naturally he will desire her to experience some of the 

same sort of pleasure from philokalia that fertile nymphettes feel for him sexually. By allowing a woman to 

have sex with him while he is having sex with a very young girl, and by arranging it so that he first allows 

the sperm to capacitate deep inside the young girl, he can ensure by transferring sperm from the girl to the 

woman that the woman gets a goodly portion of the pleasure that comes from the sperm selection that 
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causes nymphetal philokalia. But there is sort of a quandary involved if the girl is fertile. Inevitably, even if 

the woman is in orgasmic sperm-success-randomizing mode, she simply will not be able to experience 

nymphetal philokalia to the same degree as the little girl would. The point is that much of the effect 

nymphettes have on sperm comes not so much from killing spermatozoa as from making some 

spermatozoa weaker than others, an effect the older woman can not take advantage of unless she is not in 

orgasmic sperm-success-randomizing mode. But if the woman is not in orgasmic sperm-success-

randomizing mode, how can she avoid selecting for sperm that is suited especially to fertilizing her (older) 

body, which from the point of view of experiencing nymphetal pleasure may even be less satisfactory? The 

only satisfactory way out of this impasse for the woman is for her to resolve to give up on any attempt to 

use orgasmic-sperm-success-randomizing to experience a nymphetal pleasure comparable to what the 

young girl would feel were the latter fertile, in exchange for experiencing an increased pleasure arising 

from the lesbian see-saw effect in nonorgasmic-non-sperm-success-randomizing mode. Since young girls 

and older women are so different, it must be supposed that the environment faced by spermatozoa in going 

back-and-forth between the woman and the young girl changes much more markedly than is typical in 

lesbian relationships. In other words, the pleasure a woman can get from the see-saw effect is going to be 

much more pronounced than is typical when similarly aged females are involved in the sex. But what 

pleases a woman does not necessarily please the nymphette. Indeed, if the man is so good as to make 

nymphetal philokalia a very desired pleasure, it is not as though a young girl is going to relatively be very 

pleased by sperm that in stillness experienced the (sexual) inside of a significantly older woman; a desire 

for such would be very contrary to the interest of experiencing the pleasure from nymphetal philokalia, 

which with a very good man might be expected to exceed significantly any gain in pleasure arising from an 

increased see-saw effect. It seems a shame to make a young girl suffer unnecessarily by causing her to be 

fertilized by spermatozoa that haven�t experienced the situations most pleasant to her. The best solution it 

seems is to allow her to be used in sex as a source of delight to other women while she is so young as to be 

infertile, so that when she does become fertile and at an age when being used hurts, it won�t be necessary 

to use and hurt her. That would be the thoughtful thing to do. Besides, probably the nymphetal and lesbian 

pleasures a female gets from a preadolescent (too young to be fertile) girl exceed that which a fertile 
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nymphette can give�it only makes sense that the younger the girl, the better she selects for sperm suited to 

fertilizing young girls. Also, by reducing somewhat the percentage of lesbian relationships between 

nymphettes and older women that involve fertile nymphettes, you are improving tachykalogeny. Indeed, so 

far as sexual pleasure is concerned, a fertile nymphette to a bad man can probably significantly increase 

her sexual pleasure by having during sexual encounters with him a lesbian relationship with a significantly 

older woman�it is more rewarding to a female to be fertilized by a bad man�s spermatozoan suited to 

fertilizing older women than by a bad man�s spermatozoan suited to fertilizing young girls.79 

                                                           
79There is also the possibility that the girl could become fertile while she is in the process of being used. If 
so, the girl could unwittingly during her first estrous cycle become pregnant while being used, which at 
first glance might be something she would be leery about from considerations of what sort of sperm she 
needs selected. My guess, however, is that the first estrous cycle is sufficiently more little-girl-like than all 
others that so far as experiencing the rewards of nymphetal philokalia is concerned, getting impregnated 
during it is like hitting the jackpot, and nature works things out because the various chemicals passed from 
the (probably very receptive) woman to the little girl make her (probably not very receptive) womb more 
receptive for embryo implantation. Accordingly, the increased anticipation of immediate pregnancy 
produces in the little girl a lesbian ecstasy that together with the lesbian see-saw-effect pleasure probably 
does more than counteract in her the pain lesbianism may cause her from it reducing the reward from 
nymphetal philokalia from what she would receive should she become pregnant during her first estrous 
cycle without help from lesbianism. 

It is important that lesbianism for the purpose of increasing fertility not be confused with the more 
significant lesbianism associated with the see-saw and decathlon effects. The lesbian fertility effect is 
presumably only important when one of the females involved is so young as to be more-or-less infertile, 
while another of the females is fertile. It is beneficial because it allows nature to enforce somewhat a rule 
similar to what societies should but often can�t effectively enforce, namely the rule that a very young girl 
should not be allowed to become pregnant unless she has the support of her parents. Nature�s law is that a 
very young girl won�t have a significant chance of becoming pregnant unless she is quite sexually intimate 
with an older woman, the most likely candidate for whom would of course be the adult female relatives she 
is around most. (It would be interesting to investigate whether the fertility effect works better the more the 
lesbian adults and child are genetically related�probably not, but who knows what is possible for nature.)  

The reason it is so important to distinguish the fertility effect (if it exists�I am less certain about 
it than about the other effects of lesbianism) from the see-saw effect is that the former effect is something 
most appropriate probably between mother and (very young) daughter. But a mother and very-young 
daughter having sex with the same man (as is necessary to produce a see-saw effect) is at least in most 
cases rather slimy�at least that is how it strikes me. If such sharing of a man is considered appropriate, 
then if a wife becomes pregnant at the same time she allows her very young daughter to become pregnant, 
it isn�t going to take a genius of a jealous husband to figure out that his wife likely committed adultery. 
And as mentioned in the last chapter, what little adultery that exists should be secret. Moreover, since 
parents should have veto power over their very young daughter�s sexuality, a mother wanting sex with a 
man who is a would-be lover of her daughter could have an obnoxious tendency to blackmail the daughter 
into allowing her would-be lover to share sex (which blackmail would be relevant precisely if the man was 
good enough to make the mother desire from lesbianism the vicarious nymphetal philokalia that occurs 
because the very young daughter selects for the sort of spermatozoa the mother could take the most 
pleasure in being fertilized by; with bad men the mother would simply opt for adultery, while disallowing 
the daughter from having sex). Spermogenic philonymphetism is such that about the only time I could 
envision a good man maybe preferring sex with a wife and daughter to (more) sex with just the daughter is 
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Besides increasing dowry requirements, another way to make sex with teens more double-or-

nothing (as is desirable) is to increase the amount young teen girls conform to other young teen girls in 

their mate preferences. Recall that ordinarily the disadvantages of excess conformity in mate preference 

among females are such that it should generally be considered improper for a woman to make public whom 

she is having or thinking of having mistress sex with. The exception, recall, is that if a woman is willing to 

agree to behave forevermore toward her sex partner with an unselfish complete deference generally only 

tolerable to a good woman in love, she should be permitted to reveal her true sexual desire to friends 

provided that the revealing is done in a clever roundabout thoughtful way that ensures that the friend will 

not be able to determine the true state of her desire unless the friend herself understands that she is required 

to share in the sex upon learning that in fact the girl is indeed sexually desirous. But to enable teen girls to 

be more conformist with each other when it comes to sexual desires, the restrictions that etiquette should 

place on their communicating their desires to each other may be reduced.80 

How much discouragements to conformity should be reduced in young teenagers is of course 

basically just a matter of opinion on where a line should be drawn. Where it should be drawn is mostly just 

a matter of judging the exact degree to which conformity is less harmful in girls than adults. Questions of 

degree don�t admit proof very well, so I shall do nothing more than enumerate the reductions in 

                                                                                                                                                                             
if the mother is unmarried and very much better than the daughter (but not so much better that the man 
would prefer simply adultery)�a rare case indeed. 

I suppose I should define what I mean by the strict lesbianism that produces the fertility effect. 
What this lesbianism involves exactly when no male is present is perhaps not clear. Basically what it 
probably involves is a nude adult female and a nude young girl keeping the anteriors of their waists tightly 
against each other for a long time. If the adult female fantasizes erotically enough about the girl having 
coitus with the man, that will presumably create moisture in her sexual insides that gravity can transfer to 
the girl below, especially if by rolling-around periodically in bed with waists clasped together, the girl can 
add some moisture herself. It was necessary to be explicit about these matters lest anyone think that 
somehow the tongue of the girl should be involved with the pelvis of the other female, a common view of 
lesbianism that strikes me as at best rather unsanitary and gross. Of course, the adult female should not 
have sex with a male for at least a few weeks before being intimate with the girl, especially if the adult 
female�s sex partner is the father of the girl, which could make for incestuous pregnancy by accident. 
80As is fairly well recognized, girls already tend to be more conformist than women. Probably such 
conformity results from a (probably more or less innate) tendency of females to understand that nymphetal 
philokalia improves when conformity is considered more innocuous in girls than in women. It is easy to 
see that the pedestrian explanation that girls more frequently conform because their greater ignorance 
makes their conforming more expedient is wrong. Indeed, if girls conformed more than women from an 
increased sense of ignorance, they would choose to conform to less ignorant women instead of girls. But as 
is obvious from observation, girls prefer to conform to other girls and most certainly not to grown women. 
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discouragement of conformity that seem appropriate to me and hope that others find them appropriate. 

First, every girl could be allowed to declare a certain relatively small number of (also young) girlfriends, of 

any of whom she should be able to freely query her sexual preference as to males. Conforming to 

girlfriends is much less harmful and unseemly in thwarting natural selection for sexual selection than 

conforming to a general opinion determined by (say) polling all girls around to see what guy has the most 

sex, and so has reduced unfortunate consequences. At least a girl would be forced to decide whom to 

choose as her girlfriends, a decision somewhat similar in quality to deciding whom to seek as a boyfriend. 

Second, a girl can share her sexual decisions with a few girls before such sharing should imply her 

deference to the male. Third, the deference implied should not be a general deference (say in money-

making matters or matters relating to care of a wife) but just a deference in being available for sex and in 

befriending other (young) girls as the man desires her to do so for purposes of attracting them to sex. Now, 

this third point is somewhat awkward in that good males are going to be hesitant commanding girls to 

attract other girls when such commands benefit mainly the self. Because altruism selection is so ineffective 

at selecting for early-mating, the goodness of not making a girl suffer by making her do lots of mistress 

chasing will likely be a consideration that too often wrongly seems more significant than the goodness of 

the behavior in effecting tachykalogeny. After all, if left to her own devices the girl could do things like 

study harder in school that later would improve her money-making ability�something that might well be 

in her better interest. That leads to the fourth reduction (which is perhaps a little more technical but not so 

much I trust as to be a technicality), namely that when a nymphette engages in massive girl befriending and 

sexual-desire sharing, it shouldn�t automatically in every case imply her becoming deferential to the male, 

but only about one-third of the time. More precisely, suppose that the requirement is merely that at least 

one-third of these super-attractor mistresses must become deferential. That will encourage conformity 

somewhat, and it will have added benefits as well. Indeed, bad men will naturally make the attractor 

mistresses who seem to love him the most be the deferential ones and make them do the most work. He�d 

be afraid of losing the other ones. In consequence, the worst mistresses (the ones who love bad men the 

most) will tend to suffer the most, as is only appropriate. Good men will also from expediency tend to 

make the attractor mistresses who seem to love him the most the deferential ones; but with good men, these 
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mistresses will tend to be the best females�the ones who love goodness and hence himself the most. Thus, 

if a good man wants a girl as an attractor mistress, that is a sign she is good and hence someone he likely 

admires. Happily, a girl won�t mind much becoming a deferential attractor mistress to a good man, because 

she knows that his wanting her as such suggests he likes her greatly in comparison to the other attractor 

mistresses, and so his good nature and sense of justice will not cause him to make many demands of her. 

The real work will be done just out of love totally freely by the nondeferential attractor mistresses (and by 

the deferential attractor mistresses by their insisting on doing more than he commands of them�the male 

should not have the right to command a deferential attractor mistress not to attract other females more than 

she wants). There will be the added benefit that these free girls will chase to attract a greater, more 

appropriate amount of time if they decide when to chase than if the man commands the amount of time 

they should engage in such activity. There is also the added benefit that when a girl sees another girl 

chasing girls just because she loves her mate so much she can�t help trying to get new girls in his bed to 

increase his sexual pleasure, it will make her totally in awe of the other girl�s mate and the power of love in 

a way very conducive I should think to her sexual attraction, even if she (the observing girl) is not 

particularly good. If a girl sacrifices to a man because she had to agree to it in order to have sex with him�

that�s impressive attraction. But if a girl freely sacrifices the same amount just to attract others for his 

sexual pleasure, imagine what he could make her sacrifice if (purely hypothetically, of course, considering 

his magnanimity) he would as selfishly as a man could would and if she could whatever she would and she 

couldn�t have sex with him unless she did what he would. That�s impressive attraction, indeed. 

Hitherto, much has been said about the effect of the age of the female in mating; however, very 

little has been said about age of the male. Young girls should be allowed to have sex, but is it preferable for 

them to have sex with boys or with men? 

As mentioned, nymphettes tend to dislike bad men because nymphettes are on account of their 

youth peculiarly susceptible to being deceived by them, and nymphettes hate being deceived. But what 

makes young girls peculiarly susceptible to deception is not just a function of their youth, it is also a 

function of the age of the male trying to deceive them. The older a deceptive male, the more wily he will 

likely be. In consequence, a young girl�s dislike of bad adults is probably greater than her dislike of bad 
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teenage males. Of course, if society gave men the same opportunity with young girls that teenage boys 

possess, probably the increased craftiness of deceptive adult males might be expected to give them an 

advantage over deceptive nonadult males in seducing young girls (though even that is not obvious�bad 

men are crafty to the extent that is in their own interest and not to the smaller extent that is in the interest of 

deceptive men in general; i.e., bad men don�t take into account that being tricky makes trickiness more 

common and thus increases female wariness of same). However, it is quite clear that bad nondeceptive 

males will have a much easier time of it when young than when old, so probably, as suggested, even if 

older males had the same opportunities as young males, bad males when older in general will have a more 

difficult time enticing young girls into sex. 

Actually, however, the important consideration is not that young girls in general probably prefer 

younger bad males to older bad males. The really important consideration is that they are definitely going 

to be significantly more hesitant to have nonrandomizing sex with older bad males than with younger bad 

males. If a bad young male is most likely successful when dealing with young females, that is not nearly as 

suggestive of undesirable qualities as would be the case with a bad older male. Indeed, for a bad male to 

seduce a similarly aged female requires a good deal more skill in deception than would be the case to 

seduce a younger female�it�s not a merely pathetic amount of deceptive ability. Of course, I�m not saying 

that such deceptive abilities are particularly impressive. After all, it�s not just that with age deceptive males 

become more wily while females become more skilled at detecting this wiliness, a situation that might be 

expected to balance out. It�s also that the good and poorly-deceptive-bad males who are the deceptive 

males� competitors become with age more skilled at presenting their desirable qualities and at deflating 

competitors� lies. So you would still expect bad deceptive males to have more difficulties in deceiving and 

seducing their own cohort of females as time goes by. And that is especially unfortunate for bad deceptive 

males, since adults rule and tend to have all the money, which makes an ability to deceive adults pretty 

much the only deception that is useful as far as survival and natural selection (as opposed to sexual 

selection) is concerned. But still, it must be admitted that what�s especially unpleasant to a young girl is not 

so much having children with the moderately undesirable characteristics possessed by teen boys who 

seduce mainly just teen girls. What young girls utterly abhor is having children with the pathetic 
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characteristics possessed by those evil deceptive adult men who must try mainly for young girls just 

because they have no appeal to the full-grown women too smart to fall for lame trickery. This abhorrence is 

so great that girls when having sex with bad (older) men will very much desire to randomize sperm 

success; otherwise, spermatozoa would be selected for that encode for the hated characteristics of those 

ancestors of the male who tended to have sex with similar parameters, i.e. who tended to have sex at an 

older age with young females. It follows that nymphetal philokalia tends to work better when the males 

having sex with the nymphettes are significantly older than the nymphettes. Indeed, if on the other hand the 

males copulating with the nymphettes are young, even a small increase in the demands society places on 

nymphettes to make nymphetal sex more rewarding to the male can cause nymphetal sex with bad males to 

be sufficiently rewarding to the male that an unacceptably high percentage of the time nymphettes in 

relationships with bad males eschew orgasmic sperm-randomizing and instead choose to make their sex 

nonrandomizing in the hopes of having children with similarly rewarding nymphette-seducing abilities. 

This inability for society to safely make nymphetal sex significantly more rewarding for the male and more 

sacrificial for the female would hinder nymphetal philokalia and hence tachykalogeny. So from 

considering the effect the age of a bad male has upon a young girl thinking of having sex with him, it 

would appear that maybe young girls should be more allowed and encouraged by society and its laws to 

become sexually active with older men than with similarly aged males. 

A consequence of immaturity is unusual susceptibility to addiction. Doubtless it is much more 

difficult to determine whether an emotion is natural or induced by addictive agents if you are so young as 

to have only a vague idea of your true feelings. Moreover, as will be investigated very carefully in the next 

chapter, �sexual� addiction (which actually should more properly be called sodomy addiction) is probably 

just a mere chemical phenomenon (probably induced by chemicals from the male). There is not the least 

reason to believe that the potency of a male�s addictive-chemical powers of seduction increases the least 

amount with age, the potency being basically just a consequence of the chemicals his body produces. 

Consequently, a bad man�s power to seduce via chemicals will not increase with age as his power to seduce 

through deception would; similarly, the power to abuse physically will not improve with age since males 

reach their physical peak early. Therefore, there is no reason to believe that an adult with chemical or 
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physically abusive seductive powers over little girls would be any more pathetic than a young male with 

the same powers. In consequence, to the extent little girls are deceived chemically or abused physically, 

there is no reason to believe that society more frowning on their relationships with boys than with men will 

increase the desired sperm-mixing behaviors which thwart a generally directed nymphetal nymphomania. 

Like a parasol basically only protects from sunburn when it is mostly sunny, restricting young girls� ability 

to become mistresses to boys basically only prevents general nymphomania when mostly deceptions are 

caused by guile as opposed to common chemical addiction. But let us not be too subtle. Let us not be like 

the overly refined Europeans who until recently considered themselves clever in leaving their umbrellas 

home on days so cloudy as to obviously present no danger of sunburn.81 What in one circumstance may 

protect from sun may yet in another prove to be even more useful in protecting from rain. Sure, to the 

extent girls are deluded by common addiction, allowing young girls to be mistresses only to adults won�t 

more discourage girls to postpone having early sex with bad males. But there is something even better than 

encouraging a young girl to postpone becoming a mistress to a bad male�encourage her to have sex with a 

good man later. Discouraging girls from having relationships with young males forces bad, abusive males 

to compete with good men rather than good boys, and good men possess much more wisdom and power 

than good boys, making the former much tougher competition for the early-peaking abusive males. It�s 

puzzling that so often society frowns on girl-man sexual relationships more than girl-boy relationships. 

Sure a certain subset of bad males improve somewhat in their deceptive powers with age, namely those 

wily males whose seductive powers are related more to deceptive trickery than physical or sexual abuse. 

But only a limited number of bad men work through wiliness. Just about all good males, however, improve 

markedly in wisdom and intellect with age. Thinking of myself, I shudder to think how utterly stupid and 

ignorant I was when a young teenager. It would be no wonder if when young I was sometimes at a loss 

how to interpret things. That despite I daresay I am now with my wisdom quite the formidable one�a 

tough competitor capable of deflating all manners of seductions evil competitors might use to beguile or 

                                                           
81According to the Columbia Encyclopedia, the umbrella was used as a protection against the sun from 
remote antiquity, in many places even being an emblem of rank. But �its use in Europe as a protection from 
rain did not become general until the 18th-century.� 
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nefariously control young girls. Put girls in the midst of men instead of boys, and bad abusive males will 

be at a marked disadvantage and girls will be better protected from abuse. No doubt about it, when girls 

fall in love with men instead of boys, they will more exclusively fall in love with good males, which of 

course is exactly what is desired. 

Girls may actually get more pleasure from nymphetal philokalia with mature adult men than with 

young males, though the difference is probably slight. Because nymphetal sex tends to be nonrandomizing, 

it more selects for fitness in sperm than does sex by a mature female. Now, the less space between 

generations of ancestral sperm, the more opportunity there is for sperm to evolve advanced fertilizing 

characteristics. So the success of a spermatozoan in a nymphette depends (all things else equal) not only on 

the frequency with which the male�s ancestors were nymphettes, but also on the frequency with which 

ancestors were young males. But not all things necessarily are equal. In particular, if the male having sex 

with the nymphette is old, the very fact of his being old will improve somewhat the chances for success of 

spermatozoa suited to fertilizing when created inside an older male such as himself. There will be a 

tendency therefore for sperm in older males to succeed when in fact there is more space between 

generations of ancestral sperm, which of course implies male ancestors that at an old age produced 

ancestral descendants. Therefore, when a nymphette copulates with an older man, the tendency of 

nymphetal sex to select for fit spermatozoa will be canceled out by the tendency of older-male sex to select 

for less fit spermatozoa. Therefore, when nymphettes have sex with older males the coitus will select more 

exclusively just for spermatozoa suited to fertilizing young girls (as opposed to spermatozoa having overall 

fitness as spermatozoa), which of course is the characteristic which when desired by nymphettes produces 

the desired nymphetal philokalia. On the other hand, it is true that, especially with respect to good males, 

girls gain more in judgment by waiting when the would-be mate is young than when he is old, which 

would tend to make nymphetal philokalia stronger when the male is young. Nevertheless, I am inclined to 

think that the former consideration is somewhat more important and that in fact nymphetal philokalia is 

slightly stronger toward adult males than toward young males. However, the difference is not sufficient to 

imply that girls don�t frequently feel nymphetal philokalia toward young males. In particular, as long as 

society (wrongly) makes it as easy or easier for girls to have mistress sex with young males than with older 
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males, girls aren�t to be blamed for having sex or wanting to have sex with good young males. Good young 

girls should have more sex with adult males than with young males not so much because good girls should 

appreciate that it be more moral and rewarding to have sex with old (good) males (which is not very much 

true), but merely because (as mentioned in preceding paragraphs) enlightened society should make it easier 

for them to have mistress sex with adult males than to have it with young males. 

Admittedly, the notion that girls should be able to have mistress sex more easily with adult men 

than with similarly aged men is rather alien to present-day society. I am somewhat hesitant to suggest that 

immediately girls should be discouraged from having mistress-sex relationships with young males, since in 

our present society, those relationships are probably the most special mistress-sex relationships that exist 

with any frequency. Indeed, it is much more important that young teen girls be allowed to have sex than 

that they be allowed to have sex with older males more easily than with younger males. And it would take 

time for society to adapt. Indeed, to allow men to have sufficient contact with young teens, there would 

have to be much more adult-child contact occurring outside the family than occurs now.82 For instance, to 

encourage such interaction, more adults should be school teachers and teachers should be allowed as others 

are to have sexual relationships with students. To ensure that good males (who from love of wife tend to 

desire large salary) would want to teach young females, teachers should be paid much more than at present. 

And since some teachers might be expected from the power they possess to extort or manipulate their 

students into sex (a danger that by the way seems overrated�the notion that females often might have sex 

for better grades is wrongly insulting of them), school policies would have to be entirely changed; e.g., 

students should be allowed to switch classes easily and test grading should be done by someone different 

from the teacher (preferably someone of same sex with little to do with student). And weekends should 

entail huge gatherings of adults with kids in various play and social activities so that those men who aren�t 

teachers also have a chance to obtain nymphettes. The PTA should be about as important to kids as the 

school itself. And more than just parents should be involved�the whole neighborhood should be 

                                                           
82 Such a policy would be reasonable on a commonplace level as well. Put those who need most to learn 
among those with the most to teach and people as a whole will become more wise and less ignorant, even 
in matters not having anything to do with sex. 
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integrated into helping to edify and amuse its children and young teens. Indeed, how exactly society should 

change to encourage much (safe) interaction between adult and child would entail a revolution in social 

structures much too complex for me to even understand or describe.83At any rate, it wouldn�t bother me if 

discouragements to young females becoming mistresses to young males are only implemented 

gradually.84I should point out that I can�t see any reason why there should be discouragements of young 

females marrying young males as opposed to older males. Indeed marriage is an entirely different 

consideration, since if marriage is caused by trickery, it is perhaps more often than not the female who is 

the trickster. 

I am finally nearing the end of my discussion regarding nymphetal sex. It strikes me I have been 

quite detailed and lengthy in my exposition of this matter, and I do hope I haven�t bored a significant 

percentage of my readers away in tedium. However, it is to be admitted that affections natural to 

nymphettes have qualities somewhat reminiscent to those that abused females feel. I can�t help but feel it 

incumbent upon me to make the distinction absolutely clear. I have already mentioned that deference suits 

nymphettes to a surprising degree, and deference is something perhaps more archetypally associated with 

abused females. The similarity is not accidental. The kind of sex that nymphettes have must be, if 

nymphetal philokalia is to work well, something that they would be terrified of having with abusive males. 

The more terrifying nymphetal sex is, the less nymphettes want to have it with bad men, an extremely 

important consideration. If nymphetal sex is more terrifying, that might scare girls from having sex with 

                                                           
83I don�t even have a good general theory of how in our present society to meet interesting females 
(beyond that of writing a good book on moral philosophy that will hopefully be so awe-inspiring and well 
known that scads of females will want to communicate with me). People tend to think me shy, impractical, 
and�believe it or not�not quite the genius when it comes to practical social skills. 
84There actually is one (moderate) advantage to actually encouraging relationships between similarly-aged 
people, an advantage which however is not idealistically important since as science and medicine improve 
the advantage will presumably all but disappear,�adults having sex with youth encourages the spread of 
venereal disease. Indeed, adults are most likely (from previous experience) to have some sort of infection, 
while youth are those whom it is most important to protect from infection (since they will have the most 
future opportunity to spread infection). This illustrates just how important and desirable it is for society to 
eliminate venereal disease. Society isn�t concerned enough. E.g., in �The Confession of 1967�, part of The 
Book of Confessions, which constitutes one-half of the official constitution of the Presbyterian Church 
(USA), can be found, �Man�s perennial confusion about the meaning of sex has been aggravated in our day 
by the availability of new means for birth control and the treatment of infection [emphasis added], by the 
pressures of urbanization, by the exploitation of sexual symbols in mass communication, and by world 
overpopulation.� 
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good males, but so what? The more terrifying the sex is, the more special and good males will be who can 

attract nymphettes to it, and so the better nymphetal sex will select for sperm having ancestral sperm 

produced by awesome men, strengthening nymphetal philokalia. So, up to a point, nymphetal sex being 

more terrifying will not discourage nymphettes from having sex with good men anywhere near as much as 

it will discourage them from having sex with bad men. 

It is instructive to examine more carefully the nonrandomizing sexual behavior nymphettes under 

the influence of philokalia desire. An important consideration is that young girls tend to be short. From this 

and simple geometry it follows that when young girls have sex, copulation tends to be deeper and more 

stretchy as it were. So as to ensure that practically all spermatozoa encounter the deep more-stretched 

environment that it is typical for spermatozoa to encounter during sex with nymphettes, girls under the 

influence of philokalia presumably desire sex to be very deep and stretchy right from the get-go.85 

Presumably, they will desire to experience the tactile sensations of sex almost right from the first deeply at 

the cervix (lest any semen go more shallowly elsewhere) and with more stretchy force than a woman not 

                                                           
85It follows that short girls probably tend to make better nymphettes than tall girls�the former can more 
easily have deep, stretchy sex. However, when there is back-and-forth lesbian behavior between two girls 
having sex with a man, since lesbianism by its nature tends to be shallow, the stillness of the girls is 
presumably more important than the distance to the cervix. Since tall girls are deeper in the crotch, and 
since height is often associated with the rape defenses of strength and speed, tall girls are somewhat more 
protected against rape than short girls; therefore, during sexual intercourse, tall girls probably have a 
greater ease that makes for an easier time maintaining the very important coolness and stillness nymphettes 
need in order to experience the height of sexual pleasure. So tall girls probably tend to make better 
lesbians, i.e., they tend to make better sex partners when several girls are sharing the sex act. But of course, 
there being both a tall girl and a short girl is an ideal situation, since that makes for much change of 
environment as spermatozoa travel from one girl to the other, and hence an improved see-saw effect. 

I should also point out that it would appear that if the foreskin is as I think associated with sperm 
transfer during lesbianism, no one would suffer more from a man being circumcised than two young girls 
feeling nymphetal philokalia toward a very good man whom they share sexually. Indeed, an uncircumcised 
man can probably cause lots of back-and-forth sperm-mixing between the two girls, but it is to be doubted 
whether he can ensure that sperm goes direct from the cervix of one girl to the cervix of the other, as 
perhaps an uncircumcised man can, and which would cause an increase in nymphetal pleasure that with 
respect to a very good man could be more important than the decrease in lesbian, see-saw-effect pleasure 
caused by sperm encountering a more uniform environment of just cervix. Since of course girls only 
experience philokalia toward good men, that is most unfortunate. A very special case to be sure, but since 
the few men hurt are the best ones, not I should think an unimportant one. Probably male circumcision is 
somewhat barbaric. However, circumcision having complex ramifications and not having been around long 
(it�s unnatural and only recently a tradition among Christians in U.S.A.), I have not evolved enough 
intuition about the matter to feel strongly or definitively about it. 
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under the influence of philokalia would desire during sex86. But sex deep and stretchy from the get-go is 

also emblematic of something else�rape. No foreplay, no stimulation of the clitoris or (as is less clear) the 

G-spot, going right to the cervix with stretchy force�all these characteristics of sex naturally intuitively 

connote rape to females. And females don�t like to be raped. Young girls especially hate to be raped, 

rapists87 of young females not only being typically evil (and thus hateful to good girls) but also being just 

the sort of pathetically controlling males all young girls would from the opposite of nymphetal philokalia 

get no pleasure and much pain in having sex with. That the various rape alarms are so situated on females 

so as to frequently cause false alarms when dealing with nymphetal philokalia may seem an accidental 

consequence of the shortness of young girls, but it is in the best interest of people as a whole that girls be 

more terrified of their nonrandomizing sexual behavior than even it is in the selfish interest of the girls 

themselves to be terrified of it. The terror is so useful that our female ancestors evolved so as to be 

naturally extremely terrified of nonrandomizing sex. Exactly why they evolved thus is not entirely clear. 

Perhaps the trait arose through inter-species competition or from the (extremely complex) phenomenon 

between species which is akin to altruism selection. 

To see more clearly that excess terror of nonrandomizing sex exists and is nonaccidental in girls, 

consider girls� attitude towards another characteristic of nonrandomizing sex, namely ejaculation. Now, 

presumably, young girls under the sway of nymphetal philokalia want to maximize the extent to which 

their sexual insides can affect the spermatozoa that are ejaculated into their bodies. Like all liquids, semen 

                                                           
86Wouldn�t women mating with good men also desire sex deeply-stretchy so as to create a kind of pseudo-
nymphetal sperm selection similar to what nymphettes select for? Not necessarily. As it turns out and as I 
shall explain later, there is the complication that sex between an older woman and a younger man selects 
more for goodness in spermatozoa than other types of sex. So when just an older women is involved, it 
isn�t clear but that maybe she would want spermatozoa suited to fertilizing older women, they coding more 
for goodness; almost certainly she would desire this if she is older than her mate. Also, lesbianism 
simultaneous with sex tends to be a shallow phenomenon, and such lesbianism favors special sperm so 
studlike as to have had studlike ancestors that can get several females at once. But in a way, since women 
typically want sex to be randomizing, it hardly matters. But perhaps it matters somewhat as women can�t 
be totally randomizing. In particular, women having randomizing sex can�t help but select for sperm 
endurance. I think I�ll leave it to women to figure it out. (There is the very relevant complication that if any 
way of having randomizing sex becomes standard, a keen woman having randomizing sex might be 
expected to do the opposite, since naturally she prefers to be fertilized by weak sperm having more useless 
abilities.) 
87As an aside I should point out that it is not so much rape that is a heinous evil (though rape is evil) as 
forcible sodomy. But most rapists probably are forcible sodomizers, so as the saying goes, same difference. 
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has surface tension. In particular, if a large quantity of semen is ejaculated into a girl at once, it will not 

necessarily spread out into a thin layer (on the cervix) so as to allow it to most be affected by the tissue of 

the nymphette. In order for the semen to adsorb88 better, presumably girls prefer for semen to exit the male 

percolator-like�slowly drop-by-drop�rather than all of a sudden geyser-like. Also, there is one 

characteristic of sperm success, namely endurance (the ability for a spermatozoon to remain viable for a 

long time) which it is not possible for female randomizing orgasm to diminish the importance of. 

Consequently, endurance being just about the only spermatozoan characteristic for which (typically 

orgasmic) sex with older females effectively selects, orgasmic sex with older females likely selects for 

sperm endurance more than nonorgasmic sex with young females does. At any rate, it is clear that if a 

young female can reduce the extent to which coitus selects for sperm endurance, she can increase the 

extent to which her coitus selects for spermatozoa suited especially to fertilizing young females�just what 

a nymphette experiencing philokalia desires. Making sex long-lasting and frequent is the best way to 

minimize the importance of sperm endurance, since such sex ensures the female always has plenty of 

spermatozoa inside her that are at or near the most virile age. Thus sex occurring slowly drop-by-drop, by 

allowing sex to be less draining of the male, is also desired by nymphetal philokalics (i.e., girls 

experiencing nymphetal philokalia) from allowing sex to be more frequent and long-lasting as she wants.89 

                                                           
88Do not confuse �adsorb� with �absorb�! They are two entirely different phenomenon! As will be 
explained in the next chapter, it is very beneficial and important that in mammals the female reproductive 
system probably does not absorb most chemicals of semen well. 
89Statistical studies have been done that suggest that in fact the more frequently a female has sex, the 
greater the chance that her child will be male, a phenomenon believed to be caused by female spermatozoa 
tending to possess more endurance than male spermatozoa (while male spermatozoa are more fit early in 
their lives). The explanation is obvious. Nymphetal philokalia selects for spermatozoa coding for ideal 
diploid characteristics�ideal diploid characteristics often leading to great abilities in a child. Now if a 
child is going to be very able, it�s better for the mother and the child for the child to be male, since 
(because pregnancy is long-lasting) awesome males can have scads of children more easily than awesome 
females can. (Lest I be accused of sexism, let me note that in general better genes have not evolved to be 
more exclusively in male sperm, because females tending to have children at a younger age than males 
makes better characteristics evolve more easily in female sperm.) As an aside, it is interesting to note that 
such arguments also might be expected to imply a correlation between the goodness of the male and the 
extent to which sperm endurance is associated exclusively with female sperm. 

More generally, there is research suggesting that the older a woman is when she gives birth, the 
more likely her child is female. 
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If excess terror toward nymphetal sex exists in young girls as suggested, you would expect steady drop-by-

drop sex to be more terrifying to girls than merely its characteristics in the gross would appear to warrant. 

Standing back for a moment, it wouldn�t appear that if a male uses his penis during sex more like 

a fine paint brush to drop-by-drop coat the surface of the cervix that would intrinsically be more scary than 

if he shoots his semen into her like a high-pressure paint sprayer. After all, rape being quick and forceful so 

far as the mechanics of the sex act is concerned, it is doubtless more typically an all-at-once, high-pressure 

ejaculation. But intuitively, I am quite clear that in fact drop-by-drop is more scary for girls. Girls have 

evolved to find the abuse-like characteristics of drop-by-drop ejaculation more scary, notwithstanding that, 

at least to me on a purely intellectual level, I can�t see why sudden ejaculation shouldn�t be considered 

more rape-like (though emotionally I kind of almost agree with the girls it�s more lurid). But I daresay girls 

more look at the (more subtle) resemblance of the sameness of drop-by-drop sex to the jadedness that 

occurs in addictively abused people. The chemicals of abuse more affect mood than sudden emotions, and 

mood is steady and long-term. Exactly why abuse affects slow-changing mood rather than more affecting 

emotions like ecstasy suddenly and over a short duration may in fact be just because nature90 caused 

                                                           
90I.e., inter-species altruism selection, more commonly called the divine hand of providence. This inter-
species altruism selection is incredibly complicated because it involves all the animals and plants humans 
interact with. So it is very difficult to trace its operation, especially in the past. But I daresay it is a great 
deal more important phenomenon than people credit, especially when our ancestors lived more in harmony 
with nature than now. Now that people move about often and (tragically) are not in harmony with nature, 
and especially are not in harmony with that part of nature which lives a long time and so can most easily 
evolve so as to reward itself by affecting positively the behaviors and morals of the creatures that affect it 
positively (e.g., the old-growth trees have mostly all been felled), the phenomenon is less important�but 
more necessary! 

One can (very speculatively) imagine, for instance, that squirrels obtain much of their food from 
nuts and that by burying these nuts, they greatly benefit the trees producing the nuts. Trees whose nuts 
produce nutrients that are precursors of long-acting-mood brain chemicals rather than sudden-emotion 
brain chemicals perhaps will cause the squirrels living around them to evolve better, which because a tree 
lives a long time in comparison with a squirrel, will benefit not only the squirrels but the tree also. Of 
course, how nature behaves is extremely complicated, so the truth is doubtless different and more involved 
than this imagined speculation. Hopefully, however, I have given an idea of what I mean by inter-species 
altruism selection.  

As an aside I should point out that trees would be the plants most likely to have medicinal 
properties. If a plant arises which is medicinal if its seeds are eaten in a way that is beneficial to it, then if 
the plant is long-lived, it will benefit significantly by causing correct feeding traits to evolve in the animals 
around it. Medicinal benefits of plants are probably mostly nonobvious to animals; on the other hand, if 
something has nutritive value, that will be obvious because it will taste good. So in short-lived plants you 
would expect plants more to attract animals to disperse its seed by offering food rather than medicine for 
the animal. And in very short-lived weed-type plants (e.g., marijuana) you would expect the plants to 
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humans to evolve in a way more appropriate for them; i.e., in a way that makes girls more generally 

terrified of steady drop-by-drop sex than is in their selfish interest. At any rate, I daresay girls are more 

likely to view their desire for steady drop-by-drop sex as being the result of an artificially induced 

jadedness than as being the result of a desire for sex that in its slowness is nonrapelike, and certainly it�s 

hard to justify that fact as merely accidental. 

OK, I guess now I have disgusted certain people. If it is important for girls as a whole to be more 

scared of nonrandomizing sex (and hence nymphetal philokalia) than is in their selfish interest, why, the 

reader might ask, am I trying to make girls less afraid of nonrandomizing sex by pointing out that their 

fears are more than what is in their self-interest? The cynic will doubtless believe the explanation is facile 

enough�I want sex with nymphettes so much it is skewing my morality. Perhaps others will believe me 

some mad scientist possessed of an infernal curiosity bordering on madness. An infernal curiosity that 

never brooks an opportunity to understand and profit by every little phenomenon that exists no matter how 

intimate or explicit. And indeed there can be little doubt that there is some knowledge that people as a 

whole are better off not knowing. Certainly humanity would be better off if no one gained the knowledge 

of how to build an atom bomb, for instance.  

                                                                                                                                                                             
attract animals by offering even more seductive addictive substances. In competition with its competitors in 
its species, it is of no harm to a short-lived plant that it causes the animals benefiting it to evolve in a 
harmful way. Long before those animals evolve significantly, the plant will be dead and the genes it passes 
on will be mixed-in with plants far from it. 

But especially for very long-lived trees, you wouldn�t expect the tree simply to be medicinal. That 
would increase life-span so much in the animals around it that the animals would evolve too slowly. Many 
medicinal plant products probably tend to be fatal if eaten incorrectly. The most likely candidates for 
medicines would appear to me to be woody non-wind-dispersed seeds from trees, which obviously can�t 
have much attraction in way of macro-nutrients. The seeds should be swallowed rather than chewed; 
indeed, it is of great benefit to the tree that its seeds be swallowed rather than chewed, so probably, far 
from being medicinal, the inside of the seed releases toxic possibly fatal compounds when chewed. And of 
course, eat the right amount, or that might be fatal. A tree wouldn�t appreciate all its seeds being swallowed 
all-at-once by one individual�that would not disperse them enough. If I had terminal cancer, I think what 
I would do would be to gather seeds from high-up in very ancient cedar trees (which by the way intuitively 
have to me a very medicinal look suggestive of long-life�I would advise you to use a tree that looks 
intuitively appropriate to you) and swallow them whole as pills are swallowed (perhaps people�s intuition 
of the importance of this swallowing rather than chewing when taking seeds medicinally explains why 
medicine is popular when packaged as pills). I would start with just a few, and slowly increase the dose, 
being careful to observe adverse effects. Perhaps if my book catches on well enough, pharmacists will 
examine such seeds scientifically, obviating the need for people to take imprudent risks, and allowing the 
pharmacists to artificially create more of the chemicals than our depleted forests can produce. 
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I have often wondered whether there be some moral knowledge the world as a whole would be 

better off not knowing. It�s something I had to think about, for instance, when I came to conclusion that 

sodomy was a chemical addiction.91So far I have never yet encountered an interesting moral issue that 

upon reflection I have decided was better off kept unshared.92 But that girls probably find nonrandomizing 

sex more terrifying than is in their self-interest is of all the general truths I have arrived at when 

considering morality that which most plausibly should remain secret. It is a testament indeed to the power 

and goodness of truth that even here it is better for people to understand the truth than to be ignorant. That 

girls should feel even more terror of nymphetal nonrandomizing sex than is in their individual self-interest 

is a testament precisely to the extreme importance of girls not mistakenly having nonrandomizing 

nymphetal sex with bad males. Such nonrandomizing early sex is definitely not in the interest of the girl 

having it or the greater good; therefore, the best way of ensuring that girls do not have such 

nonrandomizing sex is to teach them the facts concerning precocious sex. 

The situation is somewhat reminiscent of virginity. A girl naturally feels that if she gives her 

virginity to a man during sex, that is special and quite a reward for the male. But she is wrong. Basically, 

virginity on a female no more improves a man�s capacity to enjoy sex with her than wrapping paper 

improves a man�s capacity to enjoy a toy Christmas present. It�s what�s inside that matters (the female or 

the toy).93 The reason females feel virginity is important is that by believing this relatively unimportant 

error they are protected from another error not nearly so venial. They will be protected from the extremely 

widely circulated lie (backed by those under the influence of sodomy-addiction-produced feelings) that it is 

inconsequential if a female puts herself at risk of being molested and becoming a sodomy addict, as sex 

                                                           
91The answer here is still quite obvious. Even if pointing out that sodomy is a chemical addiction hurts 
sodomy addicts more than it helps them�which I (still fairly certainly) do not believe since I think most 
sodomy addicts have sufficient willpower to in fact overcome their addiction�, clearly never-abused 
people will benefit markedly and absolutely from they and their educators being more educated in what to 
be wary of. 
92Perhaps this is a ridiculous statement. After all, if I did discover such a moral issue, that would be so 
bizarre that who knows, maybe it would be best to lie and pretend that I have not encountered such issues. 
But admittedly ambiguity is not one of my strong suits. I have no carefully worked-out theory about how to 
be so. 
93I don�t mean to imply that I resent gift-wrapping. I go along with it good-naturedly. 
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necessarily puts her. But there is no reason for me to fear making girls sophisticated by teaching them the 

truth, because no girl is going to believe me when I assert that virginity is inconsequential unless she 

believes my reasons for its being inconsequential, and if she believes those, she will be much better 

protected than by believing virginity is important. Yes, if she appreciates my argument concerning 

virginity, that actually could be an indirect testament to the truth of my antimolestation arguments; the 

more a fact explains, the more reason there is to believe it. And there will also be the extra advantage to 

making a girl sophisticated that if she has lost her virginity to an undesired male, she will feel less guilty 

about marrying someone else later on. Granted, sophistication concerning loss of virginity is not exactly 

analogous to sophistication concerning nymphetal nonrandomizing sex, and from what I have said so far, 

the argument for (truthfully given) sophistication concerning the former is stronger; but there is another 

point of comparison. Society as a whole definitely overvalues what fear of loss of virginity prevents. It 

hardly views sodomy as evil at all and is busy nullifying the antisodomy laws that were in all 50 states. 

However, it is equally certain to anyone believing in the phenomenon of nymphetal philokalia that society 

undervalues what fear of nymphetal sex prevents. Teen pregnancy is society�s bête noire, and nymphetal 

sex has been made very illegal. It doesn�t take a rocket scientist to see that nymphetal philokalia is 

irrelevant and hopeless so long as a society has effectively enforced laws precluding all sex with female 

minors. No nymphettes, no nymphetal philokalia. 

Since nymphettes have a natural tendency to feel less nymphetal philokalia than is in their own 

self-interest, and since the most likely assumption for people to make is the wrong one that nymphettes 

typically desire nymphetal sex probably at least as much as it is in their self-interest to do so, it is likely 

that much of the general prejudice toward nymphetal sex is explicable precisely from people having made 

that wrong assumption, i.e., the assumption that girls don�t have a natural tendency to desire nymphetal sex 

less than is in their own self-interest. Therefore there is the consideration that much beneficial correction of 

societal prejudice against nymphetal sex can probably be accomplished by in fact pointing out that girls 

tend to desire nymphetal sex with good men less than is in their own self-interest�a consideration that 

surely would overarch whatever advantage there might otherwise (doubtfully) be in encouraging girls to be 

ignorant and thoughtless about the likely meaning of some of their nymphetal feelings. 
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I don�t wish to intimate, however, that correcting peoples� attitudes toward nymphetal sex will be 

particularly difficult. Our age is rather unique in its disdain for teen pregnancy and nymphetal sex. Much 

of this disdain comes probably from another unique characteristic of our age, namely its lack of disdain for 

sodomy and abuse. People know intuitively there are some people to be paranoid about. Since they don�t 

believe in fearing men who like to sodomize, they choose instead to fear men who find young girls sexy. 

Antisodomy fears get channeled in wrong ways all the time. Just look at what Joe McCarthy did to the 

phantom communists and what Adolf Hitler did to the Jews. But McCarthy and (more especially) Hitler 

were particularly insidious men whose powers to confuse about sodomy probably arose from ancestors 

with strong sodomizing tendencies whose ability to reproduce largely depended on their ability to subvert 

their sodomized victims� natural antisodomy emotions. 

The confusion of the present age in this country probably is more from the women�s� rights 

movement being just that�i.e., a rights movement for women as opposed to females in general. Male 

opinion about young girls being allowed to be sexual probably doesn�t vary much with age (bad males are 

significantly more for it when young while good males are probably somewhat more aware they are for it 

when older). But females tend to be a good deal more for nymphetal sex when young. Selfish women view 

younger females as competition they could do without. Dissipated women, who typically are first abused 

when young, may or may not come to see the extent of their folly. If they do, they will likely from 

ignorance blame their shortcomings on early sexuality rather than disgusting behavior or addiction. If they 

don�t, they will of course not be averse to encouraging people to fear and be disgusted by nymphetal sex as 

opposed to sodomy. The good news is that the dowdy women who probably are most responsible for anti-

nymphetal-sex hysteria are probably very open to change. It should be very easy to convert women�s 

hatred of nymphetal sex into the hatred of sodomy that is only natural. After all, women tend to be wiser 

than girls and by nature definitely tend to be more antisodomy than men. The influential dowdy women 

aren�t at all evil the way Hitler and McCarthy were, no not at all, and so it really should be very easy to get 

them to change their tune�just a matter of a good washing, basically. 

And there is still another reason why older women might be more willing than expected to accept 

that older men should be more involved with younger women; a fact women can accept not only on its own 
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merits, but also as an aspect of a larger truth, namely that relationships should be encouraged between 

differing age groups, a truth that goes both ways. That is, not only should older men be given the 

opportunity to be more involved with young females, but also older women should be given the 

opportunity to be more involved with young males. The latter consideration would of course be expected to 

be quite approvable by older women, increasing as it does their choices in mating. 

Just as tachykalogeny can occur by there being less space between generations of good females 

than between generations of bad females, it can occur by there being less space between generations of 

good males than bad males. And the reasons that imply altruism selection is ineffective at selecting for 

early mating in good girls imply in the same or similar ways that altruism selection is ineffective at 

selecting for early mating in good boys. Indeed, basically, sex is not more rewarding to a young male than 

it is to an older male�the advantage of having a child in a slightly less-evolved society is small. However, 

such an advantage repeats generation after generation in descendants, and so occurs so many places as to in 

fact be not an inconsiderable benefit to his related descendants as a whole. But after a few generations, 

descendants are only very marginally related to the original man, resulting in him gaining little of the 

benefit. Thus, because the connections between an early mater and those benefiting from such early mating 

are so tenuous and distant, there is little reason to suppose altruism selection could select well for early 

mating. Granted, altruism selection works fairly well in selecting for goodness, but not infrequently, 

altruism selection fails even to promote goodness because the difficulty of judging goodness 

(notwithstanding goodness is comparatively easy to judge) makes it difficult for good people to reward 

mostly just good people. Since to reward by early mating mostly just early-mating people requires not only 

present good judgment but good judgment and early mating desires on the part of very distant descendants 

perhaps bearing little resemblance to self, how much more often can one expect altruism selection to fail to 

select for early-mating! It can hardly be expected to work at all. However, because distantly related 

descendants of a good man nevertheless tend to reflect his goodness, it would still be best that he mate 

early. Therefore, for tachykalogeny to best evolve goodness, there needs to be a mechanism that tends to 

cause good males to mate earlier than bad males. 
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If good older women tend to have sex with young men while bad older men tend to have sex with 

similarly-aged men, then from that supposition and the preference of good women for good males it would 

follow (as is desirable for tachykalogeny) that good males having sex with older women would tend to 

have sex at a younger age than bad males having sex with older women. Thus, all that is required to 

encourage good males to mate earlier is a mechanism that makes good women prefer young males to older, 

similarly aged males. It is quite clear that there is no strong such mechanism operating�good women, 

being good, mostly just judge men according to their goodness, ability, and need, being thus quite 

indifferent as to age. However, assuming society is constructed properly, a mechanism in order to affect 

female behavior appropriately does not have to be so strong as to frequently cause women to alter mating 

decisions based on the age of the male. Even if only (say) five percent of the time a good female would 

reject a similarly-aged male whom if younger she would mate with, that would be enough, assuming 

society gives females a choice, to make good women choose their lifestyles so as to greatly increase their 

tendency to be around young men, and that would suffice (from the mere consideration that people mate 

only with people they have met) to significantly increase the tendency of good women to mate young 

males. 

As it turns out there is a mechanism that moderately increases a bad woman�s desire for older 

males. If an older woman mates with a bad older male, there is a significant possibility that the male tricked 

her into mating. However, a bad older woman probably actually prefers becoming a mistress through male 

trickery to becoming a mistress otherwise than through trickery. Indeed, if a male can trick an older 

typically wise woman into having sex with him, that is quite an accomplishment. The ability to trick older 

females is very useful to survival inasmuch as older people and older females in particular have much 

power and money. Thus, unlike an ability to trick just young females, natural selection in bad men favors 

significantly those who can trick full-grown adults. Moreover, if a male has the power to trick older 

females into sex, imagine his power to trick young females into sex! An older bad female would very much 

appreciate the idea of having children with deceptive abilities that reflect those of a male who can trick her 

into sex. To a bad mistress, the desire for children with strong tricking powers would exceed her desire for 

children with the qualities she was tricked into believing her mate possessed. It follows that bad older 
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women like the idea of mating a man who may be tricking her into sex. If it turns out she is tricked, so 

much the better for her. But young men are so inferior in trickery powers to older men, the probability that 

a young male could trick her into sex is minuscule. True, young males who can trick are more impressive 

than older males who can trick, but it is clear that the probability of finding a man with a given level of 

trickiness decreases as the level of trickiness increases faster than the level of trickiness increases, so the 

rarity of young males tricking older women dominates (probably rather strongly) the impressiveness of 

young males who can trick.94 So at least when it comes to mistress sex95, bad older women somewhat tend 

to prefer older or similarly aged men, a phenomenon I shall call kakogynal philogerontia96. 

Just as sperm selection is relevant in encouraging relationships between good men and young 

females, it is relevant in encouraging relationships between good women and young males. Spermatozoa 

that prosper when developed inside young males are doubtless somewhat different from spermatozoa that 

prosper when developed inside older males. When an older female has sex with a young male, she is 

selecting for spermatozoa that prosper when developed inside a young male and introduced into an older 

female. The sort of spermatozoa that prosper under these circumstances will tend to be the spermatozoa 

with ancestral spermatozoa that encountered similar conditions with sufficient frequency as to evolve to 

prosper under them. Since kakogynal philogerontia implies that good females more than bad females will 

                                                           
94It is mathematically obvious that at high levels of trickiness this is so. Indeed, if at high levels of 
trickiness men twice as tricky (as measured in expected number of women tricked into sex) were half (or 
more) as common, it would follow that the expected number of women tricked into sex by a man would be 
infinite. Intuitively, letting x denote male trickiness, the far end of the trickiness density function doesn�t 
resemble 1/x (which having infinite integral can�t even be a constant multiple of a density function and 
certainly not a constant multiple of one with finite expectation), but densities of more common 
distributions like the normal distribution (the bell curve).  
95With respect to marriage, the situation appears more neutral. Older women mind being tricked into 
marriage by males, because marrying a man who is less fit than anticipated entails less ability on his part to 
care for her by being a provider. Still, there is a benefit to her in having children more likely to be tricky, 
so a bad older woman�s preference to not be tricked into marriage is probably not very strong. It goes both 
ways, however. That is, young men are going to be hesitant to marry bad older women from a reasonable 
fear of being tricked into marriage (if it were otherwise, a female being able to trick a much younger male 
into marriage would be totally unimpressive, which would make such hesitance quickly evolve). Thus, you 
are still going to see a tendency for marriages entered by bad older women to involve older husbands, 
though the tendency for bad older women to have similar-aged or older mates is probably a good deal 
weaker with respect to marriage than outside of wedlock. 
96Kakogynal, which shall mean pertaining to bad women, from the Greek words for bad and woman, and 
philogerontia, which shall mean sexual desire for old men, from the Greek words for love and old man. 
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tend to have sex when older with young males, it follows that an older female by having nonrandomizing 

(nonorgasmic) sex with a young male selects for spermatozoa whose ancestral spermatozoa tended to 

encounter (during copulations that created ancestors) good females, and hence that these spermatozoa 

would tend to code for diploid characteristics beloved by good females. Therefore, sex between an older 

female and a younger male tends to select for those of his spermatozoa having diploid characteristics most 

beloved by good females, and the children created during such sex could be expected to be somewhat more 

good than would be expected if sperm success were a purely random affair. Thus, the desire of good older 

women for young males is somewhat different from the desire of young girls for good males. Indeed, the 

former is a desire for children that are more good, while the latter is a desire for children that are more 

able; the former inspired by her unselfish love of goodness, the latter inspired by her need of prolonged 

intense sexual pleasure (as well as an unselfish desire to satisfy her mate�s spermogenic philonymphetism). 

It is necessary to name the phenomenon of good women preferring young males from a desire for sperm 

selection to increase the goodness of sperm. I shall call it kalogynal philoauxneokalia.97 I should point out 

that kalogynal philoauxneokalia is probably significantly weaker in producing tachykalogeny than is 

nymphetal philokalia. The problem is that kalogynal philoauxneokalia depends on bad women preferring 

older men, a not very strong phenomenon, and also on sperm success in sex between bad older women and 

older men being somewhat not random, while it probably mostly is random notwithstanding older women 

prefer older men and their sperm. But recall that a phenomenon not involving sperm selection, namely 

kakogynal philogerontia, also implies that bad older women are less likely than good older women to 

desire young males. So the tendency of the mating habits of older women to advance goodness through 

tachykalogeny still has a fair amount of strength. But again, kakogynal philogerontia and kalogynal 

philoauxneokalia are not so strong that they would produce much tachykalogeny unless women are given 

the freedom as to what sort of lifestyle to lead, i.e., whether to be around young males or older males, 

which freedom greatly magnifies the consequences on mating behavior of mate preference. 

                                                           
97Kalogynal, which shall mean pertaining to good women, from the Greek words for good and woman, and 
philoauxneokalia, which shall mean love of a young male from the desire to have sex in a way that 
increases sperm goodness, from the Greek words for love, increase, young, and goodness. 
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To sum, women should be able to choose between lifestyles that put them into contact with 

younger males and lifestyles that put them more into contact with older males, and they should mostly be 

allowed to mate males of all ages. The exception is that probably older women should not be allowed to 

marry (as opposed to being a mistress to) very young males (say those not out of high school), since males 

that young are more or less totally susceptible to being tricked in various ways by the often cunning older 

females. Probably (so as to allow mating and caring when the male loves the woman enough to marry her) 

in the exceptional case when the male loves the older woman enough to desire caring, he should be 

allowed to have responsibility-free sex when young and only be expected to marry the woman if when 

more mature at age (say) 21 he still desires to care for her. As for responsibility-free mistress sex, it is hard 

to see why any male young or old would consider himself having been taken advantage of by having been 

manipulated into that, and so the concern society has for young males in such relationships seems quite 

preposterous in the light of the day, and indeed is something merely for Jay Leno to make fun of in Mary 

Kay LeTourneau jokes. Societal prejudices against such relationships should be very easily laughed right 

off the law books. Especially would such prejudices be easy to overcome if (as recall is somewhat 

appropriate) young females had more opportunity to be involved sexually with older men than with 

younger men. Indeed, most stigma against older women being involved with younger males probably 

stems from the former occasionally wanting to relive seedy abuse experiences from youth that involved 

young males. These seedy experiences when young with similarly-aged (and thus young) males would not 

be nearly so common if young females had more to do with older males than similarly aged ones. Older 

women being free to mate young males is an important freedom they should have, and we may hope they 

will appreciate its importance at the same time they appreciate the importance of older males being free to 

mate young females. 

At present, there are enough females ferociously against men wanting sexual relationships with 

young girls, that I would be hesitant to admit publicly in this book that I find young girls sexually attractive 

if I didn�t believe that in fact my opinions have a good chance of changing people�s attitudes toward men 

wanting girls as nymphettes. Granted, not wanting to go to jail, I might be just as hesitant if not more so 

than ordinary men to have sex with young girls in our present society with its laws. After all, going to jail 
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would hurt my ability to make a living, which would hurt not only myself, but my (future) wife also. So 

quite generally, notwithstanding unselfish men probably more find young girls sexy, they may be more 

hesitant to have sex with them in our present society. I am perhaps no exception. However, women might 

wrongly believe that I could not resist my sexual urges (after all child predators are irreformable); nothing 

could be further from the truth, but a woman anxious to show herself more of a hero mom than the next 

woman might not be very sensitive to my ease of indifference. I do not want fanatical stupid parents to try 

to run me down with their mini-vans. What�s probably more to the purpose (I don�t think my neighbors 

quite so uncivilized), if I didn�t think I could change societal prejudices against having sex with young 

girls, I would still consider it important (in suggesting truth and what should idealistically be the case, and 

in not scaring away friends from any future daughter I should have) to have good friendly relations with 

children in nonsexual matters such as edification and play�but being a pariah would make such relations 

difficult. Holding the opinions I do, I rather avoid children of people that don�t know me well, knowing 

that until my book gains acceptance, my having had such relationships, no matter how nonsexual or brief, 

could later prove awkward if not dangerous. Of course, I am still a practical person. What I would do if a 

girl wants to have sex with me, and what I recommend to others encountering a similar situation, is to tell 

her parents. They might approve, after all. And if they do, I figure there is probably some way around the 

law that lawyers can tell you about. I can well imagine that Congressmen (mostly men) have made or 

tolerated loopholes in the law which of course they too might have occasion to want to jump through, 

especially since congressmen tend toward patriotism and early-mating is patriotic. Probably (just a guess 

not to be interpreted as legal advice�I have not looked into the matter!), the parents could (say) let me be 

a chaperone to their daughter(s) on a trip to some obscure sexually liberal country that allows mostly 

anyone to have sex with all ages, or maybe they could send us on a mid-ocean cruise on some ship or yacht 

on which, legally speaking, anything goes. Such trips would be edifying, of course, merely from the 

standpoint of learning and gaining new experiences, so there would be no need for me to feel guilty about 

the time lost. But again, there might be some pretty obscure laws that are relevant, so I would definitely see 

a lawyer before I did such a thing to make sure I went about things in a way that wouldn�t have legal 

ramifications. I�m pretty sure I wouldn�t risk anything if I wasn�t very sure I could get away with it under 
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the law. And for legal reasons and my reputation (and moral reasons if the girl(s) are very young), I would 

definitely want the parents to approve beforehand of any sexual activity I should have. 

In a way, parents� solicitude toward the attitude of a man sexually desired by their young 

daughter(s) is understandable, even if the desired relationship is not sordid in a technical sense. In sex with 

young females, it is very important for the good male to be extremely pure and innocent emotionally both 

during the sex and in the immediate period prior to the sex. Nymphetal philokalia gives pleasure to the 

extent the sperm selected for code goodness (in diploid individuals). Now, as we shall see in the next 

chapter, vulgar sexual depravity is associated with certain (addicting and pain-sensitizing) chemicals in 

semen. Good chromosomes are less likely to have genes coding for the production of these wicked 

chemicals. What�s even more important, good chromosomes and their parts are likely to have been in 

ancestral spermatozoa which had less occasion to encounter before and during fertilization these wicked 

chemicals. Accordingly, good chromosomes are likely to have evolved so that when in spermatozoa they 

are best able (in competition with other spermatozoa) to fertilize when the concentration of wicked 

chemicals is low. Especially when the man�s mate is having nonrandomizing sex (as nymphettes feeling 

nymphetal philokalia have), by decreasing the concentration of wicked chemicals in his semen, the man 

can greatly increase the goodness of the spermatozoa that have a chance of fertilizing the female. 

Accordingly, by the same effect on sexual pleasure as increasing the goodness of her mate, a low 

concentration of wicked chemicals in her mate�s semen greatly enhances a nymphette�s philokalia and 

hence sexual pleasure. Actually, the increase in her sexual pleasure may even be extreme, because sordid 

sodomy-like deception more than rational deception is what the opposite of nymphetal philokalia most 

causes pain in young females (rational deception is more useful in the adult world where natural selection 

more operates�e.g., it�s not practicable in every-day haggling over prices or business deals to gain a good 

price or deal by molesting the person you�re haggling with), and a decrease in wicked chemicals in semen 

selects precisely for chromosomes with a decreased tendency to code for individuals succeeding via 

sodomy-like deceptions (as opposed to coding for individuals succeeding via other, rational deceptions). 

Doubtless no male has absolutely benign chemicals in his semen. Everyone probably has had some bad 

ancestors, and at any rate, going back far enough, all our ancestors were primitive, living doubtless in a 
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world in which uncouth behavior was much more common than present. Some wicked chemicals are going 

to be there, and since these chemicals are known to fluctuate from ejaculation to ejaculation and are useful 

only in evil sodomizing, it may be presumed that purity of thought is important in reducing these levels. 

Aye, to not sodomize and to not fantasize about sodomy are not sufficient. As we shall see, from an 

antisodomy standpoint humans are extremely deficient at being able to recognize emotionally when 

precisely to evoke antisodomy emotions. No reason to believe that on an emotional level it is harder to 

wrongly identify nonsodomy by you of another as sodomy by you of another than it is to wrongly identify 

nonsodomy by another of you as sodomy by another of you. And it is when the male emotionally wrongly 

mistakes himself having sex with a girl with himself sodomizing a girl that his emotions doubtless cause an 

increase in wicked chemicals in his semen. So purity of thought�total absence of sodomizing emotions�

is essential in producing an ejaculate virtually devoid of wicked chemicals, a result useful not only to 

promote the goodness of offspring, but also to greatly increase the sexual desire of the nymphette. 

Especially is purity of thought essential because the various aspects of nymphetal sex have as recall 

evolved to resemble sodomy in superficial particulars. E.g., it is best before or while having sex with a 

nymphette not to think very much about her agreeing to be a slave (as recall it is often appropriate for her 

to be) nor to consider that coitus should be (because it produces the greatest sexual lust in her) impatiently 

deep and forcefully stretching of her cervix (like rape would be) and accompanied by percolator-like slow 

and prolonged deep ejaculation (that will evoke a steady emotion in her perhaps not entirely different in its 

external particulars from the sordid jadedness of a dissipated female). Purity is essential. 

Fortunately, the mechanism by which men probably chiefly should control girls having sex with 

them is so automatic that a man really doesn�t have to dangerously (perhaps causing slightly impure 

emotion) dwell on controlling a preadolescent nymphette in order to control her as he should. As we shall 

see, nymphettes indeed tend to be holy, but with respect to a preadolescent nymphette, she typically has to 

be fairly devoted to lusting for her mate and otherwise sexually pleasing him (mainly by attracting other 

girls into sex) in order to be holy-looking (and the fewer girls the nymphette is sharing sex with, the more 

devoted she has to be). It is easy to see why such a tendency in men exists. A typical girl is very afraid of 

lust and quite reasonably would generally if having sex prefer to lust and attract other females devotedly 
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only after she is sure that the sex is enjoyable and beautiful to her before being controlled but after having 

experienced it. No problem. A little girl is not very fertile, and so there is no harm in holiness being a way 

to control her. If she and her mate are decent, she will typically start lusting seriously for him and 

otherwise devoting herself to his sexual pleasure long before she becomes more than marginally fertile, and 

that will make her holy to her mate. So men finding devotion a sine qua non of holiness toward very young 

nymphettes is an effective low-cost tool that makes more-selfish less-good nymphettes obedient in girl 

attracting98, which is of course perfectly desirable. Also, by associating it thus with controlling tendencies, 

holiness toward preadolescent nymphettes becomes more associated with success in the male (with 

dominating nymphettes, getting them to lust, and obtaining many for sex), and so holiness selects better for 

the kind of sperm females want, which selection is ideal inasmuch as it increases both nymphetal philokalia 

and the rewards which a man can give to a wife or other loved female via holiness. I should point out that 

with respect to older, post-adolescent nymphettes, there is basically no such phenomenon. Indeed, I have 

noticed that post-adolescent girls (unlike preadolescent girls) typically can be holy even while they are 

lightsome and not very serious looking (though seriousness probably nevertheless helps a little in 

increasing the magnitude of the holiness). That�s understandable inasmuch as post-adolescent girls stand a 

good chance of getting pregnant more or less immediately upon having sex, and so they don�t have much 

time to reform, which makes it kind of cruel to not start being holy toward them right away. Of course, in 

contradistinction to holiness, purity and cleanness of thought is something always to be striven for with 

respect to females, and it would be especially disgusting and evil for a male to use unclean thought as a 

way of punishing a girl into obedience, regardless of her age. 

Because young girls tend to conform more than adults do, it follows that just as holiness is 

frequently appropriate when having sex with several females at once (because unholy sex typically 

involves less-loved female sex partners who are thus probably less good and more conformist�sufficiently 

conformist that when several are having sex with a man at once that suggests unimpressive conformity and 

                                                           
98 I�m quite sure I don�t like the idea of forcing a girl to be still, however. If the man having sex with her is 
good, she would probably be still during sex (at least after a very short while), and if he is bad, he 
presumably doesn�t want her to be still anyway (Why would he want her body to select for his most 
pathetic chromosomes?). 
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indifference to male need as a cause of at least one choosing sex), holiness is also more appropriate when 

having sex with a nymphette. If an adult woman has sex all by herself with a good man, then absence of 

holy feelings in her mate does not very much suggest that she decided for sex from imitation. Women just 

don�t imitate much, especially women good enough to want sex with a good man. Consequently, even 

though women loved in a holy way by a good man decide for sex from imitation a small fraction of the 

time that women loved in an unholy way do, the difference (which is what matters) between the 

frequencies, being a difference of two small quantities, is going to be small and insignificant. But if a girl 

wants sex with a good man, then because imitation (toward other girls) is so much more common in youth, 

then if he doesn�t have holy love toward her, that suggests a lower level of goodness that in fact would 

suggest imitation as a significant cause of her deciding for the sex. The difference in suggesting imitation 

by a female between holy love and nonholy love is probably only slightly less in the case of a young 

female having sex than in the case of several women having sex simultaneously. So young girls are 

sexually pleased by holiness in men just as women sharing sex are. Of course, when several girls are 

considering having sex with a man at once, the girls are going to be especially sexually pleased by holy 

feelings in him because they are both young and aware that they will be sharing the sex simultaneously 

with other females. 

There are additional ways in which holiness is correlated with goodness and purity of thought, 

which again cause nymphettes to good men to find holiness especially sexually pleasant. Bad males tend to 

have holy feelings toward a female merely to the extent they think they have to in order to avoid repulsing 

the female from sex entirely�expediency guides holiness in bad men. Consequently, the more a bad man 

is desired by a female, the more he is going to be unholy. Accordingly, sperm selection causes in bad men 

for there to be a correlation between spermatozoa whose ancestors were very strongly desired by females 

and spermatozoa produced under unholy conditions. Therefore, to the extent sex is nonrandomizing, girls 

are less fond of holiness in bad men than they otherwise would be. Good males too are perhaps not above 

adjusting their holiness levels with an eye toward what is judged necessary for attracting. But if a good 

male is fond of a female, then no matter how desperate her longings appear, he will from goodness tend to 

be holy in sex with her just because holiness delights her. Accordingly, in good males, holiness toward a 
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female is more associated with greater worth of the female than with lesser desire by her for him. 

Therefore, in good men, the tendency for spermatozoa produced under unholy conditions to have ancestors 

whom were very strongly desired by females is less and counteracted by their tendency to have ancestors 

more desired by better females. Hence the tendency doesn�t weaken girls� fondness for holiness in good 

men as it would in bad men (if the sex with bad men be nonrandomizing). Accordingly, and because good 

men are sometimes holy just because they want to please the female, good men try to be holy somewhat 

more than bad men, resulting in a tendency for spermatozoa coding for goodness to be more suited to the 

holy non-gene-splitting environments they more often encounter. The correlation between goodness and 

the ability to withstand holy environments magnifies girls� desire for holiness in good men (since of course 

girls feel nymphetal philokalia just for sperm that code for goodness and purity of thought), which 

magnifies the correlation, which magnifies the desire, which magnifies the correlation, etc., ad infinitum99 

Another reason for girls to prefer holiness is that men who are partly wicked and partly good tend to more 

often have impure lust for those females they don�t have holy love for, evolving in sperm a correlation 

between ability to prosper when in unholy conditions (conditions tending toward genetic crossover in 

sperm maturation) and ability to prosper when encountering wicked chemicals (chemicals associated with 

addiction and terror). Holiness is quite pleasant to young females, especially when in good males. At any 

rate, I feel that holiness is probably somewhat more fetching toward a good man of young girls than of a 

woman even if the latter is thinking of sharing sex with some other female. 

Good males very frequently have holy feelings toward young females they want to have sex with. 

Because good men like to reward good females, the goodness of a mate tends to determine for him how 

holy he should be toward a mate. Unlike bad men, good men don�t tend to adjust their holiness levels 

according to what is necessary to keep a female from rejecting sex with him. Good males are usually more 

guided by affection than by expediency in deciding how holy to be to females. For instance, when the 

possibility is that more than one woman would be involved sexually with a good man simultaneously, he 

                                                           
99�To infinity and beyond!� No, seriously, this recursiveness doesn�t contradict that desire can only be 
finite. As in the solution of Zeno�s paradox, infinite series can have finite sum. 
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still probably would have to like one of them quite well in order to be very holy toward them�

notwithstanding that the women being in a lesbian-like man-sharing situation would find the holiness 

unusually attractive. Young females are an exception, however. Because of spermogenic philonymphetism, 

good males typically find girls unusually sexy (in comparison with women). So sexy, in fact, that good 

males will more be willing to sacrifice in order to entice a girl into having sex. Moreover, the very fact that 

good men in general are from expediency unusually amenable toward being holy toward girls increases in 

nymphetal sex the extent to which holy behavior on the part of the man is correlated with his goodness. 

Therefore, because good men are often holy toward girls largely to get them in bed, even when a good man 

does not need or desire to be holy toward a girl from a consideration of expediency, he well may choose to 

be holy toward her because the increased alacrity of good men to feel (because of its expediency) holiness 

toward girls magnifies the extent to which nymphetal sex is associated with goodness of the male and 

hence the extent to which his being holy selects for sperm coding for goodness. And one way for a good 

man to promote goodness (as good men do) is to have sex in such a way as to give an advantage to those of 

his spermatozoa most capable of coding for goodness in diploid individuals. Thus, merely because he 

wants unusually good children, the good male will tend to have holy feelings when considering 

nymphettes. It may well even be that in the majority of the cases that a good man is sexually involved with 

a girl, he has an appreciable amount of holy feeling toward her. 

It must be admitted that the relationship between nymphetal sex and holiness is underappreciated. 

At least in this country, holiness is something Christian churches are most active in venerating. But 

Christian churches are also very much into venerating marriage and condemning mistress relationships. 

And nymphettes tend to be pro-mistress. Indeed, if a good man is desired sexually by a young girl, he is 

probably going to be extraordinary and desired by many females. Since he can only marry one female, it is 

unlikely the girl will be the wife. And nymphetal mistress relationships of all sexual relationships should 

entail the least female rights, while marriage relationships should entail the most. Marriage, necessarily 

involving a woman the man loves greatly (especially if he is good), usually involves holy love; it is not an 

exaggeration to say marriage is the archetypal holy relationship phenomenon. Marriage is holy, and it is 

understandable that the church venerates both marriage and holiness. Unfortunately, the church venerates 
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marriage more than holiness. A girl is rightly going to view her right to be a mistress as more important 

than holiness. Accordingly, since a nymphette is likely to hate church as excessively promarriage, and 

since she is likely to view holiness as church, she will typically scoff at holiness also. Even people less 

black-and-white than young girls will tend to associate holiness with church and consequently with the 

anti-mistress ideas therein. Church correctly teaches that marriage is holy. They fail to tell you, however, 

that having sex with an early teen nymphette is also holy. And they would never tell you (remember 

lesbians like nymphettes are especially rewarded by holiness in the male sex partner) that having sex with 

several preteen and early-teen girls at once is not a little more holy than when just one is involved. Of 

course, having sex with very young girls simultaneously with one�s wife would be the most holiness 

eliciting romantic phenomenon of all, and to the church, that might be no better than compounding 

fornication with adultery! Oh well. Marriage is considerably more important than the rarer nymphetal and 

lesbian phenomena, so I�m not particularly resentful of church, actually. 

That holiness is not particularly uncommon in a man when dealing with young girls has 

consequences on his effort to be straightforward. It is very useful to a woman to be able to detect whetherr 

a man she is evaluating is holy, since such holiness makes sex more rewarding with him. And there is no 

significant reason to believe that a man would evolve an ability to pretend to holiness. There is a certain 

rate of crossover it is most selfish for genes to possess, and being more holy toward more-loved women 

and less holy toward less-loved women does not in the average over generations entail an overall greater or 

lesser rate of crossover than is selfish for the gene, at least not strongly. Yes, if selfish people could 

encourage their descendants to be fairly holy while being unholy themselves, that would be a selfish 

advantage inasmuch as it is selfishly disadvantageous to encourage chromosomes from future in-laws  to 

split in descendants. But even selfish people are only selfish to the extent their genes are selfish, and it is 

not reasonable to suppose that a selfish gene would encourage crossover excessively in selfish people, 

since selfishly it is in the interest of the selfish gene merely to maintain the proper rate of crossover. In fact, 

selfishly, a man would profit by postponing crossover to future generations of his descendants. Thus, since 

the advantages to women of sensing holiness so greatly exceed the advantages to men of being able to hide 

its presence or absence, women almost certainly have evolved a remarkable ability to detect holiness in 
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men. Thus, ordinarily, when dealing with a woman, a man�s holiness indicates very effectively his love and 

esteem of her. All he has to do to give her a strong hint of his love for her is to look at her with holy 

worshipful gaze. Toward a girl, though, holiness by a good man is commonplace. Thus, a man showing a 

girl his holy aspect toward her doesn�t really indicate whether he really loves her fully or whether his love 

extends merely to the mindset he plans to possess should he screw her. Needless to say, girls should realize 

that holiness doesn�t mean much as proof of caring-love. What�s more, a man should employ some other 

means to indicate via looks how he feels towards her. Probably because of females� strong anti-abuse 

defenses, a female also have a good sensitivity as to whether a man is thinking sexually about her. Thus, 

the method that is appropriate for a man at the first to use with respect to a holy girl is to look at her and 

think about her sexually when he feels he is unlikely to want to marry her, and to be platonic and asexual in 

look and thought when in fact he thinks he might love her fully. People are admittedly confused here. 

Idealistically, a good man should find most girls holy, and hence (since he is particular about whom he 

wants to marry), he should (to avoid selfishly misleading girls into thinking he loves them fully) have 

sexual thoughts towards most girls he considers while he is first considering them, and he should look 

pointedly and openly at them while having such thoughts so there�s no mistake. Fortunately, it is very easy 

and natural for a man to often think about sex without such thought interfering much with his ability to 

concentrate about the other, ordinary-life things life demands he think about�it could be almost habitual, 

this lusting toward girls. Morally, of course, it is probably not very practicable to give many girls one 

meets holy lustful stares. Not only will girls� parents (say) less invite you to play reindeer games with their 

children, you�ll get a bad reputation that could even be dangerous to yourself or your livelihood. Oh well, 

that�s just because so many people are thoughtless�maybe someday soon men will safely be able to 

behave toward girls with the proper etiquette.100 Also, occasionally, a man (e.g., George as he is 

                                                           
100 Yes, you will (unfortunately) scare girls you look at sexually, but the reason such staring is scary is 
largely because it is uncommon, so fear of scaring is not an idealistic consideration. If most men sexually 
stared at girls openly, girls would be more safe because they would know by measuring which men stare at 
them the most pretty much which men view them as most likely to want to have sex with them, who with 
abusers as well as non-abusers will be the men most likely to try to get them. Girls would simply be less 
afraid if they knew whom to be weary of, as would more happen if men were more allowed to stare 
sexually at them. Idealistically, so far as non-abusive men are concerned, excess reserve is just a selfish 
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lampooned by his father in the somewhat clichéd movie, A Room with a View, when his father tells Lucy, 

�My poor boy has brains but he is very muddled�) gets confused about his feelings toward a girl he really 

does love thoroughly. He will see what could be the most beautiful girl in the world, who elicits the most 

special of emotion and sensibility and yet not have much if any immediate sexual desire toward her and 

wonder, for example, (ah-ha! a proof) whether male sexual feeling is primitive, wrong, and hence to be 

ignored, or whether sex has only some abstract mysterious application to true love if indeed it be related to 

it at all. 

I�m sure there won�t be much disagreement that women are pleased and flattered by good men 

viewing them as young, which doubtless explains why women so want to be viewed as young that they 

frequently hide their age and use art to appear younger. If a man really loves a woman, he will in fact 

appreciate such behavior on her part Indeed, he will want to be as holy toward her as possible, and any 

stratagem that helps in such an endeavor would be appreciated, even if it entails being a skosh dishonest 

with himself. That female youth inspires holiness from a male much as his caring for her would gives the 

most reasonable explanation for older females wanting to appear young, and for men not at all resenting 

such deception. 

A more subtle question is whether the reverse phenomenon might occur: i.e., whether a female 

might appreciate a man on an emotional level having caring feelings for her even when she is not desired 

for marriage by him and won�t be cared for, merely because such caring emotions might inspire the male to 

have more holy feelings. Ordinarily, of course, a man won�t put up with such nonsense from women 

because he won�t likely want to have holy feelings for a female he doesn�t care for. But a good man 

typically wants to be holy toward girls even if he doesn�t care for them. And pretending to himself on an 

emotional level that he cares for a girl before and during having sex with her can doubtless usefully 

increase the level of holiness he feels for her. The danger, of course, is that the male might, by deceiving 

himself, emotionally deceive girls into thinking that in fact he really does care for each and every one like 

she would be his wife, which of course is impossible. This danger explains, I think, the Santa Claus 

                                                                                                                                                                             
immoral ploy to avoid scaring females away before they know you well enough to be fairly sure you are 
not abusive. 
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tradition, which is a kind of learning tool for girls. Observing that harmless men (like the men pretending 

to be Santa Claus) have a tendency to pretend to themselves that they can give to each and every girl the 

most they are able without such giving decreasing the extent to which they can give to their wives or 

legitimate children, a girl realizes that a man should be appreciated as opposed to hated for on an emotional 

level viewing himself as a  Santa-Claus-like figure that can give and give and give to each girl about him, 

because it gives her fun for him to pretend to himself that he is that way. Also, she realizes that it is 

appropriate to be a little good-naturedly incredulous when a man looks like he is imagining how pretty it 

would be to care for her�as far as evaluating a man�s would-be caring for her goes, a girl should go by 

what a man says to her rationally (which should of course be strictly honest) and not by what it looks like 

he might feel emotionally about her in his reveries to himself. When dealing with girls (who usually inspire 

his holiness), and more especially with girls who occasion an �eternal love� emotion, good men have a 

tendency to pretend to themselves that they are all-giving, like Santa Claus, which gives girls funner sex. 

In order to understand whether a girl especially appreciates sex if the man makes eternal love to 

her (i.e., if he influences his sperm so the chromosomes of a fertilizing spermatozoan will more likely cross 

over with the chromosomes of the ovum), it is necessary to look with greater care at holy love and its 

relation to eternal love. In fact, it is very important even in its own right to distinguish the tendency of a 

chromosome to undergo crossover given encouragement from the tendency of a chromosome to encourage 

chromosomes in a male of which it is a part to undergo crossover during spermatogenesis. 

Since good men, wanting as they do to please their mostly good mates, more tend to want to be 

holy than bad men do, one would expect the chromosomes of good males to more code for males who tend 

to create during spermatogenesis a holy sperm environment, i.e., an environment that makes crossover 

during sperm maturation difficult. But it�s not exactly as though females during sex look through an 

electron microscope to see what fraction of spermatozoa in their mates� ejaculates have undergone 

crossover. Although a female presumably has some ability to detect chromosome-splitting chemicals 

during sex (probably merely because her reproductive system has an ability to sense such chemicals) and 

perhaps an ability to detect when her partner�s emotions are creating such chemicals, it is to be doubted 

whether she can actually detect directly the extent to which chromosomes in spermatozoa are crossed-over. 
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Because it is more to a man�s advantage for his spermatozoa to be crossed over than it is to the woman�s, 

natural selection will guarantee over time that the more chromosome splitting chemicals are lacking during 

sperm maturation, the more spermatozoa will evolve susceptibility to crossover. Accordingly, 

chromosomes from good men will indeed unselfishly less tend to code for males producing crossover-

inducing chemicals, but because sex isn�t done with electron microscopes, altruism selection can in no way 

prevent good chromosomes from evolving an especially strong selfish tendency to be delicate and easily 

split. Unfortunate? No. The increased delicacy of good chromosomes is nothing less than an important 

weapon goodness has in its fight against evil. 

Recall that if in a child the chromosomes received from the father underwent more crossover than 

the chromosomes received from the mother, the father likely has gained at the mother�s expense. That�s 

why it is more rewarding for a female to be loved in a holy way. But the same thing that is true inter-

gamete is also true intra-gamete. If a chromosome inside a gamete is a crossing-over of two (homologous) 

chromosomes, that chromosome alone will profit greatly from any (mostly long-term) gain that results 

from it being a crossing-over, while all the chromosomes in the gamete will suffer from any (mostly short-

term) loss. It follows that a chromosome profits by easily crossing-over and by not encouraging other 

chromosomes in different homologous pairs to cross over. Since good men are less likely to produce 

chromosome-splitting chemicals, it will be good chromosome pairs that from evolution tend to behave with 

the most profitable and selfish behavior (relative to other chromosome pairs) vis-a-vis putting themselves 

in a good gamete situation. True, good chromosomes will tend to cross over more than the good men 

possessing them would from holy love of female desire, but observe what goodness gains from good 

chromosomes disobliging their owners by splitting and recombining with a selfish abandon! Whenever 

good chromosome pairs are together with bad chromosomes in a male, the good chromosome pairs in his 

primary spermatocytes will tend to gyp the bad chromosome pairs by crossing over too easy while not 

giving the bad chromosome pairs the crossover-inducing chemicals the latter need to cross over 

themselves. And it�s not just that bad chromosomes get gypped when in competition with good 

chromosomes inside spermatocytes. Because good chromosomes will undergo crossover very easily when 

they are accompanied by lots of bad chromosomes making lots of gene-splitting chemicals, the more bad 
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an individual is who contains a good pair of chromosomes, the likelier the pair is to cross over. So because 

the good chromosome can split very easily during generations when it is in an individual together with bad 

chromosomes, it has less selfish need to split when accompanied by good chromosomes (which will also 

have less need of splitting), resulting then in its behavior being fairly friendly toward fellow good 

chromosomes after-all�and very rewarding to and fetching of females. Good chromosomes will split 

selfishly in spermatogenesis mainly just when in less good or bad individuals. 

As it turns out, the younger the girl is having sex, the more she is pleased to be made love to in the 

everlasting sense. I.e., girls inordinately have the capacity to lust for the sexual component of everlasting 

love, which recall is probably something the man does to increase the chances of his chromosomes 

appearing crossed over with hers in the ova of daughters that might be produced by the sex. Taking a 

(fairly) simple view, this is obvious when the male is good inasmuch as nymphetal sex with a good male 

selects for diploidly fit spermatozoa (i.e., spermatozoa tending to code for fit, able, diploid individuals), 

whose chromosomes the girl would naturally be more pleased to have her chromosomes form long lasting 

crossings-over with. But it is much more than that. Presumably, what makes for a delicate chromosome in 

oogenesis is very similar to what makes for a delicate chromosome in spermatogenesis. Thus, the 

chromosomes from the father that are most likely to cross over with the chromosomes of the mother are 

those which would easily cross over when in spermatocytes during spermatogenesis. And as we saw in the 

last paragraph, these will tend to be the good chromosomes, i.e., chromosomes tending to code for 

goodness in (diploid) individuals. But the important point is not so much that the chromosomes making 

love to female chromosomes are more likely to be good. The important point is that because nymphetal sex 

selects for diploid fitness in chromosomes only to the extent to which the chromosomes selected for are 

good, the chromosomes crossing over with the female are also much more likely to be diploidly fit. Notice 

too that when a male makes (everlasting) love to a female, it�s not just that his good chromosomes are more 

likely to cross over with hers in their daughter�s oocytes. It�s also true for the same reason that her good 
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chromosomes will be the ones most likely to cross over with his there.101 It�s not just that by making 

everlasting love to well-liked girls a good man can make sex more rewarding for the more-liked more good 

girls than for the less-liked less good girls (to whom he makes casual sex), it�s also that the part of the well-

loved girl most rewarded by being made love-to is her best part. By making love only to his favorite mates, 

a good man rewards goodness. And if possible, he will want to make love to well-liked mates while they 

are young, since such gives the greatest reward. Therefore, all else equal, good girls would tend to have sex 

with good males at an earlier age than bad girls would, and tachykalogeny is encouraged. 

There is a subtle phenomenon that occurs in oogenesis which probably makes for a still greater 

tendency for crossings-over to involve good chromosomes (and hence, in the case of male chromosomes 

from nymphetal sex, diploidly fit chromosomes). As it turns out, when the primary oocyte undergoes 

meiosis I to form two haploid cells, only one of these haploid cells receives appreciable cytoplasm and later 

forms an egg cell (the viable haploid cell that later forms an egg cell is called a secondary oocyte, while the 

doomed haploid cell is called a polar body). Thus, when a crossover occurs in early oogenesis producing 

two new chromosomes, it�s a life-and-death struggle between these two chromosomes to see which gets in 

the secondary oocyte and which gets in the polar body. Presumably, that chromosome which could most 

readily crossover will on average be better able to deal with just having been formed as a crossover, and so 

will be more likely to have the composure needed to claim the secondary oocyte. And of course, the 

chromosomes that cross over most readily are the good ones.102 

                                                           
101The same phenomenon occurs analogously in spermatocytes. That is, in the spermatocytes of male 
children, crossings-over are likely to be between chromosomes of the mother and chromosomes of the 
father that are both good. As with the analogous consideration involving oocytes, that does make 
nymphetal philokalia somewhat stronger in females. However, there is no relation between spermatocyte 
crossover in children and the father making everlasting love to the female. Therefore, spermatocyte 
considerations do not in themselves cause the nymphette to be pleased by being made love to; instead, they 
will later cause her to take greater pleasure in her sons avoiding holy love�mostly an irrelevant matter 
since parents can�t and shouldn�t control their sons� holy feelings much. 
102As an aside, I should point out that the opposite phenomenon is probably much weaker. I.e., which 
chromosome in a non-crossed over pair gets in the primary oocyte is much more random. True, the 
chromosome which is less geared to crossing-over probably has some advantage. However, non-crossed 
over chromosomes are probably much more fit and nonstressed than recently crossed-over chromosomes. 
Put a couple of humans in the 100-meter dash and it matters a lot if because of randomness the starting gun 
time for one runner is likely to sound a dozen seconds earlier than the other�the race will probably be 
determined solely by randomness�even if it were me against Carl Lewis! But put a couple of (slow) 
tortoises at the starting blocks, then if the difference in the starting times averages about a dozen seconds, it 
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Notwithstanding nymphettes are sexually pleased by good men being holy, they might not be too 

pleased at being fertilized by spermatozoa whose chromosomes have undergone a dearth of crossing-over 

during spermatogenesis. What pleases a girl is spermatozoa whose chromosomes have experienced during 

spermatogenesis an environment reflective of male holy feelings. So far as an appreciation for unsplitness 

of chromosomes in spermatozoa is concerned, girls have no more reason to sexually appreciate that than 

women do. On the contrary, if a girl could chemically affect during sex the spermatogenesis of her good 

male sex partner in the manner most desirable to her�so that crossed-over chromosomes tend to be more 

good than the chromosomes from which they arise�she might if possible try to (chemically) force 

spermatogenesis to produce spermatozoa with more crossed-over chromosomes. 

The beginning stages of spermatogenesis are not unlike the beginning stages of oogenesis. The 

main difference is that in spermatogenesis the primary spermatocyte splits equally, producing two 

secondary spermatocytes that eventually split again to form four more-or-less equally viable spermatozoa, 

while in oogenesis, the primary oocyte splits into a larger, viable secondary oocyte (that eventually yields 

an ovum) and a tiny doomed polar body (which is discarded). In oogenesis, when a crossover occurs in 

early oogenesis producing two new chromosomes, it�s a life-and-death struggle between these two 

chromosomes to see which gets in the secondary oocyte as opposed to the polar body. Recall that good 

chromosomes generally are more easily able to cross over than bad chromosomes, given the same amount 

of chemical stimulus. And presumably (as mentioned earlier) the chromosome which most easily would be 

able to cross over will be more able to deal with just having crossed-over, giving it an advantage over the 

competitor in the struggle. Therefore, when crossover occurs in oogenesis, the good chromosomes formed 

will be at a competitive advantage over the bad chromosomes; perhaps nymphettes can make something 

analogous happen during spermatogenesis, presumably by causing spermatogenesis to gain the asymmetry 

normally characteristic merely of oogenesis. 

In order to desire to encourage the male to fertilize her with recently crossed-over chromosomes, 

nymphettes would need to be able to influence spermatogenesis so that two conditions hold. First, they 

                                                                                                                                                                             
still won�t hardly matter. The faster tortoise almost certainly will win. The less stressed the chromosomes 
competing, the more important any random advantage the oocyte gives to a particular chromosome. 
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need to make spermatogenesis asymmetrical analogously to oogenesis; i.e., they need to alter 

spermatogenesis so that when two secondary spermatocytes are formed by the splitting of a primary 

spermatocyte, the greater one is at a great advantage just as the secondary oocyte has a great advantage 

over the lesser polar body. That way, the same characteristics of recently crossed-over chromosomes that 

tend toward success in reaching a secondary oocyte would tend toward success in reaching a greater 

secondary spermatocyte. Second, the female needs to encourage the male to cross over his chromosomes 

during spermatogenesis via a method very dissimilar to his. In other words, the nymphette needs to affect 

the male with gene-splitting chemicals totally different from what he would use when he feels unholy 

lust.103 These conditions holding would ensure that her inducing crossover during spermatogenesis selects 

for good genes and not bad genes, and of course as we have seen when discussing nymphetal philokalia, 

nymphettes are especially pleased and rewarded by good sperm (i.e., sperm coding for goodness in diploid 

individuals).  

How exactly the nymphette could introduce into the male unholy or holiness-thwarting chemicals 

seems pretty clear. The vagina during sexual excitement is more-or-less coated with a mucous that 

apparently is very complicated and poorly understood. Presumably the unholy chemicals are secreted by 

the vagina or nearby glands such as the vestibular glands, and these secretions get absorbed by the male 

penis whereupon they can influence spermatogenesis in the male testes. Such a situation does not seem far-

fetched. Unholy chemicals of female origin perhaps somewhat resemble chemicals involved in the splitting 

of the primary oocyte in oogenesis, since an effect of the chemicals would be to cause spermatogenesis to 

more mimic oogenesis. Apparently, the chemistry of oogenesis is very complicated, but the chemicals 

mostly involved are steroids such as estrogen and glycoproteins such as FSH. Steroids are good candidates 

for nymphetal-vagina-unholy-lust chemical because they are fairly easily absorbed by the skin104(and 

                                                           
103Notice that if, alternatively, it turns out the male mediates holiness through presence of holy chemicals 
rather than through absence of unholy chemicals (an alternative which doesn�t change any of my previous 
logical arguments, but which somehow doesn�t seem quite as intuitive to me), then the unholy chemicals 
which the female can make will when affecting spermatogenesis automatically be of feminine origin. 
Another possibility is that the female could introduce chemicals that catalyze transformation of male holy 
chemicals into unholy, crossover-inducing chemicals. I.e., she could morph his holy chemicals into unholy 
ones that he can�t produce. 
104Witness the estrogen patch, a type of birth control device. 
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hence, presumably, by the penis), while glycoproteins are good candidates (at least so far as I understand 

their chemistry), because apparently vaginal mucous incorporates poorly understood various glycoproteins 

in a complex way (that apparently varies from individual to individual). But again, it must remain 

extremely unclear exactly what chemicals are involved when females chemically influence 

spermatogenesis. Indeed, both the chemistry of spermatogenesis and the chemistry of vagina mucous (and 

more especially young-female-vagina unholy-lust mucous) are poorly understood. 

To reiterate, what I posit is that young females have in their vaginal secretions unholy chemicals 

that can get absorbed by the male penis during sex, whereupon they act to increase both asymmetry and 

crossing-over during spermatogenesis. My guess is that mainly the ability of a female to produce these 

unholy chemicals in her vagina is a function of the youth of the female, but that also the more lust she 

feels, the more a girl can secrete the chemicals, perhaps mostly just by secreting more vaginal mucous. 

Probably a girl has some but far from complete ability to adjust her vagina-unholy-lust. The more good and 

possessed of holy love the male seems, the more the young female will want her vagina to feel unholy lust, 

and the more her vagina will slather unholy mucous chemicals on the penis; however, the younger the girl, 

the more any given amount of lust will produce unholy chemicals. Indeed, the more secretion of chemicals 

is associated merely with age, the less the evolutionary forces driving further association with age, and the 

more secretion of chemicals is associated merely with the preference of the female for their presence, the 

less the evolutionary forces driving further association with preference. So presumably both age and desire 

share in regulating a girl�s ability to make her vagina produce unholy-lust chemical. 

I have described what I believe nymphetal unholy lust to be, but I haven�t given many reasons for 

my beliefs. Although I have described what female unholy lust is, I haven�t said much about why it exists. I 

shall remedy that situation and then explain how my hypothesis concerning nymphetal-unholy-lust 

chemicals is useful in explaining various otherwise mysterious emotions that I have. 

There are two types of explanations that I can give to explain why nymphetal unholy lust exists as 

described. First, I can explain how nymphetal unholy lust benefits the nymphette or her sex-partner. If 

unholy lust benefits the nymphette, then natural selection would tend to select for females when young 

being able to secrete this unholy lust chemical, especially if because her partner benefits from her 
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unholiness also, he won�t try to keep her from secreting it. Second, I can explain how the existence of 

nymphetal unholy lust is useful to humans and good humans as a whole, and so likely to be selected for by 

altruism selection among other things. 

When her sex partner is holy toward her and good-appearing enough to elicit the stillness of 

nymphetal philokalia, a nymphette would (assuming there is such a phenomenon) gain from unholy vaginal 

lust. Her unholy lust affects spermatogenesis in a way that selects for good genetic material, probably (as 

described) by causing spermatogenesis to resemble oogenesis in asymmetry105. And because her unholy 

chemicals don�t resemble male unholy chemicals, they won�t select for bad sperm the way male unholy 

chemicals do. A girl experiencing nymphetal philokalia needs the spermatozoa competing in fertilization to 

be as good as possible since the pleasure from nymphetal philokalia that a girl gets from being fertilized by 

a spermatozoon suited especially to fertilizing young girls is highly dependent upon the goodness of that 

spermatozoon. Recall that not only is there no nymphetal philokalia toward a bad spermatozoon suited 

especially to fertilizing young girls, but to a young girl such a spermatozoon is less pleasant and more to be 

shunned even than an ordinary bad spermatozoon. And just because mainly young females will produce 

much unholy lust chemicals, the phenomenon of unholy lust is self-reinforcing in that its selection for 

genetic material favored by young females increases a philokalic nymphette�s philokalic pleasure and 

hence her desire for the unholy lust which produces the increase in philokalic pleasure. Indeed, the 

chromosomes that are able during spermatogenesis to especially handle female unholy lust will tend to be 

                                                           
105The important thing is that her unholy vaginal lust selects for good genetic material in sperm and not the 
mechanism by which it selects. I do think that causing oogenesis-like asymmetry in spermatogenesis is the 
likely method by which unholy vaginal lust works, but I wouldn�t be surprised if something quite more 
complicated occurs that I haven�t figured out yet�sex is very complicated, much more complicated even 
than scientists know. In particular, my intuition suggests to me that female-unholy lust is much more 
pleasant to the female when her mate feels eternal love for her (i.e., if he wants the chromosomes of their 
daughters to undergo crossover in oogenesis), something I have yet to find a sufficient explanation for. 
One possible explanation is that the chemical which the male excretes during spermatogenesis to 
encourage crossover in his daughter�s oocytes is the same chemical which in those oocytes actually 
encourages crossover. That would be surprising, but still I suppose the most natural candidate for the latter 
chemical is the former. If the two chemicals are identical, then presence of this �eternal-love� chemical in 
the male during a crossover caused by female unholy lust naturally would be expected to make the 
crossover even more like the crossover that occurs in oogenesis as a result of the father having been full of 
eternal love for the mother, and thus indeed would make female-lust-induced crossover in the male much 
more pleasant for the lustful girl. 
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those which are full of genetic material that has evolved thus because it has encountered much female 

unholy lust before in ancestors; i.e., they will be chromosomes full of genetic material that when in males 

has mated with young girls full of vaginal-unholy lust, and hence material that is both good and 

impressive. Accordingly, a girl will tend to feel unholy lust for holiness in a male; if she feels unholy lust 

while he feels unholy lust, his unholy lust makes spermatogenesis occur in an environment less suggestive 

of male goodness, which makes unholy lust less selective of good and impressive male genetic material. 

Indeed, some unholy lust probably occurs generally in girls toward bad men (presence of female unholy 

lust chemicals being a function not entirely of desire but also of age), and if a girl is very full of lust toward 

a bad man, that is probably because sodomy has made the lust, and the last thing a passive (non-sperm-

success-randomizing) nymphette would want is to select for that part of her mate�s genetic material which 

codes for sodomizing tendencies, which would happen to a significant extent if because both her and her 

mate have unholy lust, sex favors that part of her mate�s genetic material accustomed (in ancestors) both to 

male and female unholiness. When having still, non-sperm-success-randomizing sex with a man possessing 

holy thoughts toward her, a girl would likely gain by being able to secrete unholy lust chemicals that 

behave as mentioned to effect crossover in the spermatogenesis of her mate, which lends credence to the 

belief that such an ability has evolved. 

Of course it�s not just girls who would gain through female unholy lust�the males they are 

having unholy lust for would gain even more. After all, let�s not lose track of the truth that when crossover 

is considered quite generally, it is the male who benefits from having his chromosomes crossover with 

themselves during spermatogenesis. The benefits possible during such crossover are mostly long-term, and 

the female is unlikely in the long term to have in descendants sufficient chromosomes concomitant with his 

to very much participate in these benefits; she will however have to put up with more likely short-term 

losses. Benefits tend to be long-term while losses tend to be short-term. Just because crossover engendered 

by female unholy-lust may give benefits so great that short-term benefits outweigh short-term losses 

doesn�t mean that the long-term benefits (which only the male can share in) won�t exceed short-term losses 

even much more. Another great thing for the male about female lust-induced crossover is that it rewards 

genetic material rewarded by young females rather than genetic material that has been rewarded simply by 
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lots of sex. What a man needs to prosper is the best most beautiful part of his genetic material, not the most 

successful part; indeed, the former part has a potential which because of short-term randomness it may not 

reach, while the latter of course has had so much success it is not much in danger of dying out soon. And 

more than, say, the lesbian see-saw effect, nymphetal sex and nymphetal lust gives an advantage to quality 

genes as opposed to successful genes. Nymphetal lust may be beneficial to a nymphette, but it�s even more 

beneficial to her sex partner. 

Because female lust is rewarding to the male under any circumstance, it may be that some young 

females are lustful toward their partners just to be nice to them. For instance, a rather young female may be 

young enough that her lusting is no great sacrifice, but old enough that the lust is nevertheless somewhat 

sacrificial for her. If she loves her mate greatly, she may well experience�just to be kind to him�unholy 

lust during sex with him, especially if he has more-or-less holy love for her. The most good males more 

often being loved unselfishly, it follows that in fact good males will occasion more lust from fairly young 

females than bad males will, a fact that also follows from good males more often being holy and from 

young girls more often having nonorgasmic sex with good males. Notice that this benevolence of female 

unholy lust, by causing to evolve an increased correspondence between genes coding for goodness and the 

ability of genes to withstand female unholy-lust chemical, will further increase nymphettes� tendency to 

gain by unholy lust toward males. 

The alert reader will notice that even more than unholy lust suggests goodness in the male, it 

suggests goodness in the female. Assuming what seems reasonable, namely that female-vagina unholy lust 

is mediated by hormone-like chemicals present in the female bloodstream, one is led to wonder whether 

female unholy lust affects oogenesis as well as spermatogenesis. I think it does. 

It stands to reason that the oocytes most likely to be ovulated when subject to particular 

(chemical) conditions are those which in ancestral females were ovulated when subject to similar 

conditions. Oocytes presumably inherit the traits of their ancestral oocytes just like people inherit the traits 

of their ancestral stock and spermatozoa inherit the traits of their ancestral spermatozoa. Oocytes that tend 

to be ovulated in presence of female-lust inducing chemical will tend to be those oocytes with ancestral 

oocytes ovulated under similar conditions. It follows that to the extent young female unholy-lust is 
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characteristic of goodness in the young female, ova ovulated by a young female when she is experiencing 

unholy lust are more likely to be unselfish and good�i.e., more likely to code for good unselfish (diploid) 

children. That explains a characteristic of my affections (I�ll leave it to the reader to judge the extent to 

which other men share the characteristic) that otherwise would be unexplainable, namely that a girl is 

actually more beautiful and loveable if she looks like she would be lustful in sex. After all, practically 

speaking my finding a girl beautiful amounts to her being the sort of girl whose children you might want to 

take care of, and so anything that makes her children more likely to be from her better genetic material is 

going in a way to make her more beautiful. Assuming unholy young female lust is a real chemical 

phenomenon, lust can actually make a young girl more beautiful�i.e., more beautiful than she would be if 

she were equally sexual in nature but less lustful. 

However, it must be admitted that young female lust is also characteristic of addicted female 

sluttish behavior that one finds in sodomy addicts, for instance. That explains to me another aspect of my 

affections that otherwise would be unexplainable, namely that in young lustful girls in particular, thinness 

is beautiful. As we shall see later, sluttish behavior is an addiction very much like excess eating is an 

addiction. Accordingly, the willpower and antiaddictive nature a female needs to avoid sluttishness is 

similar to what is needed to avoid overweight. It follows that females addicted to sodomy are in general 

more likely to be overweight than ordinary females. Young lustful females are very frequently lustful on 

account of some sluttish addiction�so often, in fact, that if they are overweight106, sluttish addiction is 

perhaps the most likely cause of such lust. If a girl is quite thin and overall has antisodomy characteristics 

(like long gazelle-like legs good for running and kicking), then her ancestors likely have had the willpower 

and ability to avoid sodomy addiction and so her lust will select for good oocytes more than would be the 

case with overweight females. Presumably body chemistry and in particular the chemistry encountered by 

developing oocytes is affected by the weight of the female. Thus, a girl being thin will actually select for 

                                                           
106Of course, I am not suggesting that excess weight is so closely correlated with sluttish behavior that a 
reasonable person should judge an individual girl�s sexual behavior by her weight. Sluttishness is 
sufficiently easy to judge by (many) other more reliable means that to use weight as a touchstone is absurd. 
But that�s irrelevant to our present discussion. The point is that weight suggests possible sodomy addiction 
and affects the environment encountered by oocytes in oogenesis. 
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oocytes more descended from ancestors more resistant to sodomy, which is key when a female is so young 

and lustful as to be especially vulnerable to addictive abuse. In a nymphette, when, because the girl is thin, 

her oocytes encounter conditions characteristic of thin girls, unholy lust selects especially well for good 

ova and hence good children; on the other hand, when, because the girl is overweight, the oocytes 

encounter conditions characteristic of overweight girls, unholy lust may select for ova that are screwed-up 

(i.e., descended from screwed-up girls) instead. Thus, the good news for overweight young females is that 

excess weight is ugly not so much because lack of willpower is a very ugly trait, but just because the 

weight itself is ugly. Notwithstanding losing weight of course doesn�t change a girl�s genetic 

predisposition to have willpower, an overweight girl can actually become (as opposed to appear) more 

beautiful by losing weight! A young girl can have a quite ordinary face, but if she is gangly thin107 and 

looks the type who would be lustful during sex, she is likely to be rather beautiful (especially if she has 

long, gazelle-like legs). And of course it is more healthy to be thin. 

I have explained how young-female lust being a chemical phenomenon as described explains 

some of my emotional feelings concerning beauty and thinness in young females; and those are not the 

only emotional feelings it explains in me. I will now enumerate the other emotions of mine which I can 

explain by young female lust being as I describe. Though to avoid a verbal conflict a simple response of 

�Duh,� would be more effective while probably still being quite informative, I will first (in the remainder 

of this paragraph) humor those who might object that my readership should not believe in my arguments 

merely because my emotions suggest to me they are true. True, since I and my emotions are the product of 

                                                           
107Of course, if a girl is so extremely thin as to be anorexic-looking, that is less pretty. Excess eating is an 
addiction that can�t be handled by absolute abstinence. It is a testament to the appropriateness of avoiding 
sodomy and chemical addiction entirely that people apply the same black-and-white notions to food 
addiction that they should apply to sodomy and (in my opinion) alcohol addiction. To avoid sodomy and 
alcohol entirely is wise, but to avoid food more or less entirely is stupid. This confusion between the 
appropriate method of dealing with sodomy (total abstinence) and the appropriate method of dealing with 
food (moderation) does make anorexia a problem in our society. That said, I think concern about anorexia 
is too often an excuse to avoid concern for the greater opposite problem. A whale of a lot more life is being 
lost from people being overweight than from their being anorexic. And there is no shortage of people 
making money pandering to the lowest common denominator by telling people to not feel bad about 
themselves for being overweight. Frankly, I�m not concerned if I encourage girls on the whole to feel they 
should lose weight. It�s the right and courageous encouragement to give, even from a public health 
viewpoint..  
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a billion or so years of evolution, that might suggest a slight relevance, but then what would there be to 

keep me from pretending to whatever emotion happens to lend the most credence to whatever argument I 

happen to be considering? Let me justify, then, the relevance of my feelings in an essay purporting to be of 

scientific merit. First, the reader may (after having read so far into my book) have come to the (right) 

conclusion that I am the sort of person who would be quite honest about my (emotional) feelings as I am 

about other things�perhaps I have put enough of myself in this book for many to see that; so maybe my 

feelings as described really do represent a billion or so years of evolution. Second, this far into my book, 

the reader may have developed a certain amount of respect for my sensibility and moral wisdom, thereby 

respecting my moral feelings as likely profound just as she would likely respect the scientific opinions on 

faith of some scientist on something which he but not she has studied, especially if she knows he 

understands very well something scientific they both understand. Third, the feelings that I claim in myself 

the reader may from observation believe to be quite general; it�s scarcely credible that more or less the 

whole world would fake an emotion or have many misleading ones, and at any rate, if you doubt what 

others feel, you can always fall back on the emotions you have in yourself, which just may be similar or 

complimentary to mine (depending on your sex, of course). Circumstantially, at least, my emotions are 

quite relevant. 

I have long felt that there is a connection between holiness in me and rational thought. To my taste 

the material object most associated with the spirit of holiness would be carefully wrought dry books 

concerning fundamentals of mathematics. What thing more holy than a nicely-bound untranslated Bourbaki 

math volume? It would seem that there is a fundamental connection between holiness in me and rational 

thought. Perhaps this connection could be explained partly by a rational state of mind being the state most 

needed to avoid addiction, or perhaps by slow theoretical cogitation being more useful with respect to 

wives than to (more quickly gotten) mistresses. But the simplest explanation, I have decided, is that it isn�t 

possible to fantasize very accurately (on an emotional level) about nymphetal sex because a large part of 

the emotions are not internal but external�i.e., the result of unholy chemicals affecting the brain after 

being absorbed by the penis. There is no way for the male to simulate emotionally these externally applied 

chemicals, so fantasizing about nymphetal sex just doesn�t work very well. Intuition in the male toward 
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nymphetal sex is only going to work very well when he is actually having sex with a nymphette, and let�s 

face it not very many men are going to be able to spend a large portion of their lives actually having sex 

with nymphettes. For the most part, then, men will be forced to consider sex with nymphettes and their 

holy feelings toward the same more rationally than they would sex with older females. Thus the association 

in men between holiness and rational thought. It is also very possible that good men underestimate the 

pleasure they would obtain from coitus with lustful nymphettes while at the same time tending to think 

they actually would get less pleasure than their feelings suggest. Fantasy for nymphettes would tend to not 

end up being as fun as expected (because no unholy pleasure-causing chemicals can be absorbed by the 

penis without a girl to produce them), which could be misinterpreted by the man 180 degrees to mean that 

he has a tendency to overestimate the pleasure obtainable from nymphettes. Prolonged108 sex with a girl 

full of unholy vaginal lust is probably much more bliss than most men appreciate. 

What also seems unusually blissful with respect to nymphetal sex is quantity. Ordinarily, the more 

females with which a man has sex for procreation, the less he gains in sex from each subsequent female. 

Eventually, if a man has enough progeny, there is not much danger of an appreciable amount of his genetic 

material dying out before its worth has a chance to be tested, which recall is the concern that most drives 

men to find sex pleasant. But somehow with nymphettes I just can�t imagine myself in general not being 

pleased by the next one as much as the one previous, especially if I could have sex with her while I am 

having sex with the previous ones. And no wonder. Because nymphettes would be making lots of gene-

splitting chemicals, each sexual act would create new genetic combinations that have not been tried before 

and which would of course be pleasant to have tested. Moreover, if a new nymphette means one more 

nymphette I am having sex with (simultaneously), then that increases the amount of gene-splitting unholy 

chemical slathered on, which increases the chances of young-female-lust induced crossover not only in the 

spermatozoa that might fertilize her but also in the spermatozoa that might fertilize the other girls having 

sex; it follows, therefore, that in simultaneous sex with girls, each additional girl deciding to share sex does 

                                                           
108 It has to be prolonged in order for the unholy chemicals to have time to affect the slow process of 
spermatogenesis. 
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in applying unholy lust chemical actually produce more unholy pleasure with her lust than the one 

previous. Another equivalent way of looking at it is that the pleasure from nymphetal unholy lust is 

proportional independently both to the number of girls you are trying to impregnate and the amount of lust 

applied, both of which are more or less proportional to the number of girls having sex�thus the pleasure 

the male gets from nymphetal lust during sex is going to be proportional more or less to the square of the 

number of girls he is having sex with. 

Lastly, there is just something beautiful and proper to me about men and girls being different 

during profound sex. The girl is full of unholy lust while the male is full of holy love, and the gain is 

mutual. In Christianity one sees this same respect for differing types of love in the story of the woman 

anointing Christ�s feet despite the disapproval of Christ�s disciples (which disapproval Christ says is 

inappropriate). But Christianity really doesn�t do much by way of supporting female unholy lust, just as it 

doesn�t do much to support the idea that men would find nymphetal sex holy. The eastern religions have I 

am inclined to think done better. For instance, there is in temples to Shiva the Hindu ritual of continually 

anointing (with milk I seem to recall) an erect pillar�a ceremony often seen as somewhat primitive or 

profane to western eyes, but which would be easy to understand as expressing a very wise appreciation of 

the phenomenon of holiness if it embodies to a certain extent the proper unholy way for young females to 

express their affection toward goodness and holiness in males.109 Similarly the whole Eastern notion of the 

profound significance of exiting the cycle of life (as is associated with entering Nirvana) is easy to interpret 

as a sublimation of (one of many things perhaps) a desire to lose chromosome identity as can occur through 

application of nymphetal lust chemical. (Typical Westerners, like me not exposed much to the symbolism 

of Eastern religions, I am inclined to think usually find exiting the cycle of life as being too much like 

death to be anything they would want or understand the desiring of.) And then you�ve got the Nepalese 

                                                           
109 Not that I mean to assert that Hindus would if possessed of typical religious orthodoxy tend to agree 
with my interpretations. Last thing I need is some sect of religious zealots (who pretty much exist in all 
religions) to view me as some sort of slanderer. 
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periodically selecting a young virgin girl (the Kumari110 of Kathmandu�who must be a Buddhist 

notwithstanding she is worshipped mainly by Hindus) to worship as a goddess, Hindus spending years 

doing breathing exercises (recall that young girls in philokalia don�t like to have to breathe inefficiently in 

a way that produces movement), and perhaps most profoundly the Buddhist idea that the way to Nirvana is 

not by seeking the Nirvana directly from desire but through sane and intelligent decency (the Eightfold 

Noble Path of �Right Belief, Right Resolve, Right Speech, Right Action, Right Livelihood, Right Effort, 

Right Thought, and Right Meditation�)�this importance of decency a very apt sublimation of the idea that 

it is virtue and holiness in the male that makes girls want sex and more particularly female-lust-chemical-

induced unholy gene-splitting nirvana-producing sex, which really can hardly ever be obtained by 

scheming or by selfish men. So (though I suspect they would usually probably deny my interpretations) 

Eastern religions would appear to have a more profound understanding (an understanding that of course 

mostly exists on the symbolic level�genetic crossover is after all a recent scientific discovery) of the 

relations between nymphettes, good men, and holiness than have Western religions, and in particular a 

much better understanding of the importance of nymphetal lust as well as the holiness of nymphettes to 

men. To me there is just something so profound in recognizing the differences between the sexes. There is 

just something beautiful in recognizing that good males and good girls possess natural affections that, at 

least in one particular, do try to produce opposite results (so far as chromosome-splitting in 

spermatogenesis is concerned)�that when a good man and a good girl love each other, the man is typically 

full of holy, pure, rather rational and abstract love, while the girl feels an intuitive, extremely unholy and 

tangible lust in the vagina to secrete mucous on his penis (which would make him absorb unholy 

chemical). At the risk of using somewhat hackneyed phrases, the whole notion is just so beautifully full of 

tolerance and acceptance of diversity. 

We saw earlier that it is no great harm in girls being more afraid of sex than is strictly in their self-

interest; however, a lack of appreciation in society of the differing emotions between a man and a girl in a 

                                                           
110 I am not the only person apparently who finds seriousness and composure holy in young girls. The 
Nepalese are careful only to choose a very brave girl to be the Kumari, and she is never ever supposed to 
smile, laugh, or otherwise be not serious. 
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beautiful sexual relationship is nothing but bad. Nothing good comes from females not realizing that 

holiness in the male can cause unholiness in themselves. If a girl looks at it dogmatically as holy sense vs. 

unholy lust, then if a good man occasions lust in her, she will either have to think bad about herself or bad 

about him. Most likely, she will consider her lust as bad and something to be willed away, and failing to 

appreciate differing causes of lusts, she will naturally think him considerably more wicked than he is. She 

won�t ascribe his appeal to his moral virtue but to something else, like genius or magic powers. In fact, 

magical fantasies like Harry Potter appeal to young females precisely because what a girl usually thinks she 

wants is a male who can make her feel pleasure without making her feel the lust that she has been taught is 

evil and gross just like the ugly-monster nasal mucous that Hermione�s recklessness causes her protector-

friend�s magic wand to be covered with. In other words, girls often think they want a male like Harry 

Potter who is dryly magical enough to be pleasing to her, but morally virtuous enough not to make her feel 

scary �wicked� lust. Girls usually fail to realize that what appears magical is really just moral virtue and (as 

we shall shortly see) more particularly complex moral virtue, and that in fact the more moral virtue a non-

abusive man possesses, the more she should and will feel scary vaginal-mucous producing lust for him. 

Adults know there is no such thing as magic or Harry Potter. Notice that unlike nymphettes excessively 

fearing sex, nymphettes� being confused about the differing unselfishness of holiness in males and females 

does not have the advantage of decreasing the extent to which girls have sex with bad males. On the 

contrary, bad males may be seen by otherwise good girls as less bad than they are, if from delusions the 

girls view unholy lust in these males as being as unselfish as unholy lust in females. 

Girls being able to secrete chemicals in the vagina to encourage crossover in spermatogenesis is 

good for society as a whole, and therefore likely to be selected for by altruism selection (both among 

humans and between humans and other species), competition between social groups, etc. To the extent the 

secretions are a function merely of the youth of the female, then if as suggested girls from philokalia tend 

to prefer good males more than older females, good males are going to absorb more of the very rewarding 

pleasure that comes from nymphetal-vagina unholy lust than bad males will, clearly an advantage to the 

evolution of goodness and beauty. Moreover, because (as we shall see in the next chapter) girls who are 

lustful (and hence less rational) are extremely vulnerable to being addicted (via sodomy) and to being taken 
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advantage of when having an encounter with a bad man, girls are going to be very hesitant to be lustful 

when in a possibly compromising situation with a bad man. Thus, to the extent secretion of vagina-lust 

chemical is a function of the lust in the female, girls are going to be very loath to produce such lust when 

having sex with bad males, which will again cause good males to get more than bad males. True, a large 

portion of the girls having sex with bad men will be having such sex because of an addiction that arose 

because they were so stupid as to be motivated by lust to begin with, but that very fact ensures that female 

lust for a bad man will select during sex with him for spermatozoa coding for men liked merely by (young) 

girls addicted to vulgar behavior�the last kind of spermatozoa a girl would want! So, indeed, it seems 

reasonable that a girl would more likely have unholy lust when having sex with a good man than a bad one. 

The tendency of girls to view unholy lust toward good males as pleasure and unholy lust toward bad males 

as pain is useful not only in it causing good men to more often be rewarded by unholy lust, but also in it 

encouraging girls to behave toward bad males in the rational way that least makes them vulnerable to their 

abuse. As may be (fairly) easily checked, the altruistic advantages are greatest when unholy lust is partly a 

function of the youth of the female and partly a function of the extent of her will to lust; indeed, the more 

youth causes a female to automatically be lustful during sex, the more is to be gained by girls having some 

control over how much lust to feel, and vice-versa. Therefore, the most reasonable assumption is that 

female unholy lust111 is partly a function of youth and partly a function of desire. 

                                                           
111 Of course, the choice of the word lust suggests that a girl�s emotion is intimately connected with her 
production of unholy mucous. Certainly, as the reader has probably inferred by now, I did mean to tacitly 
imply that the control which a girl has over production in her vagina of unholy mucous is indeed mediated 
through her emotions, i.e., her lustful emotions. (This is also clear empirically�if girls can rationally 
decide without emotion to produce vaginal mucous the way they might, say, move their elbows, I certainly 
haven�t heard about it.) But it is not so clear whether that part of female unholy mucous production 
dependent on age is associated with a lust emotion. I will speculate that the automatic unholy lust that 
occurs in a female during sex merely as a result of her youth is associated somewhat with lustful emotion. 
(A speculation that I shall not justify either to myself or the reader because of its relative unimportance and 
likely complexity of justifying.) I.e., this automatic unholy lust is associated with lustful emotion in her but 
not to the degree as the nonautomatic component. Accordingly, because girls during sex automatically feel 
more unholy lust than women would, in some sense girls might be as able to be lustful in sex as women, 
notwithstanding the greater vulnerabilities of girls while emotional otherwise would make girls less able to 
be lustful. Because the emotional component of automatic unholy lust is probably only mildly powerful it 
is to be doubted whether girls are significantly more capable of lust than older fertile females(if indeed they 
are more capable of lust). Of course, girls are more likely to lust because they are more likely to voluntarily 
feel unholy lust. Again the matter is too specialized and partaking of merely a (boring) semantic character 
for me to have thought precisely about it or to discuss it further in this book.  
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Wow, I believe I am finally through with my discussion of nymphetal sex. But it occurs to me that 

it would be prudent in dealing with such a controversial topic to address particularly what I imagine will be 

the two main objections to my hypotheses. What to me is the main concern, and what I have addressed 

earlier (and which can be better understood after having read the next chapter), namely that the young are 

unusually susceptible to sodomy and other addiction, is I�m sure not the objection that I will most 

commonly encounter in this ridiculously prosodomy proaddiction society. No. 

People might object (taking a very simple attitude) that bad females are less concerned about their 

mates being good than good girls are, and so are going to be more reckless in choosing mates than good 

females. Bad girls might mate earlier because good girls more need to spend time making sure their mate is 

good. But recall that goodness (especially to a good girl) is much easier to judge than overall skill is. And 

bad girls want skilled mates about as much as good girls do. Bad girls often mate bad males who are much 

more likely to trick their mates as to their skill levels than good males are. Therefore, it is also true that bad 

girls might mate later because bad girls more need to spend time making sure their mate is skilled. It is not 

at all clear that this latter phenomenon doesn�t counteract the former phenomenon (that good girls spend 

more time in making sure their mate is good). I am not sure which phenomenon is more important, but am 

quite sure they are sufficiently close in importance that after canceling each other out what remains is an 

unimportant phenomenon in no way altering the conclusions made earlier about nymphetal philokalia. 

Actually, a reasonable assumption that intuitively is clear to me (which the doubting reader may bother 

checking precisely), is that even if the former phenomena were so important both absolutely and in relation 

to the latter that good girls should have sex later than bad girls, nymphetal philokalia would still be 

important in making good females mate earlier than they otherwise would. But I do believe that good girls 

should tend to have sex much earlier than bad girls, and that in a reasonable society that doesn�t 

                                                                                                                                                                             
There is also a prosaic reason for girls being emotional about sex notwithstanding that girls being 

unusually susceptible to abuse makes their being emotional about sex much more dangerous than is the 
case with women. For efficient evolution of the ability to wisley engage in sexual selection, it is preferable 
that girls� sexual decisions reflect their own natures rather than those of others, e.g., their parents. Thus it is 
very important that youth be able to come to terms with their own natures quickly. And emotion is quicker 
than dry rational cogitation. 
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excessively discourage nymphetal sex, they would�perhaps they even do so in our society. Objection one 

countered. 

Also people might object (taking an historical view) that in our present-day society females are 

likely too prone to mate early because increased life expectancy makes early mating much more 

unnecessary as a hedge against the possibility that postponing childbearing might instead mean because of 

early death no childbearing. They might say young teens are sexual beings because they are too stupid to 

behave otherwise than as was appropriate in the previous generations in which early death was more 

common. I actually think part of that argument, namely that early mating was formerly more appropriate, 

does have some force. However, it is much weaker than commonly supposed. What people forget is that 

formerly the main causes of early female death included pregnancy and parturition. Many females died 

during labor. Moreover, as is the case even now, pregnancy and labor were more dangerous for very young 

females than for older females. When pregnancy and labor were dangerous, Why would a young girl have 

wanted to hasten her death by dangerously becoming pregnant and undergoing labor precisely when such 

were more dangerous? Again, I am not sure that this decreased aversion of modern girls to hasten their 

own death by early pregnancy (which decrease the science of obstetrics has caused) is sufficient to 

counteract the decreased desire to have early pregnancy as an hedge against early (non-pregnancy-induced) 

death�my guess, however, is in fact that the former phenomenon is less important (as I have tacitly taken 

into account). It�s a mere statistical question involving the history of life expectancy and of the extent to 

which death as a result of pregnancy and childbirth varies and has varied with age, which I was 

unfortunately not able to find statistics for. However, I do feel quite certain that the two phenomenon 

sufficiently cancel each other out as to overall make an unimportant phenomenon. And again, even if it 

were true that the former phenomenon strongly dominates the latter and that young females nowadays 

desire to behave sexually just because they be too stupid112 to gear their feelings toward present-day 

                                                           
112The natural stupidity of girls� sexuality is in my opinion vastly overestimated. In particular, how 
preposterous are those who blame the difficulties of young people on raging hormones! Just because 
hormones are simple and more-or-less necessary for sexual behavior and emotions does by no means imply 
that female sexuality is simple. My computer needs raging electricity to function, but that doesn�t mean 
that my computer is as simple as raging electricity. 
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society, that would not make the basic idea of nymphetal philokalia untrue, it would just somewhat 

increase the ages at which sexually active females should be considered nymphettes and at which they and 

their mates should be given various rights. In other words, basically all my preceding arguments could be 

made true by adding at the most a few years to every age mentioned. And at any rate�not to make things 

too complicated�there is the obvious point that if history shows us that our age is unusual in its disdain 

for early mating, the less radical more economical explanation is not the presumptuous one that all 

previous generations were stupid but rather that our present generation is so. Objection two countered. 

Now we can go on to other matters. 

We shall see later that clean, reasonable females tend to be especially prudent about not getting 

into dangerous situations that could lead them into getting abused. However, quite generally, good females 

are more willing than bad females to take a chance on a desirable man that they are uncertain about. 

Indeed, suppose there are two desirable men who in a female�s eyes have an identical expected level of 

worth, but that one (because of his weirdness, I suppose) is more of an unknown quantity than the other. 

The man whom the female is less certain about is much more likely to have significantly more worth than 

expected. Since the advantages in mating and earning money that significant worth entails compound 

generation after generation to produce enormous benefits to future generations and their mates, a chance at 

mating someone significantly better than expected is enormously important to people who care much about 

future generations. On the other hand, the disadvantages of less-skilled descendants are mostly short-term, 

so of not much more concern to women who care about distant generations than to women who don�t. 

Thus women who care about distant generations and their mates definitely would prefer mating the man 

who is more an unknown quantity. Since unselfish women do care greatly about (likely good) distant 

descendants and their (likely good) mates, it follows that a woman idealistically should in mating prefer 

(all else equal) a man of more uncertain worth to a man of equally expected worth who is however less of a 

chance. On the other hand, at best, a selfish woman would dislike an expected disadvantage in her children 

only slightly less than she would like an expected advantage of equal magnitude, since her genetic material 

will mostly be separate from that of her mate after just a few generations and thus will not have much time 

to gain from the beneficial compounding effects that advantages have in future generations. (Recall a 
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similar phenomenon explains why selfishly men gain more from unholiness.) My guess is that in fact the 

greater need for more descendants when one has the fewest actually would suffice to make bad women 

generally prefer slightly the man they are more certain about. 

I should point out, however, that it is perhaps not quite so obvious that goodness benefits 

generation after generation to produce compounding effects in the way talent does, and so one might say 

that it is uncertainty about talent that good women are attracted to as opposed to uncertainty about (moral) 

goodness, the other component of worth. But goodness is of benefit to good people (since they tend to 

attract good mates anyway). That notwithstanding, with respect to good women, if the goodness (in 

contradistinction to the talent) of a would-be mate is more of a dice throw, that�s no great moral attraction 

to her. However, goodness is a very real advantage in attracting nymphettes, which will especially be the 

approach descendants of nymphettes tend to employ in mating. Thus, girls and more especially young girls 

find it exceedingly better and more attractive morally to mate with a man who (from the weirdness of his 

moral viewpoints, presumably) is in her mind of very uncertain goodness (but whom she nevertheless 

considers good). It�s not just that good girls especially like men they consider moral, it�s also they 

especially find it ethical to mate with men whose creative moral viewpoints make moral judgements of 

their goodness uncertain.  

It�s not just moral for girls to appreciate moral creativity. They find it sexually pleasant as well. 

Since good girls find sexual appreciation of men with creative moral viewpoints very moral, a man having 

creative moral viewpoints suggests ancestors who attracted nymphettes who were unusually good. Since 

good nymphettes doubtless tend strongly to be better at judging character than bad nymphettes, it follows 

that moral creativity in a man suggests the especial moral goodness of that part of his genetic material that 

in ancestors has often mated with young females. Thus, girls getting unusual pleasure from good genetic 

material in spermatozoa suited to fertilizing girls, they indeed also have reason to find moral creativity in 

men sexually pleasant, though probably not generally quite so much reason as they have to find it morally 

correct to be attracted to it. 

Assuming that moral creativity is not in itself a trait that strongly suggests goodness, a very moral 

man being morally creative would not in every way directly increase the extent to which good young 
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females find it morally appropriate to have sex with him, because the very fact that he is morally creative 

will cause young females to underestimate his moral worth. Indeed, the level of goodness which men at a 

certain high level of goodness will on average test out at will in fact be lower than their actual level of 

goodness�indeed, men of fairly average goodness being much more common than highly good men 

would cause a reasonable female testing for goodness to (on average) underestimate the goodness of highly 

good men. Another way of looking at it is that a reasonable female will not use an unbiased estimator (i.e., 

an estimator that for a man of a certain goodness on average gives his goodness level) to estimate a man�s 

goodness, but rather try to use her knowledge of how goodness is distributed in the population (the so-

called prior distribution) together with her knowledge of how her best unbiased test works at various levels 

of test-subject-goodness to create a more accurate test (that is called a Bayesian solution). (A sports 

analogy is that if a rookie gets hits in half his first ten at bats, someone estimating his ability from his 

batting average should not estimate his end of season batting average as .500, since as should be taken into 

account, noone with a legitimate number of at bats has hit more than .400 in a season since Ted Williams 

hit .406 in 1941; likely the rookie was just lucky.) Moreover, it can be shown that under certain fairly 

natural assumptions, this ideal estimator is created by using a weighted average of the best unbiased 

estimator and the prior distribution, where each is weighted in proportion to the inverse of its variance; thus 

the extent to which a female is likely to underestimate a good male�s goodness increases as the variance 

(variance is defined as the square of the standard deviation) of her unbiased estimation does. But moral 

goodness, recall, is relatively easy to judge, especially by good people. Thus, even were it not the case that 

moral complexity in a man suggests his goodness, adolescents considering having sex with a very moral 

man should typically be able to judge his goodness sufficiently well that the chances of the man being 

better than what she judges would be only slightly more than the chances of his being worse, and so her 

underestimation would likely be insignificant (in comparison113 with her uncertainty). Thus, at least when 

                                                           
113 Under certain I guess fairly natural simplifications (e.g., that the goodness level which a male suggests 
to a female using her unbiased estimator is normally distributed with variance not dependent on his level of 
goodness), it appears from my calculations that when the variation of the female�s unbiased test for 
goodness is small in comparison with the variation of goodness in people, the ratio of the average 
underestimation of her (Bayesian) test to its uncertainty can approximately be obtained by taking the 
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it comes to adolescent girls and older, it is clear as mentioned earlier that moral complexity in a man makes 

him seem more moral and desirable than he would appear if equally moral but less complex. It�s tempting 

to suppose that if a girl is very young, e.g., a preadolescent, she is likely to be so uncertain in her moral 

judgments that beyond a point moral creativity in a very good man might make her (wrongly but 

understandably) feel less good morally about having sex with him than with a man of equal but more easily 

judged moral worth. Indeed, because of her extreme youth, the confidence interval that she creates when 

evaluating his goodness will be so wide that his level of goodness will depend drastically on where he lies 

in that interval; as will the number of people with a level of goodness similar to his, and thus she could be 

expected to underestimate drastically his level of goodness. But being as mentioned so useful in attracting 

girls and good girls in particular (of course, most girls sexually attracted to good men will not be 

preadolescent), there is a correlation between men114 being good and being morally both creative and 

complex, a correlation that because of the lesser wisdom of youth little girls are more likely than older girls 

or women to use as an important component in their test for male goodness. And this correlation may be 

supposed to much more than counteract in young girls the direct effect moral creativity has in making a girl 

underestimate a man�s moral worth. But if moral complexity is still somewhat useful in moral men in 

making little girls find it more moral to have sex, the sexual pleasure such a little girl takes in her (sexual) 

lover�s moral complexity is enormous, his moral complexity and the doubts it engenders in her judgements 

of him being after all something she can grasp very effectively even at her unadvanced age. If young girls 

could only be as certain who is good and who isn�t, nymphetal philokalia would be more intense for them 

than for older females since their bodies are younger and thus better suited to selecting for spermatozoa 

especially capable of fertilizing nymphettes. Well, when it comes to being unusually unable to be certain 

about a particular man�s morality, little girls probably can be about as certain about that as an older female. 

Moral uncertainty in a little girl reflects a moral complexity in a man that has a high correlation with 

                                                                                                                                                                             
product of the extent to which the individual is above average and the uncertainty of her unbiased test, and 
then dividing this product by the variation of goodness in people. 
114 And as is even more relevant, there is an even stronger correlation between a spermatozoan effective at 
fertilizing very young girls being good and the ejaculator of the spermatozoan being morally creative and 
complex, a correlation that a young girl is especially likely to need to use as a test of the goodness of the 
spermatozoan likely to fertilize her 
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goodness. Thus high moral uncertainty about a man makes the preadolescent female believe in his moral 

goodness in a way she never could otherwise. When a little girl can only believe a man could likely be 

anything from incredibly good to somewhat worse than blah, she knows he is as like as not extremely 

good, a judgment very young girls very rarely are lucky enough to be able to make, and that is 

extraordinarily pleasant to her. Moral goodness in a man may best be appreciated sexually by girls fourteen 

years old or thereabouts. But as for moral creativity and complexity in a man, that fetches youth like 

nothing else; my impression is that girls about eight years old get the most pleasure from lusting for it. 

(Somewhat younger girls can probably get slightly more pleasure by lusting for this complexity, which 

however probably doesn�t make up for their being more afraid to try such lust.) But to young girls, pleasant 

lusting for moral complexity will quite possibly seem as lusting for danger and imprudence in the manner a 

screwed-up girl might. Notwithstanding being screwed-up is especially painful to girls, being screwed-up 

quite generally tends to hurt others more than it hurts the screwed-up girl herself (because the guy who 

would have had sex with the girl if she hadn�t been screwed-up is the one hurt the most); hence, and I 

suppose perhaps because girls have the tendency to believe virginity is a great gift, girls tend to view being 

screwed-up as more of a moral fault than as pain. Accordingly, little girls probably don�t quite as much 

appreciate the great magnanimity of appreciating moral creativity in a man as would a somewhat older girl, 

notwithstanding that the formers� uncertainty as to the moral worth of him tends to be greater, thereby 

making their behavior in fact more moral than older nymphettes� behavior. It would seem that because the 

pleasure from taking a sexual chance on a man�s morality resembles screwed-up imprudence, little girls 

underestimate both the morality of taking such a chance and the pleasure from it, but that the former 

underestimation is much more significant. To sum, the traits of a man that especially attract little girls to 

having sex with him would appear to be (1) moral creativity and complexity, (2) a strongly antisodomy 

character, and (3) the trait that attracts somewhat older girls even more than it attracts little girls, namely 

moral goodness.115 The younger the girl, the more traits (1) and (3) seem to her to have to do with 

pleasure, and the more trait (2) seems to her to have to do with morality. 

                                                           
115 Yes, I have to an enormous degree the first two traits. That�s obvious, isn�t it? As to the third trait, i.e., 
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When discussing quasi-marriages we saw the great significance that close friendships between 

women have on courtship, and so it is not surprising that some women take friendship to the highest levels. 

Lesbianism is probably not only this, but also a kind of practice between women in how they should 

behave sexually should they meet a man they want to have sex with.116 It basically would appear to be a 

kind of mutual masturbation. There is a propriety and safety in acting out sexual fantasies with one�s own 

sex that is not present between the sexes. With the opposite sex, if one acts out fantasies so as to study 

them in a kind of trial and error, there is a great risk of confusion on the part of the partner (besides a 

possible risk of unwanted pregnancy). How is she or he to tell whether what you are thinking and acting 

out is real or just an experiment? Can she determine whether you are thinking of her or someone else? 

Since people always have sex with the opposite sex, there is no risk of confusion when just women are 

involved. The same fear of confusing is probably why there is a strong and proper moral tendency to act 

out one�s sexual desires very much by oneself. The proper emotion for masturbation is not shame, but 

                                                                                                                                                                             
as to how moral I am, it strikes me that girls should have to figure that one out for themselves, so I have no 
comment. 
116Again, some might say lesbianism has nothing to do with men, and that the term bisexual should be 
reserved for what I am talking about. Although it is probably true (as explained below) that men often 
become more or less purely homosexual, I am at a loss to see why women would, and actually doubt the 
phenomenon is anything more than a very rare genetic aberration that doesn�t deserve a word. As 
mentioned earlier, a mistress should typically hide her sexual activity from a girlfriend that could possibly 
be a quasi-wife to the same man; in particular lesbianism probably shouldn�t generally occur when 
particular men of uncertain relation to the participants are in mind�it�s just too revealing�and I suppose 
the necessity of this disingenousness at least partly explains those lesbians who eschew heterosexuality 
altogether (who are doubtless a lot less common in the real world than on TV). Actually, though, I 
wouldn�t even be surprised if both the unwillingness of a woman to enter a heterosexual relationship and 
the unwillingness of a woman to have children are more or less each independent (in the formal sense of 
probability) of a woman having sexual relations with other women. What is more, although lesbianism 
strikes me as being rather reasonable and unselfish, male homosexuality, whether strict or otherwise, is 
extremely evil if my theories below about sodomy are as correct as I think, and so it is important that 
diction should not be such as to suggest that male homosexuals share exclusive homosexuality with the 
more reasonable lesbians, since doing so might give sodomy and male homosexuality an undeserved regard 
by association. The media often wrongly portrays lesbian relationships to be something similar to male 
homosexual relationships. Generally, on television, there is a ridiculous female with the same irrelevant 
black leather, cat o� nine-tails, spiked underwear, whips, etc. dominating a lesser female, perhaps with one 
using her tongue in some sloppy rather disgusting way. (It strikes me as rather unsanitary to use one�s 
tongue in another�s pelvic region. It would be more gross if during lesbianism some chemical attractant is 
ingested, but although plausible, I doubt this happens�but why take chances?) As if lesbianism like male 
homosexuality has something to do with domination and ugly sloppy grossness! This confusion between 
what is essentially abuse and lesbianism causes prodigious evil to those men loved so unselfishly by a 
woman as to elicit in her bisexual desires for other women to share him in bed. 
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rather the secretiveness I am inclined to think it is too often mistaken for. What is disgraceful is having sex 

without having fantasized or thought about it seriously. It is ridiculous that there is so much scorn of 

masturbation in favor of having sex to masturbate. Is a woman a real entity that is someone to be treated 

according to how one feels and believes is right, or is she something to masturbate on? One should not be 

surprised there is such a strong tendency in certain quarters to push sex for reasons other than procreation. 

Sodomy, as I shall explain shortly, is probably the bane of civilization, and it is natural that both the 

unscrupulous men who use it to dominate women and the women so addicted should encourage activity 

that lends itself so well to their abominable behavior. The danger and evil of sodomy explains to me why I 

don�t really feel male homosexuality has any of the appropriateness of lesbianism. Perhaps there is some 

analogous legitimate sexual expression between males in open air field sports (no sodomy can happen out 

in the open), and I�m not saying that, provided no sodomizing rapists are nearby to get excited, it is wrong 

for men to sometimes try to put themselves mentally in a woman�s shoes so as to better understand such 

interesting people�yet still, homosexuality between males is basically evil. To sum, though it would 

probably be fanatical to deny that between the sexes a certain amount of exploratory and symbolic sex-like 

behavior such as kissing is innocuous and appropriate if fairly unambiguous and not carried to extremes, 

serious physical fantasy is legitimate when done alone or when between two close women, and that is 

about it. 

Now that I have just mentioned lesbianism again and since it wasn�t so long ago that I discussed 

nymphetal unholy lust, now is as good a time as any to point out that lesbianism too is probably a cause of 

unholy vaginal lust mucous. As mentioned briefly earlier, the worse the females involved in sharing sex 

with a man, the more likely the attraction of some of them resulted from not very impressive imitation and 

from a lack of concern as to the sexual needs of men (whose need for mates decreases with number), and 

so the less likely that having sex with several females is truly indicative of the man being very desirable 

sexually. When several females share sex with a good male, that is suggestive of his being stud-like much 

the way his having sex with a nymphette would be. It�s true that the analogy between sex with a nymphette 

and sex with several females at once is not exact in that if a bad man tends to have sex with a nymphette, 

that is not at all suggestive of his being stud-like (quite the contrary, in fact), while if a bad man tends to 
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have sex with several females at once that is in fact somewhat suggestive of his being stud-like, but the 

situation is still somewhat analogous in that as mentioned a man having sex with several women at once is 

somewhat more suggestive of his being very desired sexually if he is good than if he is bad. It follows that 

you would expect that many of the phenomena relating to nymphetal sex would correspond with analogous 

phenomena relating to lesbianism, and that these latter phenomena in their existence would be morally 

beneficial, but since there wouldn�t be as much difference between how these phenomena relating to 

lesbianism affect good men and how they affect bad men as is the case with the phenomena relating to 

nymphetal sex, the phenomena would not be quite so morally beneficial as the phenomena relating to 

nymphetal sex. Since these lesbian phenomena are not quite so important in their moral affects as the 

corresponding nymphetal sex phenomena, since the theory of lesbian lust is so analogous to the theory of 

nymphetal lust that the reader may fairly easily draw conclusions about the former from my conclusions 

about the latter, and since lesbianism is properly something females alone tend to have much natural 

concern and intuition about (and I am not female), I will only briefly (in the next paragraph) outline what I 

think happens. 

The tendency of female lesbianism to cause unholy lust mucous could evolve easily, and since it 

would be more pleasant for females to feel this lust when the man sharing sex between the females is good, 

lesbian lust is a phenomenon that is beneficial to the evolution of goodness and hence something which 

probably would evolve if it could. Therefore, it probably really does happen that lesbianism causes unholy 

lust mucous�a good phenomenon. First note that in an obvious sense more than one woman having sex 

with a man would mean more unholy female lust, merely because there are more females to slather on 

unholy lust. But it is easy to see that it very easily could be much more than that. As is well known, 

allergies and exposure to microbes can cause secretion of nasal mucous. Now, microbes vary greatly in 

form and must be difficult for the immune system to recognize. But microbes that infect the respiratory 

system must first arrive from someone else�s likely inflamed respiratory system�one in which not only 

microbes are being expelled by sneezing and coughing, but probably much mucous also. So if someone�s 

nose is being exposed to new respiratory germs, likely those germs are accompanied by the alien mucous 

that was expelled along with the germs. If as seems reasonable alien mucous is easier to recognize than the 
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greatly varying respiratory germs, it may be that alien mucous�mucous from someone else�s nose�can 

produce the inflammatory response of increased nasal mucous production. (That would help to explain 

why people are most contagious early in their colds, before the symptom of increased mucous production 

has kicked in much.) Since people have likely evolved so alien nasal mucous can produce an allergic 

response that increases production of nasal mucous, the same genes that code for production of allergic 

mucous in the nose could probably be made very easily by evolution to code in the female reproductive 

tract for a similar mucous-producing allergic response to alien vaginal mucous. Lesbian unholy-lust 

mucous is probably caused by the mucous-producing cells in the reproductive tract having an allergic 

mucous-producing response to alien vaginal mucous. Assuming perfect mucous mixing between the 

females involved in lesbianism, the greater the number of females involved, the more alien the mucous that 

is inside each female. Suppose (what seems like a not unreasonable model, at least when there are not 

extremely large numbers of females involved) that the amount of unholy mucous produced by a female 

whose mucous is well-mixed with that of other females is proportional to the number of females involved 

in the mucous mixing. As with non-lesbianism-induced lust mucous, in some sense the pleasure that a man 

is going to get from the unholy-lust mucous is going to be proportional independently both to the number 

of females he can get pregnant, and to the amount of mucous slathered on. But now the amount of unholy-

lust mucous slathered on is going to be proportional to the square of the number of females involved! Thus, 

when as a result of the females involved mixing their mucous between themselves, there is lesbianism-

induced unholy mucous being produced as supposed, the pleasure a man gets from unholy lust is going to 

be proportional to the cube of the number of females he is having sex with. Cowabonga! The cube of a 

number goes up way fast as it increases! It follows that the significance of lesbianism rises very markedly 

indeed as the number of lesbians increases. Good females will choose to experience the lust of lesbianism 

more often than bad women for two reasons. First, they will do so for unselfish reasons inasmuch as it is 

quite generally very rewarding for a man to be loved with unholy-lust mucous inasmuch as the benefit of 

crossover during spermatogenesis is a long-term benefit to distant future generations (which only the male 

ancestor benefits appreciably from). Second, they will do so from sexual pleasure because lesbian lust 

selects for spermatozoa coding for abilities that are more special and desirable when in good men. Indeed, 
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because the amount of lesbian-lust mucous absorbed by a penis during spermatogenesis is going to be 

extremely dependent on the amount of lesbian women slathering vagina mucous on it (in fact it might, as 

seen, be supposed to vary with the cube of the number of women involved), those spermatozoa that prosper 

when exposed to lesbian-lust mucous during spermatogenesis and sex will very much tend to be those 

whose ancestral spermatozoa were ejaculated while having sex with many lustful women simultaneously, a 

situation more suggestive of the sexual desirability of the male when the male is good; moreover, because 

lesbian-lust mucous is probably very similar (if not identical) to nymphetal-lust mucous, a spermatozoon 

that prospers will also very much tend to be a spermatozoon whose ancestral spermatozoa frequently 

encountered nymphettes, which ancestry is very impressive if these spermatozoa are good but very lame 

otherwise (the key point driving nymphetal philokalia, recall). Actually, to the extent the first two reasons 

are true, there is a third reason�because good females choose the lust of lesbianism more than bad females 

do, such lust will select for sperm loved by good females, which of course will tend to be good. Lesbian 

lust will tend to make for children that are more good, something good females are strongest in desiring. 

The advantages of lesbian lust being a real phenomena should mostly be obvious now; they mostly can be 

derived by analogy with the nymphetal-lust case. One interesting point about lesbian lust is that its strong 

more-or-less cubic dependence on the number of females involved makes it selective for sperm with 

ancestors favored by scads of women in a way that the see-saw effect does not. The see-saw effect is 

probably similar in its effect on sperm whenever there are more than one female involved in the sex. So the 

existence of lesbian lust makes good females unusually able to select for sperm with ancestors favored by 

sex involving (simultaneously) scads of females; indeed, when bad females share sex, they will probably 

tend to do so in a way that less involves (lustful) mucous mixing and intimacy between themselves, 

especially if their mate is bad. 

Just because masturbatory behavior between the sexes is not generally appropriate, it does not 

follow that sex is the only appropriate rather sexual behavior between the sexes. As stated earlier, women 

are good largely to the extent they are willing to be mistresses, and so it is only natural for a loving woman 

to want to show off her affectionate nature and sexual willingness. Because of the importance of women 

being ambiguous about their affection toward those they think might love them enough to marry, it is 
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however questionable whether a girl or woman would actually want during courtship to make out with the 

man she is most attracted to, since doing so might too forwardly reveal her true level of affection. 

However, by making out in public with men in nonsexual ways (kissing, hugging, etc.), and thereby 

making her sexual-mistress nature more clear, an affectionate woman can make it more obvious to men that 

her nature is to be willing to give sex gratuitously to most men she would be willing to marry, and thus 

improve her chances of inspiring a decent male (perhaps even in matrimony!).117 It just stands to reason 

that the more a girl behaves in ways similar to sex, the more obvious her sexual tendencies will be. Now if 

a man wants a girl as a mistress, and she refuses him, he probably shouldn�t be willing to make out with 

her in public this way. If she is not good enough to be a wife, she is probably not worth wasting his time 

over just for the sake of her making a nice show. However, if he desires her as a wife yet she does not to be 

so, then it is probably reasonable that he should for her sake be willing to publicly make out with her short 

of sex. Granted, it will make him look somewhat less for not having had his suit accepted, but then he will 

look better for having been allowed to make out�it is doubtful whether a woman would want to be kissy 

with just anybody, after all!118 

Although flirting is a reasonable way for women to reveal their affectionate natures, it is important 

to realize what it should not be. On the one hand, it is not a way to brag about how popular one is. In 

evaluating another as regards mating, a decent person is largely indifferent as to her popularity. He is 

concerned rather with her goodness and talent. It is however a somewhat effective strategy for a selfish 

person to rate another according merely to her reproductive success, measured largely by her popularity. 

Thus, the less people brag about their reproductive success (suggested often by popularity) the better, since 

such bragging assists selfish people in making reproductive decisions, but does not assist unselfish ones 

much. Fortunately, it is difficult for women to selfishly show off their popularity through flirting, since 

                                                           
117Women can accomplish the same goal by exhibitionism in movies, plays, magazines and the like. 
Although such performances are mainly for the edification and amusement of the audience, the effect of a 
woman being able to increase her popularity by revealing her sexuality is real and probably explains the 
great desire among many women (particularly the available ones) to become actresses or models. 
118Horse racing terminology has an amusing resemblance to real life: win corresponds to obtaining a 
mistress, place corresponds to obtaining a wife, and show corresponds to making out (which last is indeed 
for show). Perhaps unlike horses, humans often prefer second place. 
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such flirting by definition must reveal a willingness to unselfishly be a mistress, and a selfish woman 

doesn�t want to show others she is very willing to be a mistress, since doing so would greatly reduce her 

chances of obtaining a husband: an unselfish man won�t marry her because she is selfish, and a selfish man 

wouldn�t either if he is led by her to believe that she would just as likely be his mistress. The reason I 

mention that flirtation should not be for bragging is to clear up any misconception that people might have 

that public displays of affection are appropriate as a way for a man to show off his sexual prowess that he 

might attract other women who care about it. Not only is a decent woman pretty much indifferent to a 

man�s sexual prowess as measured by his past success, in fact, she probably cares slightly less for a man 

for each woman she knows he has screwed around with simply because the benefit to an individual of 

having an extra child is greatest when he has none or few children. Indeed, after a person has many 

children, he can be pretty certain that his best genes will not become extinct in the short term, which is the 

greatest danger since their superior quality will likely ensure their success once they are represented greatly 

in the population.119 

                                                           
119Women caring less for sexually successful men has the added benefit of ensuring diversity, which is 
important for the species and for beauty in the long term. For example, if the norm were (say) for one-
quarter of men to have ten children each while the rest had none, it would not take many generations for 
the human race to lose most of its diversity. In the short run humanity would indeed become more evolved, 
but in the long run it would tend to become stale. The best path of evolution is rather akin to a maze. Just 
as in a maze, it doesn�t pay for evolution to willy-nilly always go in the direction that seems most in the 
forward-going direction. Similarly, in any given generation, useful unique adaptations may occur by 
mutation in millions or maybe billions of different individuals, and it is important that there be enough 
mixing that a large percentage of these adaptations become generally represented. It is best that evolution 
occur many places, as it can when not just the fabulously successful are likely to be favored with 
reproductive success (of course, the advantage of evolution occurring in many individuals is also why large 
societies tend to evolve faster than smaller ones; e.g., native Australian animals frequently can�t compete 
with ones native to vast Eurasia). The mathematics indicating the ideal rate of selection would appear to me 
to be rather involved (and must heavily consider the phenomenon of crossover, where the chromosomes in 
a chromosome pair swap corresponding segments of genetic material). A somewhat idle speculation based 
on my feelings would be that if about one-third of children were born to mistresses rather than wives, and 
if about six or seven percent of children from marriages were illegitimate, the speed would be about right. 
I�m also not really sure if the speed should depend on the size of the human population, although I feel it 
doesn�t make too much difference. However, as I shall explain later in discussing inequality of income 
distributions, it is probably foolish and inexpedient for individuals to base their mating decisions on 
considerations of diversity. 

Actually, given a choice between a fairly certain chance of having a few mistresses and a more 
iffy chance at lots and lots of mistresses, the good man is more likely than the bad man to take his chance 
at lots and lots of mistresses. Indeed, once a man has enough children, he can feel pretty certain his genes 
won�t be extinguished in the short term, which selfishly is his greatest concern. Accordingly, after a point, 
there is not much selfish benefit to a man in having yet another child. However, a good person, if he is 
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I should point out that it could be argued that private displays of reproductive success, being 

invisible to the public, would not cause public stigma, and so could not be prevented among bad people. 

Therefore, perhaps a good man should in fact indicate his sexual prowess and experience when in private 

with a prospective sexual partner, since doing so generally could increase the number of bad sex partners 

he would get, a fine thing. However, presumably some public stigma could still be expected to arise to 

those who believe in bragging about their sexual prowess (even if only in private), because beliefs, being 

akin to character, tend to be somewhat detectable at least. My opinion is that it is better not to mention to 

prospective undecided partners past sexual conquests (although it is fine for a woman to ask his sexual 

history provided she realize that asking should be considered tantamount to accepting him as a sexual 

partner if he hasn�t had many offspring�it is only appropriate that a woman should be able to reject a 

partner if he has had much sexual success and children, since in such a situation he needs her less). 

However, I�m not really sure whether it is wrong for a man to show off privately his present sexual 

partners; the added attraction of a man having sex simultaneously with another woman (which is 

advantageous from the decathlon and see-saw effects) might just make for such an enormous advantage to 

be gained by him in displaying his present mistresses that it would simply be foolish for him not to show 

them off. 

What flirting also should not be is a way to make others jealous. Sometimes women unfortunately 

become addicted chemically to abominations. The men who perform these abominations do so in order to 

dominate. Thus, the more insecure this type of man feels about his mate�s affection, the more he is likely to 

abuse her as she desires. And the easiest way women have of making a man sexually insecure is to try to 

make him jealous. Accordingly, the more a woman makes a man jealous, the more likely he is to sodomize 

                                                                                                                                                                             
skilled, may yet appreciably desire more children from the consideration that they will work to benefit 
other good nonrelated people. To be sure a good man will be more concerned for his wife than a bad man 
would, but behaviors that likely may attract a few mistresses may to her mind be no less detrimental than 
behaviors that less certainly could attract a great many mistresses. Indeed, the same sort of behaviors that 
could cause a man to obtain lots of mistresses could cause him to obtain lots of money, and for similar 
concerns of promoting goodness, good women (what wives of good men tend to be) would naturally more 
choose an iffy chance at lots of money than a less certain chance at a moderate amount of money. I should 
point out, though, the exception that in very small societies, evil people may want lots of children more 
from the consideration that the children could (unjustly) eliminate all their competitors in some sort of 
apocalyptic wickedness.  
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her if he is of that sort. Occasionally a woman deduces what the situation is, and thinking herself clever, 

she goes about creating as much jealousy and hatred as possible just to increase her chances of a man 

abusing her as she likes. Perhaps more frequently what happens is that a woman does not actually desire 

the sodomy (because of its intrinsic ugliness to her), and yet because such an act did have some pleasure to 

her (chemically) and was likely an act of forceful violence (euphemistically called rape), she is at such a 

loss to explain her emotions that she rationalizes that somehow the violence was appropriate (easily done, 

since straightforwardness is appropriate) and was the cause of her pleasure. Accordingly, she might use 

flirting so as to try to increase the general level of violence and unrest associated with sex. Sometimes I 

actually think abused women often think they might actually like being raped (as opposed to being 

forcefully sodomized). Indeed, it isn�t extremely clear that rape is evil. If a female had conscious control 

over whether a fertilization is successful, it would stand to reason that she would more or less always enjoy 

being raped.120 All an act of rape would do would be to increase her selection of possible fathers, which 

might be limited by her being forced to have sex with only one or a few. Interestingly, it would seem that 

for this advantage to be significant, she would have to be able to become fertile quite infrequently; 

otherwise, whatever male controls her would simply wait a certain space after her rape before fertilizing 

her, punishing her (by homicide or abandonment, for instance) if she had the nerve to become pregnant by 

her rapist right after the rape. It is well known that many female animals are only fertile very infrequently 

at very specific times of the year. I suspect this is because the females of these species have the ability to 

secretly control the success of a fertilization,121 and in consequence generally like being raped! It would 

seem to follow that the better males of these species are the ones that try to rape the most (because they are 

more likely to take into account the desires of the does), assuming no sodomy is involved. Yes, people 

really should realize the violence of wild animals such as deer isn�t quite as bestial as it appears. It could be 

                                                           
120Assuming venereal disease is not involved. 
121For the rabbit, cat, and ferret it is in fact known that copulation is necessary for ovulation (in the rabbit 
it is even necessary for development of the follicle) (Orr, pg. 367). Ovulation following copulation does 
definitely seem suggestive to me of the animal having conscious control of the viability of a fertilization. I 
should point out that I don�t want to use cats as an example here (even though I am more familiar with 
them than deer), because it is known that male cats have a barb on their penis which I suspect causes 
female cats to be slightly susceptible during ordinary copulation to the chemical effects of the semen of 
tom cats. 
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argued that, for instance with regard to deer, the male harem leaders are culprits for fighting off other 

bucks that try to invade their harems, but that is not true either. Assuming a harem comes to a buck 

willingly, it stands to reason that a noble buck would fight off competitors; indeed, if a doe wanted sex 

from another buck, she could just join his harem, and if she didn�t, his allowing other bucks to approach 

her would only increase her risk of being sodomized or otherwise controlled. But of course, humans are not 

deer. Women are definitely able to become pregnant throughout the year at essentially any time (although 

the ability does vary somewhat over the course of the estrous cycle); accordingly, the advantages of being 

raped would be much less or nonexistent. In fact, it is actually quite disadvantageous for women to be 

raped (even by men free of venereal disease), simply because a woman can�t consciously control the 

viability of a fertilization, and so finds it imperative that she has sex selectively (also, the frequency of 

sodomy has caused to evolve in association with profligacy and indiscriminate loss of virginity a guilt that 

would be harmful psychological baggage). Anyone who thinks about the matter using standard arguments 

must find women being unable to control the success of a fertilization most extraordinary considering the 

frequency of female adultery and rape. Some men might even doubt its truth and in consequence rape and 

feel good about it. But there is an explanation for why women don�t have control over the success of 

fertilization. If women did have control, they might be tempted to try sodomy much more than is 

reasonable, which would be utterly disastrous. In consequence, women really don�t like being raped; those 

women who believe they would like to be raped I suspect would be quite disillusioned if ever actually 

raped as they think they want. 

In fact, the success of many animals can probably be tied to their having antirape advantages. In 

dogs (especially wild dogs), for instance, copulation typically occurs back-to-back, and since it is hard for 

a male to rape going backwards, as it were, doubtless dogs have the advantage of being strongly protected 

against rape and forced abuse. Whether in comparison with humans such backwards behavior is an 

advantage is open to question. A male dog from not being able to observe his copulation is doubtless rather 

oblivious to whether his copulation is sodomy or sex. Accordingly, male dogs with antisodomy tendencies 

can�t generously help the females very well to avoid addiction, and thus one would expect the females to 

be unusually susceptible to nonforced addiction. In fact, humans having done better than dogs suggests the 
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extra-difficulty males have in forcing sodomy is not the great antisodomy advantage that women have in 

typically not having sex from behind. Dissipated women are called bitches for a reason. The same 

antisodomy reasons that select in females for inability to control the success of copulation in humans 

would apply with even greater force in dogs. Curiously, dogs have perhaps done one better: when a bitch 

has sex without getting pregnant she undergoes pseudopregnancy�a condition that mimics the travail of 

pregnancy without producing offspring. Pseudopregnancy is doubtless a strong and important 

discouragement of profligacy in female dogs. The great advantage cats possess probably arises from their 

being able to climb trees. A fleeing animal which is higher in a tree has an advantage over an animal, such 

as a rapist, attacking it from below; moreover, most attacks in trees are prohibitively dangerous. Perhaps 

the larger lions have difficulty climbing trees, but the males are so much larger and unwieldy than the 

females, I don�t doubt but that the female can climb a great many more trees than the male, which most 

definitely gives her advantages. Of course, male cats are very lazy, and so a female in a tree with a male 

chaser at the base can simply wait until the tom falls asleep and then scamper away. 

Finally, it is important to realize that flirting is not a useful method women have of being 

ambiguous. Recall it is appropriate in marriage or in a possible marriage situation for women not to be too 

revealing of their affection. Partly the appropriateness of this ambiguity arises from the desirability of 

women being able to commit adultery without difficulty. Now it could be argued that flirting possesses this 

same desirable property. Indeed, if flirting before and during marriage were commonplace, if a man found 

his wife with another man, he would not be sure as to whether it were adultery or just flirting, and so 

adultery would be somewhat safer for women, which is desirable. The problem is that women of course 

should be secretive about adultery, and so in order for this sort of flirting to be plausibly adultery, it would 

be necessary for the wife and the man she is flirting with to be seen only in situations that the man comes 

on accidentally, as it were. In consequence, the wife and her flirt would have to spend a ridiculous deal of 

time and energy with each other so as to make it look to the husband when he sees them that the trysts were 

inadvertently observable. It simply wouldn�t seem to be practical, either for the wife or for the man she is 

using to flirt. Neither is flirting useful in creating an ambiguity that allows women more easily to reject 

men for frequently selfish reasons such as lack of commitment. If a man is really led to believe a woman 
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likes someone else more, likely from politeness he simply will ignore her so as not to be an interference. 

Basically, I don�t feel lying is appropriate between people who respect one another, merely because it 

causes too much confusion. 
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Addiction and Deception 

It is my belief that addictions influence people a great deal more than they realize. Now, the term 

addiction is unfortunately applied rather loosely. Sometimes addictive is used simply as a synonym for 

pleasant. Hence one sees merely pleasant activities such as play, sex, and eating described as addictive. 

One is led to wonder, Are there really such things as addictions? And I think the answer is pretty clear to 

most people (especially the pure and unaddicted) that there really are. There can be little doubt, for 

instance, that a substance like opium whose withdrawal causes physical trauma could be otherwise than a 

powerful addiction. Similarly, a host of other drugs such as alcohol, marijuana, cocaine, and nicotine are 

quite clearly addictive. The basic characteristic, I argue, of an addictive agent is that it would seem to alter 

for the worse the behavior of the organism consuming it while at the same time being very desired. Now 

thoughts are basically chemical in nature. The typical way addictions work, it would appear, is by 

chemically fooling the brain into thinking one is well-off merely by introducing a chemical that makes the 

brain think that everything is pleasant or good. Doubtless, a sense of well-being is caused in the brain by 

chemicals. Ordinarily, these chemicals are produced when circumstances really do indicate (through the 

complicated emotions and thoughts one possesses towards reality) that an aspect of life is good or pleasant. 

However, these chemicals, or chemicals with similar effects, can also be introduced artificially, and such is 

how addictions typically work�they are chemical in nature. But of course, not all chemicals are addictive. 

A nutrient can be used to create chemicals that influence the brain and cause thoughts and feelings, but 

doubtless what brain chemicals and thoughts are created from nutrients (as opposed to addictive 

substances) is largely up to the brain and its impression of external reality. Some chemicals really are 

addictive, because they cause good or pleasant feelings in the brain which are desired because of love for 

good or pleasant feelings and which are harmful because of their ability to create a deluded sense of reality 

(and also sometimes harmful physical effects). As for nonchemicals, I basically don�t think they should be 
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classified as addictive.122 However, there are important addictions not generally thought of as chemical, 

which I suspect actually to be so. 

It will be argued here that sodomy123 is significant because semen contains chemicals which have 

detrimental addictive psychological effects on the brains of those organisms which absorb the chemicals 

through the digestive system. I realize this theory is very weird and could be viewed as quite prejudicial. I 

have no shame, however. As we shall see, there is a great deal of evidence independent of chemistry which 

would seem to support that somehow sodomy is addictive. I feel that this evidence in itself is strong 

enough to admit my introducing my theory. That the theory is weird is in itself not a sufficient criticism. In 

fact, a theory has to be weird to be really interesting. Who cares about the commonplace? Moreover, I want 

to point out to people that I believe this theory because a general understanding of diverse particular facts 

about nature supports it, and not because sundry dry chemical facts do. For this reason and because I am 

not a chemist (though I know more chemistry than most, having gotten A�s in the two chemistry classes I 

took in college and having an even better background in related physics and more especially mathematics) 

                                                           
122An exception would appear to be certain types of music. In a way one can think of thoughts as being 
chemicals, but in a way one can also think of them as being impulses. Music consists of impulses similar 
probably to brain impulses, and perhaps music is sometimes pleasant or profound merely because it 
introduces directly impulses of pleasure or profundity into the brain. Life also consists of rhythms and ups 
and downs, however, and probably some music actually is good because it operates by intelligently 
reflecting life rather than just by forcing brain impulses. Songs that are beautiful and which don�t have 
much tendency to intrude themselves are probably of value. Both Sides Now, for instance, I feel pretty sure 
is a safe song, because it is somewhat beautiful, and because I had to listen to it a half-dozen times or so 
before I could hum it. But it could be that it is hard to remember because it possibly relates to sodomy 
(love from both sides of the body?), and anything related to sodomy one tends to forget. Another reason for 
singing appears in some male birds, which I think sing partly to tell their mates where they are so they can 
commit adultery more easily (I don�t see how singing elaborate high-pitched notes protects territory. If the 
French had replaced the Maginot line with flutists, they probably wouldn�t have fared much better.) 
However, there probably is some addictive quality to bird songs, which probably explains why cats hate 
birds so much, since cats despise addictions more than just about any animal. Whistle to a cat and she will 
do most anything to get you to stop. I suspect that cats� hatred of noise is even more or less general, which 
perhaps explains why cats are so much at home in bookstores�they would prefer it if the humans would 
communicate silently as books do. 
123By sodomy I mean a behavior that introduces a man�s semen into one of the two openings of the 
digestive system. In particular, I do not (as some have done, particularly in the past) include as a sodomy 
bestiality, a rather different matter about which I have nothing to say except that it is likely prudent for 
parents to discourage their children (especially children in the formative years of their sexuality) from 
having pets (especially male pets) in their bedrooms. Probably, bestiality (an adequate word) is sufficiently 
disparate and uncommon that to include it under the heading of sodomy accomplishes little except both to 
confuse denotation and to encourage excessive hatred of animals. 
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and can�t afford to hire one, I have not done as thorough investigation into the actual chemistry of sodomy 

as will naturally be desired by my skeptics. However, a few weeks� review by me of the papers regarding 

the chemicals contained in semen actually does seem to strongly support my hypothesis. Against those who 

say my arguments are unscientific as being not primarily chemical in nature, I remind all my readers that 

Darwin�s theory of evolution was proposed by him and properly accepted by intelligent individuals before 

the chemistry of DNA and genetics in general was understood, and it was nevertheless scientific.  

There actually is a pretty good reason why people might not have thought hitherto of sodomy in 

this chemical way: a natural tendency of understanding people is to not think about it. It is well known that 

people who are abused tend to repress memories of their abuse to a surprising degree. That such repression 

occurs to some degree would not be surprising in light of semen containing addictive chemicals. One who 

is sodomized (i.e., abused) would gain a chemical addiction from the abuse that might cause her or him to 

seek it out again if the sodomy could be remembered well. How exactly these memories are repressed is 

not exactly clear, but it is not unreasonable to suppose that to make this blocking-out more effective, a 

natural tendency to not think at all about sodomy might arise among people who at all feel they might be 

abused. Now it could be argued that I am doing a disservice to people in pointing out the addictive nature 

of semen�that I am essentially pointing out the heroin to the heroin addict. But I have faith that by having 

a complete understanding of why sodomy is in some ways appealing to the addict (as opposed to only 

having a slight understanding of its significance), the reasonable person will realize the evil nature of 

sodomy and be able to triumph over it without too much difficulty. But it is not just possibly addicted 

people who don�t think much about sodomy�people in general don�t think much about this taboo subject 

either. Why? That possibly abused people don�t like thinking about sodomy just doesn�t seem capable of 

producing the quite general level of reluctance people in general have toward considering this matter.  

The reluctance of many adults to consider sodomy basically stems from class snobbery. You can�t 

say, for instance, of the frequently cussing uneducated and poor that they are very unreasonably loath to 

discuss these matters. No, it is mainly the wealthy and educated who insist on shunning all consideration of 

vulgarity from some sort of idiot indifference. Quite the tragedy, actually, since it is the wealthy and 

educated who have the safety and sheer rational power, respectively, that one needs in fighting sodomy. 
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Also, it is precisely these favored classes who from their increased power can be most influential in 

influencing societal mores. But, really, I mean you can�t be too surprised that class snobbery causes 

indifference to vulgarity in the so-called higher classes. With respect to wealth, after all, a wealthy person 

won�t remain rich too long if she falls into vulgar sodomy addiction. Her sodomizer probably won�t mind 

too much being a parasite. She�ll fall right off the cart economically, thus losing her social standing and 

becoming, well, to be blunt about it, just not quite a very desirable member in the more exclusive social 

circles. In short, there is not much impetus among the rich to reform their mostly nonexistent sodomy 

addicts, nor is there relatively very much danger to them from this indifference toward sodomy, since 

unlike the lower classes who absorb their fallen, there aren�t a great many screwed-up people in their ranks 

telling them that sodomy is more innocuous than it appears. And look at what is to be gained through 

indifference. By ignoring sodomy altogether and scoffing at all the lower-class antisodomy emotions like 

anger, nervousness, etc., you gain the ease, proactivity and interpersonal skills that can be useful in getting 

ahead. Why you get six of the famous The 7 habits of highly effective people124, 125 for free. Gee. More to 

                                                           
124(Covey). 
125The trait you don�t get is �Begin with the End in Mind.� However, that is not a trait of highly effective 
nonaddicted people. Enthusiasm and having goals are antiaddiction defenses. Accordingly, since 
antiaddiction defenses tend to intrude in nonaddiction situations to one�s detriment, it is better for 
nonaddicts who want to get ahead to take things one day at a time. If you decide with a will ahead of time 
that you want something, then if some sodomizer interferes with you in the interim to discourage you from 
getting it, it is very preferable to maintain your enthusiasm and go by how you decided rather than to 
reevaluate your (now polluted) feelings. Similarly, once resolved to fight a present addiction, it is 
important to stick to your decision rather than to continually reevaluate. Fighting an addiction for a while 
and then giving up just familiarizes you with how miserable withdrawal symptoms are, to your detriment. 
That popular self-help literature of this sort tends to take a view on enthusiasm contrary to its views on the 
other subjects probably has more to say about the prejudices of the publishing industry than anything else. 
That is (fortunately), the publishing industry is not against antisodomy ideas per se so much as anti-
mistress-sex ideas. Perhaps the best way for a woman who despises anti-mistress-sex inhibitions to meet 
and have sex with an interesting intelligent man (a very laudable desire) is for her to become an acquisition 
editor or literary agent, since she will not only meet such men, but also have the power she needs to 
overcome those silly, frustrating and hated inhibitions that could thwart her longings. Accordingly, these 
professions that so determine what gets published have a pro-mistress bias and an extreme anti-inhibition 
bias. Since most of the inhibitions against mistress sex are misunderstood antisodomy feelings such as 
paranoia (as alluded to earlier, people often confuse innocuous mistress sex with sodomy), these 
antisodomy feelings are so particularly despised by the literary industry that books which belittle them are 
pushed and praised beyond what one might expect. Enthusiasm is the exception among antisodomy 
feelings. Enthusiasm is something you feel when you decide that you do want to have sex with someone 
(but are afraid someone else might interfere); to experience it actually encourages a man taking a girl as 
mistress, and so for a man to experience that particular antisodomy emotion is not only OK by the literary 
professionals, but something to encourage by publishing books which praise enthusiasm. Also, to be 
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the purpose, by viewing concern toward sodomy as a vulgar interest that only the vulgar classes would be 

interested in, you have an excuse to be uppity since being otherwise than exclusive would cause you to be 

subjected to those uncouth feelings and associations which doubtless make it difficult to possess the calm 

necessary to do upper class things like remembering at the symphony in front of a crowd of the refined 

how to play some boring hard-to-remember piece of classical music. You have the excuse you need to 

justify your family only associating with rich people, thereby helping to ensure that you or your family can 

only marry money. 

The educated, too, from snobbish considerations frequently purposefully ignore sodomy 

considerations. Scholars tending to be more rational than emotional, they are not particularly vulnerable as 

targets of sodomy and so don�t risk as much by not considering it. They, too, can gain by having the excuse 

not to associate with the uneducated (and hence less favored) from a reluctance to consider matters which 

in their presumption or idiocy they consider uninteresting from being vulgar. It is a matter of controversy 

whether sodomy is addictive;126 remarkably, however, I can find no evidence (and I have searched) that 

anyone besides myself has actually bothered looking into whether sodomy actually is an addiction in the 

obvious chemical sense that straightforward people tend to mean when they use the term addiction. I am 

forced to make the conclusion that (presumably through indifference) probably no reasonable scientist has 

investigated at all seriously whether sodomy is chemically addictive and bothered to talk about it. In 

considering whether sodomy is chemically addictive, I have been forced to do practically all the thinking 

by myself. Thus, as doesn�t bother me much, people must accept or reject my conclusions as to what is 

                                                                                                                                                                             
effective an image maker has much need of quickness, since what makes something hot is not just its 
popularity but how fast it becomes popular. In deciding whether to worship the next thing, the image 
conscious look to its edginess since nothing is instantly popular and not even a conformist wants to look 
like a conformist. So an image maker needs to go at his job fast and furious at the start of an assignment. 
Enthusiasm has everything to do with quick thinking, so you would expect image makers to be enthusiastic 
types, and what since people tend to value in others traits they themselves possess, to love enthusiasm. 
That would also explain why Hollywood tends to overvalue enthusiasm as well, since Hollywood is just 
about the most image conscious place imaginable. For instance, I had to scratch my head at the acclaim 
received by Shakespeare in Love, which from the frenetically enthusiastic quality of the acting and script 
should to my thinking more properly have been called Shakespeare After Fifteen Cups of Coffee. 
126Witness the commotions caused by the comments of Reggie White (the great defensive end of the 
Packers) and Trent Lott (the majority leader of the US Senate) suggesting homosexual sodomy to be 
harmful and an addiction. Do not infer that I am either a Packer fan or a Republican. 
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probable not by determining the official opinion of scientists who have seriously investigated whether 

sodomy is chemically addictive (these scientists, as can be checked, do not exist), but by interpreting the 

evidence themselves. 

The simplest evidence that sodomy is controlling and vulgar comes from common observations 

about its use and people�s attitudes towards its use. In chimpanzees, sodomy is much more common than in 

humans. Moreover, it is always the dominating male that sodomizes the submissive one; anthropologists 

generally recognize sodomy in apes is associated with dominance. That sodomy is more common in 

chimps is not surprising in that chimpanzees are less refined than humans. It is significant, for instance, 

that the Bonobo chimp, a strain that is considered less violent and more human-like than the standard 

chimp actually engages in sodomy an amount intermediate to that of humans and ordinary chimpanzees.127 

In humans as well, any casual observation might strongly lead one to suppose that sodomy is controlling 

(as from its being addictive). In sodomizing homosexual relationships, for instance, there would appear to 

me from my limited unwanted observations from television that oftentimes one of the partners is 

submissive while the other is dominating. Similarly, when females are sodomized, say in movies, the 

female typically becomes very submissive, timid, and dissipated, just as one would suppose if addiction 

were at work. And consider common diction. In popular parlance, �sucker� and �asshole� are quite 

derogatory terms suggestive of being the recipient of the two respective types of sodomy. And of course 

people basically use these terms to describe those they think are deluded and dominated as if by addiction. 

Also there are large groups of religious people (who tend to be the most free of addictions) and fanatics 

who are vehemently and fanatically against sodomy and male homosexuality even though they don�t really 

seem to be very clear in their head about just why it is evil. The Westminster Catechism, for instance, states 

explicitly that �sodomy� together with �all unnatural lusts� is prohibited by the seventh commandment.128 

                                                           
127I infer this from researchers� statements concerning the frequency of �sex� between males and the 
percentages of sexual encounters that are from the posterior side; perhaps somewhat understandably, the 
literature that I have read does not indicate what percentage of posterior �sex� really is sex. 
128In the nineteenth century, before it became politically incorrect, it was commonly believed that sodomy 
and male homosexuality were disgusting harmful addictions; apparently the matter was seen as so obvious 
little controversy was raised about the matter. For instance, nineteenth-century historians widely believed 
that the English kings Edward II and James I were ineffective because they had homosexual addictions that 
rendered them weak and susceptible to worthless fawning types. As an illustration, in Extraordinary 
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A lot of surprising peculiarities about human behavior can also be understood by accepting a 

chemical nature of sodomy. We saw earlier that the annoying tendency of some women to try to make men 

feel jealous can be explained by their desire to provoke sodomy. Similarly, that women can�t control the 

success of a fertilization or consciously abort a pregnancy can be explained by the powerlessness making 

women more hesitant to engage in behaviors like sodomy associated with sex. A woman simply isn�t likely 

to idly experiment when such experimentation might mean unwanted pregnancy. It would appear for this 

reason that abortion and birth control are basically wrong, although I don�t see why the former shouldn�t 

be allowed in fairly clear cases of rape, or when medical complications put the mother in danger129. It is 

not surprising then that so many people are dead-set against abortion, and really quite fanatically so. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds (a very enjoyable book), Charles Mackay in 1852 writes of 
James I and his revolting favorite: 

Robert Kerr, a Scottish youth, was early taken notice of by James I., and loaded 
with honours, for no other reason that the world could ever discover than the beauty of 
his person. James, even in his own day, was suspected of being addicted to the most 
abominable of all offences; and the more we examine the history now, the stronger the 
suspicion becomes. However that may be, the handsome Kerr, lending his smooth cheek 
even in public to the disgusting kisses of his royal master, rose rapidly in favour. In the 
year 1613, he was made Lord High Treasurer of Scotland, and created an English peer by 
the style and title of Viscount Rochester. Still further honours were in store of him. 

It is well to remember that while today believing sodomy as dangerous is viewed as an 
extraordinary popular delusion evolving from the madness and prejudice of crowds, it used to be that 
sodomy (or male homosexuality, at any rate) was widely seen (more accurately) as an important cause of 
such delusions and madness. 

As an aside I should point out a more recent instance of a ruling family likely being controlled by 
sodomy, with disastrous results, namely the disasters befalling Russia during the First World War and the 
Russian Revolution. Indeed, it is widely acknowledged that the inordinate and surprising influence gained 
by Rasputin over the tsarina and her family was largely responsible for the disasters befalling their family 
and country during that period. The mystery is how such a man could have obtained this influence. The 
standard explanation that he gained favor with the tsarina and tsarevich by supernaturally healing the 
hemophilia from which the tsarevich suffered hardly seems credible. Sodomy seems a much more plausible 
reason, as perhaps the Russian people knew instinctively considering their hatred of this dissolute nobody. 
But then you look at it more closely and you see maybe both explanations are right. After all, on the whole 
prostaglandins tend to promote platelet coagulation, which is why so many people with heart conditions 
take aspirin (which blocks prostaglandins). 
129An alternative to banning abortion is to punish women undergoing abortion (rather as dogs are punished 
by painful pseudopregnancy if they have sex otherwise than for procreation). This punishment could take 
the form of a large abortion fee; however, there would have to be some means of ensuring that the 
economic punishment (and hence the disincentive) is similar for women of diverse economic strata, or else 
rich women would not be discouraged enough. In other words, the wealth and economic potential of 
women would have to be measured, and the better-off women made to pay a larger fee. 
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(Ironically, the very argument that the pro-choice people usually use in favor of abortion�namely that it 

increases a woman�s freedom�is probably the best130 reason why it should not be ordinarily allowed. 

Women being easily allowed to have abortions would increase the sodomy in society, and it is most often 

precisely because of sodomy that women lose their freedom involuntarily, becoming unwilling slaves to 

their abusers.) Certain seemingly insane tendencies probably also arise as a kind of natural antisodomy 

defense. People who are addicts to drugs, alcohol, or sodomy have a kind of surprising secret knowledge. 

They know in a very direct way that the naturally ugly behaviors associated with addictions are not really 

as unpleasant as their ugliness would suggest to the uninitiated. Failing to rationally understand addiction, 

these dissipated unfortunates gather together and scoff, giggle, or worse at what they feel is the remarkable 

ignorance of the beauty-loving innocents. It gets very tedious after a while. I mean, we don�t have enough 

courage or saliva to always spit back like we want to. Eventually, some of the weaker of us fall to our ruin. 

Now there aren�t many people besides addicts who actually do have secret knowledge of this sort. Thus, 

since it is typically the very dangerous and false ideas that are held secretly, and since it is very much to the 

advantage of people to avoid these ideas, there has developed in people a natural tendency to fear secret 

knowledge and groupings.131 This terror of secret knowledge is often understood by there being some kind 

                                                           
130The argument that human life is sacred also has some validity of course, though not perhaps enough by 
itself to make abortion unreasonable. It used to be I fairly definitely didn�t think the argument strong 
enough to by itself make abortion unreasonable, but after all the scary stuff the most unscrupulous of the 
gene scientists are wanting to do to embryos nowadays, it�s an argument that appears more and more 
sensible to me. If lines aren�t drawn at definite, obvious places, they�ll have a way of being dragged where 
they shouldn�t be, which I know sounds like kind of loony thing to say, but there you go, I believe it 
anyway and don�t think for a minute that the prosodomy crowd hasn�t used PR to make us all believe lines 
should move more than in fact they really should. 
131The more social interaction and communication in your society, the greater the risk of being harmed by 
this secret knowledge. Moreover, since effects that evolve in response to causes don�t generally transcend 
these causes (because when they nearly do, further evolution of the effect is not as useful a response as it 
otherwise would be, but is still as likely to be detrimental for other reasons; e.g., what an already very 
paranoid society might gain from further fearing secretive knowledge from its seductive association with 
sodomy, it could more than lose in excessive terror of Kennedy assassins, creeping communists, and the 
like), it is to be doubted whether the extra opportunity of determining whether knowledge is secret or 
widely accepted that a highly communicative society affords effectively counteracts this greater risk of 
being subjected to and harmed by seductive secret half-truth knowledge. Accordingly, in highly 
communicative well-integrated societies such as ours (with movies, television, newspapers, magazines, 
psychic hotlines, etc.), one might expect greater difficulties with people getting seduced by this half-truth 
knowledge, and maybe even greater difficulties with addiction. If we are not careful, it might get to the 
point that addictions are widely accepted, in which case shame will be ineffective. Of course, there are 
many advantages to open and free communication, as in spreading knowledge�perhaps even knowledge 
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of secret cabal that seeks to torture and control everybody, and in consequence people become insane and 

absurdly see dangerous witches, gypsies, freemasons, secret agents, spies, etc. behind every corner. And of 

course, there are many who make a living whipping up paranoia, basically because it is so easy to do.132 

Neurosis, like paranoia, also probably arises from antisodomy defenses. Sodomy, after all, is sloppy and 

dirty, and in consequence it is only natural that people would have developed a very strong love of 

cleanliness, since such might protect against desiring abuse. Neurosis is probably the extreme and 

desperate expression of this love of cleanliness. 

Anatomy also supports that sodomy might be quite harmful, in that certain characteristics of the 

body may have arisen to discourage sodomy. It is relevant probably that the clitoris, which apparently has 

an erogenous purpose, is located rather anterior in the female sex apparatus. Presumably it is stimulated 

most by those men who because of dislike for sodomy have the natural tendency during sex to be as 

anterior as possible in copulation, and so the clitoris would act as a kind of antisodomy defense. Similarly 

the G-spot, which apparently is also located anteriorly, might also serve the purpose in women of 

encouraging love with nonsodomizing men (though my intuition is not as clear about that so much). A 

more obvious antisodomy object would be the hymen, the existence of which in females supports the belief 

in the significance of virginity. Obviously a girl who thinks virginity is significant and not to be lost lightly 

                                                                                                                                                                             
of the evils of addiction. I really think that these advantages are so great as to make improvements in 
communications almost always desirable. 
132It is revealing that in generating this paranoia, these deceivers typically create a false dichotomy, 
presumably because the issue of sodomy vs. sex really is a strict dichotomy�a mere question of one hole 
versus another; e.g., evil creeping communism vs. free enterprise (or socialists vs. capitalist swine), 
Christian family values vs. non-Christian heathens and atheists, Republicans vs. tax and spend pinko-
liberals, Aryans vs. Jew swine, noble strictly monogamous marriage-respecting husbands vs. reckless out-
of-control selfish adulterers (or goody-two-shoes henpecked bores vs. virile satisfying pragmatic 
passionate studs), etc. Unlike sodomy, issues of religion, society, and government are typically quite 
complicated, and so it�s really rather harmful to dogmatically view these matters simplistically. But of 
course, some simplification is just about always necessary in constructing models; e.g., in this work I tend 
in my considerations to consider people as either unselfish and good or selfish and bad, even though I will 
admit there are various shades of goodness. It would however be too unwieldy to make clear how these 
considerations should apply to all the various shades. (It is important to appreciate in particular, however, 
that if you give a normally good person enough power, the increased possible gains from selfishness may 
be so excessive as to induce him to revert to selfishness. A great many ordinarily very good people would 
probably turn cruel if made dictator of world. There should not be dictators, especially of the world.) 
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would be less likely led to activities like sodomy that make her vulnerable to losing her virginity.133 

Finally, that people stand up as opposed to walking on all fours is possibly the most significant fact of 

human anatomy in preventing sodomy, though perhaps few see our upright stance in that light. If people 

walked on all fours, they would probably have sex more from the posterior side, as in other animals. And it 

seems to me that a woman can�t protect herself nearly so well from being sodomized if she has sex from 

her back side rather than having it from the front. 

One of the great conundrums of modern paleontology concerns exactly the significance of upright 

stance. Apparently, the first differentiating characteristic known to appear as humans evolved from 

primitive more apelike ancestors to the modern Homo sapiens was upright stance. The Australopithecus 

afarensis fossil Lucy, for example (discovered by Donald Johanson and his workers in 1974), has the 

modern upright stance, and yet has a small skull that could only contain a small brain. That these two 

characteristics would seem to have evolved in that order was very surprising to modern paleontologists. 

Conventional wisdom held that upright stance was selected for because it freed the hands to be used 

otherwise than for walking, which would be useful only after the brain had evolved intelligence enough to 

make the freeing of the hands useful in such pursuits as carrying weapons and tools. Reversing the order 

gives no explanation for the coincidentally close evolution of intelligence and upright stance. That people 

became intelligent because people could walk upright and hence easily use tools seems absurd. 

Intelligence, after all, is useful in all manners of pursuits, not just in making tools. What scientists now 

believe happened is that upright stance evolved largely as a matter of climatological changes. Proto-

humans began to live in the newly predominant grasslands as opposed to the jungle (where like 

chimpanzees our more distant ancestors probably lived). Now in a grassland, animals have difficulties not 

                                                           
133It could be argued that a belief in the significance of virginity could harm by discouraging women 
through shame from having sex with decent men should they be so unfortunate as to have lost their 
virginity regretfully. However, men probably don�t care as much about virginity as women do. 
Accordingly, it must be admitted that loss of virginity is more associated with guilt than shame. Not that 
loss of virginity isn�t probably slightly unattractive to men, but it probably is so more from its suggesting 
that the woman is untrustworthy than from its suggesting that she is sluttish. Being screwed up is a state of 
mind that can largely be reversed (unlike loss of virginity), and I don�t think men have much difficulty 
judging it, as indeed one would expect since women have much to gain by not hiding their profligacy to 
those who would try to reform them. 
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only with seeing over the omnipresent grasses, but also, as a result of a lack of shade, with excessive heat. 

As the scientists point out, since standing animals can more easily see over things and (near the equator 

where they evolved) are less exposed to the direct rays of the scorching midday sun, they have an 

advantage over the four-legged animals in both sight and cooling. So the experts still have an explanation 

of why upright stance evolved,134 but now they lack an explanation of why that and perhaps the other chief 

differentiating characteristic of humans, intelligence, evolved at similar times. Coincidence? I haven�t 

heard of any really reasonable explanation for the close juxtaposition that doesn�t ignore the fossil 

evidence. That some anthropologists think tools are so important as to suppose their possible use would 

suffice quickly to cause an evolution of intelligence really doesn�t seem very reasonable to me. The main 

reason these tools are very significant is probably just that they are very easily preserved�much more so 

than fossils�and hence all that paleontologists often have to go on. As mentioned earlier, intelligence is 

useful just about in all aspects of life, and so one wouldn�t suppose that there being one more way it could 

be useful would lead to its rapid selection. Moreover, it is reasonable to me that what the hands of the 

quadruped jungle animals swinging from tree to tree might lose in their unavailability for tools, they might 

more than make up for as regards possible tool use in their necessarily very refined coordination. Where is 

the man that can use his hands to grasp branches as effortlessly as a monkey does? Tarzan and Spiderman 

are fictional. 

Intelligence, I suppose as almost everyone would agree, is quite special. Certainly humans would 

seem to possess it much more than most other animals, and perhaps much more than any other animal. It 

stands to reason that something quite special happened for it to evolve. Obviously it is quite special and 

important that women have freedom in making reproductive decisions according to their own natures. Yet 

in a society in which sodomy is common, women really don�t have much control over their reproductive 

decisions. In such a society it is the effect of sordid abuse that tends to rule a woman. Natural selection has 

a large accidental quality and frequently selects for characteristics that are useful mainly just in competition 

                                                           
134Some scientists (rightfully, I�d say) even doubt these explanations, however. As Johansson points out, 
bipedalism makes for slow running and isn�t fast running more useful in plains than in jungles? 
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within the society or species. For instance, because food is difficult to find, it may be to the advantage of 

an animal to be rather small, and yet if males have to fight each other for mates, the advantages of size in 

fighting might select for size in males way beyond what is reasonable for the species. Similarly, merely 

addictive qualities might be selected for to the harm of a species. It is not perhaps an exaggeration that not 

infrequently what is being selected for in humans nowadays is nothing more useful or noble than the ability 

to elegantly mix drinks and to sodomize powerfully. With freedom to abide by her own natural feelings, a 

woman can by means of sexual selection choose to mate with the man she really loves, who if she 

possesses some intelligence and sensibility, is almost certainly likely to be someone who possesses 

beautiful noble qualities. It is thus not surprising that an event causing sodomy to be less likely would, by 

its giving women true freedom, cause humanity to evolve much more specially. And since an upright 

stance would seem to make women less likely to get sodomized, it is therefore not surprising that upright 

stance might indeed have been at least partly responsible for the evolution of intelligence in humans. 

Especially is upright stance useful to women, who are more susceptible to abuse from more often being a 

target. Perhaps women wear high heels largely to stress their refinement in maintaining that upright posture 

that is so lovely; perhaps for similar reasons, they tend to more like gymnastics, ballet, and ice skating, 

where balance is essential. Perhaps, too, it is not unreasonable that a mother brags to everybody about how 

early her baby learned to walk�a pride that else seems hard to explain given the dearth of crawling adults. 

Looking backward from the great evolutionary advancement that occurred with the evolution of 

humans and intelligence, perhaps the greatest advancement occurred with the evolution of mammals from 

their more reptilian ancestors. Morphologically, perhaps the greatest distinction between the mammals 

(except for the monotremes135, which contain two living members, the duck-billed platypus136 and the 

spiny anteater) and the reptiles and birds consists in the mammals containing separate openings for the 

                                                           
135Monotreme literally means �one opening�. 
136It is relevant that the duck-billed platypus is one of the few animals which it is practically impossible to 
breed in captivity. The females are doubtless possessed of some of the same hatred of being controlled 
chemically that most mammals are. But because physiologically hating sodomy is no option, the only 
possibility for them is to eschew rape with all their might. This hatred of rape doubtless carries over to a 
hatred of physical control of any sort that makes the females absolutely averse to mate in any situation 
under which she feels even slightly controlled, as she might feel in the confined setting of a zoo.  
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reproductive and digestive systems. In birds and reptiles the digestive, urinary and reproductive systems all 

open into the cloaca. This gives birds and reptiles an advantage in that the urea137  and whatnot that would 

normally be dissolved in water and passed out as urine can instead be passed out with the products of 

digestion. Thus, animals with a cloaca need less water, which is a clear advantage to animals in arid 

environments (where reptiles tend to most prosper) and to animals that can�t carry much water since they 

must be light (as birds must be in order to fly). So what is the advantage in having separate openings for 

the reproductive and digestive systems? You can probably guess: with animals which only have one 

opening, every sexual act has a sodomizing addictive quality about it. Some might argue that I am insulting 

birds, but I don�t mean to. After all, being able to fly gracefully must give birds a good deal of protection 

from rape that we don�t have. Birds do have a peculiar kind of intelligence, however, arising doubtless 

from it being not important for them to distinguish sex from sodomy. Humans are relatively quite talented 

at subtle distinctions. We marvel at what we consider the abject stupidity of a mother bird in being unable 

to distinguish between her own egg and an often totally different looking one of a cowbird. Apparently 

distinctions on the whole just aren�t that important except in distinguishing sodomy, and so animals which 

don�t have to deal with distinguishing that instead evolve traits more useful to them. Birds probably have a 

kind of intelligence which we would consider dyslectic. And just as dyslectics often possess other peculiar 

intelligences such as incredible memory, so it probably is with birds. Indeed, it is highly relevant that 

humans� memory is so atrocious. A simple computer can easily remember a sequence of numbers better 

than we can, and a little bird can remember how to fly thousands of miles�we couldn�t. Probably humans 

can�t remember things well because sodomy is something they probably shouldn�t remember well, and so 

there is probably some mechanism that tends to make memories vague whenever they have the least bit of 

stress or any other emotion associated with them which one might find in a sodomizing situation (and 

almost everything has some stress associated with it). 

                                                           
137In birds, reptiles, and insects, (poisonous) ammonia from protein digestion is not converted to urea as in 
mammals, but to uric acid, a less soluble analogue of urea. 
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Actually, as regards birds, not all birds are created equal. If the advantage of being a bird relative 

to abuse is that flight makes birds so vulnerable to attack from one another that a male can�t force himself 

on a female without excessively risking mortal injury (or what amounts to almost the same thing, an injury 

making efficient flight impossible), one is led to consider the exception of those birds for whom attacks by 

their fellows are less dangerous, i.e., flightless birds and those birds which lack sharp beaks and talons. If 

there are remarkable features present precisely in these birds giving them other defense against abuse, then 

as the expression says, the exception will prove the rule. Chickens, as is well known, have the remarkable 

tendency to gang-up and peck to death an injured fellow chicken; therefore, even though chickens are 

essentially flightless, chickens are not really an exception inasmuch as an injury to a chicken has 

mortifying consequences to him. The exceptions I was able to think of were penguins, ostriches, geese, and 

ducks. Later (after having determined the advantages of these birds) I realized that swans also fit into this 

category (from what I understand of it, I would not be a fan of tragic Swan Lake138). Penguins were easy 

for me to explain. The female penguin essentially sits on her flipper feet, the most powerful part of her 

body. So presumably the male penguin cannot force himself on a female penguin, because her flippers 

behave as a shield that precludes abuse. I was not able to determine so easily what was special about geese, 

ducks, and ostriches�they didn�t seem particularly unrefined. Nay, ducks in their behavior had even 

struck me as being as humanlike as any nonhuman animal�maybe even more humanlike than apes. As it 

turns out, and as I learned after researching the matter through reading, ducks, geese, swans, and ostriches 

are the only birds that have a penis.139 What is more, the sperm channel on the bird penis is not inside the 

penis, but is located on a groove on the upper surface. Perhaps the apex of the groove actually reaches 

during copulation to the opening of the urogenital system in the cloaca! Consequently, maybe the penis fits 

so snugly inside the female that birds with a penis are practically the only vertebrates for whom sodomy at 

                                                           
138As I explain later it may actually be that swans find twisting and pirouettes quite repellent and 
suggestive of sodomy. 
139McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, 1966. Maybe screamers (represented by only 
three species) have penes as well; the entry �copulatory organ� would seem to imply that screamers (being 
anseriforms) also have penes, while the entry �reproductive system� implies they do not. To go to South 
America, find a male screamer and risk lifting up his tail feathers is just too much a daunting task for me. 
Sorry. 
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the terminal end of the digestive system is essentially impossible! My guess, however, is that a certain 

amount of nefarious drippy leakage is possible from the upper fissure into the digestive system, and that by 

twisting or misdirecting the penis during sex, males can in fact cause sex to have a sodomizing aspect. It 

would be an interesting test of my ideas to see both whether geese and swans are unusually frightened by 

leaks and twists, and whether they have remarkable skill at detecting them (just as humans have remarkable 

skill at detecting distinctions). 

Given that mammals may have developed separate openings for the reproductive system and the 

terminus of the digestive tract so as to make reproduction less subject to chemical influences, it is perhaps 

well to see whether there is anatomical evidence suggesting that the female reproductive system is in fact 

less capable of absorbing chemicals than the digestive system. After all, it is not a priori clear that sex 

itself couldn�t be addictive�it is often claimed to be so. And if sex is significantly addictive clearly 

sodomy is not so evil as I believe (not that sex being addictive has any inherent plausibility to me, but I 

find it is the objection people usually make to my antisodomy viewpoint). Although I am not an histologist, 

it would appear that the more permeable epithelial tissues are simple epithelial, i.e., they are one layer of 

cells thick. Simple squamous epithelial tissues line blood and lymphatic vessels, where filtration and 

diffusion must readily occur; simple cuboidal and columnar cells line glands and the digestive tract and are 

involved in secretion and absorption; finally (simple) pseudostratified columnar tissue lines the respiratory 

tract, where absorption also takes place. On the other hand, stratified, multi-layered epithelium is at least 

typically not very permeable. Stratified squamous epithelium lines the skin and oral cavity, for example, 

and transitional (stratified) epithelium is in the urinary bladder. So if the female reproductive system is 

lined with stratified epithelial tissue, that is strong evidence that it is not very susceptible to absorbing 

chemicals from the male. Apparently, stratified squamous epithelium lines the vagina and stratified 

columnar is also seen in the reproductive tract. As for the uterus, its lining, the endometrium, is of a 

complexity that suggests its ability to have evolved well (If I understand matters right, it has at least two 

layers of simple epithelium amid a sandwich of diverse other layers of tissue, making for a complex 

structure too complicated for me to make histologic conclusions about), and so is likely also not 

particularly susceptible to addictive influences�in fact, as we shall shortly see, there is evidence the uterus 
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actually responds negatively to prostaglandins in semen by cramping. So indeed, histological evidence 

supports that the female reproductive system would probably be ineffective at absorbing chemicals from 

the male. As for the terminus of the digestive system, the sigmoid colon and rectum are lined by simple 

columnar epithelium, and so as we would expect from the digestive system, are probably effective at 

absorbing chemicals.140 Histology supports that sodomy would be much more addictive to the sodomized 

individual than sex would be to her. 

Finally, after considering all the evidence given by general observations, one can consider the 

chemical evidence. Although not a biochemist, I undertook a cursory review of the literature, which seems 

to support my hypothesis that sodomy might be a chemical phenomenon. Apparently semen contains at 

least thirteen chemicals called prostaglandins. These related chemicals play important and diverse effects 

throughout the body. The exact amounts and proportions of these chemicals in semen varies with the 

individual and even varies among the ejaculates of a given individual, but �greater amounts of E and F-

type prostaglandins are made in human seminal vesicles than in the rest of the body combined.�141 The two 

most abundant prostaglandins in semen are apparently prostaglandin E1 and prostaglandin E2.142 Typically 

                                                           
140Perhaps because the body has managed to partly evolve a response to rectal sodomy, the 4 cm long anal 
canal is lined by probably not very absorptive stratified squamous epithelium, so it would appear that rectal 
sodomy has to be at least fairly deep to be effective. Interestingly, the male urethra is lined by (simple) 
pseudostratified columnar epithelium, which suggests that maybe men could in fact be slightly addicted to 
masturbation and more particularly to masturbation while thinking of sordid matters eliciting addictive 
chemicals. I do not think, however, this effect of males being addicted to themselves is very significant; 
after all, the male urethra has a very small surface area. In particular, I don�t think the effect is sufficiently 
significant to make masturbation in men unreasonable, though it likely may be sufficiently significant that 
men should realize that masturbatory feelings are always taken with at least a few grains of salt, as the 
saying goes. Assuming my theory right concerning the addictiveness of certain chemicals in semen, 
doubtless even good men have some of these chemicals since none of us inherits our traits from perfect 
ancestors. 
141 (Knapp, pg. 407) 
142And their 19-hydroxy derivatives. Apparently, for some reason, the 19th-carbon atom of prostaglandins 
in semen has a tendency to be hydroxylated with an OH group, forming these derivatives that appear 
nowhere else in the body (unlike PGE1 and PGE2 which occur throughout the body). The amount of 
hydroxylation of E prostaglandins varies markedly from individual to individual, varying in one study from 
26% hydroxylation to 97% hydroxylation [Pourian, et al]. Since these hydroxylated compounds are so 
unique, there is not much data on how they differ from normal prostaglandins in their physiological effects. 
One study indicates that 19-hydroxy PGE2 has stimulatory effects like PGE2 on one prostanoid receptor 
subtype (the EP2 receptor), but not on some of the other receptor subtypes stimulated by PGE2 
[Woodward, et al]. Thus, at least so far as PGE2 is concerned, one may guess that 19-hydroxy PGE2 has 
effects that are a (mostly unknown) subset of those effects of PGE2. 
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these two would be of approximately equal abundance, together having a concentration in semen of about 

5mg/100ml. Taking the other prostaglandins together also gives a concentration of about 5mg/100ml. I was 

able to find some literature concerning the effects of the two most prevalent prostaglandins. Apparently, 

PGE2 is a potent algesic when present in the brain; i.e., it increases sensitivity to pain. (Interestingly, many 

pain relievers such as aspirin and ibuprofen actually work precisely by blocking prostaglandins). 

Prostaglandin levels if high increase the amount of mucous produced by the digestive system. Both PGE1 

and PGE2, by causing potent uterine contractions, are potent abortifacients; that is, they can cause 

pregnancies to abort. Indeed, women taking the drug misoprostol, a synthetic prostaglandin E1 analog used 

for those with ulcers to increase mucous produced in the stomach, must be very certain that they are not 

pregnant before ingesting it. Even a 100mcg tablet (about the amount of PGE1 in a typical, 4ml ejaculate) 

may cause spontaneous abortion. At least the Physicians� Desk Reference entry for Cytotec (the brand 

name Searle gives to its misoprostol) is extremely clear and solicitous that under no circumstances should 

any woman either pregnant or possibly pregnant take that drug because of that side-effect. Prostaglandin 

levels are increased by alcohol intake. Finally, and for my argument perhaps most important, PGE1 may 

well be an antidepressant. To quote Nicolas Papanikolaou, �PGE1 levels were found to be low in 

depressed individuals and elevated PGE1 levels may lead to relief of depression.�143 

It is quite obvious that semen containing a chemical believed possibly to be an antidepressant 

strongly supports the notion that sodomy might be chemically addictive�addictive substances quite 

frequently act by causing pleasurable sensations, the very sensations that depressed individuals typically 

lack. But what about the other chemical effects mentioned? Can we make sense of these effects of 

prostaglandins given our hypothesis? We can, which is just that much more evidence supporting our 

theory. First, sodomy, according to our hypothesis, is a tool used by dominating individuals. Now, there is 

another tool besides ordinary addiction that a dominating individual can use to achieve control over 

                                                           
143Nicolas Papanikolaou, �Hypertension.� In Curtis-Prior, P.B., ed., Prostaglandins: Biology and 
Chemistry of Prostaglandins and Related Eicosanoids, pg. 289. LC Card# 87-30920, Call# QU 90 P96703 
1988, NLM UI 8711005. 

Confer also, Abdulla and Hamadah, 1975, �The effect of ADP on PGE formation in blood 
platelets from patients with depression, mania, and schizophrenia.� British Journal of Psychiatry, 127: 
591-595. 
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another�namely, terror. And as we have seen, semen contains a substance, namely PGE2, that increases 

sensitivity to pain. What could be more useful to a physically abusive individual than to make his victim 

more sensitive to the physical abuse that he inflicts on her to terrify her into submission? Abuse is more 

than sodomy; it quite frequently is also hitting and kicking to the point of almost death. Quite frequently, 

though, I (and I daresay many other men) are amazed at what cowards women are�they seem to 

overestimate144 the physical danger that they actually face from abusive men. This excessive fear can be 

explained by externally introduced PGE2. Also, it is very curious that sex and violence are so often thought 

of in the same light, as in the media. Why would a woman want to have sex from someone who doesn�t 

like her enough to refrain from hitting her? Sometimes you will even hear someone so messed-up as to say 

love and hate are basically the same thing�quite a preposterous statement for a logical person to make 

about opposites.145 If a man wants to destroy something, well, then he doesn�t love it�it�s so obvious I�m 

almost afraid of insulting my reader�s intelligence just by mentioning it. And yet, it is not so surprising that 

                                                           
144Just the same, if you dump your boyfriend because of my book, good for you, but I would appreciate it 
if you don�t tell him you did so because of my book. The fewer enemies my book has, the more likely it is 
to succeed, and if it does succeed to greatly influence female behavior, it strikes me that I would be 
somewhat more at ease without a million abusive men hating my guts. Quite generally, to those who want 
to help my book, I would suggest pushing my book less to naturally immoral people than to naturally moral 
people, who of course are more likely to speak well of it and create in the public the sort of image my book 
deserves. Not that eventually I don�t want everyone to read it, but for the ultimate success of my book, it is 
best, I am inclined to think, if those who read it first tend to speak well of it. But of course, reformable 
people that have been made by circumstance to behave immorally are a special case. They are the people 
most in need of my book, so if you agree with my antiabuse opinions, it would be remiss of me to not 
appreciate your considering it duty to acquaint these victims with the truth about the evil nature of abuse. 
145There may, however, be some legitimate analogous feelings associated with adultery. In adultery against 
a husband, it may well be that chemicals introduced by the paramour (or, less likely, the woman) cause the 
paramour�s sperm to be unusually unselfish and patriotic in holding back so they can slaughter any 
husband�s sperm should the introduction of the husband�s sperm make for a kind of sperm war. It�s 
difficult to say, but presumably the chemicals affect unpatriotic sperm more adversely (their ancestral 
sperm having been less accustomed to them), resulting in an increased chance of the woman being 
fertilized by patriotic, unselfish sperm. In any situation, it is advantageous for a woman to be fertilized by 
unselfish, patriotic sperm, since in her male children sperm closely related to such sperm will be poor 
competitors with sperm more closely related to her. If contemptuous feelings cause men to make 
homicidal, unselfish sperm suited to adultery (plausible since a contempt toward husband is associated with 
committing adultery against him), a woman would actually have an advantage (even if adultery is not 
relevant) in creating a contemptuous attitude in her lover. It would appear, yes, that a man has to be 
careful. Indeed, if a woman suggests universal love rather than contempt and skepticism, that might be 
considered as being wonderful and even suggestive of her being charitable and of marriage material. But it 
could just be a sign that she is definitely not someone worthy of having sex with while feeling contempt 
and so is clearly unsuitable for marriage. 
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a person�s emotions (and hence perhaps a weak intellect) could confuse these opposites�apparently 

�love� chemical is often introduced via sodomy concomitantly with violent physical abuse and �terror� 

chemical. Similarly, people often take foolish risks�as with gamblers, race-car drivers, or speeders�, as 

though they believe or are trying to project that there is something inherently pleasant about taking 

dangerous risks. To me it is just amazing that our society is so dependent on the all too dangerous 

automobile�personally, I make a concerted effort to avoid car trips unless I really have little choice. It is 

puzzling that people could get pleasure in danger, but since in sodomy �love� chemical comes 

concomitantly with �danger� chemical, it is not too hard to explain why sodomizers would pretend 

pleasure and danger have a kind of natural and profound connection. Nor is it that hard to understand why 

the sodomized might try to experiment to find that connection for themselves. Second, What about the 

effect of prostaglandins on mucous production in the stomach? Now, people tend to aggravate ulcers when 

they are nervous, and it is precisely in stressful situations that people get nervous. But it is also in stressful 

situations (e.g., war) where an individual has so little control over herself that she is most likely to get 

sodomized. So it is not unreasonable to suppose that the body during stressful situations would try to block 

the effects of any possible abuse by removing prostaglandins from the body. But since prostaglandins are 

needed for mucous production in the stomach, this removal of prostaglandins might be expected to 

aggravate ulcers, which may well be what actually happens. (I have read that in cases of extreme terror as 

in battle, it is not unusual for people to involuntarily defecate�another example of stress initiating what 

could obviously be an antisodomy defense. Stress also sometimes blocks memory, as with a student whose 

mind goes blank while taking an important exam; since memory of the pleasure of an abuse is generally 

harmful, this blockage may be another antisodomy defense induced by stress.) Third, How can we explain 

that semen contains an abortifacient? The last chemical one would expect to be in semen would be one that 

tends to make pregnancy difficult by perhaps causing abortion. One explanation might be that sodomy 

could be used as a tool by males to abort pregnancies by other men, but apparently introducing the 

prostaglandin just topically into the female reproductive system can be sufficient to encourage the 

contractions that can cause abortion. (The prostaglandin PGE2 was actually looked at as having economic 

potential to be used much as RU486 to force abortion, but the painfulness of the induced contractions made 
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it undesirable.146) But if it is very much to a woman�s advantage to be not chemically under a man�s 

control, it is not at all surprising that her reproductive system might have evolved so as to discourage 

pregnancy by a man whose semen is so chemically potent as to make any possible sodomy with him hurtful 

to her freedom. It is thus perfectly logical that the female reproductive system responds negatively to 

prostaglandins, because there is a selective advantage to women in having such a response, and so it 

evolved thus.147,148 Finally, it is only natural that alcohol intake would increase prostaglandin production. 

Alcohol is addictive of course, and what since scientists say alcohol raises prostaglandin levels,149 maybe 

alcohol is addictive precisely because it raises prostaglandin levels; if so, our theory fits like a glove on a 

hand. Alcohol indeed is notorious in clouding women�s judgment of men and in predisposing them to 

                                                           
146Now PGE2 is being used this way, mixed with another chemical to reduce complications. 
147Note I am not saying that it is disadvantageous to a woman to have children by a potent sodomizer 
because children tend to reflect the father and because such a man tends to be less reproductively 
successful (although it stands to reason it might be somewhat true as society seems to be evolving in the 
right direction). I am saying that it is disadvantageous to a woman to have children by such a man because 
although he is likely to be neither more nor less successful reproductively than a nonsodomizing sort (or 
only slightly less so since refinement isn�t evolving really quickly), what success he does have comes 
largely at the expense of the women he behaves selfishly toward. To simplify, if what he gets is the same 
as what a good man gets, while what his mate gets (because of his selfishness) is always (say) about half of 
what he gets, it is obvious that his mate won�t get nearly what the mate of a good man gets, which because 
of his unselfishness may well be the same or more than what the good man gets himself (and considering 
all possibilities has the expectation of being much more than what the mate of a selfish person gets). 
148One hypothesis in the scientific literature [Kelly 1997] is that prostaglandins in semen actually promote 
fertility by locally disabling the female immune response, which theoretically might be evoked by 
spermatozoa to the detriment of the latter. However, according to Kelly [Kelly 1997, pg 115], �whether or 
not they [spermatozoa] exhibit MHC antigens on their surface is controversial,� which I suppose means 
that it is not clear whether or not it is reasonable to suppose spermatozoa would evoke an immune response 
in women. Also [Kelly 1991], although PGE and 19-hydroxy PGE do apparently suppress immune 
response, apparently there is no significant difference in inhibitory activity arising from PGE or 19-
hydroxy PGE between fertile and infertile men, as one would expect if PGE or 19-hydroxy PGE content 
promoted fertility. Probably more significant, and certainly very interesting, is his hypothesis [Kelly 1997, 
pg 116] that PGE and 19-hydroxy PGE might facilitate infection from HIV and HPV (human Papilloma 
virus). If these viruses tend to selectively infect sexual partners of men having high concentrations of 
addictive chemicals (as perhaps PGE), that would in any society tend to harm more the partners of bad men 
(since in any given society, one would suppose from evolutionary considerations that those men with the 
most potently addictive semen are more often�on average!�nefariously addicting), which would cause 
less harm to the society than a virus that tended to infect people equally or which selectively harmed those 
tending to mate better men. Accordingly, these viruses being less harmful to societies, competition between 
societies would less tend to evolve immune response to these viruses. The viruses would not only benefit 
from these reduced immune responses, but also directly, by inflicting less harm to their host societies than 
a less discriminating virus would inflict. 
149�It is known that ethyl alcohol in relatively low concentrations stimulates PG formation in vitro.� 
(Parantainen et al., pg. 395.) 
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abuse; if chemically it is similar in effects to sodomy, no wonder! In fact there is also evidence that drugs 

that block prostaglandins lessen the narcotic and physiological consequences of ethanol consumption.150 

Alcohol is sinister.151 

Certain emotions such as pride, shame, and anger�which people often have hoary-headed 

obscure explanations for�are probably best appreciated if their relation to sodomy is understood. I suspect 

to a great many people pride and self-esteem is looked upon as significant because they feel that how 

others think about you tends to mirror how you think about yourself, notwithstanding whether your opinion 

of yourself is accurate. Accordingly, those who feel there is something special about believing in oneself in 

certain circumstances to an unusual degree often consider high self-esteem as a good way to influence 

people to get ahead and as a kind of cure-all to all one�s problems in life, while those more cynical (like 

Sophocles) view it as a nefarious deceiving hubris which because of its omnipresence proves the ubiquity 

of evil. Personally, I do not give to pride or self-esteem the profound significance in the hierarchy of 

                                                           
150One of the consequences of PLA2 activation is the release of AA [arachadonic acid, a fatty acid from 
which PGE2 is produced] from membrane phospholipid stores and the subsequent synthesis of potent AA 
metabolites termed eicosanoids�. Eicosanoids, such as prostaglandins [emphasis added], thromboxane 
and prostacyclin, are formed from the rate-limiting enzyme complex PES (prostaglandin synthetase or 
cyclooxygenase) and are potent modulators of CNS [central nervous system] function. Mechanisms that 
increase the availability of AA substrate, such as ethanol-induced increases in PLA2 activity, can increase 
the production of eicosanoids and alter CNS function. Administration of ethanol has been shown to 
increase the CNS production of eicosanoids in a manner consistent with the in vivo effects of ethanol�.In 
addition, pretreatment with compounds that decrease the production of PES products antagonizes many of 
the biochemical and behavioral effects of ethanol in nonhuman species�. In addition, preliminary clinical 
data indicate that some of the effects of ethanol such as face flushing, body sway, tachycardia and specific 
tests of memory can be antagonized by pretreatment with PES inhibitors, such as ibuprofen and aspirin�.� 
(Elmer, et al., 1991, pp. 1139-40). 
151To my mind the main moot chemical point is whether prostaglandins are capable of sufficiently 
penetrating the brain-blood barrier and of sufficiently being absorbed by the digestive system (into the 
lymph or blood). The literature I could find was sketchy but seemed to indicate in particular that 
prostaglandins probably do not pass easily through the blood-brain barrier, though they might pass through 
it in small amounts (which for all I know may be sufficient). However, I notice that semen contains a large 
quantity of the chemical carnitine, which by temporarily combining with fatty-acid to form fatty-acyl 
carnitine, enables fatty acid to cross mitochondrial membranes (as fatty acid and its relevant metabolite, 
fatty-acyl SCoA, cannot do very well) in certain essential metabolic processes. Prostaglandins are 
considered fatty acids. Though I grant mitochondrial membranes are on a different scale than cell 
membranes in simple epithelial tissues, and though unlike prostaglandins carnitine is important for fertility 
(apparently by allowing spermatozoa to better utilize fatty acids as an energy source) and so does not lack a 
known purpose, I�ll suggest carnitine might help transport the fatty-acid prostaglandins across various 
barriers. But of course, I am not a biochemist and wouldn�t know how to hire an affordable trusty one as a 
consultant�thus this footnote, concerning as it does complicated specialized knowledge about which I am 
no expert, is probably somewhat confused and very well may be wrong. 
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emotions that others do. I am incredulous that people are commonly tricked into believing in another�s 

worth merely because she has a somewhat irrationally high opinion of her intelligence. Yes, I have come 

across people who are excessively dogged in their beliefs as from an excessive belief in themselves. But 

really the phenomenon is quite obvious and is better at annoying me slightly than in ever changing my 

opinions about anything. There is nothing to do when one comes across such a one but laugh good-

naturedly. I say laugh because this state of dogged defensiveness is not unbecoming in people (at least not 

in females). Nay, I wouldn�t doubt but the advantages in display of character which a woman gains by 

proving herself not a pushover more often than not actually make up for the disadvantages she incurs by 

temporarily overwhelming her interlocutor with her hysterical unwillingness to believe sense. Actually I 

have even noticed in my own person this irrational tendency to believe in myself excessively. However, I 

notice that this seemingly excessive tendency to believe intellectually in myself occurs only when I am 

under unusual stress. For instance my first days of teaching I did an atrocious job because I was so terrified 

I became absolutely obsessed with there being no abuses of language whatsoever, and was absolutely 

determined to lay down Calculus I in the sometimes obscure way I saw it (and in no other way). 

Fortunately I didn�t get too involved with my discussion of manifolds, and after a short while when I 

became less nervous I did OK. Similarly, I noticed that repeatedly right before seeing my thesis advisor I 

would come up with superb ideas which I just knew must be right (despite my having had other similar 

ideas in the past I had felt similarly about and which were easily shown wrong), and yet which had silly 

holes in their proofs which are obvious to me when I am less nervous. I suspect what happens is that lack 

of control, terror and a feeling of urgency are so characteristic of dangerous sodomy situations in which an 

unusual reliance on your intelligence (as opposed to your emotion or the arguments of one�s abuser) is 

useful, that whenever one is afraid and nervous�even in situation that have nothing to do with sodomy�

the mind reacts by temporarily increasing to an unusual and inaccurate degree its faith in its genius. Pride is 

probably nothing more than a relatively amusing and sometimes annoying antisodomy defense that is not 

something one should read much into, really. I�d wager if the phenomenon of possessing a frequently 

inaccurate faith in one�s own intelligence were studied, women would be found to possess it more than 

men, as one would expect from their being more often a target of abuse. Indeed, it is probably no accident 
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that hysterical comes from the Latin word for the womb. But of course, men with more antisodomy 

feelings might sometimes become hysterically defensive too. (Gee, I frequently am called stubborn and 

bull-headed, can you believe it?) The inertia, sudden onset, and insensitivity associated with anger make it 

an effective antisodomy defense as well. 

As pride can cause us to irrationally shun the ideas of others, shame can cause us to find the ideas 

of others more appealing than is rational. Indeed, there are certain purveyors of ideas, as parents or the 

general public, who have no interest in screwing us up. Accordingly, if we at all feel we might be screwed 

up about something, why not just accept what these purveyors have to say at more face value than we 

normally would? It is relevant that people are frequently most ashamed at those aspects of their behavior 

which could be construed as sloppy. How ashamed is the typical woman of a sloppy house! Obviously love 

of cleanliness is important in avoiding abuse inasmuch as sodomy is such a mess, and so probably women 

are ashamed of messes because the messes are suggestive of an unnatural indifference to abuse. Similarly, 

people are ashamed of profligacy (occasionally a sodomized person if far-gone goes from man to man to 

get sodomized as much as she can) or basically any sexual behavior or exhibition that pure persons 

consider harmful or unnatural. Generally speaking, imitation and blind acceptance of moral precepts is not 

appropriate except in children, who because of the complexity of life must imitate.152 But it really would 

probably be an advantage to a society and the individual hurt if an abused person actually would defer to 

common opinion153 in the particular area she is abused in. Frequently, I am afraid, people mistakenly 

construe the shame they feel as suggestive of others� hating them. The pain and discomfort of shame does 

                                                           
152Teenagers are known for their doubt and rebellious natures. Well, that�s just because they have the 
unusual difficulty of doubting and examining not only their present ideas, but also their assumptions from 
childhood. Good people are hesitant to choose mates from imitation. In particular, it behooves teenagers to 
prepare themselves with their own ideas since they sometimes should already mate. Perhaps also, however, 
if through your own understanding you feel another person is admirable, it might be appropriate to a 
certain degree to believe in his moral precepts just because you know he is admirable and thus likely to 
have accurate noble beliefs (perhaps in areas you haven�t considered as much as he). 
153Particularly the opinions of her relatives. One of the unfortunate and probably nefarious fads of modern 
psychology is to blame everything that goes wrong with a girl on some sort of abuse on the part of the 
father that has been repressed. I am quite incredulous that even abusing types would be so stupid and 
ignorant of their own self-interest as to frequently sexually abuse their daughters. This hysteria that certain 
quarters of psychology have pushed against fathers in fact probably puts daughters at increased risk of 
abuse by making it more difficult for fathers to be protectors (including against sexual abuse from outside 
abusers), a natural and important role for them to play. But of course stepfathers are a different matter.  
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not, I would claim, generally correspond to a significant hurt that might accrue to the shamed in losing 

reputation or face,154 but rather suggests an error arising from a corruption in her own understanding that 

for the common good and her own self-interest she should correct. Shame is a pain that unlike most pains 

should not be feared much. It is sad, for instance, how a woman (whose sex from being more abused has 

developed an ability to more easily feel shame) will leap on some inconsequential goof that a man has 

made and never let him forget she remembers it just because she thinks it will blackmail him away from 

shaming her. Even worse is when a woman misrepresents a man to others in an effort to shame him as he 

rightfully shames her (a veiled threat of what will happen in the future should he try it again, I suppose�or 

maybe it�s just that forgetting the equal agony of guilt, she is so presumptuous as to think she can quell the 

shame by preventing the shame-causing ideas of decency from becoming too general). Worst of all is when 

she feels need to behave with inhuman indifference to her would-be rescuer from the consideration that she 

must behave consistently with believing her misrepresentations to others or else lose credibility. Oh well, 

better for a woman excessively to fear shame than to be shameless.155 

Besides emotions that are appropriate for avoiding abuse, there is a kind of mesmerized, zombie-

like state that comes into play when one feels defeated and unable to avoid being abused. Since sodomy is 

a chemical phenomenon that affects emotion and will, by totally burying these feelings, the victim can 

maintain a degree of purity by turning her will and emotions completely off. Consequently, rather than 

behaving as directed by her own feelings, which she doesn�t want to risk using in their impure chemically 

affected state, the victim allows herself to blindly be pushed about by whatever force appears most 

powerful. She becomes passive and more retrospective, and if she is lucky, eventually a stronger 

benevolent force (e.g., the proverbial knight in shining armor) will overpower the evil controlling her and 

                                                           
154I have observed that for some reason this view that shame is hurtful rather than helpful is most common 
in our country in the southeast. There is an unusually excessive tendency there to believe that it�s not so 
much screwed-up behavior that�s harmful as people knowing about it. Partly a holdover, I guess, from 
having justified fighting the civil war largely to supposedly maintain honor and reputation.  
155I have noticed that a restaurant that serves alcohol can be remarkably crowded, while a similar nearby 
one can be practically empty. It is as though unpleasant noise in a restaurant that serves alcohol is actually 
an advantage. Presumably, seeing and hearing so many other people drinking makes the drinker less 
ashamed of his behavior. A clean �in� restaurant can do very well indeed if it serves much alcohol and has 
slight advantages over its competitors. 
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make her feel sufficiently comfortable, secure, and respected, that she can once again so to speak unfurl her 

petals, thereby resurrecting her own natural sensibility that she kept safely hidden away. Any sort of terror, 

defeat, or sense of being controlled if strong enough can elicit these emotions. In hypnosis, for instance, the 

hypnotized becomes convinced he is under another�s control and as consequence succumbs to that (I must 

admit though I am very skeptical that people are as commonly susceptible to hypnosis as popular 

hypnotists would have us believe). In war, when soldiers are unable to escape shells, they sometimes 

become shell-shocked, an essentially passive state. Also, sometimes, as in a person who has been hurt by a 

loved one�s being abused, the sense of total despondency and having unsuccessfully fought abuse is there, 

but there is no one there in control (because it is the loved one being controlled). Lacking a will, the 

despondent listens for nonexistent instructions until finally he becomes so fine-tuned he hears the spirits in 

the wind as the insane do.156 A dangerous thing, to listen to death, but not without a certain advantage in 

understanding hell and what it feels like to be the zombie that you would like to rescue. 

                                                           
156To avoid this generally harmful insanity, it is very important to recognize that the anger and urgency 
which are appropriate for a situation in which you might get abused are not appropriate when it is someone 
else who might be abused. Anger is appropriate because its inertial quality could keep you hateful after 
having been chemically affected by abuse and before being totally defeated. If your being forcefully 
sodomized is not likely, anger is not likely to be appropriate. Indeed, it is very powerful and important for 
reformers (especially reformers of abuse) to recognize the undesirability of being angry, an emotion all too 
natural when fighting abuse in general or in others, since fighting abuse in general has a certain similarity 
to fighting abuse against oneself. I know with respect to myself, for instance, that it is so difficult for me to 
avoid getting so mad, stubborn, and heatedly intellectual when arguing against sodomy that if I am not 
careful, I can literally wear my brain totally out, thereby causing mental irregularity and a sense of defeat.  

Accordingly, a key to being a great reformer is to stay cool and avoid being emotionally vicious 
and worked-up, while at the same time allowing one�s words to be as vicious as the evil deserves. Wendell 
Phillips was like that. �By far the most sensational characteristic of Phillips as a speaker was the contrast 
between his perfectly controlled, poised, almost dispassionate manner and the inflammatory language he 
employed. It was the apparent effortlessness of his delivery that impressed many listeners the most. 
[Bartlett, pg 194]� Actually Phillips was probably even more vicious and superlative in his speech than the 
evil deserved; it would appear that to serve the antislavery purpose he thought nothing of intentionally 
inciting in others the anger, shame and host of other queerish antisodomy emotions that he tried to avoid in 
himself, even when they weren�t in danger of imminently getting sodomized. To what extent he was right 
in behaving thus, I won�t say; perhaps he was right, especially since he was balanced by less inflammatory 
people like Garrison. I can�t help but wonder though whether the Union fighting the Civil War first against 
secession was a kind of slap in the face worked out by the powers Phillips shamed so with his superlatives, 
what since Phillips had wanted the north to break away from the south. The shame Phillips� rhetoric caused 
did make the evil of slavery more clear to leaders, but I suspect it also made people so hesitant to give 
Phillips more respectability that could lead to more shaming, that they felt a kind of catty necessity of 
extricating the country from slavery in a roundabout way contrary to anything Phillips would have 
expected or been able to take much credit for. 
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I mentioned earlier that emotion and intuition is more generally correct than pure reason (though 

the two help each other) except when abuse is involved, but to be strictly accurate one must make the 

qualification that emotions also tend to have the disadvantage at times because various aspects of reality 

wrongly suggest abuse. For instance, it is proverbial that men hoodwink girls by flattering them. Basically, 

what happens is that because abusers so frequently belittle the rational side of the girls they abuse in an 

effort to make them reject their rational more abuse-resistant side, emotionally women have evolved to 

emotionally appreciate praise of their intellect, in consequence of which a male who opts against abuse can 

nefariously insinuate himself into the graces of a woman by encouraging and praising her rational side for 

no reason but that he knows it will make her more comfortable with him. Similarly, a man can nefariously 

behave with an inappropriate amount of reserve because he knows what is the truth, namely that 

emotionally women find quick advances uncomfortable as being suggestive of heinous molestation (forced 

sodomy). Reserve actually can be quite harmful; for instance, it can cause a woman to squander her life 

waiting to figure out whether her suitor wants to marry her or not (of course, selfish men don�t mind this 

much�after all if he tells her only at the last he wants her as a mistress she will look mercenary having 

spent all that time with him if she is only willing to accept marriage). Those who desire to consider the 

matter further should read Jane Austen, who is really enlightened in considering the issues of flattery and 

reserve (especially in her style of language). Personally, I make no apologies for it being my nature when 

dealing with people I really like not to deign to let the word persuasion enter into my vocabulary of 

considerations, especially when there is a chance of it replacing that to me much nicer sounding word, 

truth. 

Actually, so long as you don�t overdo it, a wise woman would probably appreciate courtship 

being made a little scarier and quicker than should be the case if women were completely rational. After 

all, this tendency to be scared at everything remotely suggestive of sodomy is quite a drawback. Fear of 

quickness is just as harmful an irrational fear as the more recognized ones of avoiding escalators, high 

bridges, crowded places, cramped hallways, etc. Apparently on an emotional level the sodomized 

individual has a very difficult time identifying sodomy as its disgusting self, probably because the chemical 

effects of sodomy have evolved to be very subtle. Who knows, there may even be in semen a chemical 
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corresponding to �this is not sodomy� emotion�certainly it would be an advantage to a sodomizer to have 

a chemical in his semen that causes in the victim a carefree sense of cleanliness or security totally 

unsuggestive of the appropriate response to being sodomized. Because of this difficulty in identifying 

sodomy, the emotions have evolved to possess an extremely inclusive definition of sodomy. Thus, 

situations which are quick, dangerous, uncontrolled, etc., can easily elicit an antisodomy emotion such as 

fear even when sodomy is not in any way involved. One approach is to rationally ignore and avoid all 

antisodomy antiaddiction emotions that are caused by obviously nonaddictive phenomenon. One could be 

stoic. However, as mentioned before, (rational) sense and (emotional) sensibility go hand in hand and 

develop each other. Therefore, just because it is better to let sense lead sensibility in situations wrongly 

suggestive of abuse, it doesn�t follow that you should ignore your antiabuse sensibilities altogether, since if 

you did they would never improve, and so could not inform sense. Therefore, though of course it is proper 

to ignore emotion as much as possible when you suspect these emotions are merely addictive chemicals, it 

is not really proper to be so black-and-white about emotions you suspect are antiabuse defenses provoked 

by nonabusive, nonaddictive situations. The whole host of irrational fears and angers should be given into 

now and then so you can understand your feelings better, improving them thereby. Most unlike when 

dealing with fake merely chemical-induced emotions, people should humor this irrational side now-and-

then. People make the mistake of viewing the humoring of these irrational sensibilities as addictions when 

really they are (mistakenly invoked) defenses against addictions�accordingly I suggest that excessively 

giving in to particular irrational antiabuse sensibility be called antiaddiction. Unlike addictions, which 

should be avoided as much as practicable, antiaddictions should only be avoided somewhat. For instance, it 

is easy to think it very important who wins a football game, even though of course on a technical level it 

isn�t important at all. From the crowd noise, the win-or-lose character of the game, the much pushing and 

shoving involved, and the players trying to make their opponents feel humiliated, it all has a way of 

looking as though nothing less than the abuse of all your team�s fans is at stake. But of course, it isn�t, and 

so accordingly it is only reasonable not to allow yourself to get too involved in keeping up with sports for 
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these reasons of team spirit and solidarity. However, you can gain by taking some interest in sports�it�s an 

ideal place, for instance, to see how all the antiabuse emotions effect people.157Fan interest in sports is not 

an addiction, but rather an antiaddiction, and should therefore be avoided only in moderation. I have 

noticed, for example, that the best teams seem to be the ones who rationally put the game in perspective, 

but that defeatist feelings are much less propitious than excessive warrior feelings. But you can�t just be 

perfectly rational about things, either, because you have to be kind of emotionally artistic when playing to 

play well. Also, another strategy is to put on a show to make the opponent think you are really mean so you 

can hopefully induce all the defeatist feelings that make him most vulnerable to losing. And it is not just 

interest in sports that is an antiaddiction�compulsive cleaning and house decorating, excessive computer 

game playing, excessive interest in conformist drivel from television�there are lots of antiaddictions that 

should be avoided only somewhat. Anything that allows you to explore your feelings is likely to have some 

value. Accordingly, I can�t see why analogously, a wise woman wouldn�t appreciate some opportunity to 

explore her irrational feelings about fear of quickness, etc., which opportunity could be gained if she is 

treated very straightforwardly during courtship and not without inappropriate reserve. Yea, such 

straightforwardness would doubtless be more to the purpose of fear exploration than her going to all those 

silly horror movies that females are so fond of attending for no doubt similar purposes. And it�s a lot safer 

than bungee jumping. But maybe it is only reasonable to have some reluctance to scare women. It�s like the 

haunted water-shute ride I went to when a child at our nearby amusement park. It wouldn�t have been as 

fun if it didn�t have stuffed monsters jumping out at you every now and then, but by the same token, if the 

monsters had been too scary, few would have dared ride it, and what�s the good of an amusement park ride 

that no one rides hardly? Especially easy is it to misjudge a girl�s fear, since, I believe, at least some girls 

are made artificially to overestimate the extent they would naturally find quickness disarming (and of 

course they wrongly project this overestimation as a quality of themselves). Unfortunately, it�s not possible 

                                                           
157Sports probably also allows some expression and exploration of normal emotions not related to abuse�
but that is neither here nor there. 
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to enlighten a woman even about her irrational fears if you�ve spooked her so badly at the start that she�s 

too afraid to have anything to do with you. 

Though society has too great a regard for reserved men who don�t �come on too strong,� not all 

poorly understood traditions regarded as polite are so little to the purpose as reserve. In particular, the 

traditions of greeting others, of apologizing, and of accepting apologies, all are useful in making people 

more safe against sodomy 

A sodomizer�s favorite victim is someone who is full of romantic and artistic sentiments, since the 

dry, rational, logical sort of person is likely too rational to make a very subserviently addicted victim; 

accordingly, it is appropriate for people to hide their artistic natures before strangers who just might be out 

looking for prey to abuse. Because the tradition is to say �hello� upon meeting someone, she has a chance 

upon hearing the greeting to leave whatever vulnerable or revealing artistic reverie she happens to be in 

before you are close enough to sum her up very well, as a sodomizer might do in evaluating her as a 

potential victim. And of course, if she sees someone approaching her who doesn�t say hello, then she 

knows to watch out, which wariness would also be a useful defense against sodomy. It follows, needless to 

say, that greetings are almost always directly pointless (it�s not every day you meet sexual predators). But 

of course, it would be awkward and demanding for people to be expected to make a judgement of each 

acquaintance whether or not that acquaintance be a potential molester or no. If the belief were that you 

should only expect a greeting from people who might be seen as possible sexual predators, then you�d have 

to draw a line somewhere in deciding who�s a potential sexual predator or not, and there would be simply 

too much room for insult, what since naturally people don�t like it being suggested that they are more likely 

to be a sexual predator than other people. Thus it is only proper that people greet more or less everybody 

they meet upon meeting (at least in places where there aren�t too many people around), which is mostly 

what the tradition is of course. Viewing the ability to hide vulnerability as important explains other 

behaviors slightly unusual on the face of it. E.g., generally people probably would enjoy just sitting by the 
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side of a river looking at the water go by158, but most quite reasonably feel a fishing pole is needed as a 

kind of defense against looking too artsy and introspective, which could be provoking to the wrong sort of 

people. Similarly, it is easy to see why existentialism became popular in Europe when it did. During the 

occupation hiding one�s vulnerability became a whole lot more relevant than in usual times, and the fear of 

sincerity in their parents that the Second World War engendered seems (to my casually observing eye) to 

be the very thing that the post-war generation via existentialism rebelled against, the casual insincerity 

being much less useful in peace time, where its existence in such an annoyingly strong degree was more a 

product of the inertia of their parents than of its having much usefulness to the much less rapacious post-

war age. 

The existence of the traditions regarding apologies makes it more difficult for bad men to justify 

evil behavior as being somehow excused. As mentioned earlier, anger is an antisodomy defense mainly. 

Because sodomy is something worthy of fighting all-out and because sodomy is hard for the emotions to 

identify, anger has an all-inclusive quality that sometimes causes it to be directed somewhat off target. In 

particular, if a woman is behaving in a screwed-up way, it is not unheard of for a man (even if he likes the 

woman) to go into the emotional antisodomy mode of anger even when he is not in danger of being 

imminently sodomized, and indeed to become angry at her (as well as more or less everything else nearby), 

what since the difficulty of identifying sodomy emotionally causes the emotional definition of sodomizer to 

be very inclusive. This anger is generally mostly harmless and understandable, and hence quite forgivable. 

It is well to rationally avoid misdirected anger, of course, but often people fail in their attempts, and such 

temper tantrums are mostly harmless and not very productive of actual violence. However, if an abusive 

man is actually intent on committing violence against a woman, it helps his cause if he can create some sort 

of excuse for it. Thus, since very rarely men might become forgivably violent against a woman because of 

misdirected anger against a real evil, to an evil man the natural candidate for an excuse for his violence is 

                                                           
158I used to spend lots of time sitting by the river when away at university (where such behavior wouldn�t 
scare my parents). Being such a rational gruffy antisodomy person, I felt I could take the chance, though I 
usually would take a Bourbaki volume with me (the driest, cleanest, most thorough, and least abusive-of-
language math books ever written), which made for good reading there, as well as giving to others just the 
right impression to make me feel safer. 
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anger. So if a man wants to abuse a woman, his most likely excuse is anger. A woman apologizing makes it 

difficult for a man to pretend to anger for the purpose of justifying abuse. If a woman commits some 

miscue, she can apologize for it and not resume being around a wronged man much until he accepts her 

apology. By the man accepting the apology, he tells the woman that she needn�t worry about his pretending 

to getting angry for purposes of abuse (or his actually being angry, which however is much less important), 

which makes any violence on his part patently unjustifiable. 

Again, I should emphasize that doubtless much more harm comes from men who pretend to be 

angry than from actually angry men (unless, of course, you define anger to include pretended anger, which 

is easy to do since externally they have similar manifestations in facial expressions, etc.). Similarly, with 

insanity. Perhaps a particular man is more likely to be violent when insane (which I view as frequently a 

confused antisodomy state), than when he is sane, but if psychiatrists are to believed (not that I have much 

respect for psychiatry, but they are probably right about this), so called schizophrenics who don�t have 

alcohol or drug abuse problems are no more likely to commit violent crimes than noninsane people, which 

what since the justice system gives so much reward to pretending insanity, leads one to wonder whether 

insane drug-free people are less violent than sane drug-free people, which wouldn�t actually surprise me 

since a lot of violence is by sodomizers, and in any given society, insane people who don�t have an insanity 

associated with an addiction on their part are probably less likely to be sodomizers, insanity being an 

antisodomy defense. However, there is no real way to prove one way or the other whether people who tend 

to be insane are more likely to be violent than normal people since insanity is the standard excuse for 

violent behavior. Granted, (as would do much to ameliorate the prejudice people have against the insane) 

less people would use insanity as an excuse for evil if the legal system didn�t foolishly make insanity a 

legal excuse from violent crime, but people would always use the moral excuse of insanity as an 

explanation for excesses that actually were just wrong. At any rate, the stigma against insanity is much 

greater than it should be. 

Often times people view quixotism as some variant of insanity; however, though quixotism is a 

real misguided irrational phenomenon, the emotion happens to be contrary to the prevailing prejudices of 

mankind in general, and so at least in the majority of people�those who don�t have a sufficiently careful 
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independent understanding of life�the emotion more often improves behavior than the reverse. So not 

much should be made about people being quixotic.159  

What happens, basically, is that when a man likes a woman who appears to be somewhat screwed-

up, at least on some level he rightly sees the impending struggle as a fight against sodomy (the evil 

monster). Since sodomy against oneself (being so hard to emotionally identify as evil since the chemicals 

of sodomy directly pollute the emotions) has such an inclusive definition to emotions trying to identify it, 

sodomy that the beloved person seems to need to be saved from is misidentified as a sodomy that one must 

fight against in one�s own person. Now, when struggling against a sodomy against oneself, one must fight 

desperately�much more desperately than when struggling against ordinary nonchemical phenomena that 

have no addicting allure that could produce false (i.e., pollution-induced) complacency. This desperation 

could be viewed as a bad thing, e.g., in creating a stubborn unwillingness to give up even when the chances 

are hopeless that the woman will consent to be rescued. But if you look more closely you�ll see that 

                                                           
159I can�t help wondering whether the rise of England and the decline of Spain had not so much to do with 
the defeat of the Spanish Armada (in 1588) as with heroically romantic Spenser (The Faerie Queene, 1590-
96) being so much superior in outlook to antiromantic Cervantes (Don Quixote de la Mancha, 1605, 1615). 
But theology may also have had something to do with it. A main cause of the increase of the noble 
chivalrous sentiment associated with the late Middle Ages may have been St. Thomas Aquinas� teachings 
on efficacious grace. Aquinas argued that there is such a thing as efficacious grace (grace so effective that 
its leading to justification is inevitable), and that this grace is efficacious because it is the nature of those to 
whom it is applied that it should be ineluctable. To Aquinas, efficacious grace is viewed as a historical 
necessity (necessitas consequentiae) but not a compelling necessity (necessitas consequentis). Why does 
such a belief matter? Inasmuch as people should presumably try to be as divine as possible, it follows that 
in rescuing people, it is appropriate at times to try to make one�s grace as efficacious as possible, provided 
it is efficacious because the female to be rescued has become (in Aquinas� day he would say as a result of 
secondary causes resulting from God acting as the prime mover, nowadays it would be more appropriate 
perhaps for a theologian to use the theory of evolution rather than Aristotelian metaphysics and say as a 
result of evolution) possessed of a nature that is ineluctably drawn to grace that is divine. Anyway, 
contemporaneous with Cervantes was the Spanish Jesuit, Luis de Molina, who by denying efficacious 
grace I�m sure gave much credibility to those wicked people who claim that it is controlling and 
manipulative to overwhelm a female with the shame, pity, etc., that a powerful grace can cause, and that as 
a result rescues should be tempered with sufficient moderation as to keep grace definitely just merely 
sufficient. Bahhh! The Catholic Church made a big mistake in not siding whole-heartedly with the 
Dominicans by declaring the Jesuit Molinist position heretical, cowardly opting instead to consider each an 
alternative system whose exact solution is a mystery. It�s understandable in a way how the Molinist 
position gained acceptance. Calvinism veers toward taking the position that divine grace is a controlling 
necessity, which might lead one to believe that it is divine for men to beat women into submission 
whenever a moral disagreement is claimed. Calvinism just has too much Taliban-like extremism to it, 
which I�m sure opened the doors in the Counter Reformation for those groups like the Molinists who 
adopted an opposite extreme. (But I like the Protestant tendencies to be against alcohol, corruption due to 
excess centralization, and forced celibacy of the priesthood.) 
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quixotism is not such a bad thing, actually. On the one hand, occasionally the sodomizer of the beloved 

abused woman will try to control by sodomy the person seeking to wrest her away from him, actually to try 

to prevent him from rescuing her. But probably more importantly, quixotism counters the prevailing social 

lies one encounters. Because so many people are abused by sodomy, sodomizers are viewed with much 

more awe and trepidation than they deserve. There is less danger from the physical violence of sodomizers 

than abused women, affected by terror causing algesics in semen, have caused the world to believe. It�s not 

really likely you�re doing an abused woman or yourself a favor by leaving her or her family alone, as the 

world might suggest from fear of the abuser. Similarly, abused women are not with their abusers because 

of love as abused women make the world believe, but because they have fallen under an evil nefarious 

addiction that causes them to make unnatural sacrifice to the evil master. Therefore, to fight acts of sodomy 

perpetrated against a beautiful girl is not as the world might have you believe an impertinent interference 

with her choice in boyfriends�it is Sacred Moral Duty. To be sure, though, sodomy against another is 

usually hidden and something one can not put a finger on with an absolute or even law-court degree of 

certainty. The law has no choice but to give women the right to limit who has the right to approach them in 

person (even when such an approach is meant for reform), whether the choice be natural or unnatural (i.e., 

unnatural in being caused by artificial chemicals or by her subservience to her abuser), because a man can 

be a legitimate threat to a woman, which she likely may best judge, and from which she can be protected 

somewhat by his not being allowed physical proximity to her. Fortunately, it doesn�t matter too much. The 

important thing, which is mostly protected by the free speech rights of the constitution, is the right to try to 

communicate with the woman, which can be done by a distant form of communication, e.g. US Mail or the 

internet, that in no way could be seen as putting the female in danger. Hopefully, if you don�t write too 

often, she will read and think about your letters. If you don�t get the impression that she is reading your 

letters, the next thing to do is to speak your mind in public what you think, something very easy to do what 

with the Internet and all. That�s a very important tool of the reformer and a right that people should have, 

which seems mostly intact from the guarantees of our constitution toward free speech, but which evildoers 

are continually trying to thwart with misguided sexual harassment laws. But public humiliation is 

something you�re not likely to want to do to a very great degree otherwise than as a last resort because you 
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might think that you were wrong to begin with (i.e., maybe she wasn�t abused by sodomy) or maybe her 

lack of communicativeness with you is not caused by lingering affects of her sodomy, but notwithstanding 

she has reformed and has no lingering delusions from her abuse, she may have a mere natural distaste of 

you, a possibility hard to discount with anything like certainty. Yeah, as a last resort you can go to her 

doorstep and plead, beg, and cajole her to treat you with respect and not be uncommunicative, but you 

probably won�t get much for your troubles but a legal peace  order (which I suppose could prevent the less 

obtrusive more preferred means of communication) or even a short jail sentence I guess. I suppose every 

year there are men who suffer such indignities from an excess desperation caused by quixotism, and they 

certainly deserve pity. However, I would say that most often quixotism doesn�t cause excess, and that most 

of the patent excesses supposedly caused by it (e.g., as with Hinckley, Reagan�s would-be assassin, who 

supposedly shot President Reagan from love of Jodie Foster) are not caused by quixotism160. Just as 

people who want to do violence to women frequently pretend insanity, people who want to force 

themselves on women pretend to quixotism as it might make plausible to her and others the moral 

acceptableness of demanding her attention or company. But to hate quixotism because bad men pretend to 

it is to hate gold because it resembles pyrite. 

There are, however, various unfortunate implications that quixotism can have on behavior, which 

if understood can be corrected with profit both to the man and the woman he likes. On the one hand, the 

tendency emotionally to fail to appreciate that you are not the target of abuse could cause you to spend too 

much time preparing yourself intellectually before provoking battle with the enemy. After all, if you are 

fighting being sodomized, any failure (i.e., getting sodomized) is catastrophe. Accordingly, you might wait 

too many years before approaching the beloved woman for rescue. The tendency is to be like General 

McClellan (who perhaps on an emotional level saw violence of war as a likely sodomy situation), who 

spent almost all his time preparing for battle, but hardly ever felt comfortable starting the fight. The truth is 

that if your arguments fail to win the first time, you can try again, and unlike being sodomized, a setback is 

                                                           
160Nor by erotomania, the term psychiatrists tend to prefer, I suppose because psychiatrists think 
themselves behaviorists who should shun abstract concepts, and erotomania more suggests an excess of 
concrete sexual feeling as opposed to an excess of abstract romantic feeling. 
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no great disaster, really. The other tendency to be avoided is that of appearing too obsessive. It�s kind of 

ironic that determination caused by love of freedom and hatred of illicit evil domination could be 

misinterpreted as an indifference to the girl being free to make her own choice, but it is easy to see how a 

girl could misinterpret it that way. Make sure the girl realizes from the start your desire to not make the girl 

suffer mistreatment should she reject you. Make sure she realizes that your determination will likely be 

circumscribed to the determination to communicate with her in safe distant ways like letters that will be 

sufficiently infrequent and very carefully well-thought-out as to not be very time consuming should she (as 

you very much hope) choose to read them. And realize that it is not important (as it would be in a fight 

against sodomy) to win right away as if in a short, desperate struggle. Since women tend to view quickness 

as suggestive of rape and something to be afraid of, by doing things once you start more quickly and 

desperately than normally makes sense (as is appropriate once you start struggling physically against 

someone trying to sodomize you), you risk scaring her away, which of course is totally counterproductive. 

You must pace yourself and don�t go at the fight all at once from an emotional delusion that your struggle 

is somehow a struggle against being sodomized. This tendency, worse even than McClellan�s tendency, is 

like that of General Burnside, who once he decided to attack the Confederate entrenchments at 

Fredericksburg, sent almost all he had at them wave after wave to their slaughter, as if winning the war 

depended on gaining that one relatively unimportant position on that very day, while of course events 

proved otherwise.161 

Woman should realize that quixotism and even a merely rational level of chivalry can cause a man 

to make sacrifices which she fortunately can obviate through only a slight accommodation toward him in 

her behavior. If a man loves a woman really well, feels that the woman�s natural feelings are for him, and 

                                                           
161There is another irrational tendency of war leaders that also is probably a misplaced antisodomy 
defense: an excessive tendency to stick to plans (as if it is necessary to be concerned that you might be 
changing plans stupidly as a result of false sympathy or fear caused by having been sodomized by the 
enemy), even though events show that the plans aren�t working as well as expected. Witness, for example, 
the foolish reluctance by President Clinton and other world leaders in 1999 to send ground troops into 
Kosovo until Milosevic caved in on UN demands, notwithstanding that Milosevic didn�t cave in at all as 
quickly as anticipated and that his hoodlums were slaughtering large numbers of Kosovars in genocidal 
atrocities. However, it is to be doubted whether this irrational tendency applies much to chivalry as it does 
to war. With respect to the female brain, there is no spy satellite. No way to tell what exactly about your 
rescue campaign is proving ineffective, and so no way to tell what in your original plan should be changed.  
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considers that a relationship with her would likely be of great benefit not only to themselves but also to 

greater goodness, he is unlikely to give up on what seems right and appropriate to him by ceding failure in 

his courtship until he is very sure that the woman will in no way choose him in the future. Society rightly 

mostly allows man freedom of communication with women, at least if it is careful fairly infrequent 

communication (which shows a regard for the woman�s time) and is safely distant (as in letters) and 

nonthreatening. And when society or the stubbornness of the female wrongly blocks what should be licit 

communication, you still have the option of changing the opinions of those people around her who will talk 

to you, and if there are none of those, well, you can change the attitude of the whole society she lives in. 

When a man doubts that a woman�s true natural feelings are against him, he (quite reasonably) is not nearly 

as likely to interpret indifference or even an expression of distaste (should it come to that) as being 

impossible or morally unimportant to change. 

A woman should look at herself objectively. She should ask herself, �Was there something about 

my feelings or behavior which if my chivalrous admirer is perceptive might suggest that my natural 

affectionate feelings were for him?�, �Was there something about my behavior that suggests my sexuality 

was screwed-up and that hence could cause my admirer to wonder whether my indifference (or expressed 

distaste) is unnatural or a lingering effect of the (perceived) abuse and hence reformable?�, and last but not 

least, �Was I screwed-up?� If she can answer yes to the first and to one of the last questions, she shouldn�t 

marvel that her admirer won�t give up on her very easily, and she should consider it nothing less than her 

moral obligation to accommodate his need for greater evidence as to what her natural feelings are. Yea, 

even if she can only answer yes to one of the questions, she likely might for the greater good give him a 

little slack, especially if he doesn�t seem dangerous and if there is no evidence that he uses his howling-

knight-in-shining-armor behavior on numerous (how numerous depending on the plausibility of their need 

for rescue) women (as would suggest a manipulative purpose). 

Persistent faith in chivalrous sentiments toward a woman may indeed prove to a man�s detriment 

in loneliness should the woman treat his concern with ingratitude. Because she refuses to satisfy his 

reasonable doubts as to her liking of him, he�ll never quite feel comfortable imagining going on with his 

life without her. Marriage with anyone else would properly seem inappropriate to him, and so like the 
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lonely wronged coyote, his only companion may prove his own unanswered howls. If a woman thinks it 

possible that a man believes her indifference toward him is unnatural and if it is plausible to her that such a 

belief should be plausible to him, she really ought to consider it morally incumbent upon herself to allow 

him not inconsequential access to her thoughts and imaginings, so that he could be expected to come to 

understand with more or less certainty the same understanding that she possesses of why her neglect of him 

is natural or appropriate. It�s thoughtless for a woman to make a man who may well be good spend his life 

in loneliness just because she can�t bother spending a few days�162 of her time with him to explain how 

things are. Repentance is not quite sufficient; penance is necessary as well, though only a slight amount of 

the latter is sufficient. (What a pity the church gave penance a bad name by creating indulgences whose 

purpose was not to ameliorate the hurt inflicted on those who were sinned against, but rather just to enrich 

the church; and what an equal pity the all-too-typical Protestant reaction to deny theological importance 

even to self-imposed penance.) In the stories, the damsel is grateful (as she should be) when her knight 

tries to rescue her from the cursed dragon. And of course, when a damsel treats a knight with an 

inappropriate excess of disdain, not only does he suffer (loneliness), but also chivalry suffers along with 

him, as fewer men become willing to try heroic deeds. 

Because it is so frequently proper for women to express gratitude toward those men who behave 

chivalrously toward them, women have fortunately evolved a tendency to be merciful to these wronged 

men. It is clear that is expedient and good for a man who believes himself wronged to present his case to 

her. What is not clear is whether the man should present his complaints artistically in a way more likely to 

appeal to her emotions, or whether he should present his complaints in a very rational way that appeals 

more to her intellect. 

It�s very easy to think that the man should be very rational and intellectual in his attempts at 

rescuing the woman from abuse. After all, sodomy being a chemical phenomenon, it clouds the emotions, 

and so people have evolved so as to want to be very rational and unemotional when considering it. But the 

                                                           
162Likely, the man would prefer that the time allotted to him if small be spaced out and not all at once, so 
that he can think about things in between, thereby coming to a better understanding and making every 
moment of the woman�s time count (which would make for less imposition). 
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sort of woman most likely to be suffering from abuse is precisely the emotional woman. If she were 

intellectual about it, very possibly she�d no longer be affected adversely by it. The manipulations of the 

abuser and perhaps even the chemicals involved in sodomy could be expected to have reinforced in her the 

tendency to view life (and hence sodomy) in an emotional irrational way. The woman may think that 

rational thought is not profound and that it is not so much for understanding life as it is (say) just a tool 

useful in making money. You�d think that maybe with regard to her own pollution she would be 

intellectual, but maybe somehow she misinterprets her desire to rationally understand and measure sodomy 

pollution in herself as a desire to understand and reform some other sort of pollution, a laudable goal, to be 

sure, but not the most pressing reform in such a situation I should think. Yep, I have been inclined to think 

lately that generally speaking it is important in reforming an abused woman to appeal to her emotions. 

Appeal (nonchemically) to her emotions even if that is the same place her abuse appealed. A strictly 

rational approach may163 not prove sufficient. 

What you should be rational about in reforming a woman, however, is to appreciate the need to 

not be strictly rational. For the natural tendency of antisodomy types is to be strictly rational�too rational, 

actually. The difficulty in distinguishing between sodomy against yourself and sodomy against your 

beloved can very easily cause a kind of super-rationality in yourself, since this super-rationality is of 

course desirable in situations where sodomy against yourself is a possibility. You could sort of enter an 

unfortunate state of mind not too unlike that which Dol pretends to in Act IV, Scene V, of Ben Jonson�s 

The Alchemist (when she is recounting Broughton).164 Unfortunately, the men who appreciate and 

understand the desirability of saving women from sodomy are likely to be the same ones who possess 

strong antisodomy defenses. The natural tendency of these sincere men will be to approach reform and 

                                                           
163 Of course, if your abilities lie more in the rational sphere, and if your approach is to reform the victim 
by enlightening or reforming society or those around her (a reasonable approach to undertake since abused 
people tend to be less proactive), then dry rational argument is probably the best reform tool to use. Indeed, 
to typical people, a natural dry rational argument is likely to be more persuasive about addiction than a less 
natural emotional gushing. 
164Funnier than anything in Shakespeare, by the way. At least, much funnier than any part of Shakespeare I 
have read. 
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rescue very rationally.165 Accordingly, it may actually be that the vast majority of those men who use a 

more-or-less emotional approach in reforming women are not doing so from real antisodomy sentiment as 

one might suspect but from an actually ignoble motivation�deception! By making a perfectly clean 

woman feel as though she is being unkind to him on account she be screwed-up, a man might cause her to 

feel sympathy and affection for him even when he doesn�t deserve it! 

The would-be reformer faces a quandary. On the one hand, his emotional self is probably not 

quite the equal of his rational self. What�s more, his antisodomy fervor doubtless causes his emotional self 

to be even less developed than it would normally be. So it is not easy for him to make a convincing appeal 

to his beloved that adequately displays the truth to his satisfaction. Also, the most of the emotional appeals 

existing in the arts that reflect his sentiment are likely to be insincere. There is little the man can gain by 

imitating the art of others more skilled in his area of need. Indeed, bluegrass music may well be of all 

music the least inspiring to him�all those songs may well sound alike, being as they largely are 

presumably basically just largely inaccurate, insincere copies written in a spirit of expediency of perhaps 

something some sincere woman-magnet hillbilly166 wrote a few hundred years ago. Unfortunately, there�s 

                                                           
165 Hence the great appeal of Doctor Who, or better yet his robot dog K-9 (my favorite character of the TV 
series). It�s easier for the typical would-be hero to identify with ultra-rational heroes who triumph though 
intellect. I guess though women more tend to want to be rescued by more carnal heroes, e.g., Ultraman. 
166Hillbillies are of all people those you can most imagine well-suited to write the proper plaintive songs 
needed to gain sympathy from a wronging woman. For it is the nature of the difficult infertile land in the 
hills to be inexpensive and underpriced. Accordingly, those settling in the hills are going to be those who 
less appreciate expensive high society. People who settled in (say) Appalachia are going to be less snobby 
than people who settled land that was less of a bargain, because snobs want to associate mainly just with 
rich people so that their children can marry the well-to-do. Also, however, hillbillies are less likely to 
appreciate education, since education tends to be better in wealthy, more populated areas. This disregard 
for education tends to imply also a disregard for a rational nonintuitive way of thinking. So hillbillies are 
more likely to be intuitive than most people. However, this intuition is not very much associated with weak 
antisodomy sentiment, since absence of snobbiness, an inability of the land to support many nonlaborers 
and thus slave culture, sparsity of population, and isolation (all characteristics of hillbilly life) are in 
themselves something of a defense against sodomy. 

As mentioned, I don�t tend to care much for bluegrass music. Singularly, some folk music, on the 
other hand, I like as well as any type, notwithstanding that a large part of this music has an opposite flavor 
to the bluegrass music. I.e., there are lots of (not unpretty) folk songs by women whining about how the 
past is passed and urging upon the listener the necessity of getting on with things. Maybe it�s just that they 
are around too many bluegrass singers, or maybe you just have to appreciate the women for not being so 
rude as to totally dismiss matters unfeelingly, but I�ll let someone more versed in music require the 
explanation. 
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no easy solution but to do near the best you can and hope your beloved will appreciate the difficulties 

involved. 

As we have seen earlier, there are reasons why it might be appropriate in some situations for a 

woman to behave very deferentially to a man. I want to make it clear that sodomy is not a legitimate way of 

ensuring this deference. For when a person�s personality is altered by addictive agents, it can not bring 

about only deference�the entire personality and emotional milieu of the victim is affected. On the other 

hand, by simple choice from a sense of moral duty a woman can be deferential in a way that does not 

hamper her emotional understanding of reality. The simple truth is that no mistress is so worthless and 

inhuman that her deference is worth screwing her up for, especially since deference can be given by her 

merely from an intellectual appreciation of its appropriateness. 

Given that addictions are harmful, the question naturally arises of what one can do for protection. 

One danger one must guard against is a too general hatred of all that is in some way reminiscent of 

sodomy. Obviously sodomizing men are attracted to the posteriors of women in a very vulgar sort of way. 

However, I am inclined to think that when a woman likes a man well, she is likely to find his posterior 

rather attractive in a loving, harmless way. For when a woman loves a man well, it is only natural that she 

will be desirous of his having sex with other women. Even a selfish woman has no reason to mind such 

extra sex so long as the woman he screws has no venereal disease and is a mistress not demanding of 

resources (which idealistically is frequently the case). But if a man is having sex with another woman, 

well, there is not much of the front part of him available. In particular, the sexual part of the man is taken, 

and so any other woman has to settle for his backside, and obviously if she feels for him in a sexual way 

she will be most interested in that part of his backside most close to his and her more sexual parts. So really 

it is indicative of a generous loving affection for a woman to desire being next to a man in a way (so far as 

body positions are concerned) very similar to how a man is next to a woman while engaging in the more 

vulgar sodomy act. In fact, it is reasonable to suppose that this affection for a man�s backside if strong is 

indicative of an active desire for him to have sex with other women, certainly an unselfish and very 

rewarding desire. Also, a woman during courtship might be attracted to a man�s backside because in the 

interest of maintaining ambiguity she would very reasonably be hesitant to study him from the front, since 
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such studying, being necessarily visible, might excessively suggest her interest. Neither can one say with 

complete certainty that a woman who rather shows off her backside is necessarily being disgusting. For 

quite frequently in societies today men are ashamed of admitting to normal sexual desires for mistresses. 

Accordingly, if a man feels like he wants to screw a woman, he may well yet be too ashamed to study her 

front in a sexually interested way since doing so necessarily implies that she will be able to consider his 

sexually studying her, which he may from an excessively sacrificial morality be afraid for her to know 

about. Thus it is not totally unreasonable in quite repressed societies for a woman to rather display her 

backside, since so doing might increase to some extent the degree to which the excessively moral might 

consider screwing her in the normal purely sexual way. An affectionate woman is quite unlikely to rule out 

being a mistress, and given a choice between excessively sacrificial men and excessively selfish men, I 

suspect a good woman would rather have the former (they�re probably easier to reform). What one can do, 

I believe, to guard against some addiction is to value taste (original taste as opposed to �acquired� taste) 

more than a general sense of one�s well-being. Taste presumably evolved as a guard against ingesting 

harmful substances. Thus, one would expect that taste is a better indicator of a substance�s value than how 

the substance makes one feel upon ingesting it. It is thus not unreasonable upon encountering a new 

substance one wonders about to taste it. Beer, for instance, I have tasted, and I doubt whether anything 

could taste more wretched; this poor taste is a strong indicator of its harmfulness.167 (Accordingly, I have 

never swallowed any alcohol.) Still, one must be careful168 not to rely too much on taste; doubtless with 

sufficient art almost anything can be masked in such a way as to taste good or indifferent. 

                                                           
167Perhaps President Clinton was not that unreasonable to �not inhale��a behavior that allows one to taste 
marijuana without letting it affect one�s mind too much. 
168I see in the Merck Manual that at least part of the oral cavity is lined with simple epithelial tissue that 
does effectively absorb some chemicals, e.g., nitroglycerin. So don�t overdo it. I am reminded of the saying 
I saw at Chapel Hill as an undergraduate, �State sucks, Duke swallows.� (Or was it the other way around, I 
don�t remember. My apologies to these illustrious institutions.) Yeah, oral sodomy that involves 
swallowing is more disgusting, but even if it doesn�t involve swallowing it is still very disgusting. The 
extent to which oral sodomy in its less disgusting variety is revolting because it involves chemical 
absorption or because it implies the moral acceptability of a behavior that puts females at risk of 
swallowing full-fledged sodomy, it is impossible for me to say. No matter, it is obvious in either case that 
each variety of oral sodomy is wrong. 
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A few years ago (before I had thought any about sodomy), two aspects of human reproductive 

physiology struck me as being incredibly surprising. First, that females do not have conscious control over 

whether a copulation results in pregnancy, and second, that the gonads of males are in an extremely 

vulnerable position. The first aspect�as I have already mentioned�can be explained by its having arisen 

so as to discourage women from engaging in promiscuous sodomy, which they might do on account of 

semen containing pleasure-causing chemicals like perhaps PGE1. The second aspect I also suspect evolved 

on account of the chemicals in semen.169 Recall that semen contains large amounts of chemicals like PGE2 

which increase sensitivity to pain. Now, prostaglandins are quite effective at acting locally; in fact, because 

the lungs decompose prostaglandins, prostaglandins tend to act more locally than globally (through the 

circulatory system).170 Thus, although I am no expert, it stands to reason that the testicles would contain 

                                                           
169The standard explanation is that sperm formation requires the lower temperatures found in the scrotum. 
But to me that only begs the question, Why did sperm formation evolve so as to require lower 
temperatures? (it didn�t in birds, which have internal testicles). 
170I recall reading a long time ago in The Nation that there is a kind of obscure movement in sexual deviant 
circles that believes in having sex while holding the woman underwater and that apparently one of our 
former presidents (name not mentioned, as I recall) liked to practice this same deviancy. Could it be that 
such a desire to force sex underwater comes from a sinister primeval desire to prevent a woman�s lungs 
from quickly decomposing prostaglandins? It makes sense to me. 

As regards sex, breathlessness is probably not always a bad thing, however. On the contrary, 
when a girl admires a good idealistic man, she is likely from nymphetal philokalia to be desirous of her 
body being as still as possible during sex with him lest sperm mixing occur as a result of superfluous 
movements of her body. Accordingly, she would naturally prefer to breathe not at all. The woman would in 
theory be able to breathe without moving her diaphragm (the muscle responsible for the contraction of the 
thoracic cavity and lungs that occurs in ordinary breathing), provided that the man could take two breaths 
for every one that she gets. More precisely, while kissing, the man inhales deeply while the woman resists 
(keeping her diaphragm still), which creates a partial vacuum in each individual. Then the man removes his 
lips, resulting in an inflow of air into each individual. Finally the man exhales and presses his lips once 
again against hers to renew the whole cycle again. Notice that if the man breathed into the girl, as occurs in 
mouth-to-mouth respiration, and as would be suggested if people kissed by blowing air into each other 
(creating higher pressure in their lungs rather than lower), the process would be presumably much less 
efficient at oxygenating the female, her taking in used, oxygen-deprived air (presumably this procedure 
would be used instead of mouth-to-mouth resuscitation if unconscious people were able to exert the force 
to keep their diaphragm in a still, lung-expanded state). It is relevant that kissing usually involves 
suction�creation of a partial vacuum in the lungs of both parties that upon separation of lips is recognized 
by the smacking noise. It is important to realize that breathlessness may be suggestive merely of a desire to 
not move the diaphragm during sex, and that this desire is basically something girls feel just for good men, 
and hence very important to separate this splendid nymphetal breathlessness from the highly suspicious 
sense of breathlessness that could occur because the female is not allowed to breathe or because the female 
has an inordinate desire to breathe and decompose prostaglandins from some disgusting act. Not wanting to 
breathe should certainly not be confused with not being able to breathe, though to be sure it�s hard to tell 
the difference between not being able to do something and not wanting to do it. (I, for instance, still have 
this uncertainty about my difficulties with certain abstruse less favorite areas of math I was supposed to 
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therefore large amounts of PG�s, and that these PG�s might have certain effects on them which would be 

more or less proportional to their levels. In particular, since PGE2 increases sensitivity to pain, it stands to 

reason that the testicles of men whose semen contains high concentrations of PGE2 would in fact be highly 

sensitive to pain. Now, as most people, I have no doubt that torture is a cruelty that is in general an 

abomination against human nature; sodomy, for instance, is evil largely because its tendency to increase 

sensitivity to pain is used to make torture more effective. However, there is a peculiar irony regarding 

inflicting pain on the testicles that might make such behavior appropriate at times. The amount of pain and 

terror a man would feel in getting his testicles hurt would likely be more or less proportional to the pain-

aggrandizing effects of his sodomizing semen. Accordingly, it might be expected that because men�s 

testicles are exposed and vulnerable, the more sodomizing types of men (who presumably have evolved the 

most chemically potent semen) would evince an excessive cowardice in protecting their gonads which 

better men would not possess.171 Women would therefore have a great advantage in mating with men 

whose gonads are vulnerable to punishment, since such vulnerability would more tend to be associated 

with better men simply because in bad, sodomizing men such vulnerability is a great disadvantage as 

                                                                                                                                                                             
learn and find interesting�What is the innocuous test whereby I am supposed to tell whether I couldn�t 
study these with the necessary intellectual endurance and power of concentration or whether I merely 
wouldn�t?) Especially is it easy to discount this breathless nymphetal quietism as immaturity, it being more 
or less necessarily an experience of the young female. Those who would here confuse the holy and profane 
I refer to the excellent poems of Madame Guyon (1648-1717), the renowned quietist French poet and 
mystic, who while confined to a convent, wrote essentially erotic poems in a holy tone about her love of 
(ostensibly) Christ, of which some wonderful translations exist by Cowper which seem to revolve about 
this breathlessness. 

That tap-dancing is especially popular among little girls (e.g., Shirley Temple) is understandable 
because tap dancing involves fast leg movements that promote heavy breathing that could decompose 
prostaglandins, while not involving much bouncing movement of the torso that could lead to sperm 
mixing. So it is a dance that is in some sense expressive of a compromise that a reasonable girl might make 
should she have sex�yes, absolute stillness is more attractive, but unless a refined girl is extremely at ease 
it is not likely that she will view breathlessness as prudent.  
171It could be argued that the testicular nerves of the more sodomizing men would accordingly have 
evolved a tendency to become less sensitive (given equal exposure to PGE2) than the nerves of the less 
sodomizing men. My guess, however, is that PGE2 acts rather as an amplifier and that just as an amplified 
weak signal is less clear and subtle than an original strong signal, the fine sensory scrotal perceptions of a 
man with high PGE2 levels and insensitive nerves could not equal that of a man with sensitive nerves and 
normal PGE2 levels. Thus, since by petting and occasioning subtle stimulations with delicate touches a 
woman can easily tests a man�s testicular sensitivity, a woman (slightly) tends to reject (as being evidential 
of evil) those who lack such sensitivities. 
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leading to more excessive cowardice. Accordingly, it is quite reasonable to suppose that women selectively 

prefer men with vulnerable testicles and that therefore such vulnerability would very naturally arise. Of 

course, because torture is basically wrong, I don�t mean to imply that women should be otherwise than 

very hesitant to inflict pain on the gonads of the males they encounter. However, in dealing with a man 

who is actively forcing sodomy or who actively just has forced such, a woman (or man, I suppose) 

probably would do well to try to cause an appropriate amount of pain to his gonads, say by kicking. In 

other circumstances, the general disadvantages of cruel and unusual punishment strike me as being too 

great for any sort of tortuous punishment to be meted out�I do not think, for instance, that it would be 

quite appropriate for courts of law to inflict testicular punishment, even for sordid forcefully abusing 

crimes. Perhaps it could be argued that in certain heinous wars such torture could be quite demoralizing in 

a useful way. A lot of wars I am inclined to think are associated with prosodomy ideas. The First and 

Second World Wars, for instance, I am inclined to think arose basically from an explosion of prosodomy 

mania in Central Europe occasioned by the basically prosodomy ideas of men such as Freud and Hitler.172 

                                                           
172That Freud was basically pro-sodomy requires little justification. For example, his belittling the clitoris 
and the very reasonable strong tendency to keep one�s backside clean, are very easy to interpret as pro-
sodomy notions. Similarly, according to Martin Gardner (Gardner, 1981, Ch.11), some people speculate he 
had a homosexual relationship with Wilhelm Fliess (not to be confused with Wilhelm Reich, the Freud 
protégé and quack who �discovered� orgone energy and profited by selling orgone energy accumulators 
[Gardner, 1959, Ch. 21]), the quack who invented biorhythms and the theory that people�s problems can be 
properly solved by wise stimulation of the nasal mucosa). 

The case of Hitler is less clear. His glorification of power (which is the sole purpose of sodomy) 
and his policies to inflict terror unjustly (which abusers enjoy) are very strong indications of such a stance. 
Sure, Hitler was supposedly against male homosexuals, but I suspect he was mainly against the sodomized 
rather than the sodomizers, which of course is typical for power-glorifying sodomizers (actually it is not 
clear that the sodomized in any society are in general worse than average since sodomizers naturally would 
prefer to gain control of the better people). Also, the main competition of violence-glorifying individuals 
such as Hitler or Nietzsche, who doubtless are of the sort who tend to ravish and gain control of females 
through terror and forced sodomy, is not so much the moral individual (who would tend to appear boring to 
screwed-up females) but the slow seducers, who through deception and wine glasses slowly make their 
victims comfortable with gradually increasing levels of addiction and debauchery. The viewpoints of these 
two groups frequently at odds with one another are often very much different; e.g., ravishers tend to view 
slavery and sodomizing as justified by suggesting that the slaves and sodomized are weak and therefore 
deserving of being hated and abused, while the slow seducers tend to view debauchery as justified by 
suggesting that it is innocuous to be debauched. The hatred between these rival groups would explain, for 
instance, why Hitler and Nietzsche were against alcohol, and why Hitler hated Freud. I should point out 
that, at least to those not screwed-up, reading Nietzsche is a safe and informative way to gain insight into 
the workings of a violent mind. There is a kind of intellectual honesty to Nietzsche one does not find in 
writers skilled in manipulation like (say) Freud, which at least for an ordinary person, makes reading the 
former much safer than reading the latter. Apparently, Hitler had a similar kind of honesty�e.g., he didn�t 
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Obviously, sodomizing maniacs want nothing more than to gain control of innocent people by force and to 

practice on a large scale the cruelty and torture which their algesic sodomizing chemicals can make 

peculiarly effective. However, even though it could be argued that when countries are being victimized by 

terrible sodomizing wars, testicular punishment would be appropriate for the most flagrantly disgusting 

war criminals, and could go a long ways toward taking away the enemy�s appetite for atrocity, the more 

that I coolly think about the matter and the dangers of torture in general, the more convinced I become that 

this limited torture is inappropriate even in these remarkably dire situations. 

I should point out that the preceding explanation for the external position of the testicles is 

somewhat called into question by the internal placement of the seminal vesicles; indeed, consensus is that 

most prostaglandins in semen come from these internal glands (and not the prostate as was first thought, 

hence the name prostaglandin). I have not found literature indicating exactly what percentage of seminal 

prostaglandins are in fact produced outside of the vesicles. I suspect more than a little seminal 

prostaglandin is actually produced in the testicles (probably in the epididymes lying on the testes). 

According to the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, monotremes, marsupials, 

carnivores, and whales do not even have seminal vesicles, which certainly suggests that at least in these 

animals something like the testicles fills at least partially whatever role the vesicles play in humans. It is 

curious that kangaroos and carnivores of all creatures do not have seminal vesicles. The bouncing and 

predation these creatures respectively engage in probably puts the males in unusually many situations 

where affliction toward testicles could occur. Apparently the importance of vulnerable testicles in selecting 

against potently sodomizing types is so great in those species lacking internal seminal vesicles that 

activities such as bouncing and predation are selected for notwithstanding they are unusually detrimental 

(as causing cowardice) to the individual males of these species.  

                                                                                                                                                                             
try very much to hide his hatred of Jews, and indeed I have heard that pretty much his whole program of 
terror was outlined before he came to power in his book Mein Kampf. To ordinary people, the views of 
people like Hitler and Nietzsche are so preposterous, one should be wary of merely laughing these (highly 
dangerous) sorts off. Violence-loving people (and those who from abuse believe they love violence) can be 
stupid enough to believe their errors, and many others can become terrified enough of them to follow them. 
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The explanations for how semen is mixed don�t strike me as being very reasonable, which makes 

me wonder whether scientists are missing something. The standard explanation is that during ejaculation 

the epididymes, the prostate, and the seminal vesicles all secrete individually with remarkably good timing 

together with the (magically premixed?) semen stored in the ampulla. The standard explanation would 

seem to imply that semen should be quite inhomogeneous and striped much as Aqua-Fresh  toothpaste, 

which it manifestly is not.173 There are other difficulties with the standard theory; for instance, 

spermatozoa are found in the seminal vesicles of deceased individuals, which is rather surprising if seminal 

vesicles are merely glands. I suppose the standard explanation is that the spermatozoa could be sucked 

inside by some sort of wonder vacuum or maybe they swim there. I have even seen the preposterous 

explanation (in apparent violation of the laws of fluid dynamics) that semen magically (it seems) at the 

same time both enters and exits the seminal glands during ejaculation. My guess is that just as laboratory 

solutions are frequently mixed by repetitive transfer of the solution between two containers (my paternal 

grandmother customarily actually made orange juice from concentrate this way), semen is mixed by 

alternating sympathetic contractions of the ampulla/seminal vesicles and the tail region of the epididymes. 

Such mixing is probably very important for sexual-potency: both the prostate and the seminal vesicles 

contain nutrients for the spermatozoa. Accordingly, even if all seminal prostaglandins are produced in the 

seminal vesicles, it may well be that much of this prostaglandin is located in the testicles, and that it exerts 

its effects there. It�s an interesting question what control men have in deferring such mixing. If such 

mixing occurs only immediately prior to sex, then men would be unusually vulnerable to sexual terror 

mainly just in the period immediately prior to sex. But I don�t want to make any more conclusions about 

how all this relates to terror of testicular pain because so much depends on science that I doubt is 

understood well, and I don�t wish to waste energy discussing the basically irrelevant consequences of what 

could turn out to be nonexistent phenomena. 

                                                           
173I once calculated Reynolds� number for ejaculation using guesstimates of semen viscosity and density, 
urethra diameter, and average emission velocity (the latter of which can determined fairly well from how 
far it can travel upwards under the influence of the earth�s gravitational field), and it definitely suggests 
laminar flow. 
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As for the other mammals lacking seminal vesicles (the nonbouncing, noncarnivorous ones), 

whales (like bats) have an internal scrotum, which obviously makes considerations of whale testicular 

punishment irrelevant. This leaves the two monotremes, the nonpredating members of the family carnivora, 

the koala bear, and the other mostly obscure noncarnivorous nonhopping marsupials. Now the two 

monotremes (the spiny anteater and the duck-billed platypus) are so strange as to often not even be 

considered mammals, which makes them not a very important exception�one could even make the excuse 

they are primitive (though it may well be more than that). As for the rest of the marsupials, the most salient 

is the opossum. Now, as is well known, the opossum often plays dead when accosted by a predator. This 

playing dead when a predator is sniffing at you doubtless takes great courage, and so like hopping and 

predation would also select for testes that do not contain excessive pain-sensitizing chemicals. As for the 

other marsupials, there is the koala, and a bunch174 of other obscure mostly Australian ones I can�t find 

much out about. I suspect, however, that these animals also play dead frequently. Indeed, the dominant 

predators in Australia before the dingo was introduced by early man were the thylacines, represented in 

historical times by one species, the Tasmanian tiger. This species was so savagely inhuman in the way it 

killed animals (including farmers� sheep) that it quickly gathered the enmity of farmers and a bounty was 

put on its head which finished it off, probably to the point of extinction, unfortunately. What makes this 

species in its style of predation so especially hateful to farmers is precisely what would seem to me to make 

playing dead an especially useful trait for its prey to evolve. The Tasmanian tiger, unlike wolves or tigers 

(say), was particularly demanding that its kills be fresh. So it would kill one sheep, take a few bites 

(wasting the rest of the meat), then in its bloodthirst, slaughter another one some hours later. When 

                                                           
174 One of these animals is apparently the wombat. I saw one on the TV show Crocodile Hunter. It might 
just be as cute and adorable as the koala and apparently has a very large brain for an herbivore, even larger 
than that of the koala. According to Mrs. Crocodile Hunter and the internet, what it does for protection is to 
burrow underground, and if an enemy should enter, it uses its sturdy and powerful hindquarters to press the 
foolish intruder against the wall of the burrow until it is squashed to death. Obviously, to be an effective 
squasher, a male wombat can�t be excessively afraid of the testicular punishment he may encounter during 
the squashing process. 
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predators are so demanding that kill be fresh, it is only natural that a tendency of prey to play dead would 

arise.175 

Looking more closely, you are led to wonder whether in comparison to internal seminal vesicles, 

vulnerability to testicular punishment isn�t a good thing after all even in animals that neither prey, hop, nor 

play dead. Maybe such vulnerability of testicles is selected against not because it causes the species to 

evolve in a way that makes for worse sexual selection in the species (from males being able to terrorize 

each other more easily in a way that could make nondominant males have difficulty mating even if liked by 

the female), but because it causes the species to possess an extreme cowardice that makes it susceptible to 

other species. For look at the exceptions�what exceptions they are! Neither more or less than the most 

widely adored animals on the planet. Indeed, among the nonprimitive mammals with external scrota and 

without seminal vesicles, those who are vegetarians (a noble pacifist trait, after all), who don�t hop 

(hopping gives the female less control over whether sperm mixing occurs, which is bad because when a 

female mates with a good male she is less likely to want sperm mixing, especially if she is young), and who 

don�t escape predation by pretending176 to be a corpse (such playing dead doubtless encourages an 

obnoxious tendency toward uncleanliness since the more an animal smells bad, the more some other animal 

will think it dead; also it could encourage in females an obnoxious excessive tendency toward passivity 

when in a situation where resisting sodomy is more appropriate) only three present themselves to me�the 

koala and the two species of panda177!�all three of which are most adorable. 

                                                           
175In South America, no placental carnivores were present on the continent for most of the Cenozoic Era 
(from about 65 million years ago to the present day). Accordingly, the marsupials assumed these roles, 
including the doglike Lycopsis, �remarkably similar to the Thylacinus of Australia and Tasmania.� 
(McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, �Marsupiala Fossils.�) Thus, the pressures on the 
American possum (which came to North America from South America only fairly recently) to develop a 
tendency toward playing dead were likely similar to those in Australia, since its predators were similar. 
176 Or by squashing enemies with the backside, which as mentioned in an earlier footnote is the case with 
the wombat. It strikes me that the good of such a behavior in encouraging female wombats to take pride in 
a strong resistant backside probably doesn�t quite makeup for it causing females to overestimate the 
resistance of their hindquarters, which as regards abuse from male wombats it is very important for them 
not to overestimate. But it probably comes close to making up for it, for wombats are adorable and much 
more splendid than their obscurity suggests. 
177Pandas are I believe the only vegetarian members of the family carnivora. The sloth bear of India and 
nearby countries almost fits into this category. It will eat insects and carrion. As would be expected, the 
consensus is that the sloth bear is quite cute. Several other (cute) bear species also tend to be mostly 
vegetarian. 
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Now that I have discussed the evidence for sodomy being addictive, I feel obliged to reiterate my 

impression of the evidence, as I have little doubt my detractors will be quick to misrepresent me in an 

effort to make my considerations on the subject appear as some sort of pseudo-science. The main evidence 

for sodomy being addictive is nonchemical. Though I have given chemical evidence, I do not in any way 

suggest that it is conclusive; indeed, scientists don�t even have more than educated guesses about the brain 

chemistry of alcoholism, an addiction they have actually studied extensively. So far be it for me (not a 

biochemist) to suggest with a tone anything like certainty that I understand the chemical nature of sodomy 

addiction. But scientists have not investigated the chemical addictive nature of sodomy, and given 

nonchemical evidence (or even intuition) that it is an extreme evil, it would be folly to wait until they 

understand it exactly to make a decision about its merits. And in making a decision about whether sodomy 

is evil, one can only investigate the evidence that exists. I do not know with much certainty what chemicals 

in semen cause addiction. Studies in humans looking at whether prostaglandins play a role in mediating the 

narcosis of alcoholism have been more negative than those studies done in rats. Perhaps prostaglandins 

play more of a role in rat sex than human sex. Or maybe it is just that human sexual pleasure is more 

related to PGE1 than PGE2�most of the studies done on the relations between ethanol and narcosis 

looked at PGE2 rather than PGE1.178 It is difficult even to find literature describing the enzymes involved 

in PGE1 production and the effects of drugs like NSAIDS on these enzymes.179 

But let�s not forget what is quite definite about the chemical evidence. It is reasonably certain 

(e.g., even the Merck Manual says so) that prostaglandins are neuromodulators�substances that affect 

neurotransmission by affecting neurotransmitter release. And the standard theory of addiction suggests that 

addictive chemicals are most likely addictive from their direct or indirect effects on neurotransmitter 

                                                           
178It is known, for instance, that during sex the body temperature of the male rat increases enormously. 
Since it is PGE2 that is mostly involved in thermoregulation, that does suggest PGE2 plays more of a role 
in rat sex than human sex. 
179I suppose PGE2 is studied so much more than PGE1 because drugs that block the former are useful as 
pain and inflammation relievers, and drugs are where the money is. The popular literature is not so skewed. 
Nay, the popular literature (mostly pushing oil of primrose, a concentrated source of gamma-linolenic acid, 
an omega-6 fatty acid intermediate between linoleic acid and the fatty acid that PGE1 is made from) is so 
high on the wondrousness of PGE1 as an aid to curing depression, etc., you�d wonder from reading their 
literature whether it weren�t some sort of magic elixir. 
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receptors in the brain. Cocaine, for instance, is believed to have its effect from its blocking dopamine 

uptake in nerve cell synapses in certain parts of the brain. Presumably, the dopamine receptors cause 

pleasurable sensations when stimulated, and the action of cocaine to increase dopamine receptor 

stimulation is presumably responsible for its high. I do not know whether prostaglandins have an effect 

from neuromodulation of central dopamine activity, though it is true that in laboratory animals, 

�prostaglandins have been shown to act as endogenous neuromodulators of central dopamine activity� and 

that apparently one study of human volunteers found that blocking prostaglandin synthesis with 

indomethacin increased plasma concentration of the dopamine metabolite, homovanillic acid, �supporting 

the hypothesis that, as in animals, inhibition of prostaglandin synthesis increases central DA [dopamine] 

turnover in man.�(Kahn, et al.) Or maybe prostaglandins have their effect from their relation not with 

dopamine but with anandamide (arachidonylethanolamide, which is just the fatty acid arachidonic acid in 

an amide bond with the amino acid ethanolamine), the brain chemical which scientists believe is the main 

natural analog of the chemical in marijuana which induces its high. The pharmacologic chemicals in 

marijuana bind to cannabinoid receptors in the brain much more strongly and permanently than even the 

endogenous cannabinoid anandamide does, and these cannabinoid receptors through their neuromodulatory 

affects are believed to be associated with bliss. Apparently, the enzyme (cyclooxygenase-2) which is 

important in producing prostaglandins from arachidonic acid also catalyzes the transformation of 

arachidonylethanolamide into PGE2ethanolamide180 (though scientists think most anandamide 

decomposes by enzymatic hydrolysis of the amide bond). Therefore, one can well imagine that increased 

PG concentrations could be associated with increased PGethanolamide concentrations, and hence (because 

chemical reactions really involve an equilibrium between reactions taking place in both directions), 

increased arachidonylethanolamide concentrations. If so, PGE could be associated with narcosis from its 

indirectly increasing anandamide concentrations. Also, it is not unreasonable to suppose that whatever 

antinarcosis effects cyclooxygenase inhibitors might have from their action on prostaglandins might be 

counteracted somewhat by their tendency to block the decomposition of anandamide into 

                                                           
180update to V. Di Marzo, et al, citing M. Yu, et al. 
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PGE2ethanolamide, which doesn�t bind to cannabinoid receptors. That could explain why in humans 

NSAIDS have not been extremely effective at blocking the neurological effects of ethanol. At any rate, I 

hope the reader has some idea of just how complex brain chemistry is, and thus how difficult it is to predict 

from chemistry whether a chemical would be addictive or not, especially if, as with most of the chemicals 

of semen, the chemical has not been studied much as to its possible addictiveness. Perhaps prostaglandins 

aren�t even the chemicals in semen that are mainly responsible for its addiction: �ANA (anandamide) and 

its precursors were detected in the rat testis and biosynthesis of these compounds was demonstrated in the 

same tissue.�181 

The chemistry of addiction is so complex and poorly understood, one might believe it is premature 

to say from that evidence alone that semen is addictive when absorbed by the digestive system. But let�s 

step back for a moment. Point one: semen is very complicated chemically, and some of those chemicals 

definitely have (rather poorly understood) neurological functions. Point two: given the large number of 

chemicals in semen and given that many of these and similar chemicals would seem to have (poorly 

understood) neurological effects even in small quantities, it is highly likely that semen would evolve to be 

an addictive potion if there were an evolutionary advantage to its being so. Point three: sodomy happens 

commonly, and sodomy is the introduction of semen and its chemicals directly into the digestive system, 

where many chemicals (including addictive ones) can be absorbed easily by lymph or blood and carried to 

brain. Point four: a man being able to addict females into loving him and having much sex with him likely 

increases his progeny. Point five: there is much evolutionary pressure supporting the evolution of any 

quality in a male than increases his progeny. From points one through five follows point six: sodomy is 

probably addictive to the sodomized. 

I will admit though that there is some (small) probability that I am wrong (as is true by the way of 

about everything outside mathematics)�perhaps sodomy is not addictive. Should I be so concerned about 

introducing a prejudice against sodomy as to not express my ideas on the matter until I have more proof? 

Well, let me see. What are the consequences of sodomy being stigmatized or banned even though it were 

                                                           
181V. V. Bezuglov, et al., citing T. Sugiura, et al. 
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some fairly innocuous masturbatory phenomenon? Mass killings of gay people? The CIA installing secret 

cameras in everyone�s bedroom? No. The main consequence I suppose would be no more serious than 

sodomizers having to masturbate on navels instead of inside people�s recta or in their throats, which would 

lead to little more than a marked decrease in the AIDS transmission rate (rectal sodomy of all types of 

�sexual� acts is that most likely to allow the AIDS virus to spread if the male is infected). Not that there is 

much chance my opinions would be taken at face value, though. No, of course not. I can scarcely think of 

anything less PC than hatred of sodomy�not only would such an opinion be branded as vulgar (in that it 

certainly concerns a very low subject matter) but also it would incur the wrath of the powerful pro-gay 

movement, whose power one can gauge merely by looking at television. (I am sure if one measured it 

objectively, one would find that for every negative portrayal of male homosexuality in the mainstream 

media there are dozens of positive portrayals. And one can scarcely ascribe the high number of television 

shows normalizing homosexuality to concern for minorities�hardly any shows are about blacks, for 

instance.) But if my theory is right, then as you will have gathered from my arguments so far, the 

consequences of people failing to realize the evil addictive nature of sodomy are extremely dire. Nothing 

less, for example, than the mass of forced sodomy victims unwillingly feeling they should become slaves to 

their rapists. Yes, antisodomy laws really are about sexual freedom. How pathetic some legislators and 

judges dare use sexual freedom as the excuse to repeal them or to find them unconstitutional! If sodomy 

really is significantly addictive, it is definitely much more evil (from its resemblance to sex making it 

highly insidious) and worthy of being banned than illicit drugs (which also should be banned in my opinion 

and in that of many others). 

Oh, but perhaps I should discuss my ideas with many scientists before I present them to the public 

in general? Why? Because academics are more objective and rational than people at large? Well, and to be 

sure and they are. But academics are something else also. Like rich people, they are complacent in their 

snobbery. Not many scientists sodomizers? To be sure and not many are that either. For indeed, the 

ancestors of sodomizers tend to contain many (female) people addicted to the sodomy of their (likely 

sodomizing) mates, and such addicted people tend to be the more irrational ones, and scientists tend to be 

rational. But there is another effect of this dearth of sodomizers among their peers. Scientists can fairly 
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safely ignore all the antisodomy emotions, which does give an advantage in the clear-headedness they need 

for their cogitations and presentations. More importantly, by pretending that such antisodomy emotions and 

the considerations that follow from them are insane or low class, they, like rich people, have the excuse not 

to associate with the uneducated, more irrational ordinary people, whose lack of education does make them 

appreciably less successful on average. Nay, if anything the snobbery in academia is worse than that 

among rich people. For unlike wealth, whose interest as a group is to promote marriage exclusively so that 

solely wealth will determine who has the most children, the interest of academia is to promote mistress sex 

so that their superior powers of thought can attract lots of sex partners. Thus, since antisodomy emotions 

by association are a frequent cause of females failing to want mistress sex (females frequently confuse 

mistress sex with sodomy), mistress sex can be encouraged by belittling antisodomy emotions, which is 

what scientists do all the time in their complacent or self-serving idiocy. Oh, yes, I would like for my 

theory to be investigated scientifically and experimentally, and scientists, having the clear-headedness and 

rational state of mind appropriate for such investigations are whom I want to investigate it. But to try 

diligently to seek the support of scientists first so that their opinions might sway the masses would be 

idiocy�it would be to view academia with an awe that only superstition supports. The wise thing to do is 

to first gain the support of the masses so that I can sway the scientists to view my ideas seriously as 

something to be thought about with intelligence using science rather than with the unthinking reflex 

derision and laughter I must think my ideas would gain from the scientific community at large should I not 

first gain a measure of support from people as a whole (I can imagine some critic harping about some 

inconsequential technical error which, not being a chemist, I very well might have made somewhere). After 

all, it is certainly not my objective to introduce a prejudice in the scientific community against my ideas 

before they decide they are worthy of being investigated intelligently and scientifically. I know that largely 

the prejudices of the scientific community, like the prejudices in most communities, arise not from most of 

its members being evil selfish people (in fact scientists are very likable mostly), but just from the ethos of 

the whole scientific field in general, whose selfish interest is not to promote antisodomy ideas. And 

prejudices about sodomy are of all prejudices the most particularly contagious, since as explained, people 

tend to be conformist about sodomy issues to an enormous degree, such conformity usually being itself an 
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antisodomy defense. In particular, prejudices in favor of indifference to sodomy, when once introduced in 

the scientific community by the (relatively few) scientists who selfishly want to be intellectual snobs, 

spread so strongly that they may be expected to take hold notwithstanding that most (rational) scientists 

have a natural disposition doubtless more hateful of sodomy than the typical person. As for most scientists 

(those without a more or less consciously selfish agenda to promote sodomy), if society would only wake 

them up to the plausibility of the truth of the evil of sodomy enough so that they would bother investigating 

it in a reasonable noncursory way, they would not be so bad as to lie about the addictiveness of sodomy, 

and could be expected to investigate it in a fairly honest way that could be quite definitive and acceptable 

to people in just the way that is needed and that I hope for. Once investigating sodomy is seen as ordinary 

rather than totally weird, the same tendency toward conformity in such issues could even cause scientists to 

investigate it more than needed! It�s not that most scientists have a prosodomy bias (though at present the 

few scientists investigating sodomy mostly do), it�s just that the scientists who would be unbiased are 

largely stupidly ignoring the entire question, delegating through indifference almost the entire issue to the 

prosodomy crowd. My hope is that normal people can wake scientists up. Numbers would count more than 

the reasoning of a lone individual (i.e., me) in creating the needed impression of normalcy. 

It would appear that chemicals can cause a great deal of deception in people, and in fact a great 

deal of deception probably arises from addiction. It is interesting also to consider deceptions arising 

otherwise than through addiction. Pornography, for instance, people often consider harmful in the same 

way they consider addictions harmful; in fact it is often classed with addictions. What exactly can we say 

about nonchemical deception? 

As pointed out earlier, it is difficult to deceive people about character, because good character is 

easily testable from its being generally associated with sensitivity. In fact, for this reason, deception 

regarding character would appear so difficult that it would not tend to have much tendency to evolve 

among bad people. Sensitivity, on the other hand, is very useful to people even in societies in which few 

are effective deceivers. In a man it is very useful to be able to determine on little evidence the character of 

a person of the other sex, since this ability allows him to seek sex with precisely those persons whose 

characters are most compatible with his own, who of course are much more likely to be willing to actually 
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make love. Even women in a society where men do most of the initiating of relationships probably have 

some (proper) tendency to help initiate relationships, so this sensitivity (although likely less in women 

since less important) would still probably evolve to an extent much greater than any deception could ever 

evolve in deceivers.182 The most of the successful deceptions of people are not, I think, deceptions 

regarding character, but deceptions of understanding regarding the actual state of reality (By reality, I 

mean the actual nature of causes and effects). An abusive evil person who deceives a woman into 

submissiveness probably doesn�t deceive her so much about what his tendencies are, but rather deceives 

her into thinking that somehow she desires the same because they have some value. 

In fact, there is good reason to think that deceptions not regarding character might evolve quite 

quickly in bad people. Suppose, for instance, that an otherwise unselfish woman is deceived into thinking 

(say) that kindness in men is really weakness, and as a result becomes a mistress to an unkind man. Well, 

she will be hurt a certain amount by being deceived thus, but she won�t be hurt nearly so much as the kind 

man who might otherwise have been her lover. Now, to a certain extent, the women who have a tendency 

to be deceived thus will in fact be punished because they are deceivable, since good men don�t like women 

who can easily be deceived, and so will less likely marry them. But the amount an easily deceivable 

woman is punished by good men (because of their refusal to marry her) will be less than the amount she 

hurts good men by being so gullible as to become a mistress to a bad man, unless the men who would 

otherwise punish her are not deceived, which it is not reasonable to suppose would not happen to some 

extent. So it is not so clear that the tendency for deceptiveness to evolve in the deceptive won�t be greater 

than the tendency for sensitivity to evolve in the unselfish. Fortunately, because sensitivity and clear 

thought are useful for more than avoiding deception (say in initiating relationships), and because to a 

                                                           
182As far as slower, more reasoned, less aesthetic sensitivity�the kind of sensitivity that comes into play 
after having been acquainted with a person for a while�women may actually have an advantage over men. 
After all, women generally make their judgments slowly and rationally after a deal of acquaintance, so 
selective pressures might seem to select for this type of sensitivity in them more than it would in men. 
Also, in a society with mistresses the variation in the number of children men have (even if everyone had 
equal wealth) is greater than that which women have, which in a way makes a woman�s choice of mate 
more important than a man�s (which difference might select more for her sensitivity). Granted, this type of 
slow sensitivity is much easier than the variety a man possesses, and so perhaps the man�s very impressive 
quick intuitive sensitivity carries over into this similar arena, still giving him the advantage.  
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certain extent an understanding of reality is testable as to its correctness, it is not actually automatic that 

deceptions regarding reality will predominate over people�s ability to understand the truth. In fact, I am 

inclined to think the truth does have an advantage. But still, it must be realized that deceivers of people as 

to the nature of reality do have some advantage which the reasonable person should take care against. 

Granted, deceivers are likely to be easily deceived (since their ancestors are likely to have profited by 

having children through the deceived), but if a woman is easily deceived her opinions are likely to be 

wrong, and how could she test the amount another has been deceived if her own opinions are wrong to 

begin with? The truth about one�s own nature is always easily testable�and so another�s sensitivity 

towards it easily judged�but the truth about external reality is not so easily testable�and so another�s 

understanding of this reality is practically unjudgeable by a gullible person, and hence offers no test.  

What kind of steps can a person take to avoid being deceived as to the nature of things? First and 

foremost, one must not be so presumptuous as to believe that no perceptions can be harmful. It is my belief 

that there is much which is better at deceiving than enlightening. Even though I try to avoid it, it is not 

unusual for me to come across that which I find so revolting or disgusting that really I am sorry I 

encountered it. Rather than consider it further from some stupid presumptuous belief in the importance of 

keeping an open mind, I avoid thinking any more about the matter from the consideration that the person 

making the impression is more likely to delude than to inform, and lo! might be successful if I gave him 

much opportunity by considering greatly that which he desires I consider. I simply don�t know what is 

irrational about feeling one doesn�t have to listen to every sort of nonsense that is put before one, even if it 

is widely believed�which a lot of nonsense is, I daresay. A great deal of filth is forced on one, 

unfortunately. In school, for instance, one is practically forced to read what the teacher says, and 

sometimes that is trash. I resent having had to read Catcher in the Rye in high school, for instance (or what 

amounts to almost the same thing, taking a bad grade from being unable to stomach more than the first 

forty pages or so). Fortunately, I never had to take a class where Fielding or Freud was studied, whom I 

despise similarly. Now, I do not in the least support censorship of any sort�it simply isn�t necessary. What 

I am supporting is freedom from being forced to be exposed to what one doesn�t like. In particular, 

students should never be forced in school to read something they don�t like. Why should they be when 
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there are thousands of fine books? I�d have been happy to read Austen, Stevenson, Conrad, Hawthorne, 

etc. Even if people are not all but forced to consider directly that which they don�t like, they yet may be 

forced indirectly to encounter what they don�t want to. Particularly is this so with images. Images I am 

inclined to think can possess a great deal of influence. What is more, unlike the written medium, they come 

at one all at once. Pornography183 especially has the capacity to influence one greatly because it is about 

the especially important issue of sex. Now, the unfortunate quality of a picture is that it comes at one all at 

once. There is basically no way to judge the quality of a picture except by looking at it, and if the picture is 

trash, then one is too late after having looked at it to avoid it. Hence the reason so much pornography is 

trash. There is no better medium for those who seek to force demented impressions of sex on people than a 

medium which comes at one all at once, as it were. But it is silly to condemn all pornography merely 

because it is a medium that informs profoundly very quickly, and so lends itself to deceivers. The very fact 

that pornography does inform profoundly and quickly also would make it a very potent force in the hands 

of the good and artistic. What is needed with regard to pornography is better more clean pornography and a 

way of knowing what one is about to look at before one looks at it. Movies to a certain extent accomplish 

this by bringing the action to one little-by-little. Doubtless, this same gradualness is why men find 

stripteases attractive�it�s a kind of politeness that allows the onlooker to turn away or not pay attention if 

he decides he is uncomfortable with what he sees before things actually get too far along. Similarly, in first 

expressing one�s affection for another, it is probably best to start with letters; by actually meeting someone 

in person, one forces images and impressions that might not be found desirable. Hence also the propriety of 

wearing clothes in public. After a while (if one has been careful to avoid trash when younger), one is likely 

to develop a wisdom more and more immune to trash; for instance, it makes sense to me that what 

antipornography laws there are should be geared more to children, to prevent unwanted encounters of 

                                                           
183By pornography I just mean something like �depiction of nudity to evoke sexual excitement or 
knowledge.� Admittedly, pornography is frequently used to denote just the tasteless depictions or just 
those depictions involving sexual or sodomizing activity (depictions of sexual activity tend to be tasteless, 
probably because they cater more to imitators and because the female models are put at excess risk). 
Unfortunately, I know of no better word. 
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children with pornographic material. But a certain amount of isolation and freedom from having to consort 

with sordidness is useful at every age. 

Probably isolation and asocial behavior are not valued as much as is reasonable. Monks and nuns 

can isolate themselves somewhat, but then their not being allowed to have sex makes them a travesty 

almost. One hears a great deal about how monkishness caused the Dark Ages, but then most of the 

intellectual achievements in that age were done precisely by monks, so I just don�t see the point. Of course, 

one can overdo it and make an excessively heroic effort to think everything out for oneself. There is only 

so much thinking a brain can take and remain sane, which fact necessitates to some degree a certain 

amount of acceptance of standard opinion.184 Socialization also blunts to some degree any particular 

delusions that a person might have. Nevertheless, there is a very real purity and wisdom that one can obtain 

by avoiding excessive socialization and by thinking things through for oneself, merely because deceivers 

really can be pretty effective at deceiving and it just isn�t reasonable to submit oneself to too many 

deceptions. I don�t mean to be cynical and suggest that a great many people actually are consciously 

deceptive. Typically, deceptions come to a person from people who are deceived themselves and who push 

their ideas from nothing more than a well-meaning stupidity. Delusions are like rabbits�they multiply. 

Especially important to a good person is that he remain free of delusion in dealing with courtship, which of 

course is critical. Accordingly, a decent person is going to be very hesitant to meet someone he cares for in 

too public a situation where the deceptions of the common or worse might enter into the relationship in an 

insidious, unwanted way. I don�t know though�it seems like women just don�t seem to mind much 

meeting in public, unromantic ways. It is as though socialization is no problem, really. Christmas, for 

instance, with its crass socialization, seems to appeal to just about every woman in existence. I guess 

women have to be socialized to an extent greater than men because (1) intra-sexual relationships have an 

importance for women they shouldn�t possess for men (because women should share a man more than men 

should share a woman), (2) women have a shorter time period in which they may bear children than men 

                                                           
184Moral thinking from its wide consequences on behavior would seem to be particularly difficult on the 
brain, and so it is no surprise that so many of the insane are solitary religious types. 
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do, so they are less likely to be particular and idealistic about how they meet the opposite sex, (3) women 

can be molested by men, while women can�t sodomize men, and so they are hesitant to place themselves 

alone in a vulnerable situation with men they don�t know well. Moreover, since women thus have to be 

more socialized, probably they have evolved somewhat better defenses against the deceptions coming from 

excessive socialization. Probably it is abuse that is the main reason women are hesitant to meet men alone. 

Sometimes I wonder though whether it is a wrong attitude toward abuse that actually causes women to be 

hesitant to meet men alone or otherwise than in social settings. After all, one of the best ways to avoid a 

deception (which an abuser might push) is to avoid excessive socialization. Excessive socialization is also 

associated with alcohol as in cocktail parties. I can�t imagine really a more horrible place to meet someone 

than at a bar or a cocktail party. Can a woman really be supposed to have clear thinking with �beer 

goggles�? I doubt it. Yet most of the meeting which people do seems to be at parties or in bars. It is well 

known that most rapists (and forceful sodomizers, I guess) are people well known to the victim. Yet on the 

other hand, I guess it is true that at least a certain amount of abuse occurs from secret stalkers jumping out 

of bushes and the like. One possibility is to have courtship begin under the supervision of the parents of the 

female; however, in such a situation where the parents are so knowledgeable about their child, the male is 

hopelessly susceptible to a manipulation that can thwart or confuse the relationship�so susceptible, in 

fact, that allowing courtship to start under the supervision of the female�s parents is almost tantamount to 

giving parents control over their daughter�s mating, which of course (as mentioned earlier) is not 

acceptable.185 Personally, I think a good place to meet a woman is in the middle of an open field. That 

way, one is too far away from people for one�s emotions and identities to be visible to others who might 

delude, and yet people can see you well enough so that any abuse is impossible. Another�less desirable�

possibility is for the woman or her friends to benevolently kidnap the man (with his acquiescence) in a way 

that restrains him. He could be handcuffed, for instance, say to a bed post (I have seen some movies where 

that happens, though the women in these movies are not so nice as they should be to their catch). If after 

                                                           
185Granted parents of good girls would probably be good and not likely try such tricks, but it is important 
for all girls to be free from parental manipulation of their boyfriends. 
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studying him the woman feels comfortable with him�that he won�t try to abuse her�she can release him 

and continue the relationship; else she can release him safely outside and only see him afterwards in public, 

if at all. 

There is one kind of attempted deception typically arising from sodomizing sorts, which is 

harmful more from its being a nuisance than from its intended effect, and which I wish to mention as being 

quite illustrative of the sodomizers� mindset. Sodomy is basically a pollution. Of course, the reason this 

pollution is effective is because chemicals are involved. Sodomizers probably aren�t much more clever 

than the typical person (in fact I am inclined to think them, on average, less clever�at least in any given 

society), and so on occasion they make the error of trying to pollute in nonchemical ways. Of course, since 

people tend to disdain pollution greatly, the sodomizers basically for themselves only create more antipathy 

by doing this�they essentially �blow themselves up by their own petard.� In particular, they engage in an 

obnoxious verbal pollution. Normal males very obviously don�t want to be viewed as homosexuals. Thus, 

if a word comes to be used by a significant number as meaning �homosexual,� obviously people are going 

to become hesitant to use that word of men in the normal sense, and so accordingly its meaning could very 

easily be changed to in fact mean �homosexual.� Accordingly, it is not particularly difficult for male 

homosexuals to pollute the language in this way, and of course, that is precisely what has happened to the 

wonderful word �gay� and what they are trying to do to the even more wonderful word �queer.� I am on 

occasion gay, and rather wish I had more opportunity (especially when pretty women are involved) for 

being more gay, and I am most definitely queer and am very glad of it. But I am definitely not homosexual 

and despise sodomy like evil itself. Even if these pollutions aren�t really effective at deluding others into 

thinking there is something �gay� about sodomy or that sodomizers share something special with �queer� 

people like me, yet the pollutions are still nuisances which we should fight. The word �queer� deserves 

quick rescue, and probably also �gay� (though admittedly �gay� is pretty far gone). By protecting the 

poetical purity of our language, our struggles can also make more clear to others that the true goal of 

sodomy is pollution.  

The main effect of this verbal pollution is to make poetical expression of explicit sexual matters 

very difficult. I have noticed that when I am thinking about women while writing poems I tend to 
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ostensibly discuss trees, flowers, rivers, bushes, and other rather prosaic objects. It could be viewed as 

disingenuous since of course realistically on some level what I am probably thinking about is sex�penis, 

vagina, coitus, fears of rape, etc. Why the tendency to be metaphorical when considering sex poetically? 

After all, the same hesitancy doesn�t intrude when I create in more prosaic media�e.g., I feel little 

reluctance to deal head-on with matters of sex when using merely expository dry expression such as that in 

the book you are reading. It�s tempting to suppose that it could be some sort of squeamishness on my 

part�a silly fear of using (poetical) emotion while explicitly considering sex due to some (stupid) fear of 

being emotional caused by an even more stupid fear of women sodomizing me during sex (which is 

physiologically impossible of course). However, on those occasions that I have decided to try to go at 

writing explicit sexual poems the results are I�m afraid quite unsatisfactory. The poems aren�t like they 

should be. No, like they are so dreadful, I was more than tempted to cut them out of the notebook they are 

in so they won�t pollute the other poems, or (so as not to cause suspicion since the pages are numbered) 

merely to burn the whole thing, good poems and bad poems together. What it is, I have decided, is that 

because decent women are usually quite hesitant from antisodomy antiaddiction fears to consider sex 

emotionally during sex, explicit poetry is a great deal less relevant for decent people than indecent people, 

which has resulted in a very corrupt evolution of the more poetical aspects of sexually explicit words, 

which like all words tend to evolve from use. Accordingly, the way these words rhyme, connote, alliterate, 

etc.�which is very important in poetry�is unfortunately such as to make indecent explicit poems much 

easier to write than decent explicit ones. That explains why the romance novel, a prose media, is generally 

very sexually explicit and frequently enjoyed by women, but why practically all the frequently read poets 

write metaphorically and without hardly ever discussing sex using explicit language. And the exceptions 

prove the rule that explicit poetry tends to be disliked by the majority as indecent. E.g., I had never figured 

out what Walt Whitman was good for, but apparently at least president Clinton finds his poems an effective 

gift for promoting oral sodomy in interns. It would seem that it�s not that explicit poems are worthless to 

everybody�it�s just that from the impurity of language, any decent explicit poem would tend to be so 

unwieldy and falsely suggestive as to not be very artistic or useful to the decent majority, and of course 

decent people can�t get much use out of indecent poems. Since more than occasionally a good girl would 
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rightly feel sufficiently comfortable with her mate to profitably be emotional about having sex with him, it 

is sad that language is so ill-suited for emotional explicitly sexual expression. Maybe in Esperanto!�a 

sterile language is better than a polluted one. However, a sterile language is just that�it can�t equal using 

unevolved explicit words what an evolved language expresses using evolved inexplicit words. Another 

(better) alternative in expressing artistic sexual sentiment is to use purer media not involving words. That is 

probably why music tends to be more sexually explicit than poems�music is purer and safer that way. 

Also good for such emotional sexual expression are the visual and dramatic arts (painting, sculpture, 

photography, cinematography, dance, drama, etc.) and basically any media that doesn�t so much use tools 

which society evolves with use. 

It�s a commonplace that people spend too much time answering questions as opposed to figuring 

out the right questions to ask, and it is tempting to suppose that such a tendency comes from sodomizers� 

unusual skill at drawing lines in wrong places and then making it seem like we must choose between one 

side of the line or the other. But doubtless from having to guard against sodomy, people have in fact 

evolved skill at detecting improperly drawn lines, a skill that (since it must work in situations where 

sodomy chemicals make lines seem wavy) presumably more than counteracts sodomizers� confusing skill 

when sodomy and its addictive confusing chemicals are not relevant. What gives? Voltaire said, �Judge a 

man by his questions, not by his answers,� and I can�t disagree with him. Yes, the existence of sodomy 

might make people too black-and-white in posing questions not involving sodomy�to be too quick to 

draw lines where merely fuzziness should be, but it doesn�t suffice to explain why people so easily draw 

the lines in the wrong places�an especially serious and harmful error. What happens, I think, is that when 

a good, unselfish behavior resembles a bad, self-destructive behavior, the selfish will be divided as to the 

question of what is good relating to the behavior, but will be united in how to phrase the question of its 

goodness. And what bad people are united in expressing frequently gets driven home to the masses. 

Suppose in fact that some unselfish behavior resembles a self-destructive bad behavior. On the 

one hand, those trying to encourage the self-destructive bad behavior will try to make it seem good by 

asserting that it is the same as the unselfish behavior. On the other hand, those too selfish to behave thus 

unselfishly will try to make the unselfish behavior bad by pretending it is the same as the self-destructive 
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behavior. For example, uncaring men will try to make women think that because good and unselfish 

women in love more tend to be willing to (unselfishly) be mistresses, mistress relationships alone are good, 

and therefore that women should only love men who are unwilling to care for women. They try to confuse 

unselfish women with self-destructive women who aren�t willing to be loved unselfishly. And that is 

precisely the conflation that women who aren�t willing to love unselfishly want to create so as to make 

themselves look better. Is it stupidly self-destructive to have sex outside marriage, or is it selfishly 

unaffectionately mercenary and artificial for a woman to be unwilling to have sex without first getting 

commitment? Bad people will differ drastically in their answer to that question, but they will (wrongly) 

agree it is the right question, a dreadful mistake to make. Thus most women expect sexual commitment 

from their husbands because it would be illogical for a woman to believe that a female having sex without 

demanding commitment of resources is self-destructive for the female while allowing that her husband is 

not being immoral in having such responsibility-free sex with other females. Similarly, mistress sex is 

conflated with sodomy because it serves the purposes both of sodomizers who want females allowing 

sodomy to seem unselfish like females allowing sex outside wedlock, and of mercenary women who look 

better if they assert that mistress sex is self-destructive because it is basically the same186 thing as sodomy. 

A similar thing occurs with unselfish views about class differences. It is unselfish and very good to not be 

snobbish and to wish for greater egalitarianism. But rich snobs make those who are egalitarian or are not 

snobby seem like they are communist ruffians or naïve about such ruffians; it makes their snobbishness and 

antilabor views seem less selfish.187 And the real ruffians (like the Stalinist communists) justify their 

                                                           
186 I am reminded of the Republicans in the Clinton impeachment scandal arguing that "oral sex" really is 
sex. The truth, of course, is that "oral sex" is not sex at all, but evil sodomy. "Oral sex" is a despicable term 
that denotes what should be called oral sodomy. Of course, not that Clinton and the Democrats were too 
anxious either to label his behavior as sodomy. Stupidity or lack of virtue (or both) all the way around. In 
fairness to Trent Lott, at least he said somewhere that he thinks sodomy is an addiction (though I suppose 
he wrongly was including lesbianism). I suppose the Conservatives do on the whole have a better position 
about sodomy, but then Liberals are certainly better on economic positions�so there�s another case where 
lines aren�t where they ought. 
187However, it is understandable and more forgivable that the rich are leery of the uppityness of new 
money. Poor people who gain wealth or social status often do so from having blindly on faith imitated the 
disdain the wealthy have for the more scatological emotions of the lower societies. The blasé attitude such 
an approach generates is effective in the (mostly non-scatological) world of the higher class businessman. 
Of course, a disdain for antiabuse emotions is especially stupid in the more screwed-up lower classes; 
however, not every disadvantaged person who is emotionally indifferent as to avoiding addictions or 
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thievery and superfluous violence and intimidation by making it seem that such ruffianism is synonymous 

with unselfish practical egalitarianism. The truth is that one can reduce wealth differences and 

snobbishness in good ways. In fact, just viewing socialism or the labor movement in terms of class struggle 

is counterproductive to egalitarianism. Like if people group themselves in terms of class, rich people will 

be less hesitant to view themselves that way than poor people would! As if people prefer themselves and 

their daughters hanging around poor people than rich people! Last I checked rich friends and sons-in-law 

tend to have more to offer financially. Not that labor unions in particular don�t have a place, but the most 

important struggle should be against snobbishness and the violence, drugs and lack of opportunities in poor 

communities that so frequently cause rich people to (somewhat understandably) segregate themselves in 

the exclusive communities that encourage more snobbishness. 

One hears a good deal about differences between men and women. One difference is that women 

are (chemically) abused more than men, basically because only men can abuse, and of course a man 

generally prefers to gain control of a woman than a man since she generally has more to offer him. 

Accordingly, one would expect women to have evolved a better capacity to avoid abuse, since their being 

abused more frequently would make such a capacity more useful to them than to men. Now, since abuse 

affects emotion more than intellect, it is therefore reasonable to suppose that women in general are less 

emotional and more rational than men. But there are other differences between what men and women have 

to deal with, which might occasion other differences in makeup. For instance, men more often initiate 

relationships than women do, which it seems would cause men to be better evolved at judging the opposite 

                                                                                                                                                                             
attacks against his hindquarters actually gets screwed-up or addicted. Not infrequently, a blasé dweeb gets 
lucky, perhaps just because his lower-class compatriots considered him too low to ever have a chance of 
having something to offer them, so they never bothered with trying to molest or control him. But after he 
has become rich, his former compatriots are not likely to view him so indifferently. He�ll likely be proud of 
his having clawed his way up the ladder of success, and indeed his having rationally been indifferent to 
antiabuse emotions when in poverty will make it incredibly easy for him to be rational in a propitious way 
when surrounded by the much less discomfiting world of wealth. In other words, emotionally, he likely 
will more easily be able to make himself free of common sentiment than someone born wealthy. How is a 
poor person if disgusting going to view a rich person especially devoid of antiabuse emotion who views his 
former encounters with the vulgarity of poverty as what inured his special ability to eliminate the 
nervousness and other undesirable emotions that hamper business success? Prey. To be strictly accurate, 
it�s not the nouveau riche that are so dangerous to old money, but the common trash that gets carried on the 
backs of the upwardly mobile into the snobby upper-class society so vulnerable to it. As bad as Nixon was, 
for instance, the president�s men were worse. 
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sex by appearances. Indeed, it definitely seems to me that the aesthetics of what a typical man finds 

pleasing in women is much more refined than what a typical woman finds pleasing in men. Granted, there 

is a certain type of man attracted to sleaziness, but I suspect that sort of man is attracted to it because he 

feels it is all he can get. The abusive man would naturally prefer an innocent woman to abuse into slavery, 

but his difficulty in bringing such submission effectively about naturally causes him to settle for what he 

has a chance at. Female models188 also often have a kind of unattractive haughtiness, but then that is not 

surprising considering that they generally are trying to peddle their wares to the women who usually buy 

them, and women don�t generally have such good aesthetic taste as men. It seems to me that men are 

typically attracted to nice, intelligent, affectionate-looking women who would seem to have some amount 

of will-power (very useful in avoiding addictions). Well, niceness, intelligence, an affectionate nature, and 

willpower really are wonderful qualities, so Why shouldn�t a man value beauty when beauty is nothing 

more than an indication of the presence of such attributes? The aesthetic ideal of manhood (as created by 

women, no doubt) is largely just physical strength. Well, physical strength is a somewhat useful quality, 

but it is hardly that useful in modern society. Obviously, intelligence is more useful. What physical 

strength is very necessary for, however, is forced abuse and rape.189 It is very relevant also that women are 

                                                           
188 Actually, I have a great deal of respect for the fashion industry. The fashion industry is by its nature a 
beneficial egalitarian force. Indeed, fashion is all about appearance, and appearance is most important in 
making an impression on those not very well known. For example, if you are the sort of person who 
doesn�t often meet new and varied people because you do all your socializing at (upscale) polo, golf or 
yacht clubs, fashion is probably not likely to be very important to you�the impressions others have of you 
will be determined more by conversations and your reputation in your clique. Fashion is more for the 
egalitarian woman who needs to be ready to make an impression on a man no matter where she meets him, 
whether it be at an airport, grocery store, restaurant, or just on the street. Like so much in New York, there 
is probably a sort of double entendre going on, however. Haute couture tends to be overtly sexual, which 
in a way is keen in that such fashion suggests that sex is a possibility to those who are looking at it 
(provided the woman wearing it likes the onlooker, of course), a benevolent extremely nonexclusive way 
to dress. However, in a way these ritzy clothes tend to be so sexually suggestive (e.g., see-through or 
strategically nonexistent) that women are frequently hesitant to wear such clothes in public lest they be 
considered hookers or sluts. So the most beautiful really sexy clothes are difficult to wear outside exclusive 
nightclubs, etc., after all. Thus we see just how important it is in decreasing snobbery that we appreciate 
rather than ostracize women for wearing sexually suggestive clothes in public, and how brave and noble 
affectionate women are to wear such fashion in public places more readily. Another thing I like about the 
fashion industry is that models don�t move and shake around so much as (say) dancers or other sex 
symbols do, which stillness suggests the kind of still sexuality that females tend to feel in the most 
profound and loving sexual encounters. 
189Do no infer that I mean to imply that athletic men are worse than nonathletic men. One could argue after 
all that athleticism, like any other useful quality, is likely to be more developed in those people whose 
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much more careful about their appearance than men are (e.g., men don�t use makeup), which of course is 

perfectly natural if men judge much more by appearance than women do.190 Perhaps men actually become 

bald because baldness is rather unattractive, and it�s �safer� for a man to not have too attractive an 

appearance since such an appearance might attract the wrong sort of woman�a woman who judges too 

much by unintellectual methods such as aesthetic sensibility.191 Beyond a desire to be clean, I doubt 

whether men should worry much about how their appearance affects women. Conversely, women tend to 

judge more by conversation, which tends to make them more sociable. The increased importance of intra-

sexual relationships in females also tends to make them more sociable. Accordingly, one would expect 

                                                                                                                                                                             
female ancestors had free choice in choosing mates, i.e., in those people whose female parents avoided 
sodomy and thus whose mates were not sodomizers. But still, athleticism in men is largely useful for abuse 
(it is also useful in avoiding abuse, but less so since men are less often targets of abuse), so really it isn�t 
clear one way or the other whether on average an athletic person should be better or worse morally than a 
nonathletic person. Basically, it probably doesn�t make any difference. In an idealistic sense, athleticism 
may well be more useful to good women than to good men since the former are abused more often; 
however, realistically, as long as women excessively value athleticism in men such athleticism is probably 
about equally useful, basically for the same reason fancy feathers are useful for the male peacock�it�s 
attractive of females. Personally, I don�t find athleticism, large size, or strength as particularly attractive in 
women; for instance I rather like both tall and short women, so maybe your typical healthy fit woman is 
about what size people should be ideally. I should point out, however, that some more artistic athletic 
qualities, such as quick reaction time, excellent coordination, and efficiency, are useful quite generally as 
in courtship or ordinary life, and so unlike brute physical prowess from size, are quite special. 
190It is true that when a man judges by appearance he is less likely to be swayed by artifice than a woman 
who judges with the same amount of observation. However, no matter how sensitive the observer is, if an 
observation is sufficiently brief, blatant characteristics like dress, hairstyle, etc., will be more important in 
making a judgement than subtler, less easily affected by artifice aspects of visible beauty. Most of the 
people we observe in life go by as little more than barely noticeable flashes�we make just the slightest 
observations of them. So casual observations are much more common than prolonged ones. Since men are 
better able to judge from artifice just as they are better able to judge from physical appearances in general, 
the number of times a man could make a significant judgement on the basis of artifice (the number of times 
he makes a casual observation) would typically be greater than is the case with a woman (the number of 
times she makes a moderately casual observation). Thus it indeed does follow from men being more 
visually sensitive that it is more expedient for a woman to use art and artifice to make herself appear more 
beautiful (and hence more revealing of her true nature if indeed she is beautiful). But of course, even if 
women and men were equally good at judging by appearance, a man would still have less occasion to 
employ artifice in improving his looks than a woman has in improving hers. Indeed, merely because 
courtship is such that men generally make the first move, it is unusual for a female to need to judge 
casually in courtship a member of the opposite sex. It also follows that females tend to be better at using art 
to create visual beauty (something they more need to do when using art to modify their appearance), at 
least to the extent such a creation is not dependent on quickly judging its beauty during its manufacture.. 
191I also think hair is symbolic of external influences, and so perhaps baldness is slightly suggestive of the 
degree to which a man sheds (or needs to shed?) external influences from youth. Men are particularly 
susceptible to these external manipulations (and thus less likely to need to be social), so it is not surprising 
if hair does represent external influence that men are much more often bald. 
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women to be better at working together and at synthesis from the ideas of others, while one would expect 

men to be more solitary thinkers. Also, (verbal) manipulation occurs in social contexts, so women would 

be expected to have evolved a better ability to manipulate and to avoid being manipulated. I suspect men 

yell mainly to keep from hearing, while women yell to be heard. (But since the ability to avoid delusions 

arising from manipulation evolves as an effect of being subjected to such manipulations, and since effects 

evolve from causes rather than vice-versa, one would expect women to be more verbally deluded and 

manipulated than men. Indeed, if men had more problems with being deluded, their ability to withstand 

manipulations would presumably evolve faster�effects don�t generally quite transcend causes.) Similarly, 

one would expect men to be more clumsily ignorant. The final significant difference I know of between 

what men and women face deals with the type of relationships they tend to concern themselves with. 

Practically every man spends a deal of effort and energy on marriage. Obviously, good men will be 

concerned with bringing about marriage almost exclusively; moreover, less good men will generally be 

concerned with bringing it about as well since marriage is a very reasonable way of obtaining sex. But 

there are a great many women for whom marriage will have no relevance simply because they are 

mistresses. While marriage relationships generally occur only after a great deal of thought, mistress 

relationships tend to occur quickly, basically because the man (who generally initiates the relationship) 

doesn�t care enough about the woman to bother spending a wifely amount of time thinking about her. 

Accordingly, a person who is concerned mainly with marriage would probably be a slow, long-term 

thinker, while a person who is more concerned with out-of-wedlock relationships would probably be more 

of a quick, short-term thinker. Thus, it is reasonable to suppose that women would (on average) be better at 

quick thinking and easy conversation, while men would (on average) be better at slower, more theoretical 

thinking. Quick thinking also would seem to be precisely the kind of thinking that is needed to avoid 

abuse, so it definitely would appear that women would be much better quick thinkers than men. This 

quickness of thought probably partly explains why girls tend to mature earlier than boys do�the minds of 

the former can sooner possess an understanding appropriate for sexual responsibility.192 Thinking about 

                                                           
192I suspect part of the explanation for menopause in women occurring much earlier than sterility occurs in 
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myself (a male), I�m pretty good at pure emotion (as in writing poetry), and pretty good at slow-evolving, 

very exact theoretical considerations (as in this work or mathematics), but simply am not nearly so good at 

the in between�the quick and easy thinking that I would need to write a novel (say). I must admit though 

that I am not really as clear about the differences between women and men as I am other matters; perhaps 

there are other causes of other differences that I have not considered, which might counteract the 

differences I have considered or create new differences. There is the danger here that I am extrapolating 

excessively from the limited number of people I consider much (such as me). 

For instance, with respect to antiabuse emotions, that men tend to be better emotionally than 

women might not be expected to hold, because antiabuse emotions being more relevant in the female sex 

(from their being abused more often) might cause them to evolve more there than in the male sex. It is 

indeed not clear which sex has the most reasonable antiabuse emotions, but there are still conclusions to be 

made if we are a little more careful in our language. Though males and females may have more or less 

equal capacity to test for abuse, it by no means follows that they apportion the same tolerances for the two 

types of error. Because females are abused more, they are going to apportion tolerance in such a way that 

they have a greater conditional expectation193 of identifying a situation as abusive to them given that it is 

not, while males will have a greater conditional expectation of identifying a situation as not abusive to 

them even though it is. Thus, another trick a man can use is to make a woman cry in his arms about how 

she mistreated him because of some nonexistent abuse from some other man or because of some addiction 

she succumbed to. Since the deepest victim of a woman being abused or addicted is so often a man she 

wrongly snubs, it is only natural in fact that by judging whether she is unjustly treating another, she may 

well decide that she has been screwed-up, which should obviously cause her to realize that the man 

unjustly snubbed because of her addiction is by her own nature loved much more than she realized. Voila! 

                                                                                                                                                                             
men is the importance of the increase of sobriety that menopause can give to women�a decrease in sexual 
emotion at least enables older women to look somewhat objectively at the abuse their daughters or 
granddaughters might be subjected to. 
193For those who know something about probability, I should point out that I am using the word 
�expectation� (somewhat nonstandardly since I have not introduced a numerical scale rating degree of 
abuse) rather than �probability� to emphasize that abuse comes in various degrees, which should be 
weighted differently. 
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She sheds her clothes as uncontrollably as her tears. That�s not to say women shouldn�t cry in a man�s arms 

more often than men should cry in a woman�s. Even if men did have the same fear of being addicted as 

women do, females would properly cry more�from more often being addicted, females more often have 

done something to cry about. The key is for people to allow the rational self to lead the emotional self as 

regards addictive matters, whether the emotions seem legitimate or otherwise. Still, just as intellectual 

understanding is necessary in ordinary matters as an aid to the emotion that should lead it, so too are 

antiabuse emotions necessary in addictive matters as an aid to the intellectual understanding that should 

lead it. To obey an antiaddiction emotion is often foolish, but to not listen to it is folly. Admittedly people 

often have inappropriate emotions. For instance, it would be quite awkward if a woman I love a great deal 

were to cry in my arms�I would love her too much to desire her to be forward before marriage, and her 

crying on top of me would certainly be inappropriate in that sense because it would be somewhat natural to 

think of those clothes coming off as willingly as her tears. However, realistically, my resisting a loved 

woman who is somewhat inappropriately reserved is definitely preferable to her ignoring me forever from 

some overwhelming fear on her part that because she wronged me so much she couldn�t contain her 

emotions as much as she would like (not that I mean to imply this is the case with me). And of course, it�s 

not like a man wants a woman with no capacity to cry. 

One important point regarding sexual differences is the degree to which characteristics can evolve 

independently in the sexes. It is known there are physical differences between male sperm and female 

sperm. One would think some genes have consequences in sperm that are beneficial in male sperm but less 

so in female sperm and vice-versa. This correlation between genes and the sex of successful sperm could 

have interesting consequences. For example, if a society is better at encouraging men to make wise mating 

decisions (say by emphasizing outward appearance and respecting emotion), the women would tend to be 

better than the men. As mentioned earlier, I have a suspicion that, at least among good people, good men 

tend to be somewhat excessively promarriage, while good women tend to be excessively pro-mistress. 

These frustrating but in a way artistic differences can be understood by realizing the importance of balance 

between females and males. If characteristics do evolve independently in males and females, then for 

instance if the society becomes excessively promarriage that will make for relatively faster evolution in 
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females (since then the variation in the number of children that men have will be relatively less which 

means relatively less selection in males), which will bring the society back to safe equilibrium since the 

women will get more power as they become relatively more evolved, and hence use it to push for the more 

pro-mistress antimarriage ideas that they possess. Similarly to ensure balance, perhaps men would be more 

for women having children at a relatively early age, since that would make for less space between female 

generations, making females evolve relatively faster. At first glance, it might appear that males would be 

superior to females since the variation in the number of children men have is greater than the variation in 

the number of children women have, which would allow for more evolution in males. However, the very 

fact that reproductive success in men is more dependent on how the opposite sex favors them also means 

that it is more important for a woman to be wise enough to make good reproductive decisions than it is for 

a man, and hence more important to society that women be intelligent and wise than it is for men to be so. I 

suspect that women are in fact about equal to men, chiefly because societies and people have evolved so 

women have children on average at a much younger age than men do, which causes there to be less space 

between females than males, thereby causing them to evolve fast.194 Also, the correlation between genes 

and sex of successful sperm would mean that men would tend to be more related to their grandfathers and 

women more to their grandmothers, a phenomenon that one would think should have been noticed by now; 

so maybe there is no correlation after all. However, a great deal about genetics is not understood; e.g. in 

women in any given pair of genes on her X-chromosomes, only one gene appears to be used. How the 

other gene is shut off is apparently quite complicated and obscure. Which gene is shut down may even 

depend on the part of the body the gene is acting at, so one gene may be active one place while its partner 

is active somewhere else in the body. Who knows, perhaps there is even a limited kind of Lamarckism that 

occurs in females by their having some sort of undiscovered control over which X-chromosome to pass on 

in ova. 

                                                           
194Women being about equal to men does not violate the principle that effects rarely entirely compensate 
for causes. Women having children at a younger age is not a reaction against women not being equal to 
men (which is not ideal in a society with mistresses), it is a reaction against women not being better than 
men (which would be ideal in a society with mistresses though it probably is not very significantly 
attainable). 
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Economics and Society 

So far I have basically considered how a person should behave toward other individuals. I haven�t 

said very much about what society as a whole (say as represented by government) should do to regulate 

individuals. One function of government is as a judicial body, to prevent crimes and enforce contracts such 

as marriage. My opinions of government�s role in this capacity are probably not very original or especially 

enlightened, so I�m not going to say much about it. I do suppose people as a whole tend to underestimate 

slightly the dangers of government interfering with privacy and free speech. Especially loathsome are laws 

against free speech in courtship such as our very prudish and dangerously restrictive sexual harassment and 

antistalking laws. But then I consider illicit drugs so harmful that I am inclined to think government should 

be more involved there (which some people might consider an interference with privacy)�probably I�m 

even a prohibitionist as regards alcohol. What I wish to discuss here are the more subtle economic effects 

of various socioeconomic policies. I am inclined to think that just by changing how the economy works 

slightly a great deal of good can be done. 

Perhaps the simplest step that could be taken to improve general welfare would be to require 

banks to increase the amount of cash that they must keep in reserve (i.e., require them to operate at a higher 

reserve ratio than at present). What a great many people don�t realize, I�d wager, is that most money that is 

in existence is not real money, but merely a written or electronic promise that a bank pay a certain amount 

(say as in a check). Since substantial transactions are done by check rather than money, this creates no 

problems for banks, who by writing checks and the like can essentially print their own money. Now the 

government requires the banks to hold a certain amount of their deposits in cash, basically to avoid runs on 

banks and to keep the money supply reasonably constant. The simple fact that people don�t seem to realize 

is that as long as reserve ratios are low, and as long as people don�t hold an appreciable amount of their 

money in cash (very true nowadays in our almost cashless society), the amount that banks lend will be near 

the amount of money that is deposited, which will be near the amount of money that people have. In other 

words, as long as reserve ratios are low, people as a whole will always be in debt an amount only slightly 

less than the amount of money that they have, and people as a whole will not tend to have financial 

security. What is needed is for banks to have a reserve ratio (=reserves/deposits) more nearly equal to the 
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natural one of one-half (at which loans would more or less equal reserves in a cashless society). (Of course, 

since deposit money that banks make has inflationary effects much as real money, more real money will 

have to be printed to avoid deflationary effects.) Some might object that banks lending less money would 

hurt investment, but I am inclined to think that there is already excessive speculation�too little connection 

between investment and profit. Similarly, given the choice most people probably would prefer to buy a 

house rather than to be able to easily mortgage one. 

Notwithstanding the foolishness that goes on in the banking industry, it must be admitted that 

stocks and other marketable investments have a kind of speculative aspect that might in comparison make 

banks seem a more respectable place of refuge for one�s money. The stock market is seedier than banks. It 

is not a place appealing to the generous of soul. Why? The difficulty with stocks and similar investments is 

that success in dealing with such instruments depends heavily on making quick decisions that so far as the 

good of the economy and nation is concerned, have no reason to be made quickly. Much better it would be 

if investors and traders could generally make their decisions carefully and informedly in a way that allows 

them to see more than just the superficial short-term ups-and-downs. Certainly it matters (say) if there is 

reason to believe a company has less demand for its products, and certainly it is appropriate in insuring that 

the economy produces efficiently a proper mix of goods that in such a case its bond and stock issues should 

be less attractive. But whether the investments become less attractive over the course of a few months 

(some might say a year or even a few years) or a few minutes is only of consequence to the necessarily on-

edge investor or trader who is desperate to be first. There is no more point in frenetic hyperactivity in the 

stock-market than in the existence of �get-rich-quick� schemes. 

To avoid excessive concern for the short term in the stock market and similar places, a few 

months after an investor�s sale or purchase of a stock or bond, the government (or, somewhat worse, the 

institution of the market itself) should note the new price of the instrument, and a tax should be levied 

against the investor to largely negate the benefit of having made the sale or purchase earlier. In other 

words, if the investment should have fallen in the short term after a sell, a tax about equal to the amount the 

stock fell should be levied, while if the investment should have risen in the short term after a purchase, a 

tax about equal to the amount the investment rose should be levied. Thus, by making the tax almost equal 
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to the difference in prices between the transaction price and the new price one could effectively make it 

practically inconsequential whether an investment decision is made now or a few months later, thereby 

eliminating the superfluous frenetic hyperactivity.195  

Another problem that our economy has concerns items practically all of whose cost of production 

lies in the first item. Nowadays, there are an increasingly large number of items (as measured by their 

value) in this category. It may, for instance, cost Microsoft many millions of dollars to produce a new 

computer program. But clearly, once the program has been made, it is trivial for Microsoft (or anybody 

else) to produce a great many copies of the program, all of which are of the same high quality as the first 

unit of software. The same applies to copies of movies�it is very expensive to make a movie, not very 

expensive to make a copy of one, say by VCR. Similarly, it costs society no more for an individual to be 

able to receive a pay-cable channel than to not be able to receive it (provided the cable is already hooked-

up). Even with items that do have a substantial cost of production, as with automobiles, medicine, 

electronic and computer equipment, and books, still a great deal of the cost goes in the development of the 

item, and as a result the first item produced is going to be much more costly to produce than the later items. 

Now, idealistically, an item should in some sense be produced precisely when people are willing to pay for 

it more than what it costs society to produce another of the item. Accordingly, the price of the item should 

                                                           
195It is important to realize (whereas one might think otherwise from considerations of symmetry) that a 
system of subsidies to guard also against short-term investment failures is not only pointless but dangerous. 
If the cost of an investment is essentially its price at an instant several months after purchase, people or 
groups with extremely large amounts of money would buy enormous quantities of an investment and then 
sell it shortly before the time period several months later at which the cost of the investment would be 
determined, artificially reducing the price (determined by some sort of computer program which adjusts 
prices by comparing recent desire to buy with recent desire to sell) merely by creating a temporary excess 
of sell orders, amounting basically to a bear raid that could drastically impoverish or bankrupt the treasury 
or stock market. Such ploys are not possible in a taxation-only system since all short-term gains are 
impossible, being necessarily taxed into oblivion. And of course in the proper, taxation-only system, it�s 
not as though investors will still feel the need to study stocks every hour just to be first to learn (useless 
knowledge) about unowned stocks falling or owned stocks rising. Note that the problem of what to do with 
all the tax money collected in an asymmetrical system involving taxes but not subsidies is minor and can 
for instance be alleviated merely by agreeing that the revenue generated through taxation of short-term 
gains and short-term-avoided losses with respect to a particular investment is to be distributed to 
shareholders of that investment, or perhaps swallowed by the government. Of course, because speculators 
and financial barons can be very clever in their schemes, it would be prudent if financial experts examine 
from every angle my approach to reducing hyperactivity before it is adopted, lest there be some shady 
scheme to which it could give rise which I haven�t noticed. 
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be what it costs society to produce another of the item (the marginal cost of the item, to use economic 

lingo). But there is no way in a standard capitalist economy that items which have enormous initial cost but 

little or no marginal cost are going to be able to be priced at marginal cost for the simple reason that any 

company that developed and produced such items would lose a great deal of money if it sold them at the 

very low marginal cost of producing the item. Accordingly, the government gives copyrights, patents, etc,. 

to restrict competition so that it can be profitable for a company to produce such items. This is such a fact 

of life that people lose sight of how much better it would be if everything could be priced at marginal cost. 

For instance, anyone who has a computer could have essentially free access to any software in existence, 

and anyone with a cable could see all popular movies for practically nothing, and could buy copies for 

practically nothing of all the others. And all the complicated electronic equipment that helps make modern 

life interesting, although it would not be free, yet surely its price would be negligible in comparison to 

what one currently encounters. 

The simplest approach allowing the pricing of items with low marginal cost at that cost is to 

involve the government more in the production of such items. If the government produced such items, they 

could very easily sell them at marginal cost without going broke, merely because they have the power to 

levy taxes. This, of course, is socialism, which unfortunately in this country people tend to be prejudiced 

against because for so many years our chief competitor (the USSR) was socialist, and the powers in this 

country that make money by overpricing have naturally done all they can to nurture an anti-Communist 

hysteria that identifies socialism with evil. The Soviet government indeed was less than desirable; 

however, I would argue that such undesirability stems not from its having been socialist, but rather from its 

having been undemocratic and totalitarian. What a great many people in this country don�t seem to get is 

that although the government here may have its problems (as in the tendency of big money to control 

elections), the government is still elected by the people. Corporations, on the other hand, are controlled by 

a handful of rich people. Accordingly, it stands to reason that in this country, policies that give power to 

the government as opposed to corporations are likely to increase the freedom of society and its 

accountability to the wishes of the people as opposed to the wishes of a privileged few.  
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Another approach that would give similar results, and which might be more palatable to business 

interests (and hence more of a possibility), is to subsidize businesses. Government could simply give 

subsidies to those corporations who price their production at below marginal cost. The difficulty as is of 

this method is that it gives businesses very strong incentives to engage in a good deal of nefarious activity 

in the attempt to influence politicians. And the bribery, intimidation, and misinformation that corporations 

will engage in to get funds will likely be very difficult to stop inasmuch as corporations are not accountable 

to the voter, but only to the courts, who of course require a much higher standard of proof before meting 

out punishment. There is, however, a way of ensuring that subsidies reflect the wishes of the people as a 

whole which would make direct government subsidy of business very workable. The key, I think, is to let 

people vote directly on how much money should go to which corporations. In the computer age, such 

complex voting is now very workable. Now, without care in designing the voting system, there would be 

the problem that people would vote in their self-interest; for instance, they would set up dummy 

corporations of which they alone are the owners and would naturally vote that these self-owned 

corporations should receive all the subsidy. This difficulty could quite easily be resolved, however, by the 

trick of punishing monetarily those voters whose subsidy distribution is weird. At first sight, this approach 

seems obnoxious in that it would seem to punish weirdness (which tends to be better than conformity). 

Actually, though, although voting weird would punish oneself, yet it would also reward those who vote 

similarly, which an unselfish person would naturally be glad of. A selfish person, on the other hand, would 

try his utmost to be as conformist as possible in voting (since doing so is to his monetary advantage). 

Accordingly, selfish people would have practically no say in how government subsidies are distributed, 

while the unselfish would have very much say�certainly a very desirable property! Another difficulty that 

might at first sight arise is that the large number of corporations would make voting on subsidies 

impractical. Clearly, however, what would happen is that several (a few hundred?) organizations would 

make lists that reflect their opinions of how subsidies should be given, and people would choose their 

favorite list (perhaps making a few modifications). At any rate, the system is in one sense more reasonable 

than that of voting for people: by averages being taken, every person�s wish is taken into account. This is 

impossible in ordinary elections; it is not possible for (say) one-third of one candidate to be elected, one-
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fourth of another, and five-twelfths of a third. Unlike a sum of cash, an elected official can�t be chopped in 

pieces without reducing his effectiveness. As long as purse strings are controlled directly by the people, I 

don�t think direct government subsidy of business differs much from socialism in its worthiness. Probably 

even in socialism there should be some method of voting by the people on how industries should be 

subsidized (which would of course encourage industries to set their prices reasonably). Perhaps the most 

reasonable approach is to let people vote on how much money should go to businesses and the activities of 

government simultaneously; i.e., let the people decide the extent to which they want socialism or direct 

subsidy of business. Indeed, likely a mixed approach is best.196 I shouldn�t be surprised if the founding 

fathers actually created the legislative branch because of a sense they had that the people should have a 

more direct control over spending than a purely executive system would give. A voting system actually 

giving direct control is what the founding fathers would probably have most wanted had it been technically 

                                                           
196 For the interested, what I suggest is that when an industry is a good bit more efficient as a monopoly, 
the government should own the monopoly. It is silly, for instance, for there to be more than one railroad 
between two towns when traffic doesn�t support it, and it is silly to have several electric, data, telephone, or 
cable TV lines coming into a typical house; thus, railroads and utilities should probably be monopolies. 
And monopolies should typically be government controlled. Thus, for instance, if your utility company or 
local railroad becomes incompetently controlled, the people have more than weak government regulation 
(generally necessary in monopoly situations to preclude underproduction for the sake of driving prices up) 
to rectify the situation. The government unlike a board of directors can be booted out by ordinary people in 
elections. E.g., it was pointless that people had to put up with Penn Central and its predecessors 
mismanaging railroads for decades before Penn Central went bankrupt. Once the government stepped in, 
making Penn Central Conrail, it quickly became efficient and started being quite useful again (as well as 
making money). Likewise, PG&E has been obnoxious long before Erin Brockovich, and it would have 
been better if they had gone bankrupt long ago, and I�m sure that if their idiotic faith in their own lies as to 
the benefits of decreased regulation of electricity production finally leads them to become bankrupt, that 
will be the best thing that could happen. (My paternal grandparents were involved in the politics of 
electricity manufacture and distribution in California way back in the thirties, and the campaign PG&E 
waged against them was apparently so obnoxious that my grandmother even in her last years viewed 
PG&E as evil and felt obliged to remind people of it frequently as though that is one of the great lessons to 
be learned in life.) On the other hand, if spreading production in an industry among several manufacturers 
doesn�t lead to much inefficiency, it seems to me that having most production spread out among various 
private firms is preferable to having everything controlled by the government. After all, the president only 
gets elected every four years and is frequently not exactly the wisest American nor the most solicitous to 
ferret out the mistakes his agencies make. Moreover, there is (as is desirable, actually) a certain amount of 
inertia that keeps civil servants from being replaced very frequently. Government agencies are like 
corporations in that they can be good or bad and are not easy to change. Thus, when competition is 
harmless, production among many mostly privately operated firms is generally desirable as leading 
naturally via competition to increased efficiency even when the government is not very good or effectively 
self-regulating. For instance, it would be silly for clothing manufacture or hair cutting to be nationalized. 
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possible then, so I just really don�t feel I am being un-American proposing principles some might reject as 

socialist. 

Another problem which I believe faces unfettered capitalism is a tendency for a society to 

overproduce. I am firmly convinced that people as a whole work too hard, and am inclined to think the 

reason for this excessive industry is a flaw in the economic system�companies produce at the level that is 

in their own selfish interest, which I am inclined to think is above the ideal level. Such a big deal is made 

of monopolies underproducing to drive up prices (admittedly a real phenomenon) that I suppose 

economists lose sight of this overproduction phenomenon. As economic theory points out, in a competitive 

economy companies tend to produce until the cost of producing another item (the marginal cost of 

producing the item) is equal to the price of the item. Economists generally consider this situation as being 

rather idealistic in that items will be produced precisely if someone is willing to make the item for less 

money than what it is worth to someone else. But I am inclined to think an item should be produced 

precisely if someone is willing to buy it for less than what it costs society to produce it. And what it costs 

society to produce an item I am inclined to think is more than what it costs an individual firm to produce it. 

Indeed, by increasing production, a firm not only increases its own costs by what it costs itself to produce 

the item, but it also increases the costs other firms must experience because labor as a whole becomes in 

shorter supply. Accordingly, I believe it is essential that there be taxes such as income taxes or sales taxes 

that make it more costly for companies to produce. Now there will be the argument against this policy that 

it would increase unemployment. However, it must be remembered that the tax receipts actually could be 

used by the government to make people better off. In fact, I am inclined to think that if the money were 

used in this fashion, both the number of people desirous of working and the number of hours these people 

work would decrease to such a degree as to actually more than counteract (so far as unemployment is 

concerned) any decreased demand for labor. Also it is probably necessary that there be import tariffs 
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against those countries that have low income tax rates so as not to place their firms at too great a 

competitive advantage.197 

Economists may well not be willing to credit someone of my scrawny stature in economic circles 

with an original idea (if it is original). My originality here sometimes even surprises me. OK, then, let me 

do a thought experiment to make my point about marginal cost and overproduction clearer. Suppose (for 

the sake of argument) that a country has a large number of firms each using about 100 laborers working 

about 40 hours a week to make about 100 items. Suppose that the firms are barely making a profit. More 

precisely (to make things clearer), let us suppose that if there were one more firm in the country using 

about 100 of their laborers working about 40 hours a week to make 100 items for the market, the firms 

would neither be making a profit nor a loss. Now if you are a reasonable capitalist thinking of entering the 

industry, you likely will, because there are profits being made. Accordingly, you might (say) hire 100 

laborers working about 40 hours to make about 100 items for the market. But the result of your hiring is 

that all workers in all firms will work slightly more hours. On average, as a result of your hiring, the 

average number of hours worked by an individual may rise from (say) 40.00 to 40.01. But the efficiency of 

an employee is going to be less in his fortieth hour than it would be in a typical nonovertime work hour. 

What is more, that hour is likely going to be a more unpleasant work experience. If (say) the worker is half 

as efficient in the last hour and the work is half as pleasant (so twice the cost), it follows that the net result 

of the new firm entering the market is a gain in 50 items produced by society at large at a total cost of 200 

laborers working 40 hours (this cost is about equal to the real cost of 400,000 workers each working an 

extra .01 hour). In other words, society is inflicting on laborers a suffering which they would pay 200 items 

                                                           
197Not that the laborers in the country with the low tax rate prosper from free trade either. In countries with 
low tax rates little is given back to the people in form of education, transportation, free time, health, etc. 
So, especially with respect to the long run, the productivity in these countries with two-bit governments 
suffers. The result of free trade between such a country and a country with reasonable tax rates is to make 
high-paying skilled jobs rare in the former (from education, etc. being difficult to obtain) and unskilled 
jobs rare in the latter (from being unable to compete with cheap foreign labor). About the only people to 
prosper are the owners (often foreign) of the (unskilled) industries in the country with the two-bit 
government (which owners of course prosper at the expense of the owners of the corporations in the other 
country).  
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to avoid in order to produce only 50. Certainly a most cruel and inefficient result! Some kind of tax is 

desirable to limit production. 

Similar remarks apply to capital as apply to labor. That is, ideally the economic system should 

take into account that expenditures for new capital in enterprises whose products have low elasticity of 

demand198 make other companies� capital less valuable or even useless, and taxes should be made 

accordingly against new construction by these enterprises. For example, if a new department store is built, 

that is not likely to significantly increase the amount people are willing to spend on the products sold by 

the store, since there probably is some other only probably slightly less inconvenient place to buy the 

items.199 However, the value of all similar buildings becomes less by their becoming more expendable. So 

much less, in fact, that some of them may become abandoned, becoming thus worse than useless. Notice, 

however, that these external costs depend not just on the cost of construction but also on the quantity of 

what is constructed. That is, per dollar spent, a large cheaply constructed store such as a Wal-Mart or a K-

Mart will hurt other businesses more than a well-decorated, well-staffed store would. (Another way of 

looking at it is that by running a high-class store, you will cause people to be willing to spend more for the 

products you sell, so that what you are spending to make the store special increases demand and is thus not 

an expenditure in a situation that is inelastic with respect to demand. In fairness to Wal-Mart and K-Mart, 

                                                           
198The elasticity of demand of a product refers to the amount the quantity demanded of the product varies 
with the price of the product. Formally, you can define it as (dQ/dP) P/Q, where dQ is the infinitesimal 
change dQ of the quantity Q demanded of the product produced by an infinitesimal change dP in the price 
P of the product. 
199This follows indirectly from retailing having a low elasticity of demand. Indeed, since much if not most 
of the price charged by retailers goes to cover the wholesale price of the product paid by the retailer in 
buying it for inventory, the amount people demand retail establishments won�t change very much if the 
retail establishments change the price of their service, which is the amount they increase wholesale prices 
to produce retail prices; in other words there is indeed a low elasticity of demand for retail establishments. 
And any reduction in average cost of production occasioned by a new slightly more efficient store being 
built will cause a price decrease that because of low elasticity of demand will occasion only a negligible 
increase in demand, thus resulting in underutilization of other establishments, making them less valuable or 
worthless. Perhaps it could be argued that this same ruthless competitiveness discourages new enterprise�
that (necessarily) stabbing your competition in the back is counterbalanced by being a possible target of 
future backstabbers. And so it does somewhat�but not sufficiently! Indeed, if the fear of excess 
competitiveness is a discouragement of excess competitiveness equal to the encouragement of excess 
competitiveness gained by your not having to pay for the consequences of your own excess 
competitiveness, then a priori there would not be any excess competitiveness, and so there wouldn�t be a 
fear of it to begin with!  
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however, they are somewhat exonerated since they cater more to the poor whose demand for retail 

products is less likely to be influenced as much by the pleasantness of the environment of the shopping 

experience.) Thus, in addition to taxes that are needed to discourage excess work, there should be special 

taxes against new construction of items that have low elasticity of demand (these taxes when applied to 

retail establishments should apply most to cheap construction and should not apply at all to renovation or 

refurbishing of currently used capital200) to discourage excess production of capital. 

As a way to discourage excess production and consequent overuse of labor, income taxes I am 

inclined to think preferable to sales taxes, for the simple reason that they can be graduated, which I believe 

is important from the simple consideration that it is much easier for the rich to make money on their 

investments than the poor. A rich person can afford to spend a good deal of money in an effort to ensure 

that he invests wisely; a poor person simply cannot afford to make this effort to invest informedly. Also, 

frequently significant direct advantages are given to the wealthy as in higher rates on CDs. A poor person 

on the other hand is lucky to make more interest on his savings than he loses in service and check fees. 

Also, the very rich are almost always overpaid. Executives, who make the most money of course, are paid 

not so much because of their worth (generally probably comparable or less than that of the engineers, etc., 

who actually do the producing in the firm), but because they and their buddies control the salaries. 

Certainly, stockholders in theory have a say, but then the stockholders who bother voting at the 

stockholders� meetings are likely to be the same set of executives and their buddies. By having a graduated 

                                                           
200It might be tempting to say that a rebate should be given to a company that retires a piece of capital, 
since doing so makes the capital of other companies more useful. However, at the point at which it makes 
sense for the capital to be retired, it has zero value. And any rebate based on a percentage of zero is of 
course zero�which is therefore what it should be. And easier than giving rebates to those who abandon 
stores and then taxing those who reopen them is to not do either�which almost amounts to same thing. 
(The only disadvantage I can see of the latter method is that it might excessively punish companies who 
don�t quickly set up shop after moving between buildings, which might among other things excessively 
discourage companies from moving. This relatively insignificant detail could be remedied by giving 
companies small subsidies while they are out of business during a move.) I will admit also that technically 
it might be difficult to separate money spent on refurbishing from money spent on new construction, which 
could lead to problems if there are biased or careless tax assessors. (E.g., you could buy an outhouse on a 
piece of land by the bypass and claim you are refurbishing it as a strip mall.) One perhaps less desirable 
answer is to not try to determine whether construction is new or renovation, cheap or quality, but to tax all 
construction equally and instead subsidize or tax stores according to how their quality of construction, 
decor, and convenience compares with the quality of the items sold there. (The better construction being 
taxed at a lower rate.) 
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income tax, one would reasonably expect salaries to reflect more accurately the worth of the work of the 

individuals earning them. Beyond this leveling tendency for fairness, income taxes should be set at the 

level that is right for the economy (at the level that creates the proper level of production). 

It is important that there be some advantage to being productive in society. On one level this is 

obvious in that otherwise a great deal that is necessary for society to get accomplished might go undone. 

Also, it is true from an evolutionary standpoint. If there were no reward for being productive, there would 

be no advantage to mating productive individuals, and as a result qualities more base than that of skill 

would probably be quickly selected for, much to the detriment of society. A nation where work has no 

value would before too many generations turn to a nation skilled mainly in addictions. The most successful 

individuals would quite possibly be merely the most artful sodomizers and dope pushers. Needless to say, 

any such society simply could not compete with the more technologically refined more clear-thinking 

societies, and would be doomed. But as I mentioned earlier, beauty is more than skill, it is also goodness. 

But economic rewards tend to reward solely skill, and not goodness. Now on the other hand, as we have 

seen, the advantages given from love via sexual selection tend very much to select for goodness in 

individuals. Since to a large extent people evolve from either differences in how one is monetarily 

successful or from differences in how one is well-loved, and since only the latter set of differences tends to 

evolve goodness, it stands to reason that it is essential for the goodness of humanity that monetary rewards 

derived from productivity be not too significant a driving force of evolution as compared with the sexual 

selection coming from love. Also, as I have mentioned numerous times, it is important that rewards be 

through mutual children whenever possible, since this makes deceptions difficult inasmuch as that then the 

more easily perceptible insensitivity would generally be associated with this tendency to delude; thus a 

society that gives exceedingly unequal monetary rewards to people would be expected to have much more 

problems with deceptions and crime than a more egalitarian society. On the other hand, there must still be 

some reward for being productive, because otherwise sexual selection wouldn�t select beauty but merely 

potency in base, worthless addictions. 

There is a certain validity to the argument that incomes being very stratified would not decrease 

the extent to which sexual selection would operate absolutely, but only relatively to the other forces driving 
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evolution, and so might be desirable. What is more, that in a society such stratification probably in the long 

run would lead to undesirably low levels of diversity is not in itself a strong argument against such 

stratification inasmuch as that, pragmatically, lack of diversity is not particularly important in the 

competition that occurs with other societies. If a society follows customs that lead to near-term advantages 

somewhat at the expense of diversity, it nevertheless is likely to win out in competition with societies more 

concerned with diversity inasmuch as the advantages of diversity are in the long run, and before the long 

run arrives, the excessively fast evolving society will ensure its ultimate victory by burying its competition. 

Some unselfish behaviors, e.g., a woman not basing her mating decisions on money, are appropriate 

because the sacrifices involved benefit unselfish loved ones to an extent that more than makes up for the 

harm involved in the sacrifice�they are selected for by altruism selection. Other unselfish behaviors, e.g., 

making sacrifices in battle or tending to mate early in life, are appropriate because they benefit the society 

as a whole�the competition between societies ensures that patriotism and the herd instinct will select for 

them. But it simply isn�t reasonable for a society to care about diversity among its members to the extent to 

which it would be ideal for all societies to care about it in themselves, since the advantages of diversity are 

largely long-term, and to exist a society must compete in the short term. Nevertheless, it would be good for 

the species and aggregate beauty if societies did care greatly about diversity, since diversity is important 

for beauty in the long term and also for the species as a whole. Accordingly, I am inclined to think there 

should be international controls discouraging a country from having excessive differences in income. Also, 

it is important that there be international controls against military aggression, since such controls could 

ensure the important near-term survival of those societies who care more for the long term than the short 

term. It is curious how it is important that countries have separate identities so good qualities dependent on 

patriotism such as the tendency to mate fairly early can be selected for, and yet important also that there be 

some worldwide controls against aggression and unequally distributed intra-society incomes (as perhaps by 

the UN?). 

However, I think it is important not only for a society to have absolutely highly evolved good 

individuals, but also that these good individuals be highly evolved relative to the bad individuals in the 

society. Otherwise, the corruption of the bad individuals would tend to be so potent relative to the ability of 
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the good individuals to protect themselves against it as to lead to quite deleterious inefficiency both in 

economic activity and evolution. And a change in income distributions which causes skill to have (say) half 

the value it otherwise would have would very much decrease the rate at which skill evolves in the selfish 

(since natural selection more or less alone drives evolution in the selfish), whereas it probably wouldn�t 

have much effect in the reproductive decisions of the unselfish, where sexual selection is more important. 

Thus, provided addictions are not too commonplace, such a change would be expected before long to 

increase the success of the good relative to the bad. Also, there is a very wide range today in the activities 

which a society needs to engage in. Accordingly, to a certain extent, diversity is useful inasmuch as a 

country needs people with a very wide range of abilities. Clearly, too, it is disadvantageous for a society to 

have everyone have the same mind-set (which might happen from insufficient diversity), since oftentimes 

people only have innately a picture of a little piece of truth, and must get from others the 

rest.201Notwithstanding the absence of international controls discouraging inequalities in income, it may 

well be that societies have excessively unequal distributions in income.  

Although it would be difficult to prove, I am inclined to think that there is too much economic 

stratification in our society arising from differences in income. Accordingly, I believe that all people 

should receive a subsidy for merely being alive. Now, giving money only to poor people merely because 

they are poor (i.e., welfare) is a different matter. Welfare is a rather obscene caricature of proper social 

policy. In its effect on incentive to work, giving money to poor people merely because they are poor 

amounts to a huge tax on low income people, because earning money just takes away from what is possible 

to be gotten from welfare. Also, there are some people (quite reasonably) who will have as many children 

as possible so long as they get from the government what is needed to support each child. A better 

alternative is to help all individuals by means of a subsidy by giving to their children a fixed amount of 

                                                           
201For instance, this conclusion is forced on anyone who has read and agrees with my book. Although not 
many of its conclusions are particularly radical�almost every one is held by somebody�yet it does seem 
radical to hold the particular combination of ideas that I hold. I haven�t met many antiabortion, 
protemperance, antisodomy fanatics that believe men should have strong caring responsibilities in marriage 
who yet also believe in strong democratic government (socialism?), more equal distribution in income, 
leniency in divorce laws favoring women, and freedom of a man to have sexual mistresses provided he 
quickly initiates his acquaintance with them using a straightforward, unambiguous sexual query to jump 
into bed (sexual harassment?), and either neglects them or they are slavelike. It gets discouraging. 
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money each year for the duration of the latter�s lives. Thus, the amount of subsidy a person would get 

would decrease according to how many brothers and sisters he has, and so people would be discouraged 

from having excessively large families. Each woman would be expected to endow her children equally, and 

each man would be expected to endow his legitimate children equally. Thus, the amount of money a person 

would get would depend on how many children his mother has and (if the child is a legitimate child of his 

dad) on how many legitimate children his father had. There are various modifications one would have to 

make for this to work properly. First, parents should probably have control of their children�s subsidies 

until their children are (say) 12 years old. Second, the subsidies should probably be prorated so as to 

discourage women from spacing excessively their pregnancies, which they might otherwise do so as to 

increase the amount of time their first children receive large subsidies. Third, to better model real life, 

grandparents should probably be allowed to bestow a certain amount of money on grandchildren (say one-

half as much as parents). More precisely, if one defines a legitimate child of a person as being any child of 

a woman or any child of a man by the first wife with whom he has children in marriage, then a grandparent 

should bestow on each legitimate grandchild (=legitimate child of legitimate child of grandparent) an 

amount inversely proportional to the number of legitimate grandchildren he possesses. Fourth, childless 

people (and parents whose children become childless) should probably be given a certain amount of money 

to bestow as they will have wished on their deaths (so as not to encourage people from mating who don�t 

want to, and so as not to punish excessively the sterile). Fifth, various modifications would have to be 

made for various weird situations such as quasi-marriage. My guess at the ideal is that subsidies should be 

sufficient for a typical couple to raise their first child just from the subsidies, while their other children 

should be expected to be raised by money that is earned by means of salary in the normal way. 

Some people might consider subsidies a poor replacement for welfare inasmuch as it might more 

allow children to starve. However, one has to be realistic. If the government is willing to support any child 

that a woman produces, there will be some women who take advantage of such munificence to have as 

many children as possible. Moreover, if women don�t have much of this tendency now, they will have it 

before long, because the children of these children will probably have a similar tendency to have 

excessively large hoards of children, and before after just a few generations, evolution will force the 
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tendency for women to have as many children as possible�regardless if they can be supported without 

welfare�to become very commonplace. It may well be under my system that some women will have many 

children even if those children face almost certain starvation. However, if we give every couple enough 

money to support (say) one child, I think that is being fairly benevolent, and in fact it is the best we can do. 

Putting children in orphanages is obviously not the answer, because women will merely evolve the 

tendency to put as many children as possible in orphanages. Forced sterilization is probably the most evil 

alternative�there is the grave danger that such sterilization might be parceled out for quite nefarious 

reasons. Certainly, it is terrible when a child starves. However, overpopulation is terrible as well and leads 

to starvation for other reasons. I guess the chemical bond between mother and child has given a 

romanticism to babies that really they do not deserve; a baby�s death probably should be considered a good 

deal less tragic than (say) a young adult�s death, and that it is not definitely makes plausible that some kind 

of chemical influence is in effect. Do not misunderstand me, babies� lives like all lives are important, and 

so children should receive help from the government when a parent dies or becomes disabled; in particular, 

orphanages serve an important purpose for those children who become parentless. Similarly, when a parent 

loses or cannot find employment, the government should probably step in and help the parent in his job 

search (perhaps by creating a job). 

If substantial subsidies are to be given by government to their population, obviously this money 

must come from somewhere. To some extent, this money can be obtained by income taxes, which as I have 

explained should be substantial. Also, there should be property taxes. Clearly value can be held in tangible 

assets such as property or in intangible assets such as cash or savings. Now, frequently people buy property 

for its usefulness as (say) a place to live or produce crops. However, oftentimes people buy property 

largely as a store of value�as a speculation. Quite generally, people should be discouraged from buying 

property as a store of value since cash or similar financial instruments can behave just as well as a store of 

value. The point is that when a person uses property as a store of value, he hurts society because that 

property is unavailable for other people�s use; but when a person uses cash as a store of value, he doesn�t 

hurt other people: money is after all merely a piece of paper with no intrinsic value. It may turn out that the 

proper level of income and property taxes is insufficient to fund the government�s needs. In this case, 
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probably corporate taxes should be used to make up the rest, as these taxes would seem to have the least 

economic effects. With or without corporate taxes, companies will produce so as to maximize profits, and 

there is no reason to anticipate an increase in bankruptcies since businesses that lose money obviously 

won�t have to pay taxes on profits anyway. Also, as most economists would probably agree, we should do 

more to �internalize externalities�; i.e., to make people and corporations pay for the secondary damage that 

their activities cause to the environment and others. In particular, our country desperately needs a 

substantial gasoline tax to discourage driving, thereby lessening traffic, road maintenance, air pollution and 

the destruction of natural habitat that paving new roads causes. 

Again, so as to encourage societies to value diversity a proper amount, it is essential that the world 

protect societies from the external depredations of those societies that care only about the short term. For 

instance, the countries of the world could agree to respect borders by harshly punishing those countries 

who use force to expand their borders. However, it must be admitted that some societies and governments 

will be more deserving than others and perhaps should be rewarded with more land for their success. The 

important thing is that societies should not be able to gain these rewards in the short term, which would 

allow them to ignore the important long term. A somewhat reasonable (but unwieldy, arbitrary, and highly 

theoretical) approach would be to determine a country�s deserved change in area not by looking at the 

current success of the country but its success over a long period, as measured (say) by its economic 

performance in the second to the worst hundred-year period of the past millennium (relative to other 

countries of that same period).202 That way, the territorial interest of the country would encourage a 

concern for the long term. 

People will argue, I can well imagine, that we live in a competitive violent world full of wars, and 

that in consequence societies will not care for diversity or the long term as much as they should. 

Consequently, and because there is a strong promarriage slant in this country, people might suggest it 

follows that individuals should encourage diversity by never having children outside of marriage. But 

                                                           
202I say �second worst� rather than �worst� so as not to punish countries so unfortunate as to have 
experienced disasters like tidal-waves, earthquakes, plagues, asteroid falls, etc.  
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really, I just don�t see the point of behaving in a way that benefits neither your country nor those you love. 

It�s as silly for a country to evolve slowly in a troubled time as it would be for it to disarm if it knew Hitler 

were leading its competitor and wanted to take over the world. Like shooting yourself in the foot, mating 

for diversity is neither patriotic or altruistic�it is selected for neither by patriotism or altruism selection. 

What a person can do is to support in its government foreign policies that promote peace and cooperation 

and economic policies that ensure it will be in the interest of its citizens to reproduce in a way that 

encourages in its society the amount of diversity that is in the country�s own interest. Admittedly, there is 

no particular reason, even after a government has created the proper amount of economic equality in its 

citizens, why a government�s policies must promote an ideal level of diversity. Accordingly, it could be in 

the interest of a government to tax or subsidize marriage or mistress relationships so as to encourage one or 

the other, thereby promoting the proper amount of diversity. My impression, however, is that the balance 

between promoting mistress relationships and marriage is about right without artificial rewards, and that in 

fact if we promoted diversity through more equal income distributions (as we should) it might even be 

slightly excessively promarriage. But because I feel it is more dreadful for a society to be excessively pro-

mistress than promarriage (because patriotism then rather conflicts with what is altruistic?) I still feel that 

even ideally no artificial rewards need be given to affect the balance. People can admittedly argue this 

point until they are blue in the face without getting anywhere since the mathematics behind the matter is 

probably very complicated and highly dependent on an exact and thorough understanding of many genetic 

particularities involved with human evolution that I can imagine are largely undiscovered. But even if our 

society were more pro-mistress than is in its own interest, it is probably not exactly reasonable for an 

individual in mating to doggedly support marriage more than altruism selection would select. Stubbornly 

mating for diversity in a society whose economic policies are stupidly antidiversity (say because they are 

excessively pro-mistress) is rather akin to planting a tree in a field you know is going to be paved over next 

year for the new highway�it�s sort of nice but probably not a very reasonable thing to do. But I don�t 

think our society is excessively pro-mistress. In societies discouraging mistress relationships, sexual 

selection becomes much less important than it otherwise would be. Thus, since basically only sexual 

selection selects for goodness well, in order for a mistress-relationship-thwarting society to keep the 
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goodness of its people in balance with its skill level, it would be essential for the society to also thwart in 

its people large income differences. But in a strictly monogamous society without mistress relationships, 

what little altruism selection that exists comes about precisely because of income differences. That is, the 

important altruism in such a society occurs when a well-to-do person chooses to marry on account of love a 

poor person. In societies that thwart mistress relationships, there is no way to prevent the skill level of the 

population from evolving faster than the level of its goodness�certainly a very dangerous and undesirable 

prospect in today�s nuclear, biotech age with, among other things, species extinctions, weapons of mass 

destruction, and industrial pollution. Diversity is not so important that goodness shouldn�t evolve faster 

than skill and knowledge. 

It is unwarranted, however, to suppose that the ideal amount of respect society should have for 

marriage is invariant from generation to generation. The willingness of females to have children outside 

wedlock probably varies cyclically with a period of probably a few centuries. Indeed, the more pro-

mistress a society is, the greater the correlation between a male�s sexual desirability and his reproductive 

success�undesirable men would more tend to never mate while very desirable ones would more tend to 

have many mates. Consequently, if a society becomes more pro-mistress, women will more need and want 

their male children to be sexually desirable, which will cause them to be more demanding of sexual 

desirability in their mates, which will cause them to want to be a mistress as effectively if not more so than 

the original effect that caused women to more want to be mistresses. In other words, the willingness to be a 

mistress among women as a whole is strongly self-reinforcing in that a change in the willingness causes in 

a fairly short time a similar change in the same direction that causes another change, which causes another 

change, etc. Only when the society is very pro-mistress or promarriage would the self-reinforcing effects of 

a small increase in pro-mistress sentiment be sufficiently inconsequential (in changing women�s 

willingness to mate outside wedlock) as to produce additional increases in pro-mistress sentiment that have 

small sum. Thus any equilibrium in pro-mistress sentiment that a society can possess near average levels of 

pro-mistress sentiment will be unstable and would if ever reached quickly cease to exist. 

Moreover, it is with great difficulty that a society could maintain a high or low level of pro-

mistress sentiment indefinitely, though it could maintain such levels for a fairly long period of time. The 
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point is that if mistress relationships become very popular at the expense of marriage relationships, a 

society will before too many generations lose much diversity. The difference between the most desirable 

males and the least desirable ones will decrease, which will before long cause women to less desire being 

mistresses and more desire being wives. Similarly, if marriage relationships become very popular at the 

expense of mistress relationships, a society will before too many generations gain much diversity. The 

difference between the most desirable males and the least desirable ones will increase, which will before 

long cause women to more desire being mistresses and less desire being wives. Thus, there is every reason 

to believe that societies tend to cycle between periods of high pro-mistress sentiment and periods of high 

promarriage sentiment. History indeed supports such a supposition. E.g., it seems to me that in recent 

Western Christian society, moral strictness (in the Christian sense) and promarriage sentiment reached a 

(local) maximum in the high middle ages, decreased until reaching a minimum during the renaissance, 

reached another maximum during the period of the reformation, counter-reformation and Puritanism, 

decreased during the baroque period until reaching a minimum during the mid eighteenth century, 

increased again with the romantic movement until reaching a maximum during the Victorian period, started 

decreasing appreciably during the Edwardian Era or the twenties and has basically continued decreasing 

through the present, and probably will reach a minimum a few decades from now. (Of course, I am hoping 

that my book becomes during my lifetime so well-respected and influential that females become for a while 

so unusually confident of their mating decisions that they become unusually willing to be mistresses 

[especially to the author of such a book!], thereby making the period of high pro-mistress sentiment a good 

deal longer and more pronounced in depth than it otherwise would be.) Of course, unless something 

horribly drastic happens to a society, it generally takes a good long while for its diversity to change 

significantly; thus it is reasonable to suppose that pro-mistress sentiment does cycle over centuries rather 

than say decades, and that shorter fluctuations caused by for example wars or attitudes to addiction tend to 

occur irregularly in an unpredictable manner. For example, it would appear there was a temporary increase 

in moral conservatism in the fifties in reaction to the debauchery of Fascism and World War II, and a 

decrease in the sixties caused by the birth-control pill (which to be strictly accurate caused debauchery 

more than the real pro-mistress sentiment that is tied up with women having actual offspring outside of 
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wedlock) and the increased activism of typically pro-mistress youth, which activism was occasioned by 

draft dodgers needing to appear idealistic about many issues rather than just the one issue (the Vietnam 

War) that being idealistic about gave them an excuse to not get killed. (Of course, the Vietnam War was a 

stupid war which it was right for Americans young and old to resist and evil of our leaders to have us fight, 

but that doesn�t change the fact that many youth were against the war merely because they [selfishly] 

didn�t want to get killed. It is naïve to believe that youth tend to be more peace-loving than adults; e.g., in 

Hitler�s Germany support for his war was perhaps strongest among youth.) It would appear that pro-

mistress sentiment cycles over the time span of centuries. The exact period and amplitude of the cycle 

doubtless varies somewhat (e.g., certainly increased travel affects diversity in a way that is bound to be 

especially relevant to our modern epoch), but what appears revolutionary is probably basically similar to 

what happened about 300, 600, 900, etc., years ago. 

As you might guess from my having bothered to discuss the matter, the cyclical nature of pro-

mistress sentiment is not just a curiosity of interest to historians; the cyclical variations profoundly 

influence the evolution of morality, in ways both bad and good. What is bad is that diversity decreases 

quickly (relative to the amount of diversity existing) when there is near the most of it. But that�s not too 

bad since after a century or two of excess promarriage sentiment the chromosomes of the less desirable half 

of the people aren�t really going to have unique qualities much better than if it were the case that no 

selection whatsoever had taken place during the promarriage period�a few centuries is still a fairly short 

time. So the bad is only mildly bad. The good of pro-mistress sentiment cycling is very good, however. 

Basically, what a selfish female wants genetically in a mate are those qualities that she wants to see in her 

near descendants�especially her children. After a few generations, the genetic material that she passes on 

through her children is going to be largely separated from that of her mate. So a selfish female has no 

reason to care whether the qualities her husband possesses will be useful a hundred or more years from 

now. If she lives in a pro-mistress period, a selfish female will sexually mainly want to mate men mostly 

skilled in attracting or seducing females. On the other hand, if she lives in a promarriage period, a selfish 

female will sexually mainly want to mate men mostly skilled in getting money. Thus, the bad men that 

prosper in a pro-mistress period will typically be he-men good at seducing and tricking females into sex, 
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and they probably won�t be particularly effective at earning money. On the other hand, the bad men that 

prosper in a promarriage period will typically be men good at getting money�the ruthless robber baron 

types�and they probably won�t be particularly effective at getting females except when rich through 

money. The cyclical variation in pro-mistress sentiment ensures that the sons of the successful bad men of 

the preceding age will tend to be the losers of the age that follows, much to the amusement of good people 

everywhere. Provided what seems reasonable, namely that the swings are not so extreme so as to create 

extremely rapid decreases in diversity during pro-mistress times, it is a very good thing that pro-mistress 

sentiment cycles over the centuries.203 

Actually, much of the talk people use about diversity is somewhat loose. What�s really important 

is not so much diversity as slow decrease of diversity. If everyone were genetically identical with everyone 

else, evolution would still work well to the extent that the same mutations don�t happen again and again. 

Humans have many genes which can mutate in many different ways, so lack of genetic diversity is actually 

not such a great drawback. What is essential is that genetic diversity decrease slowly. In particular, in our 

present age, coming as it does not long after travel between distant places has become possible, there is a 

great deal of genetic diversity. What a tragedy it would be if this diversity decreased too quickly! Take the 

American Indians, for example. It may be that the typical American Indian is less suited for survival in 

today�s American society that someone of European descent. It would not be surprising in fact if that were 

so, what since the American population was smaller than the Eurasian population (allowing less space for 

the evolutionary process), and what since American culture is today more similar to primeval European 

culture than primeval native-American culture, and of course Europeans have evolved to prosper more in a 

                                                           
203 One interesting case in the animal kingdom where something similar happens is the monarch butterfly. 
Over the course of several generations, the monarch leaves the forests of Mexico, travels north all the way 
into Canada, and then returns southward to the particular place in the mountains of Mexico where the 
monarchs gather by the millions. Presumably, relative to what they usually want, the selfish northward-
flying female monarchs desire mates with flying ability and stamina more than the unselfish female 
northward-flying monarchs do. Similarly, relative to what they usually want, the selfish southward-flying 
monarchs presumably desire mates with attracting abilities, e.g., pretty wing patterns, more than the 
unselfish southward-flying monarchs do. Indeed, attracting abilities are doubtless more useful to males in 
the mountains of Mexico than elsewhere. This difference presumably causes goodness to evolve since 
unselfish female monarchs more care about the long term as is good for the evolution of goodness in 
monarch butterflies as a whole. E.g., unselfish female monarchs will care much about fancy wings in the 
male even when flying north and will care much about flying ability and stamina even when flying south. 
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European culture. But just because Native American chromosomes may tend to be in some strictly logical 

sense inferior to European chromosomes when it comes to coding for survival, that in no way implies that 

Native American genetic material is inferior to European genetic material. On the contrary! Just because 

Native American chromosomes may be inferior (in the survival sense) to European chromosomes, it by no 

means follows that more than (say) sixty percent of the genes which American Indians have uniquely to 

themselves are not superior to the corresponding European genes. The American Indians had a large 

impressive culture before the Europeans largely destroyed it. There just had to be many wonderful genetic 

characteristics develop in the American Indian since its arrival in America. But the American Indian 

population has largely been exterminated. Consequently, American Indian genetic material is therefore 

almost certainly more important than European American genetic material. The bigot argues that American 

Indians deserve poverty if not extermination because they be inferior. The real argument against such a 

statement is not the politically correct one that the American Indian is not inferior. In the strict sense of 

how well they can survive in mainstream American society, they may very well be inferior. And that�s the 

whole point. Only if American Indians are inferior (in the natural selective sense of being able to survive 

and prosper in the Western Society they live in) do they deserve special advantages. Inferiority in survival 

skill implies not the desirability of exterminating them but the desirability of the government giving them 

special subsidies and other advantages. Selection on the gene level (as opposed to the chromosome level) 

between two different races takes a very long period of intermating between races. Genetic crossover is not 

particularly common so it takes a very long time before the genes on a chromosome are broken apart 

thoroughly in descendants. I can imagine that most pushing diversity and the natural equality of peoples 

mean well, but they ought to be more careful in their denotations. It�s a dangerous actually bigoted 

assumption that all peoples are equal in the sense of natural ability to survive, because such an assumption 

obfuscates the important point that those ethnicities less capable of survival deserve special protection, 

which obfuscation might cause people to sit idly by as whole races gradually become extinct. For example, 

even if smallpox has not been eliminated from the planet as scientists believe, it scarcely seems reasonable 

to argue that American Indian genes are of value in proportion to their present population because their 

having been unusually susceptible to smallpox (which possibly killed more Indians than poverty or 
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Europeans did) from Europe proves them unfit! Also it is important to distinguish desired slow decrease in 

diversity with undesired maintenance of diversity. It could very reasonably be argued that the most 

effective way to maintain diversity is the obvious way, i.e., to ban mating between races. And that is very 

undesirable because it greatly decreases the rate at which gene selection occurs between the races (such 

gene selection depending necessarily on intermating). Consequently, discouraging mating between 

different ethnicities greatly increases the critical time during which special protections for vulnerable 

minorities is necessary. Ideally, our world will become a mongrel one possessing the best genes of each 

peoples. But the winnowing of genetic material can only occur slowly over many generations or else much 

grain will be lost with the chaff.204 

Many people consider inheritance taxes as being desirable from their leveling tendency; however, 

it is more unselfish to care about great-grandchildren and grandchildren than it is to care for children 

(because children are more closely related). Accordingly, since inheritance tends more to benefit 

grandchildren and great-grandchildren than children (because it typically comes too late to be of great 

benefit to the latter), by taxing inheritance a government would effectively punish the unselfish. This 

unselfishness of inheritance I am inclined to think more than makes up for its deficiencies (as in its 

tendency to decrease the extent to which wealth reflects the proven productivity of the individual 

possessing it), and so inheritance taxes should probably be small or nonexistent. Inheritance should 

probably be more or less divided among descendants in a standard, set way; otherwise, if the benefactor 

divided her estate in an arbitrary way, she very well might mete out her inheritance unjustly, especially 

since there are strong chemical influences on a mother (which would be selected for to an alarming degree 

if mothers divided their inheritances more whimsically). Probably the best way to divide an estate is for all 

                                                           
204 To a certain extent genetics operates so as itself to make quick decrease of diversity harmful for a 
society. Over time in a genetically diverse society there develops many genes coding for harmful 
genetically recessive conditions. As diversity decreases, genes coding for these genetically recessive 
conditions become more harmful (because they are more likely to find themselves in a homologous state, 
i.e., more likely to be paired with the same gene, thereby producing the harmful genetically recessive 
condition). Quick decrease in diversity essentially amounts to a more in-bred population in a population 
not accustomed to such. As is often suggested, the same tendency for harmful genetic recessive conditions 
to become excessively expressed in offspring partly explains why people aren�t attracted to incest (note 
that in a society that for a long time has not been genetically diverse, in-breeding is less harmful because 
the lack of genetic diversity has selected against harmful recessive genes). 
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comparable children of the benefactor to receive an equal share. I should point out, however, that the 

practice of the oldest son being favored is not entirely unreasonable. It makes sense, if any children should 

be favored, that the oldest ones should be favored, since (assuming evolution goes forward) they are likely 

to be more evolved relative to the slightly less evolved society they live in. Also, it is very much more 

unselfish for inheritance to favor male offspring than female offspring. The simple reason is that the 

ostensible children of a man are likely to be better than the ostensible children of a woman, because unlike 

with woman, an ostensible child of a man may actually not be his child but the product of an adulterous 

liaison on the part of his wife (and women generally commit adultery with men who are better than their 

husbands�generally!). Probably, however, this tendency for estates formerly to go almost exclusively to 

oldest sons had a great deal to do with the increased importance formerly put on mass accumulation of 

wealth (which unequally distributed inheritance tended to maintain); money is simply worth so much less 

to one who already has a great deal of it that unequal inheritance as a general policy would just seem too 

inefficient to be desirable. Still, I do think it appropriate�as reflecting the increased propriety of 

inheritance through males as opposed to females�that a child take on the name of the father as opposed to 

the mother (which of course is standard).205 Also, it may well be reasonable that items whose value lies in 

how they reflect on one�s ancestors should go to males whenever possible. It is not unreasonable in judging 

the worth of an individual to judge not only his own accomplishments and character, but those of his 

ancestors as well. For to a certain extent, the quality and character of an individual depends not only on the 

quality of each individual chromosome that together determine the genetic makeup of the individual 

possessing them, but also on how harmonious the separate chromosomes are with each other, i.e., whether 

they mix well. But this quality of mixture (unlike quality of the individual chromosomes) is not something 

capable of being transmitted from generation to generation (at least not to an appreciable degree), and so is 

less important. Accordingly, by evaluating the character and quality of a person�s ancestors,206 one would 

                                                           
205At least when the father is legitimate. I haven�t thought much about the other case. 
206The quality of parents and near ancestors is less important in this evaluative purpose than the quality of 
more distant ancestors. Indeed, if a parent or near, influential ancestor is wise or successful, a reasonable 
person might wonder whether the environmental advantages (also not genetically transmittable) of living 
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expect to have a better gauge as to whether the worth of an individual is due to the important worth of his 

chromosomes, or rather to an unimportant (so far as inheritance is concerned) felicitous mixture of his 

chromosomes.207 Thus it is an advantage to possess items reflecting good breeding. Now again for an item 

whose value lies largely in evidencing good breeding, the immediate value of the item to an individual is 

greatest when a large number of the intervening ancestors (between the individual and the ancestor it 

reflects on) are male. The reason is that (again because women generally commit adultery with men better 

than their husbands) if any of the intervening ancestors are unknowingly illegitimate, the real forebears are 

likely to be even more impressive than the supposed forebears, whence the evidence of greatness should be 

taken as being even more impressive. Also, and probably more important, men have a greater variation in 

the number of children they possess, and so items useful mainly in attracting mates (such as items that 

reflect good breeding) are more useful for males than females.208 It is interesting to note that inheritance 

through males is practically quite important in monarchy. For instance, through some disorder Charles VI 

of France sunk into a state of mental breakdown and idiocy. In all likelihood, it would not have been good 

for France for his child (who might well have had similar disorders) to succeed him. But his �infamous� 

wife, Queen Isabella of Bavaria, probably engaged in adultery.209 Accordingly, it is not surprising that her 

child Charles VII (probably not a real child of her husband the king but of God alone knows who) was not 

at all mentally deficient as her husband. In fact, it was in his reign that France was able through Joan of 

Arc to turn the tide of the Hundred Years� War.210 On the other hand, if a female monarch is deficient, 

                                                                                                                                                                             
under such wise or prosperous individuals is responsible for some of the ostensible wisdom or success of 
the individual being evaluated. 
207Horse breeders know from experience that the breeding value of a horse is best determined not purely 
by his performance, but by the performance of his relatives as well. Same phenomenon. 
208Money can�t (or at least shouldn�t) be used by men to attract mistresses, and so thus being probably 
more or less of equal value to males and females in attracting mates, should as mentioned be equally 
divided. Granted, it could be argued that in order for marriage to be something a woman might selfishly 
strive for, it is especially important that men inherit, but clearly anything that makes women poor 
moneywise should be discouraged, since women having no monetary resources makes the mistress 
relationship impossible.  
209It seems at least that is what Hallam implies in his Middle Ages. I guess he is too proper to actually use 
the A word. 
210It would appear (Bush, pp. 210-225) that Queen Isabella exhibited in her later years the classic 
symptoms of dissipation. Doubtless in an attempt to create violent passionate jealousy between her 
admirers, she numerous times flippantly switched her favors between the factions of her two most notable 
intriguers, the Duke of Orleans (the king�s brother) and the Duke of Burgundy. Similarly, when things 
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then her ostensible children (the future monarchs) necessarily must tend to reflect her tendencies�as being 

necessarily her real children�unless some sort of sordid violence destroys them; thus it is preferable that 

succession be through males. 

Another possibility besides inheritance is willing money to nonrelatives. The disadvantage to 

giving money to nonrelatives is of course the same one of its not being a reward through mutual children. 

However, perhaps if a man admires someone, he could be less hesitant to give upon his death money to the 

relatives of the mate of his favorite person (provided he is unacquainted with the mate and his siblings), 

since there isn�t really any selfish advantage to a woman in her deluding a man into giving money to her 

in-laws (as opposed to herself), and yet those in-laws (as well as her mate) would be expected to have good 

                                                                                                                                                                             
seemed too peaceful for her she would respond with superfluous violence. I don�t think it was a 
coincidence that the day after her then current intriguer the Duke of Orleans made an unprecedented 
conciliation with his enemy the Duke of Burgundy (thereby avoiding another impending war) that Orleans 
was found assassinated on quitting the Hotel Barbette, the residence of the Queen. Doubtless she was livid 
at his failing to appreciate that in fact she desperately sought the violence as an aid in increasing the sexual 
passion and enjoyment she felt the coming struggles and wars would have brought. As Mrs. Forbes Bush 
describes the age with an interesting politeness and naïveté rather symptomatic of her somewhat prudish 
and reserved class and times, 

Nevertheless, at this unhappy period the queen maintained every species of 
revelry at court; the misery of the people, and the confusion of the state, did not interrupt 
her pleasures: in this age were confounded massacres and fetes [oh my, fetes]; the most 
terrible truths and romance; transgressions and courtships; all the disorders of the real as 
well of the fictitious world. 

Notwithstanding Isabella�s profligacy, I believe it probable Charles VII had a decent father. 
Isabella �possessed remarkable beauty� (Bush) which is generally associated with women who have the 
ability (if not entirely screwed up) to choose lovers well. Also, Isabella and Charles VII did not get along 
well at all, as though Charles VII realized his mother was screwed-up and appreciated the evil of such a 
woman being allowed too much influence, an appreciation not to be admitted from the likely abusive son 
of an abusive father. 

As mentioned earlier women should generally be less hesitant to be willing to appear unwilling to 
commit adultery when dealing with rich men. Isabella was no exception:  

on her first interview she knelt before the monarch who immediately took her hand and 
raised her. This artifice, palpable though it was, succeeded, and Charles VI., then only 
seventeen years of age, fell into the snare. 

It�s not that Isabella made Charles VI think it proper she should possess an improper amount of 
willingness to commit adultery, it�s just that Charles VI was one of those totally clueless insensitive 
persons whom if disliked it is not unreasonable to gull. I.e., Charles VI was so totally insensitive, it was 
obvious he could not evaluate a woman�s true viewpoint on the morality of committing adultery. This 
insensitivity, unlike insensitivity toward whether a wife actually wants to commit adultery or has 
committed adultery, is very unusual in men and does reflect badly on the moral sensitivity of Charles VI. 
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qualities if she has them. Accordingly, even though in this connection insensitivity would not be much 

expected to coincide with the woman�s ability to delude, yet still the selective pressures encouraging 

unscrupulous behavior to favor in-laws is so small, such rewards could probably be very safely given. 

Perhaps, however, in inheritance a certain limited amount of direct giving to distant nonrelated loved ones 

is appropriate when the affection is extreme. 

After discussing money greatly, perhaps we should ask ourselves how much it is appropriate to be 

concerned about it. How diligently and recklessly should people work for it? And I suppose it�s pretty clear 

the answer depends on the alternative. Working and earning a living is a much nobler employment for a 

man than mistress chasing, since the former benefits his wife, while the latter only benefits himself. 

Similarly, a woman who because of her unselfish nature believes she might be a mistress or a wife to a 

poor husband is going to need money more than a woman who selfishly insists only on marriage to well-

off husbands; thus it is reasonable to suppose the former is more likely to strive for work than the latter. 

What is more, a selfish wife may even avoid employment simply because a woman who stays home all day 

is a woman her husband can feel more sure about (relative to committing adultery), and a selfish husband is 

more likely to care well for a wife he can feel sure about. A selfish man simply doesn�t want to waste 

resources on children possibly not his own.211 

On the other hand, just because working hard for money is better than some alternatives, it doesn�t 

follow that people should be ruthless in their effort to obtain it. It is quite clear, for instance, that a parent is 

not being unreasonable staying home and taking care of the children if the benefit to the children of such 

direct caring exceeds the benefit to them of the parent working outside. Also it is obvious that some 

occupations and activities are more beneficial to humanity than others, and it is not being unreasonable to 

take a monetary sacrifice in a direct effort to help improve the world. Still, for the structure of morality to 

                                                           
211Fortunately, men have more liberal views on the freedom of wives than they formerly had, when 
adultery was more frowned upon. I don�t believe I am being overly optimistic in saying that today�s man 
generally no longer views as an advantage a wife too pathetic to find a decent adulterer. But Jane Austen in 
Northanger Abbey goes even so far as to say,� . . . I will only add in justice to men, that though to the 
larger and more trifling part of the sex, imbecility in females is a great enhancement of their personal 
charms, there is a portion of them too reasonable and too well informed themselves to desire any thing 
more in woman than ignorance.� 
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work it is important that marriage actually be a reward and that being a mistress be a monetary possibility. 

Also, if you are great enough to help society greatly, well, chances are you are great enough to deserve lots 

of wealth, and so it isn�t very unreasonable from that standpoint to strive for money either. So it is 

probably unreasonable to make truly enormous monetary sacrifices unless the gain to society is absolutely, 

exceedingly great. I probably wouldn�t have striven so hard to write this book, for instance, if I didn�t feel I 

could make money off it. But by the same token, if I didn�t believe in its benefit, I wouldn�t be writing it. A 

compromise between striving for wealth and doing direct good is called for. I should point out, however, 

that monetary sacrifices made to benefit nonrelated others should generally help people (or even better, 

good people) as a whole, rather than particular individuals. The point again is the danger of insensitivity 

not remaining a reliable indicator of badness if particular individuals are rewarded otherwise than through 

mutual children. 

I should point out that a morality which befits one society may not befit another. In deciding what 

moral behavior is, I started from a place my intuition suggested was proper, and basically made reasonable 

alterations until I arrived at a structure of rules and principles which I feel fairly confident can not be 

altered in many nondrastic ways to create a morality more befitting my goals. But my confidence that there 

is not some alternative decent morality that differs drastically (as opposed to just a medium amount) from 

my own is not nearly so great. Thus it is not at all clear that a people with significantly different intuition as 

to moral behavior and different abilities could end up arriving at a understanding of moral behavior far, far 

removed from mine. I feel in believing what I believe that I am fairly close to the top of a mountain that 

dwarfs all that I may see from it. But for all I know there may be higher mountains beyond the horizon. 

And what is good on my mountain may be bad on another one, and vice versa. 

I sometimes think a great many race issues concern the ethnicities having different moral systems 

by which they behave. For instance, personally, I find it quite difficult to judge blacks, and can�t help 

wondering if the reason is that what constitutes morality or its natural expression in blacks is generally 

somewhat different from what it is in whites. This of course has implications in mating. I would very 

naturally be quite hesitant to marry someone I can�t know very well the goodness or badness of. Mainly 

because of our stupid laws making mistresses so-called common-law wives, mistresses can be dangerous 
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too if they become financially demanding (especially from a race that has reason to be angry at whites), so 

because I can�t very well judge them either, I would tend to be leery of having that sort of relationship as 

well. On the other hand, blacks in this country, being a minority, probably have more experience with 

whites. So what often happens, I think, is that blacks and whites tend not to see the other as very good 

mates, and that whites are especially likely to feel that way (because their being a majority gives them 

fewer dealings with minorities and hence less understanding of them). This hesitance toward mating may 

very often be understood as the other as a whole being inferior or vicious, and may thus lead to prejudice. 

Not that intermating is wrong. For those with a great deal of insight into the other race, it could reasonably 

be supposed to be an interesting, broadening experience, important in encouraging genetic mixing to create 

newer, better combinations.212 

                                                           
212I am a little uneasy about discussing racial issues; indeed, minorities are generally better suited to 
figuring racial matters out, since their being a minority makes them have to deal with these matters more. 
However, when I feel heroic and great, I sometimes view my antisodomy crusade as being similar to that of 
the abolitionists� crusade in both preventing a type of slavery. The abolitionists were also very much 
against alcohol, just like me, and I am actually descended from the brother of the abolitionist Weston 
sisters. 

It could just be, however, that I am fearful of encouraging the wrath of African-Americans. 
Psychologically, their knowing that many of their ancestors were slaves must tend to cause them to feel a 
shame inasmuch as sodomy causes a kind of slavery too, and shame is basically an antisodomy defense. 
Though I encourage people to appreciate that slavery was essentially a physical slavery rather than a 
chemical one (though slave traders sometimes bought Africans from their brethren for rum), it might 
nevertheless be that my increasing the general level of shame people feel concerning sodomy would 
nevertheless by association increase in African-Americans the rightfully undesired shame arising from the 
former physical enslavement of their ancestors that they can�t entirely avoid feeling; hence, they might tend 
to find my views repugnant. 

I should point out, however, that even if blacks do have more problems with addictions and 
alcohol than whites (as one might believe from the conditions of the inner city as portrayed by the media), 
that is not something against their race. People get confused between what a defensive quality says about 
an individual and what the quality says about a culture. If blacks are more susceptible to abuse and 
addiction than whites, presumably that is largely because less addiction and abuse occurring among their 
African ancestors made less need for antiabuse defenses to evolve. Thus, actually, the less a race has the 
quality of being able to resist addiction (relative to the race�s other qualities), the more highly evolved it is 
likely to be, especially in regard to emotions and art, which especially can evolve really well only in a 
culture free of addictions (since addictions affect emotions mainly). To be sure, in any given well-mixed 
society, the individuals who have the weakest antisodomy defenses are likely to be the most obnoxious, 
since they are likely to have had many a (sodomizing) male ancestor who profited through sodomy from 
the weakness of their female ancestors. However, among societies, if the individuals of one society are 
weak in the one respect of avoiding addiction, that should not be taken as a sign of addiction being more 
common in the society, but rather less common, since presumably these are the societies in which absence 
of drug-pushing and sodomy causes these defenses to have little need of evolving. Not that I�m suggesting 
it is otherwise than good for people to be judged as individuals, but I do think there is this stereotype that 
whites often have of blacks that the latter are sexually savage brutes, and I think this arises at least partly 
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Perhaps the greatest difficulty facing society as a whole is the absence of an effective means by 

which society can encourage creativity without encouraging pretension. Some areas of knowledge are 

useless or even dangerous to a society, yet it is not very clear exactly what these areas are. Moreover, as 

civilization becomes more advanced, it will become more and more difficult for an individual to have a 

sufficiently broad understanding to distinguish good knowledge from bad knowledge. In the mathematics 

field, for example (a field with which I have some personal acquaintance), there are so many different 

difficult to understand subjects of study it is simply impossible for an individual to personally know the 

importance and beauty of each subject, because there are simply too many for him to be able to acquaint 

himself with more than a few. Because the difficulty of the subject matter makes pretensions so easy and 

because research discoveries are the most important means of getting ahead, it is enormously rewarding to 

pretend that your discoveries and area of knowledge are more important and good than they really are. In 

consequence, the mathematics community as well as probably most other scientific disciplines faces the 

very real danger of encouraging not so much creativity as an ability to delude. Is algebraic geometry a 

useful, interesting subject? I never could figure out why it was even after studying it for a few months. It 

certainly wasn�t pretty. Why should I assume it is anything but silly? At the time I thought maybe I just 

didn�t understand it well. And I don�t know, maybe that is all it was. But I know that the Lebesgue integral 

as usually taught is silly when compared with the Henstock integral (though the ap-Henstock integral is 

perhaps better than both). I know that to my own satisfaction because I understand both. And the Henstock 

integral has been around for decades and is much easier to learn and understand than the Lebesgue integral 

(which should be viewed as a trivial special case of the Henstock integral). But hardly anyone knows about 

the Henstock integral, I guess because the �experts� who have studied the Lebesgue integral don�t want a 

large area of their knowledge to become unimportant. Slowly the situation is improving, but Why should I 

assume mathematicians are right in considering as important abstruse areas of mathematics such as 

algebraic geometry that are ugly to me and which I have no insight for when they don�t even have enough 

                                                                                                                                                                             
from the belief that blacks are more susceptible to abuse (e.g., as blacks are portrayed as drunks in Birth of 
a Nation), which however if true should support the opposite conclusion, namely that blacks are less 
naturally brutish (i.e., sodomizing) than whites are, but which doesn�t perhaps because, I suggest, people 
confuse how to judge societies and ethnicities with how to judge individuals. 
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sense to understand what should be freshman calculus correctly? Multivariable calculus is probably the 

most useful branch of mathematics, (practically all of physics is based on it) and yet to me obviously 

nobody understands that correctly because nobody has effectively found an effective natural way of 

generalizing the Henstock integral to the multivariable case in a way that doesn�t demand in ugly unnatural 

ways continuity of partial derivatives everywhere. One solution might be to support heavily those areas 

that are more applied. And to be sure, the most worthless areas of mathematics are those which are most 

abstract. However, to me the most beautiful areas of mathematics are certain areas like Lie algebras, 

topology, and ring theory that are very abstract and yet don�t have many really useful applications yet. And 

though multivariable calculus is very applied, it is the more theoretical underpinnings of the subject where 

the work needs most to be done. Some might go so far as to say applied knowledge is worst kind in that it 

can be used to make bombs, etc., but clearly not all applied knowledge is dangerous or even tending to 

make wars more dangerous; e.g., according to Hallam, in the late Middle Ages armor became so effective 

knights could hack away each other all day without hardly anyone dying, which I suppose was a good 

thing. Probably, in fact, it is a great advantage that the theoretical underpinnings of applied subjects be 

correct, since those who appreciate understanding will profit most from knowing the foundations (while 

others will tend to learn the subject as merely a sequence of algorithms for solving problems), and if an 

understanding person applies a subject to the physical world, he, being usually more good, will tend to 

apply it in benevolent ways. 

Unfortunately, I know of no really effective way to encourage creativity without encouraging 

pretension. The best solution I know of is for society to reward knowledge more than discovery. Though 

doubtless many would disagree with me, I am inclined to think aim-and-shoot research is less effective in 

the long run than more accidental discoveries that arise almost without effort as a result of thorough 

understanding.213 Just as a man may get more mistresses by trying to be good rather by than trying to get 

                                                           
213 Godel�s incompleteness theorem supports this since it shows that in any reasonable mathematical 
theory there will always be statements neither provable or disprovable. In other words, there are targets that 
you can�t shoot that you will never know can�t be shot. One could waste lots of time trying. But 
philosophically I don�t put too much profundity into Godel�s result since the unprovable statements are 
about aim-and-shoot mathematics, and I don�t care much about aim-and-shoot mathematics. 
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them, I don�t see why a man can�t get more discoveries by trying to understand rather than by trying to 

discover. Still, it must be admitted that discoveries probably need to be appreciated at least somewhat in 

order to be made, and that even if by de-emphasizing the importance of discovery people are both 

encouraged to have a broader less-gullible knowledge and discouraged from falsely inflating the 

importance of a particular piece of knowledge (the piece they discovered), there still is no guarantee people 

will not frequently be led astray by pretension. Nowadays the danger of pretension is indeed enormous. 

Biotechnology, for instance, is potentially very dangerous not only in the hands of madmen who might use 

it for biowarfare, but also in the hands of scientists whose financial interest is to ignore or downplay the 

subtle enormous complexities of evolution and to encourage a potentially very dangerous artificial genetic 

tinkering that could (say) create power where there is not commensurate goodness by artificially grafting 

�fit� genes together. Certain more dangerous scientific activities like cloning or atomic weapons 

development really ought to be internationally banned (not that cloning214 is particularly bad, just 

obviously so�unfortunately, like most people I don�t have enough knowledge to make a really 

enlightened enumeration of the types of dangerous knowledge, in particular I can�t say with much 

exactness what about biotechnology is dangerous, even though there is probably much about it even more 

dangerous than cloning). Too much dangerous knowledge too fast in society is rather like too much growth 

too fast in a body cell, which of course is just cancer and which is often fatal. Though generally an 

optimist, I recognize the existence of problems with our world that realistically could be disastrous. In 

particular, societies must work hard to discourage pretension, and not in any merely easy way that I am 

                                                           
214There is a plant whose �seed� actually is a bud of a clone of the parent�the dandelion. Dandelions 
prosper because they are triploid (their chromosomes come in triples rather than pairs, a state that often 
reduces the harmful effects of genetically recessive genes), yet notwithstanding that like all triploid plants 
they are sexually sterile, they can use the complex seed-dispersal mechanisms that evolved in their distant 
ancestors to reproduce by cloning, because on account of some strange event (mutation?) akin to cancer, a 
triploid dandelion plant was born whose �seeds� could grow up into clones of the parent plant. The best 
thing is probably to root them up and destroy them. Indeed, in the long run, the plant is presumably 
doomed (not being able to evolve at all quickly because of absence of sex), and by rooting them up, you 
are giving an opportunity to related noncloning, sexual species to prosper, the best thing that can done for 
dandelions. So you needn�t feel sorry for dandelions by eradicating them in your yard. Let�s hope humans 
don�t become doomed like dandelions. 
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able to understand. People should work and think hard to ensure a proper enlightened future for our planet 

in the cosmos. 
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Religion 

People often associate morality with religion. If there are indeed spiritual phenomena of a 

preternatural nature, this should not be surprising, since it would seem obvious that exactly how these 

spirits affect humans should enter into such considerations as (say) how one should be buried, or how we 

should behave so as not to incur the wrath of nonterrestrial creatures or powers. I do not claim to possess 

any special understanding from Providence about such matters, but I do feel sufficiently enlightened to be 

able to make a few matter-of-fact observations about religious matters. 

Provided that spiritual religious influences exist, it strikes me that there are basically three 

separate commonsense explanations for their provenance. The least abstract possibility is that there are 

influences that arise from extra-terrestrial inhabitants of the ordinary universe we live in. The universe is of 

enormous immensity, and so it would not be at all surprising if some possibly highly evolved creatures 

(who perhaps possess little resemblance to humans) do affect us in ways termed religious. Another not too 

abstract possibility is panpsychism�that matter itself possesses a kind of life and spirit that affects us. 

Personally, I find it quite mathematically simple215 that universes be nested inside each other much as the 

integers are ordered. Accordingly, it may well be that on some level subatomic particles are little universes 

that possess a certain amount of volition and (perhaps) an ability to relate to the universe in which they are 

elements (our universe). Quantum mechanics216 says phenomena such as phase transitions occur in a 

random manner. Well, very complicated phenomena can appear highly random and not actually be so. It 

may well be that (say) by an electron regulating slightly its phase transitions it can acquire a kind of wispy 

communication with the individuals of this universe. The third and most abstract possibility is that our 

universe is an element of a larger universe, and that there is some sort of communication between this 

                                                           
215Partly from my having studied mathematical category theory. 
216But I dislike quantum mechanics. The foundations of the subject are either vague or too complicated 
(much more so than relativity theory, for instance), and are therefore ugly. (I haven�t read the most 
complex treatises on the subject, so can�t say with certainty whether the most complicated expositions are 
sensical.) I wish physicists would spend more effort making the foundations of quantum mechanics 
coherent and simple to someone with a mathematical background. I suspect there is a slight Emperor 
Clothes� phenomenon among physicists here. What distinguished physicist nowadays would want to admit 
that he doesn�t understand a theory that has been in favor as long as quantum mechanics has been in the 
physicist community? 
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larger universe and our universe. This third possibility I have neither any insight towards nor any evidence 

for other than it being theoretically pleasing it should exist. Consequently, I shall not consider more this 

third type of religious influence.217 

Astronomers say that there are upwards of one hundred billion galaxies, each containing on 

average one hundred billion stars. Multiplication thus indicates that the universe contains upwards of 1022 

or 10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 stars. It just doesn�t seem quite reasonable to me to suppose that the 

sun is the only star with a planet such as Earth that supports life. Moreover, the Solar System is not a 

particularly old solar system, so very possibly many other planets support life significantly more evolved 

than that of Earth. However, if there are a great many civilizations throughout the Universe, it also seems 

logical to me that many of these would have developed an ability to travel to places such as Earth. Whether 

the occasional UFO sighting is legitimate hardly seems relevant in this argument; it would seem that the 

Earth should be veritably inundated with UFO�s whizzing by in all directions. That this is not the case 

needs no justification. Where are the flying saucers? Basically one is forced to make either one of two 

conclusions. One is that what happened in life evolving on Earth is very special, and there are practically 

no other planets in the universe supporting advanced life. The other possibility is that the extraterrestrials 

have some reason to keep themselves hidden from us. Neither explanation, I must admit, is really very 

convincing to me. The essential elements of life, namely hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen are all of 

them rather abundant, and the sun is not a particularly unusual star, and planetary formation is not thought 

                                                           
217Maybe this type of influence would be very real appearing as opposed to wispy and ghost-like? It is an 
interesting question whether it is more reasonable to view this transcendental influence as God than to view 
God as being merely a supreme being contained in our ordinary universe. It�s akin to asking the 
controversial theological question whether God is transcendental or immanent. I suppose like the theists I 
view as plausible there being both a transcendental and immanent god. However, as I believe is in 
contradistinction to the theists, I tend to view the transcendental and immanent gods as being essentially 
unrelated and quite distinct. I will even go so far as to suggest from my religious feelings and experiences 
that it is quite dangerous to believe that the transcendental god (the force from the higher universe 
containing our universe) cares at all about whether our universe be harmonious, and in fact the 
transcendental god is quite indifferent to us (he is rightly concerned with his own universe). I am reminded 
of Robert Owen�s belief that it is as ridiculous to believe that God cares about our praises as it would be for 
a lowly mouse to believe that it is important to praise humans in prayer. Nevertheless, we might very rarely 
have transcendental experiences (that could appear quite bizarre and even humorous as having to do with a 
higher universe we can scarcely begin to comprehend) that to a certain extent could represent a will of a 
transcendent God whom it would be good for our universe and ourselves to take seriously. 
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to be particularly unusual. I guess it is possible, however, that life evolved largely as a stroke of luck. In 

particular, so long as scientists are not really certain how life first started, one has to admit that the process 

originating life could be so unusual that our planet was one of only a very few in the universe to be so 

lucky as to actually support the beginning of life, and that in consequence very few planets have life at all. 

The other possibility is that extraterrestrials have some reason to leave us alone. The simplest explanation 

for such behavior is that they believe we have more wisdom to deal with Earthly affairs than they do. But it 

definitely does seem surprising that all the civilizations would choose to leave us alone, unless there is 

some sort of government leading all the advanced extraterrestrial civilizations as a group, or preventing 

extraterrestrials from coming here. The truth is I do not know at all whether there are extraterrestrial 

religious influences. 

As to the second manner of religious influence, namely panpsychism, I probably would class 

myself as a believer, although a moderately unsure one. I would not be at all surprised if a good many 

spiritual experiences such as insanity, dreams, and near-death experiences actually are caused by matter 

possessing a kind of life. Hinduism and a good many of the more primitive religions have beliefs of this 

sort, and even Christianity has its Holy Spirit. Now Christianity is very clear that only Jehovah is to be 

worshipped to the exclusion of the other gods; similarly the other monotheistic religions are clear about the 

importance of being exclusive in worship. It could be argued that the monotheistic religions are too 

exclusive in worshipping one God�that this exclusivity precludes the profound religious experience that 

can only come from a wide sensitivity to spirits of diverse types, and I�m inclined to think the argument 

has some validity and is a case for religions such as Hinduism that do try to broaden the spectrum of 

worship.218 But viewing spirituality as panpsychist in nature, it stands to reason that spirit typically comes 

from that which is dead, inasmuch as that what is in a live individual must remain inside the individual 

containing it, and thus unlike (say) the wind or electrical phenomena, can not very well flow outside to 

affect people in spiritual ways. It stands to reason that the best matter does in fact incorporate itself in life 

                                                           
218I shouldn�t be surprised if the Catholics� worship of the Virgin Mary and other Saints does not to some 
degree fulfill this need for a broader spiritual experience. 
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(perhaps merely because it prefers life to death), and accordingly that the most of the spiritual panpsychist 

influences come from dead matter very possibly opposed to life. Accordingly, although it may be excessive 

to be absolutely monotheistic, yet it is nevertheless doubtless very important to be very skeptical of 

spiritual phenomenon. That it is so important for one to be selective in spiritual worship probably explains 

the success of monotheistic religions; from a political standpoint, the idea of there being one God in 

complete control is quite abhorrent to me, and I don�t really think one should be monotheistic in that 

respect, basically for the same reasons democracy is better than totalitarianism. The tendency for a great 

many spiritual influences to be rather evil probably explains why people forget dreams very easily (since a 

great many dreams are thus probably misleading), and why insanity, although it may have its profound 

revealing moments, yet in many ways is hell. Also, panpsychism may help explain the absence of extra-

terrestrial visitors. Panpsychism perhaps causes the whole universe to be spiritually connected with a kind 

of misty communication between the various parts that subtly and quickly spreads moral or intellectual 

advancements in one civilization to the other civilizations, thereby preventing excessively unequal 

advancement among civilizations. Consequently, because of panpsychism, it may actually not be so 

unreasonable to suppose that all other civilizations if they exist are simply insufficiently advanced to travel 

easily to Earth. 

If universes are nested inside each other, one must consider the conundrum that our own universe, 

having the advantage of being so heavily influenced by the multitude of universes it contains, should be 

much more advanced than the universes it contains, and, similarly, should be much less advanced than the 

universe containing it. Consequently, it might appear that spiritual influences would be largely irrelevant 

and that transcendental influences would be so important and powerful as to be virtually infallible in a way 

that is against intuition and which should make us mere zombies of this higher more powerful universe. 

The way around this is simple: Time presumably goes slower in higher universes. More exactly, the time 

separation between two events occurring in a given universe as measured by us in our own universe using 

our time is greater than the time separation as measured in a higher universe using its time, and less than 

the time separation as measured in a lower universe using its time. In consequence, higher universes would 

not necessarily be more advanced, because they are younger (as measured absolutely in terms of their own 
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time) than our own universe (as measured in terms of our time), and so have had less time to evolve. 

Similarly, lower universes would not necessarily be less advanced. This solution, which I developed to 

solve the above problem of relevance of spiritual influences has the great advantage of explaining the time 

dilation that occurs in dreams as well. As is well known, dreams occur much more quickly than one would 

expect. Occasionally, for instance, I will look at the clock immediately before and after experiencing 

dreams and notice, to my surprise, that my impression of how long I have been dreaming is about six or 

seven times longer than what the clock indicates I have been sleeping. This effect can be understood if in 

the lower universes responsible for these dreams, time goes at a faster rate than in our universe. 

Now I am not really certain that panpsychism is a true phenomenon, and even if it is I don�t really 

know very well how it works. That nature affects people in spiritually interesting quite subtle ways, I can 

have little doubt of, however. For instance, my theory that sodomy is a chemical phenomenon I first 

considered while unproductively sitting on a log by the bank of a river, as I had done maybe a hundred 

times before at the same spot. The less lazy might consider such daydreaming a waste of time; however, I 

got to thinking of why the muskrats before me seemed to be spending a large amount of time tending to a 

mat of floating rotten vegetation. The mat was covered with a foamy froth reminiscent of beer, and it 

occurred to me that perhaps the foam actually did contain alcohol, probably to attract food (there were a 

great many bass making kissy motions through the foam) or muskrats of the opposite sex. Then I got to 

thinking, Wow! maybe people introduce chemicals to attract the opposite sex, and somehow I thought 

about sodomy as being the most likely way it could happen (perhaps the muskrats were trying to help me 

out in my quest for wisdom by subtly suggesting this to me, I don�t know). Even if it is true that there are 

spiritual influences, say from little universes nested inside our universe, it still must be admitted that what 

happens in our own universe is most important for us, and that it is most important that we behave properly 

in our ordinary dealings with the fellow occupants of our own particular little corner of it. 
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Addendum 

I thought I might list certain very odd ideas I have had which I don�t have much evidence for, and 

which thus may very well be false or partly false. Even if only one of these ideas turns out to be true, I 

figure it shall have been worth my giving them, so here goes. 

1. Cerumen (earwax) is not actually predominately for protecting the ear canal (say from insects), 

but is a type of excrement which the brain is unable to get rid of via the bloodstream. Bile, for instance, can 

not be excreted via the blood to excretory or decomposing organs like the kidneys or liver, and so must be 

gotten rid of specially through the digestive tract. Perhaps there is some horrible chemical which the brain 

can only get rid of through the special means of cerumen (perhaps it is not soluble in blood?). If this 

horrible chemical could be analyzed, then by avoiding it or what produces it, the brain might be made to 

work or last better. Perhaps Alzheimer�s disease or similar diseases are caused by a buildup of these 

chemicals or by bacteria in the ears emitting chemicals causing the brain to behave so as to produce an 

excess of these poisonous wastes so as to give the bacteria more to eat. 

2. Obesity is caused by bacteria in the intestines producing a chemical that causes one to overeat. 

Obviously, bacteria would have a great advantage living in an individual who eats too much high calorie 

food, since this food could be used by the bacteria as nutrient, and so it seems to me unreasonable to 

suppose they wouldn�t evolve the tendency to produce chemicals that might increase consumption of food, 

especially that containing calories. It is well known that the intestines are loaded with bacteria (in fact 

humans get their Vitamin K from these bacteria), and that there are chemicals which affect weight balance, 

so this theory is plausible. That obesity is quite unattractive is not hard to see if it is caused by chemical 

products of intestinal bacteria; obviously, from the point of view of being resistant to sodomy, it is very 

important to have the same sort of resistance to chemicals introduced into the intestines that would be 

needed to avoid obesity. Perhaps by eating foods that are not dense in calories (as in high fiber foods), an 

overeater might encourage good bacteria that are less desirous of calories, and thereby lose weight. Also, 

just understanding that one�s intuition as to how much food should be eaten can be misled by bacteria 

might encourage a will-power helpful for weight loss. 
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3. White walnuts (butternuts) produce some sort of sexual attractant to attract squirrels. These 

attractants affect humans through their pollen and nuts, and are capable of to some extent causing people to 

become dissolute. Chestnuts may very well produce a kind of antidote for these chemicals, and the chestnut 

blight is largely responsible for the downhill slide our country took concomitantly with the First World 

War. (That white walnuts are evil I felt very emphatically during some periods of moderate insanity I 

experienced in 1992. After returning to my normal self, I thought my idea was almost surely just that, i.e., 

insane. However, last year or so a squirrel bounced up to me while I was lying in our hammock looking at 

our black walnut tree; he dropped a chestnut kernel at my feet, looked up at me like this was the cure to all 

difficulties, and hopped away. I had thought that if my theory about the evil of white walnuts were correct 

it would have been the outer part of the nut that was most evil [the Indians used an oil derived from this 

outer part in their anointing ceremonies], containing the greatest concentration of chemicals. Now, I knew 

that the chestnut contains an altogether foreboding spiked husk on its nuts, much different from the smooth 

husk of walnuts, and so it makes sense to me that perhaps the spiked husk of the chestnut might have arisen 

from a kind of metaphorical meaning it has to squirrels who fear the smooth husks characteristic of 

walnuts. I don�t think black walnuts are bad. The one in our backyard seems nice.)219 Interestingly, 

perhaps the Tree of Knowledge mentioned in the Bible actually is some sort of metaphorical representation 

of a tree in the Middle East with effects similar to that of the white walnut. I feel the necessity of pointing 

out the rashness of people cutting down these trees without their being understood in an exact chemical 

way. It may be I hated them just for insane unjust metaphorical reasons, and that they play an important 

                                                           
219According to �Alcoholism�The biochemical connection� by Joan Larson, a lacking of essential fatty 
acids (EFA�s)�the nutrients out of which PGE1is produced�may predispose one to alcoholism by 
causing a deficiency of PGE1 utilization in the brain (which alcohol temporarily increases) which could 
result in craving. Apparently nuts are high in EFA�s. Perhaps some nuts contain just EFA�s (and so may 
actually help in avoiding addiction), while other nuts actually have these EFA�s already altered into PG�s 
(and so actually encourage addiction). The truth is I don�t know enough about chemistry and the chemistry 
of walnuts, omega-6 and omega-3 fatty acids to understand chemically what if anything is going on. It is 
also interesting to note that both bananas (which the Muslims traditionally have taken to be the fruit of the 
Tree of Knowledge as western Christians have taken the apple to be so) and walnuts contain serotonin (the 
brain chemical that the antidepressant Prozac affects). In fact, The Merck Manual states that for this reason 
these foods should be avoided in testing for the presence of serotonin as is necessary in diagnosing 
carcinoid syndrome. Curious that people who go crazy are often said to go �bananas� or �nuts.� 
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role in the ecosystem. It�s probably my most bizarre idea. I don�t have any rational reason to believe white 

walnuts are evil. Similarly, I have for no rational reason wondered about edelweiss, whether it might have 

some evil effect that tends to produce excess militarism in Central Europe. (I had a spooky dream once that 

edelweiss has evil recessive �unreality� genes inserted by evil militaristic space aliens, which genes can 

somehow vector into humans and other earth animals creating especially in the homologous condition evil 

earth-life destroying traits, and that these genes have some bizarre relation to the rare earths like 

Lanthanum, Erbium, Praseodymium and Ytterbium which it is extremely important to comprehend of 

course. Needless to say, if this turns out to be mostly true, I have significantly underestimated in my book 

the importance of spiritual visions and bizarre imaginings!) 

4. Nasal congestion and excessive sleepiness are caused largely by oral bacteria. The bacteria 

living on the tongue prefer as habitat the layer of dried mucous that tends to form on tongues, and in fact 

halitosis can occur from these bacteria if colds or other causes of nasal congestion cause an individual to 

breathe excessively through the mouth (as opposed to the nose), because such breathing through the mouth 

increases the rate of dried-mucous deposition on the tongue. Frequently when one is asleep one becomes so 

relaxed that the mouth hangs open. Similarly, the movement and agitation that occurs in the mouth during 

wakefulness is also probably harmful to oral bacteria. So it is not unreasonable to suppose that certain 

types of oral bacteria chemically cause nasal congestion (perhaps even by predisposing one to colds) and 

lethargy. It is significant that halitosis is repulsive�presumably its being repulsive was selected for 

because there is an advantage to finding it repulsive. It is relevant also that people snore�perhaps this 

snoring discourages sleeping with one�s mouth open�, and that people sometimes drool when they sleep 

(saliva has antibacterial properties). Interesting too is that the first sign of a cold is a sore throat, as though 

the disease starts in the mouth (perhaps by bacteria making the region susceptible to viral infection). Very 

interestingly, it may be appropriate that people with sweet-smelling breath kiss each other merely from the 

consideration that their so doing would tend to increase the competition and selection that would occur in 

good oral bacteria (to the disadvantage of bad oral bacteria). However, it could also be that some oral 

bacteria are so obnoxious as to chemically contribute to rampant excessive sex drive, since kissing tends to 

be associated with sex (I must admit I doubt oral bacteria are very potent in this regard). It does seem to me 
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reasonable and prudent that people who are so unfortunate as to possess bad breath should use good oral 

hygiene, especially before kissing. 

It may well also be that adult-onset diabetes is caused at least partly by these oral bacteria emitting 

chemicals which by damaging the pancreas or by altering the body�s sensitivity to insulin make the diabetic 

crave the sugar which the oral bacteria need to prosper. The other day I heard of an epidemiological study 

suggesting that improved oral hygiene lessens diabetic symptoms, so apparently some similar theory is 

actually being investigated.  

5. Bacteria residing in skin pores can cause excessive lethargy and inactivity. It is well known that 

bacteria reside in pores and in fact are responsible for various skin disorders such as acne. Doubtless it is 

consequential to these bacteria how much their host perspires, since perspiration affects these pores. The 

benefits of exercise are widely touted in today�s culture and there apparently is a good deal of evidence that 

in fact exercise is beneficial. But I ask myself whether it is not the perspiration that accompanies exercise 

which might be its chief benefit. I have noticed in particular with reference to myself that strenuous activity 

is beneficial to my complexion, and suspect that it is in fact perspiration that causes this effect. In a good 

many cultures people actually set aside time for perspiring, as with the saunas of Scandinavia. Now if 

perspiration is beneficial, it stands to reason that it very well may be beneficial because of its adverse effect 

on harmful skin bacteria. Moreover, given that these bacteria are harmed by perspiration, it stands to 

reason that they might emit chemicals to make one so lazy as to avoid exertions that make one perspire. 

This tendency of these bacteria to cause laziness probably explains why they are harmful, and thus at least 

partially why we like to exercise and perspire.220 

It is at first glance odd that the very visible face should be prone to the most skin disorders. Just as 

might be the case with cerumen, some of the secretions from the sebaceous or sweat glands of the face 

                                                           
220It may also be, however, that perspiration contains significant sexual attractants. My biology book says 
underarm perspiration contains the same pheromone which truffles contain and which causes female pigs 
to go crazy for them. Because perspiration does probably have a certain obnoxious capacity to artificially 
alter others� sexual tendencies, it is not hard to explain that people often feel somewhat uneasy and 
embarrassed by the whole perspiration issue. 
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might actually be brain excrement (the face is near the brain). That would account for a higher level of 

goop in facial gland secretions that could account for the higher level of disorders there. 
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